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Abstract 
This thesis concerns the mobilisation of children who lived within a clearly defined area 
of Scotland known as the 42
nd
 Regimental Area during the Great War.  It asserts that 
while these children lived through a time of enormous national and local upheaval, the 
majority of this numerically significant but often overlooked section of the population 
in terms of Great War studies were far from being helpless witnesses to the conflict on 
the Home Front or even passive bystanders, but were instead overwhelmingly 
reasonably well informed supporters of and valued net contributors to the British war 
effort.   This thesis takes the form of a concentrated regional study, drawing heavily 
both on local sources and the holdings of the four Local Authority archives involved as 
it traces the evolution of children’s involvement in support work from their initial self-
mobilisation to the eventual effective adult capture and direction of their work in the 
national interest.  It takes the shape of a descriptive account of the local children’s war 
support activities which runs in parallel with analysis of the form of their physical and 
mental mobilisation and deployment, the limitations placed on that process, the sources 
of their motivation and an estimate of the extent of their financial contribution to the 
British war effort.   This thesis attempts to strike and maintain an ongoing balance 
between the need to deal directly with the lived experience of local children while 
relating that same experience to the broader issues which dominate the historiography of 
the Great War on the Home Front.  The final product is intended to expand current 
understanding of the shape of children’s mobilisation during the Great War through a 
study of the processes involved as well as the extent and effectiveness of that movement 
in one Scottish Regimental Area.  
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Chapter 1. 
INTRODUCTION. 
This thesis concerns the mobilisation of the school children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area 
of Forfarshire, Perthshire, Fife and Dundee in support of the British war effort on the 
Home Front during the Great War. It takes as its starting point two observations.  The 
first is that while children were a numerically significant section of the British civilian 
population between the outbreak of war in 1914 and the Armistice, academic study of 
both the process and extent of their mobilization, and the scale and effectiveness of their 
work in support of the British war effort during the Great War has been very limited.
1
  
The second observation is that at the level of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area at least, material 
is available for study: their work was reported on in the local war time press, it was 
formally recorded in educational records and information on their activities appeared in 
those surviving papers of wartime organisations such as voluntary work parties where 
children became involved.  There is also a significant body of evidence including letters 
of thanks published in the local press indicating the extent to which their work was 
appreciated at the time.  Yet, until very recently the specific topic of children’s 
mobilization and their practical work in support of the national war effort was largely 
unexplored at any level, whether that was in terms of the nation, county, town or rural 
parish.  Why then, has children’s mobilization in particular, and to a lesser extent their 
work in support of the war effort and their achievements in that area received so little 
academic attention? 
One reason why so little is known is that within the wider topic of the British Home 
Front, the study of children’s war time experience was not seen by historians as a major 
area of interest. The diplomatic, political, economic and purely military aspects of the 
war all vied for immediate attention when historians began to study the conflict, and as 
Winter and Prost observed when they described how three generations of historians 
interpreted the war in ‘three different configurations’, historians’ interests and priorities 
shifted over time, so that the Home Front was not a major topic of investigation much 
before the 1960s.
2
  There is also a sense too, that where children appeared in histories of 
the Home Front, discussion very often centred on specific aspects of children’s wartime 
                                                          
 
1
 National Records of Scotland Statistical Bulletin dated 17th December 2012 Para 6.2.   In 1911 the Census showed 
that children up to the age of 14 made up 32% of the Scottish population.  In the 2011 Census the same group had 
shrunk to 15%. 
2
 Jay Winter & Antoine Prost Great War in History: Debates and Controversies, 1914 to the Present.  
(Cambridge: C.U.P., 2005). p.31. 
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lives such as the state of their health, examples of offending behaviour and their early 
entry into the wartime work force rather than on their more general experience of the 
war.  In short children were discussed in terms of what happened to them, and not in 
any way as contributors.  The topic of their mobilization – apart from the occasional 
reference as it applied to their uniformed organisations – did not appear.  
Never the less, over the last twenty five years there has been a significant departure 
from the position taken by Marwick towards the study of children in wartime when he 
posed this question in The Deluge (Second Edition, 1991), ‘Can one talk of children’s 
‘participation’ in the war effort? – most children, some children?  What exactly does 
happen to them?’3  Another generation of major works on the Home Front including De 
Groot’s Blighty4 and later Back in Blighty5 published in 1996 and 2014 respectively, as 
well as Gregory’s Last Great War6 and Bilton’s The Home Front in the Great War7 
which appeared in 2008 and 2003, all dealt with children to some extent.  They did 
expand understanding of various aspects of their wartime experience and hinted at 
avenues for further investigation.  The importance of these works, along with other 
more specialised texts dealing with very specific aspects of the Home Front, is that they 
do provide the indispensible historiographical background to this thesis.  
The trend towards a more rounded consideration of children’s wartime experience 
continued with the publication of Chapman’s The First World War on the Home Front8 
in 2014 and Simmonds’s Britain and World War One, published two years earlier.9  
Unfortunately, none of those texts named so far with the partial exception of Bilton’s 
chapters ‘The Boy Scout Movement’ and ‘The War and National Education’ placed 
children anywhere beyond the periphery of the action, and given the clear intention of 
these historians to produce comprehensive histories of the British Home Front, neither 
would it have been entirely appropriate for them to do have done so.    
In effect, when taken in broad overview, and without pre-empting more detailed 
considerations of the literature later, treatment of lived child war time experience in 
works on the British Home Front published before the centenary year 2014 tended to be 
                                                          
3
 A. Marwick   The Deluge (Second Edition. London: MacMillan 1991). p 43.  
4
G. De Groot   Blighty: British Society in the Era of the Great War  (London: Longman, 1996). 
5
 G. De Groot  Back in Blighty (London: Vintage Books, 2014). 
6
 A. Gregory  The Last Great War: British Society and the First World War (C.U.P: Cambridge, 2008). 
7
 D. Bilton The Home Front in the Great War: Aspects of the Conflict 1914-1918(Barnsley: Leo Cooper, 
2003). 
8
 T. Charman  The First World War on the Home Front (London: Andre Deutch, 2014). 
9
 A.G.V. Simmonds. Britain and World War One (Oxford: Routledge, 2012). 
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brief.  This treatment seldom ventured much beyond listing examples of their support 
work; it recorded some of the results, but not discuss the processes of children’s 
mobilization.  Effective discussion of that topic in terms of its overall shape, sources of 
leadership and direction, extent of involvement, range of deployment, and effectiveness 
of operation did not appear.  Until children’s mobilization was discussed in terms of 
these key elements of its own – or any other social rather than military mobilization in 
time of war - study of this topic looked likely to remain very limited in scope.  Until 
recently, that type of analysis must be considered as having been virtually non-existent, 
and possibly even beyond the scope of anything other than a dedicated children’s 
history of the Great War or a concentrated local study of that topic set within a coherent, 
well defined geographical area.   
This situation changed significantly in 2014 with the publication of Rosie Kennedy’s 
The Children’s War: Britain 1914-1918,10 and to a lesser extent with the appearance of 
Manon Pignot’s chapter ‘Children’ in Volume 3 of the Cambridge History of the First 
World War. 
11
   Both of these works were dedicated histories of children’s lives during 
the Great War and did deal specifically with both children and many of the key features 
of their mobilization, thereby placing children firmly in the centre ground of discussion.  
In addition to that, Kennedy’s work did address at a British national level a number of 
new or previously under researched aspects of the British child war experience.  These 
included the extent of the mental as well as the physical aspect of child engagement 
with the war, child interaction with the soldiers both as relatives and combatants, and 
the notion of children as significant contributors to the war effort as opposed to passive 
bystanders as well as a number of other issues.   
Kennedy’s Children’s War appeared when the research process for this thesis was well 
underway, so it was clear very quickly that specific aspects of some issues raised by 
Kennedy, particularly with regard to children’s motivation to support the war effort and 
limitations placed on their early entry to the work force, while highly significant in a 
local context of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, were not touched on in Kennedy’s British 
history. That in turn suggested that at least some aspects of child mobilization were 
likely to be more pronounced in some regions than in others, and that a number of 
issues Kennedy did not mention may have been peculiar to specific areas of Britain.    
                                                          
10
 R. Kennedy  The Children’s War: Britain 1914 – 1918 (Basingstoke: Palgrave MacMillan, 2014). 
11
 Manon Pignon  ‘Children,’ Volume 3 ‘Civil Society’ in J Winter (ed.), Cambridge History of the First 
World War (Cambridge: C.U.P. 2014).                                                                             
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The same points can be made regarding Manon Pignot’s chapter with its comparative, 
pan–combatant approach, which identified amongst other things those common themes 
in the wartime experiences of the children of both the Central and Entente powers.  In 
fact, it was apparent on reflection that the British and pan-national histories - child 
centred as Kennedy’s and Pignot’s works were and much as both had to offer – might 
not be the most effective formats by which the level of close analysis of child 
mobilization required to examine that movement in terms of its key elements mentioned 
earlier could be delivered.  It seems that level of analysis would be best delivered by 
other means such as a local study, but before that can be discussed the question of what 
is already known of children’s mobilization must be considered. 
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Children and Mobilization 
It is only when an inventory has to be made as to what has been written about the 
mobilization of children during the Great War that the lack of academic attention given 
to that specific topic becomes apparent.   
However, as has been seen, the publication of Rosie Kennedy’s The Children’s War 
introduced a high degree of specialisation to the study of British children’s lives during 
the Great War and represented a marked departure from previous treatment of the 
subject.  Kennedy’s comprehensive description and analysis of the war time experiences 
of British children stresses the ‘enormity of the wars influence’ over Britain as well as 
both the extent of children’s awareness of wars realities, and the personal nature of their 
connection to the conflict through serving relatives.
12
  She examines in turn children 
experience as members of families, children’s uniformed organisations, pupils in school 
and the war as imagined by children.  Kennedy describes her main interest here as ‘the 
experience of children and the ways in which they responded to their mobilisation for 
war.’13 
When Kennedy discusses child mobilization, she argues very convincingly that children 
were mobilised both physically through their voluntary and other war work, as well as 
mentally through play, reading and other activities.  In her view, children were as 
committed to the war as the adults, concluding that an understanding of the manner in 
which children were involved as part of the parallel and mutually supporting home and 
military mobilisation contributed to a greater understanding of the ‘all encompassing’ 
nature of mobilisation.  She also argued that by examination of the child mobilisation 
experience a greater appreciation of the nature of ‘total war’ could be achieved.14  
However, because Kennedy’s work operates at the national level, it gives every 
appearance of having achieved breadth of coverage of children’s experience of life on 
the Home Front, but not the depth of analysis that could be expected of a local study.  
Interestingly too, Kennedy sees the motivation for children’s involvement as including, 
‘fiction, school texts, news reports, toys, games and play; but also through family 
connection, the desire to emulate older brothers or fathers.’15  To some extent, this 
explanation of motivation suggests emotional involvement in the conflict on the part of 
                                                          
12
 R. Kennedy, The Children’s War, p.155. 
13
 Ibid p. 7 
14
 Ibid. p.2 
15
 Ibid. p.17 
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children as well as a degree of personal identification with the soldiers, which is 
essentially part of the mental involvement Kennedy makes clear was an important 
feature of children’s mobilization.  
Unlike Pignon, she offers a definition of children, and although that definition is based 
on a social construct derived from Davin who sees experience rather than age as the key 
identifier of childhood, effectively her definition covers that same broad grouping which 
is the subject of this thesis.
16
  The point of difference is that in her words, she 
concentrates on ‘children who are treated as children by adults around them,’ whereas 
the view which will underpin this thesis is that the overwhelming majority of local 
children accepted responsibility, frequently showed a dedication and maturity beyond 
their chronological age, and were treated accordingly.
17
  However, it has to be said that 
as its title proclaims, The Children’s War is a British history which is essentially Anglo-
centric, and as such barely makes any significant acknowledgement of any form of 
regional or national difference within Britain.  
The First World War on the Home Front by Terry Chapman, Senior Historian at the 
Imperial War Museums draws heavily on the archives of these museums while covering 
the civilian experience of the war.
18
  While this is not a children’s history of the war, 
and while coverage of that topic is not extensive, never the less it is valuable in that 
where it touches on children’s lives and experience, it offers an example of how of 
children might be discussed as part of the larger wartime civilian society and not in 
isolation.  Chapman’s research also adds significantly to knowledge of the range of 
children’s support work, as well as to the extent of involvement of children throughout 
southern England, although children living elsewhere are hardly mentioned.  It is also 
fair to say that Chapman, possibly more than any other historian working in the field of 
the British Home Front apart from Kennedy, was aware of the huge potential of 
mobilized children to contribute to the war effort.  He cites as an example those children 
in Bedford, who following an appeal for volunteers to make respirators for soldiers, 
helped produce the 20,000 masks needed at short notice for the Highland Division 
which had trained in their town before embarkation.
19
 
                                                          
16
 Ibid. p.9 
17
 Ibid. p.9 
18
 T. Chapman  The First World War on the Home Front  (London: Andre Deutsch, 2014). 
19
 Ibid p.165 
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A different approach is taken towards regional differences in civilian experience of the 
war by Bilton in The Home Front: Aspects of the Conflict 1914 – 1918.20  His stated 
intention, ‘to open up new lines of thought and interest and to stimulate further research 
into forgotten aspects of the war’ is encouraging in the context of this thesis.  He comes 
closest to achieving that aim in chapters on ‘The War and National Education’, ‘The 
Boy Scout Movement’ and a case study on Hull as ‘A City at War.’21 In the first two 
chapters the child is placed firmly in the centre ground of discussion, but as with 
Kennedy, Bilton’s discussion of both National Education and Boy Scouts in a national 
context is essentially a broad based account rather than an analysis of the core features 
of child mobilization.  Never the less, for Beckett as for Kennedy, the major events of 
the war played a part in the everyday life of children on the Home Front in as much as 
while they, as part of the general population may not have known the operational or 
tactical details, were more aware of what was going on in France and Flanders than has 
been supposed and the men in the trenches were seldom far from their thoughts.   
Both Bilton and Kennedy’s work also sits very comfortably alongside that from other 
combatant nations, particularly the writings of Audioin-Rouzeau, Becker and others 
including Manon Pignot associated with the Historial de la Grand Guerre in Peronne in 
that they, like Kennedy, reject the idea of soldiers and civilians purely as [in their terms] 
victims of a war over which they had no control.  In their rejection of that view, they 
saw both parties rather as willing participants whose involvement in the war was 
positive and remained strong, albeit with a period of near exhaustion around 1917 
leading to a wave of remobilisation across the Home Fronts of all combatant nations.  
While the ongoing debate amongst French historians regarding whether the French 
experience was defined as war by consent or war by coercion is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, Audoin-Rouzeau and Becker writing in 14 – 18, retrouver la Guerre state very 
clearly that in spite of some degree of dissent, the will to fight remained and that beyond 
doubt so that ‘The Great War remained until the end a war defined by that consensus.’22  
The importance here is that Kennedy extends this broad view to include children.  She 
points out - as do several other historians including Manon Pignot - a wealth of 
evidence showing that the war touched every aspect of children’s lives and that they 
                                                          
20
 D. Bilton  The Home front in the Great War: Aspects of the Conflict 1914 – 1918.  (Barnsley: Leo 
Cooper, 2003).                                                                                                                           
21
 Ibid. Foreword p. 6 
22
 S. Audoin-Rouzeau  & A. Becker  Understanding the Great War 14-18  (New York:Hill & Wang, 
2014).  Paperback Edition translated by Catherine Temerson  in 2014. French edition first published 
2000.   
21 
 
were spared very little: bereavement, mental mobilisation for war, material deprivation, 
disruption to accustomed routines and the sight of the physical effects of war on 
wounded soldiers were all part of their daily lives, yet children’s work in support of the 
war did not falter.   
It is also worth stating the obvious at this point: it must be remembered that British 
children’s war experience differed from that of the French, Belgians and Italians in that 
Britain never suffered occupation or experienced fighting on its territory, apart from 
some aerial and naval bombardment.  Never the less, what must always be remembered 
too, is that mobilization of children - either by adults or by their own self mobilization, 
as with the mobilization of any other group had but one purpose, and that was to support 
the war effort.  In that sense children’s mobilization was not separate from the 
mobilization of the rest of the population, for their work and pennies fed inexorably into 
the national effort.   
But what is actually known from the literature of children’s mobilization in terms of 
those key elements of overall shape, sources of leadership and direction, motivation, 
extent of involvement, range of deployment, and effectiveness of operation against 
which the mobilization of any group - either civil or military – should expect to be 
discussed?     Certainly there exists in the literature a clear but very limited knowledge 
of what children did in support of the war effort.  The literature also shows that while 
the role of the adult leadership in the mobilization of youth organisations in general is 
understood in a broad sense, the same cannot be said for other sources of leadership and 
direction.  On the other hand, while Kennedy described how both the physical and 
mental mobilization worked in schools in a largely southern English setting, the range 
of different educational arrangements in Britain suggested that local differences in 
procedures and application of education policies could mean a difference in some 
aspects of child experience would exist in different parts of the country.  Even less has 
been written about how children were mobilized and deployed in the wider community 
beyond school and youth organisations, or how their mobilization related to that of 
other elements of the civilian population.  Apart from acknowledgements of the 
efficiency of Scouts, Guides and Boys Brigade by many historians there is no real 
discernible appreciation of the effectiveness of children’s work, and no attempts at 
estimating the value of their contribution to the war effort at any level have been found.  
The reasons why children chose to continue their work in support of the national war 
effort remain - as might be expected - at the level of speculation.  In short, there is a 
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distinct gap in what is known in terms of the overall shape of children’s mobilization, 
the extent of their involvement in war support work, the range of deployment of 
children in that work, their motivation to take part and effectiveness of their operation.  
There is also at least a partial gap in terms of understanding of both leadership and 
direction.  These are the specific areas which this thesis will address. 
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A local study as a way forward?                   
In this situation the question arises of what approach might offer the best chance of 
extending current understanding of children’s mobilization.  The child centred approach 
of Kennedy offers an obvious way forward, but her national history is not the most 
effective formats by which the level of close analysis of child mobilization required to 
examine that movement in terms of its key elements mentioned earlier can be delivered.  
In fact, a more suitable method in which the child can be placed at the centre of the 
analysis is the local study of a clearly defined geographical area. 
The advantage of the deployment of a concentrated local study in this context is that it 
appears to be the most appropriate vehicle for the study of a Regimental Area, that is to 
say a geographical area below the level of the nation but beyond the level of a single 
large town or county.  It is also probably fair to say that a Regimental Area is also the 
largest geographical area where it is practical to attempt the level of in-depth research 
required in a local study to address some of the key elements of child mobilization, 
particularly its overall shape, extent of child involvement, and effectiveness of operation 
while adopting a child centred approach.  It is difficult to imagine undertaking the trawl 
of detailed educational and other local material used in this study over a significantly 
larger area.  It is also worth noting at this point, that as one of ten Regimental Areas in 
Scotland, the 42
nd
 Regimental Area covered a significant land mass, so that where 
significant differences emerge between children’s wartime experiences in the 42nd 
Regimental Area and what might be described as the national narrative, a case can be 
made for describing these as of some significance at a Scottish, if not a British level.   
In a general sense, another significant advantage is that it seems reasonable to expect 
that by opening a vista on the relatively unexplored lived experience of a numerically 
large group within war time society such as children, there is at least the potential for a 
small measure of general broadening of understanding of the Great War on the Home 
Front.  In a more specialized sense, a study of that sort also has the potential to shed 
new light on important themes appearing in the historiography the Home Front during 
the Great War as these impacted on children’s experiences of the conflict. Soldier-
civilian alienation, the extent of voluntarism in local communities and the extent to 
which influential pre-war local social networks which ran so many pre-war activities 
survived to do the same for wartime causes are obvious candidates for discussion.   It 
might also further enhance understanding of regional differences between the wartime 
experiences within Britain for as Gail Braydon commented, ‘There is much more ... for 
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us to discover about the response to war in different geographical areas, even within the 
United Kingdom.  Reactions may have varied between town and country as well as 
regions.’23  At a more detailed level, an analysis of children’s mobilization in terms of 
those core features mentioned earlier conducted within the setting of a local study, 
should make it possible to describe for what may be the first time what children’s 
mobilization in a small town actually amounted to, or how children’s savings were 
captured for the war effort, or how a Boys Brigade Battalion mobilized and deployed as 
well as the practical results of that process.   
The case for the use of a local study here is strengthened in that while no formal 
definition of micro history or for that matter of a concentrated local study has been 
found, those insights gained from the work of micro historians can be built upon here.   
The argument advanced by Istvan Szijarto that the micro historian’s objective should be 
‘to find answers to his questions through the micro-investigation itself rather than to 
illustrate statements deduced by other methods,’ can only be regarded as good advice in 
the context of both the micro-history and the concentrated local study.
24
  His 
observation that an advantage of micro history is that, ‘The closer relation to the ‘little 
facts’ entails a stronger reality,’ and that ‘...it can present a diversity of contexts within 
the frame of a relatively limited investigation,’ also holds good in a detailed local 
study.
25
    
Even so, one area of potential difficulty to be discussed at this point is outlined by Ross 
whose concern regarding micro-history is that the limitations associated with its use 
derive from ‘the difficulty of relating the details of the stories presented to the wider 
trends of which they are supposed to be exemplary.’26  On consideration Ross’s concern 
should not be problematic here, and instead a far greater danger to the balance of the 
thesis as mentioned earlier - unless care is taken from the outset - may come from 
misjudgements around what Purseigle describes in his comparative study of war time 
Bezieres and Northampton as the need to ‘avoid glossing over part of the story’ because 
of over-emphasis on ‘...confirmation or invalidation of the national narratives.’27 
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Definitions 
At this point a number of terms which have been used so far and which will feature 
prominently throughout this thesis require formal working definition, and given the 
importance of these, some justification for definitions used here is also required.   These 
terms are ‘children’, ‘mobilization,’ ‘support work,’ ‘contribution’ and the ‘42nd 
Regimental Area.’ Other definitions will be required later but these are more 
appropriately dealt with as the discussion bears on these topics.   
Map 1.
The Counties of Scotland.
1914.
 
 
The 42
nd
 Regimental Area is easy to define: it was one of the ten Regimental Areas of 
Scotland and was a military division rather than an economic, political or purely 
                                                                                                                                                                          
book]. Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill; 2004. Available from: eBook Collection (EBSCOhost), Ipswich, 
MA., p. 118. 
 
                Source: Philips and Son  (Liverpool: 1886) 
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geographical division.  It was also the recruiting area of the Black Watch and comprised 
Forfarshire, Perthshire, Fife and the city of Dundee as the county boundaries stood in 
1914.    
The practice of linking infantry regiments and cavalry units to geographical areas had 
been in existence for over a quarter century before 1914, inspired partly by the Prussian 
model of mobilisation used in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870.  In the British case, this 
was confirmed by the Childers Reforms of 1881 and other incidental legislation which 
linked two single battalion regiments into a new regiment with a distinct recruiting area.  
In the case of the Black Watch, that area was known as the 42
nd
 Regimental Area – a 
nod to the old Regimental number.  Map 2 below shows the relationship between the 
county boundaries and the recruiting area.  In the case of the Black Watch, the counties 
are Forfarshire, Perthshire, Fife and the City of Dundee as these existed in 1914.  
Map 2.
Regimental Recruiting Areas.
1914.
[Sometimes known as the ‘Tribal Map’.]
Seaforths.
Camerons Gordons
Black 
Watch
Argylls
Royal Scots
K.O.S.B
C.
R.S.F.
 
K.O.S.B.  Kings Own Scottish Borderers.                                                                 
C. Cameronians – frequently referred to as Scottish Rifles.                                                                                              
Argylls – Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders.                                                                                                          
R.S.F  Royal Scots Fusiliers.                                                                                   
H.L.I. Recruited from Glasgow and the rest of Scotland                                             
Source: Philips and Son. (Liverpool: 1886.) 
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These boundaries were significantly different to those of today, and in the case of 
Perthshire meant the county boundaries extended westward of where they stand in 2016, 
so that a broad crescent of territory including Callander, Doune, Aberfoyle, Strathyre 
and the Braes of Balquhidder were included in 1914.  Forfarshire, now known as Angus 
also spread slightly westward of its current boundary.   
The principle of linking regiments to specific area was further developed during the 
establishment of the Territorial Force [T.F.] by Haldane in 1908, so every regimental 
recruiting area was subdivided by county and city into battalion recruiting areas.
28
  Map 
3 following shows these areas. 
Map 3.
42nd Regimental Area.
Black Watch T.F. Battalion Recruiting Area of Forfarshire, Fife, Perthshire and the city of 
Dundee as these were defined in 1914.
5th Bn.
Black Watch
6th Bn.
Black Watch.
7th Bn.
Black Watch
4th (Dundee’s Own) Bn.
Black Watch
                                                            Source: Philips and Son. (Liverpool 1886.) 
However, for the men involved and their civilian supporters the unit with which they 
would have identified most closely before the war and for some time during it were the 
Companies.  These were units of around 100 men led by a Captain or a senior 
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Battalion which recruited in Forfarshire.   
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Lieutenant and which met in Drill Halls in the small towns of the regimental area.  It 
will be seen from the maps following how wide spread the Black Watch T.F. net was, 
even in the more isolated areas.
29
   Also included in the maps are two Yeomanry units, 
Scottish Horse and the Fife and Forfar Yeomanry both of which would lose their horses 
in 1916 and become Black Watch battalions for the duration of the war. 
The 4
th
 Battalion recruited only from Dundee and the city boundaries marked its 
Battalion area.   The others recruited as follows.  
 
 
               
 
                                                            Source: Sketch map drawn for this page. 
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Map 5.
6th Battalion 
The Black Watch.
Company Level T.F.Drill & Mobilisation Centres In Perthshire On The Outbreak Of War.
A & B Coys.
Perth.
Angus
5th Black Watch
Invernesshire.
Camerons.
C Coy.                                    
D Sqdr. S. H.
Dunblane
D Coy. 
Crieff
F Coy. 
Auchterarder.
G Half Coy.
Pitlochry.
G Half Coy. &
B Sqdr S. H.
Dunkeld.
H Coy. 
Aberfeldy
E Coy. 
Blairgowrie.
A Sqdr. S. H                      
Blair Athol
DundeePerthshire.
Recruiting area of 6th Black Watch.
S.H.
Scottish Horse
 
    Source: Sketch map drawn for this page. 
Map 6.
7th Battalion 
The Black Watch.
Company Level T.F. Drill & Mobilisation Centres In Fife On The Outbreak Of War.
A Coy.                          
B Sqdr F.&F.Y.
Dunfermline
B Coy. 
Lochgelly
C Coy.            
& H.Q F.&F.Y.          
Kirkcaldy.
D Coy. 
Cowdenbeath
Right Half   E Coy  
& A Sqdr F.&F.Y.   
Cupar
Left Half E Coy. 
Newburgh
F Coy 
Leven
Left Half            
G Coy. 
Anstruther.
H Coy
Leslie
Battalion H.Q.
& 
Right Half G Coy.
St. Andrews.
North Sea
Firth of Forth.
River Tay
Kinross-shire
Argylls
Bridge of Earn
Fife.
Recruiting Area of the 7th Black Watch.
Perthshire
6th Black Watch.
F. & F. Y.
Fife & Forfar Yeomanry
 
                                                                 Source: Sketch map drawn for this page.                                                     
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When Map 7 following is viewed alongside Map 3 [Battalion Areas] and Map 4, 5 and 
6 [Company Locations] it should be clear how closely the areas of pre-war T.F. activity, 
the centres of population and the physical locations of all thirty seven local weekly or 
bi-weekly and two daily newspapers published at this time were linked.  It also indicates 
the extent of newspaper coverage around population centres where civilian support the 
soldiers enjoyed [including that given by children] were located, and also where either 
future or expanded continuing military presence would most likely be established.  This 
relationship was particularly important in Scotland because of what Gregory describes 
as Scotland’s ability to ‘identify with equal force with Regular, Territorial and New 
Army regiments,’ and the translation of that identification into support for the soldiers 
and the war effort on the Home Front including that given by children.
30
  The location 
of each publication is shown as a number on Map 7.  [A copy of this map appears in 
Appendix 1.]
Map 7.
Local Newspaper Distribution 
1914 – 1918.
31 & 32522,24 &2527 & 28
34,35 &36
4
3
8
10,11,14,15 &16
19,22,26,30 & 39
9,17,18, 
20 & 21
37
11,12 & 33
7
1 & 2
6
29
38
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The second area for definition is the ‘child’ as it appears in this thesis, but the problem 
of defining a ‘child’ in terms of chronological age is compounded by a number of 
seemingly conflicting factors, not least of which were the contemporary terms of 
enlistment of boys into the army,
31
 general levels of maturity amongst children of the 
time,
32
 and the acknowledgement in existing legislation of a class of ‘young persons’ up 
to the age of eighteen.
33
   In that respect, a raft of national legislation including the 1889 
Prevention of Cruelty to and Protection of Children Act as well as the Poor Law Act of 
1899 which gave Boards of Guardians authority to take parental rights over children up 
to eighteen years, must be taken into account.  Similarly, the fact that the Military 
Service Act of 1916 set age of conscription at eighteen years of age, and that in civilian 
life a man’s wage [or a woman’s wage] was not paid until a young workers eighteenth 
birthday cannot be ignored.   On the other hand, given the enlistment age for Boys in the 
Regular Service was fourteen, a definition including that age has a claim to 
consideration here, especially since the age range of birth till fourteen years is also one 
of the divisions sometimes quoted in Census results including the 1911 Census.
34
  
Another point in its favour is that apart from formal exemptions from attendance, it was 
the official age in Scotland when children could leave school and enter the world of 
work.  Unfortunately this age marker was often ignored across Britain, but not in 
Scotland where, as will be dealt with later, a school leaving age of fourteen was an 
established reality before 1914.  Since this thesis concerns Scottish children, the age of 
fourteen is an attractive option.   Important too, is that significant numbers of young 
people did stay on in the Higher Grade and private schools well beyond fourteen and 
often until they were eighteen.   
Nevertheless, any final definition for the purposes of this thesis has to take into account 
both the earliest and latest school leaving age. Very young children on entering school 
are included, and although their contribution was small it can be seen that from accounts 
of fund raising efforts and other activities they did contribute something, so they are 
included along with the older children.  The earliest age of entry to regular military 
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service and the official age legal full time employment could start were also taken into 
account.  While bearing these factors in mind, for the purposes of this thesis a child will 
be defined simply as any young person up to the age of eighteen still at school and not 
in military service or in fulltime employment.
35
  It therefore specifically excludes 
significant numbers of young soldiers in Continuation Classes in schools particularly in 
garrison towns like Perth, but does include full time pupils who were also members of 
organisations such as a School Cadet Corps, School O.T.C.s or Scout Defence Corps.   
One other term frequently employed in this thesis and which requires definition at this 
point is ‘support’ for the British war effort.  This is a question of some significance 
because at that time vast numbers of urban and rural children were expected to be 
profitably occupied in some way most of the time when they were not at school, 
therefore intention as well as the actual work activity and reward must be taken into 
account.
36
  Often this amounted to child minding or running errands to free an adult for 
more profitable work, but an example of how complex the idea of support is can be seen 
in what was a fairly common country side occurrence.  Before the decimation of the 
wild rabbit population by the introduction of myxomatosis in the 1950s, it was common 
practice for boys to go ferreting with a gamekeeper at rabbit warrens on the edge of 
barley fields just after spring sowing - and to be paid a sixpence and given a brace of 
rabbits as a reward for their help.   In wartime would this have been country sport or 
vital vermin eradication in protection of an important food supply?
37
  That idea would 
be tested by the Scottish Education Department in at least one case detailed later, but as 
far as the local school master was concerned if it happened on a school day it was a case 
of unauthorised absence, and possible eventual loss of grant money through poor 
attendance, but for the farmers it was vital defence of crops – and profit.  Clearly then, 
the definition of support will have to have an element of balance therefore support in 
this thesis will be taken to mean any activity that could be seen as benefitting the British 
war effort where children worked on a voluntary basis.  It should be stressed that 
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although the work could paid or not, to be counted here it had to be both voluntary and 
not exclusively for the benefit the family or the child as it would have been had they 
been engaged in the same activity in peacetime.   
The final definition required at this point is of mobilization, and in that context the work 
of J. Horne in this field as discussed in State, society and mobilization in Europe during 
the First World War is of particular relevance.
38
   In fact, mobilization during the Great 
War for Horne – as it is for this thesis - was far more than the fixed entity of carefully 
planned troop musters and deployments for the armed defence of national borders or the 
invasion of enemy territory.  Instead, it was a far more complex process which for 
Horne, as for others like Kennedy required a degree of mental engagement with the 
process on the part of the whole population as well as purely physical involvement. In 
Horne’s view, as for this thesis, it was ‘self’ rather than state enforcement that was the 
main driver of mobilization.  This factor largely determined the overall shape of the 
movement in Britain, France and Germany, although state intervention would grow as 
the war progressed and varying degrees of re-mobilization of the civil populations of the 
combatant nations would be required by 1917.   
In this view of mobilization, the social, political and cultural aspects of national identity 
that reached far back into historic national value and belief systems both had to be 
defended, but simultaneously became part of the defence.  In the case of Scotland, the 
images of Wallace and Bruce were paraded in the press, and the memory of their heroic 
stature was invoked in defence of the nation, while their legacy of a free nation had to 
be defended.  Time and again when children were addressed by authority figures on 
Empire Day, or end of session assemblies during the war, the martial legacy of Wallace 
and Bruce was invoked and calls to duty were made in their name.  
Every part of civilian society - including children - was called on and encouraged to 
support the war effort and were organised by a host of official, semi-official and private 
agencies, most often run by committees with roots in the social networks of political 
and cultural life before the war, or what Horne calls ‘associative webs and mechanisms 
of national integration’ or simply ‘associative networks.’39  Horne also saw mobilization 
as having a significant social component in that it was about the ‘lived relationship of 
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different groups (specifically including children) to the war and its meaning’.40  Since 
every part of civilian society was mobilized, and because children were part of that, the 
term children’s mobilization as it is used in this thesis will be taken as a voluntary, age 
related version of what has been described and involves both physical effort and a 
degree of mental involvement.  
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Sources. 
It was clear from the beginning of this project that the relative lack of academic 
attention given to the topic of children’s mobilization would mean a particular emphasis 
on the location, evaluation and use of primary sources.   
The identification and location of the different classes of materials available for use in 
this study began with a search of the local authority archival catalogues of Angus, 
Perthshire, Fife and Dundee and moved swiftly from there to direct contact by visit to 
existing local studies sections in local libraries.  Because the 42
nd
 Military District as 
that stood in 1914 extended westwards of the current Perthshire border, the search 
involved visits to a fifth local authority archive, namely Stirling Authority Archive and 
the Dunblane Cathedral Museum and Archive as well as the local studies sections of 
Aberfoyle, Dunblane and Callander libraries.  The Blair Castle and the D. C. Thompson 
Archives in Dundee were also visited.   
The vast majority of materials used in this thesis were located in the four local authority 
archives, and although some visits to local studies sections of libraries were fruitless, 
never the less some unexpected but very significant incidental finds were made.  These 
local studies sections also generally tended to hold copies of local newspapers printed in 
the town either in hard copy or on film.  As the research process gathered momentum, it 
was found that after an approach was made to schools which had Higher Grade status in 
1914 and whose School Logs were not in the appropriate local authority archive, no less 
than seven had their own archives.  When individual surviving former Public of 
Elementary Schools were approached, another sixteen schools were found to be in a 
similar position.  All of these schools were visited because the School Logs and other 
archival materials had to be read ‘on site’.  On occasion this material included some of 
the only known surviving copies of wartime school magazines, as well as a range of 
items ranging in the case of Montrose Academy from a Lusitania Medal and battle field 
debris to surviving handmade cards enclosed in gifts sent to former pupils.
41
  
Unfortunately no examples of children’s written work, drawings or other art work apart 
from the handmade cards for the war years were ever found.  As a direct result of these 
visits, mention of other relevant materials and possible lines of research emerged which 
were followed at both the National Library of Scotland and the National Archives in 
Edinburgh with varying degrees of success.  
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The vast majority of the material used in this study falls into three main areas: local 
newspapers, educational records in the form of School Logs and School Board Minutes 
and third group of what might be classed as incidental but important sources.  Results of 
work on newspapers and school records underpins all chapters of the main body of the 
thesis as well as providing a large part of the material used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.   
However, before dealing with deployment of the third group – incidental but important 
sources – it is necessary to look at the significance of the educational material and the 
local newspapers. 
The Educational records mainly take the form of School Log Books and School Board 
ephemera including minutes, registers and statistical returns held in school, Local 
Authority and to a much lesser extent the National Archives.  Even so, use of these 
sources - particularly the School Logs - is not without its difficulties, and a word of 
explanation concerning their status and usefulness is given here because while both the 
School Logs and School Board Minutes can provide a wealth of factual material for 
further analysis, it is also the case that at times the same documents are remarkably 
silent, so on many occasions the local press coverage of children and their activities has 
to cover the gaps.  
Of the education records, the School Logs were arguably the most important because 
the material from that source appears so widely across this thesis.  This source is also 
important because while the School Board Minutes deal with children at arms length 
across a number of schools, and newspapers reported on individual incidents, School 
Logs were written by someone who was in daily contact with children and was most 
likely to present a degree of continuity in their reports of children’s behaviour and 
experience.  In very general terms, School Logs are variable in terms of usefulness and 
although these were not always particularly well kept, in fact they were very important 
documents which were intended to be an accurate record of administrative actions taken 
by the Head Teacher in each public school.   Their status is explained in terms of 
extracts from the New Scottish Education Code, May, 1873 appearing at the beginning 
of each log stating that every school receiving Annual Grants had to maintain a Log 
along with a Register of Attendance and a file of all official correspondence.    
These logs were kept by the Principal Teacher, or that person’s absence by an acting 
Principal, according to a strict set of guidelines set out in Articles 35-40 of the Code 
37 
 
printed on the same page.
42
   These instructions required weekly log entries, no personal 
reflections or opinions to be expressed, no alterations to entries, verbatim copies of all 
Inspectors reports to be copied into the log, additions and withdrawals from the school 
staff and entries made recording all visits by Inspectors who commented on whether or 
not the log had been properly kept.   Any event that might influence attendance was to 
be noted so that many logs contain lists of local epidemics, fairs and term feeing 
markets in agricultural districts as well as details of inclement weather, and of the many 
epidemics of childhood diseases and particularly more dangerous ‘notifiable’ illnesses 
visited on children at that time.  Under the provisions of S.E.D. Circular 456 Keeping of 
School Registers, all visits by members of the School Board had to be recorded, and 
visiting members of the School Board were required satisfy themselves that attendance 
figures were in order and to sign off the log to that effect.  That was particularly 
important, because in schools funded by grant and zealously overseen by the Scottish 
Education Department, the price of accidental inaccuracy could be high leading on 
occasion to delay and even part forfeiture of funding.   The final section headed    
‘Suggestions Worthy of Note’ draws the attention of the Managers of the school to 
Article 14 of the Scottish Code.  It specifically warned them that failure to notify the 
Department promptly to the effect that a teacher had entered employment could also 
lead to forfeiture of part, or even the whole grant, leaving the shortfall to be picked up 
by the ratepayers. 
The effect of this high degree of direction as to what should be recorded on the 
usefulness of the logs as sources in the context of this thesis is mixed.  On the negative 
side the most unfortunate instruction, and in general the one most widely obeyed, was 
Article 37, or ‘No reflections of a general character are to be entered in the Log Book.’43   
There were exceptions to this and occasional comments can be found indicating what 
the Head Teacher thought, but in a significant number of Log Books it extends to no 
mention of the war being made, and although press articles indicate significant war 
support activity in these schools, the instruction in Article 37 had been observed.  One 
example illustrates the extent of this.    
Perth Central District Public School Log was examined early in the research process 
and while it contained a good deal of useful information on staff changes and attendance 
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during the war, the conflict was barely mentioned in spite of the fact the school was 
close to Perthshire’s biggest war hospital then situated in the present A. K. Bell Library 
in Perth.  As the book was closed, a sheaf of papers fell out of a concealed pocket at the 
back.  These turned out to be five letters dated across the duration of the conflict from 
the Children of the Empire Fund, Perthshire Prisoners of War Fund, 6
th
 [Perthshire] Bn. 
Black Watch Comforts Fund, the local Belgian Refugee Fund and another from Mr A. 
Norrie Millar, a prominent member of the Perth School Board, all thanking the school 
in very fulsome language for their work in support of the war effort.  Reports published 
in the local newspapers of the time confirmed all of these activities in the school, and a 
good deal more besides.  This was an early but salutary lesson on the need to use a mix 
of sources to counter tendencies in some School Logs to under report children’s 
activities. 
Where entries regarding children’s support for the war effort were made, some level of 
understatement was almost always present and occasionally the tone of the entry verged 
on the apologetic.  Some Logs did evince a degree of pride in the children’s 
achievements, but more often the attitude of the writer appears to have been to state the 
facts and let these speak for themselves. Good examples of this in well kept School 
Logs are to be found in Kinfauns and Comrie Schools in Perthshire and Letham and 
Ferryden Schools in Angus. When Logs appear where the Head Teacher took that line 
the results can be very useful indeed, but it has to be said that anything approaching that 
situation exists in no more than an estimated 25% of all Logs seen so far from across the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area.  The remainder vary greatly, but another estimated 20% are very 
poor indeed with entire months recorded in weekly entries such as ‘Attendance good.  
Work progressing’ or ‘Weather dreadful.  Attendance poor.’ 
Finally, there are three difficulties with School Logs which cannot be avoided: 
availability, location and reading restrictions.  In the case of reading restrictions, 
A.S.L.A.W.G. recommends different periods of closure of up to a hundred years where 
Logs contain sensitive material.
44
  Schools which were closed should have handed their 
records including Logs, Registers, Minutes of School Boards and other ephemera to the 
Local Authority Archives, while continuing schools were allowed to keep their own 
material as ‘continuing institutions’ as these were termed in some areas.  However, at 
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practice this means that access to particular pages of a very small number of Logs is currently restricted. 
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different times including both Local Government re-organisations put in place in 1975 
and 1996 calls were put out to schools to hand over their Logs and other material to be 
properly archived, but there was considerable resistance to this at school level and this 
instruction was frequently ‘forgotten’.  The result is that during the research process 
access has been gained to more than twenty of what might be termed ‘forgotten Logs’ 
and associated ephemera through direct approaches to the current Head Teachers.  In 
addition to that at different times and always on any rearrangement of local authority 
boundaries, the records of individual schools were to have been sent to the authority 
where that school would now be located.  In the case of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, a 
number of schools within Perthshire and Forfarshire in 1914 are now held in Stirling 
Authority Archives and some Angus schools in the Perth Archives. 
During the research process the Logs as listed in Appendix 2 were read for the period 
between the start of Session 1913-1914 until the Christmas Holidays of 1919, mainly in 
order to gather information on children’s war support efforts, but also to gain a sense of 
the extent of disruption caused by the war and to understand how the transition to peace 
was managed in schools.  Considerable care was taken to check for the existence of bias 
in terms of anti-German statements or anti–war sentiments either directly expressed or 
hinted at in these sources, but no significant examples were found.  Instead, although 
Logs sometimes do detail concerns over the day to day difficulties of securing staffing 
and maintaining attendance levels, these concerns appeared before and after the war.   
Newspapers, when taken as a whole, tended to shrink over the course of the war and it 
is not unusual to see the number of pages drop and print acreage fall away as newsprint 
soared in price and staffing shortages began to bite deeply.  Nonetheless only the East 
of Fife Record failed to survive the war and closed on the 17
th
 January 1917, noting that 
of the twenty two original male staff all but six were fighting.  Although there may be 
exceptions as yet not identified, the greater the number of publications covering any 
area, the less likely that significant information regarding children’s contributions 
would be left out.  As the war progressed local news content was still very prominent, 
largely because it was sent in by local representatives like the village teacher, post 
master or shopkeeper and did not require more than editing of the original copy.   It 
should also be said that to date no parish or hamlet has been identified as not being 
covered in some way by at least one newspaper. The normal level of coverage can be 
seen from the example of the rural parish of Oathlaw situated between Forfar and 
Brechin in Angus which was covered by the Forfar, Brechin, Kirriemuir papers as well 
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as occasionally by the Peoples Journal and the Dundee Courier.  Other similar 
examples are plentiful throughout the 42
nd
 Regimental Area. 
All of the newspapers as listed in Appendix 1 alongside Map 7 (Local Newspaper 
Distribution) showing the spread of publications were read for the period from June 
1914 until December 1919, so that reports covering school prize giving and other 
assemblies held at the close of Session 1918-1919 could be read.  Where located, 
reports of the unveiling of school war memorials were also read, for as with the reports 
of assemblies, a good deal of incidental but revealing information regarding children’s 
wartime activities occasionally appeared.  As expected, some care had to be taken with 
the procedure – as with any use of newspapers – but it is fair to say that editorial 
prejudice, bias and often savage comment did not enter the reports of children’s 
activities.  Instead, bile and worse was reserved for Germany, the Kaiser, strikers and a 
large number of other temporary and permanent targets, but the overall tone of reports 
on children’s activities was overwhelmingly neutral or positive.   
Although every newspaper had to be read from cover to cover, the task of reading the 
number of papers in publication was greatly helped by the way editors managed the 
presentation of war news by concentrating it in one section where it remained for the 
rest of the war.  As newspaper acreage shrunk, the writing style became more 
condensed, and reports which early in the war might have been three or four column 
inches long were reduced to bare announcements.  The exception to this was that when 
final accounts of fund raising or other support efforts were published, these tended to 
appear on the front page which at that time was devoted to advertising, very often 
within a boxed section containing other war related material.   Finally, there is always 
the possibility that of children’s work was thrust aside in favour of other news, and 
while that cannot be verified or denied now, it is worth stating there was no sense when 
the newspapers were read in parallel with School Logs that this was a frequent 
occurrence.  
The records of the two hundred and one School Boards of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area 
which administered the near five hundred schools in that area while far from complete 
have tended to survive in roughly similar numbers to the School Logs, largely because 
these were withdrawn from the individual School Boards keeping when the Boards 
were abolished as part of the 1918 Education Act and were archived at that point.   
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In general, School Board Minutes fall into two broad categories: printed bound volumes 
of the larger towns and the single volume hand written records of the smaller towns and 
rural School Boards.  The Minutes of the School Boards of Dundee, Dunfermline, 
Arbroath, Kirkcaldy and Perth for example are all printed and bound.  These volumes 
contain not only the records of decisions made at Board regular business meetings but 
also summaries of statistical returns made at the Boards request or which they called in 
as part of their statutory duties.  Amongst these were attendance and staffing returns, 
results of medical examinations of children and in some cases grant of bursaries, school 
building and repair estimates and less frequently reasons for exemption of children from 
regular attendance although the numbers of exemptions granted almost always appeared 
and in one case, so also did figures on child offending.  In at least one case, separate 
volumes of officers and committee reports including exemptions granted are held in 
addition to the Minute Book.
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The School Board Minute Books as listed in Appendix 2 were also read in their entirety 
and for the same period as the School Logs.  While this was essentially an information 
gathering exercise, the Minute Books were also read with an eye to the attitudes of the 
elected members of these Boards towards the war, anti-German or anti-war feelings 
where that touched on staff or pupils of German extraction or pacifist principles, and the 
extent to which Boards were agents of mobilization in general terms or specifically of 
children.
46
   In fact, while entries in the Board Minutes were not made under the same 
constraints as those of the School Logs, and disagreements were logged and reports of 
these appeared in the local press coverage of local School Board Meetings, members 
were often silent on other matters concerning children.  Perth School board members for 
example might have opinions on children smoking, but were silent on the matter of the 
Perth anti-German riots of 1915 when many of the participants were their pupils.   Even 
so, as a source of statistics on a number of issues these Minutes were invaluable.  The 
fact that these same statistics were repeated in the local press for local scrutiny, and 
often had to be copied to head quarters in Edinburgh adds to confidence in their 
accuracy. 
The findings from the final group of sources and other materials were deployed widely 
in the main body of the thesis.  This material was too varied and diverse to be discussed 
as a discrete class as was the case with the education records. Even so, this material 
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often offered unexpected insight into a range of children’s war-time activities or into 
unexpected areas of child involvement.   The importance of these sources and other 
materials is explained as they are used in the course of the thesis. 
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Research Methodology. 
With the adoption of a child centred local study settled as the most appropriate delivery 
format, definitions of terms completed and sources located, attention now shifts to the 
formulation of the overall aim of this thesis, an explanation of the research methodology 
applied here and the rationale for its use.  It is also necessary to stress at this point that 
although the 42
nd
 Regimental Area is located in Scotland, and that specifically Scottish 
aspects of children’s war time lives and experience will be discussed, the existence or 
otherwise of a Scottish children’s war experience is not a theme of this thesis.  
However, a very powerful Scotch Education Department did exist, as did distinctive 
elements of the Scottish curriculum and a number of identifiable cultural factors 
including a distinct Scottish military tradition, all of which played a part in children’s 
lives and it is impossible to avoid discussion of these topics as these bear on children’s 
mobilization.   
Aims. 
The over arching aim of this thesis is to expand current understanding of children’s 
mobilisation in support of the British war effort during the Great War through a detailed 
study of that movement in one part of Scotland, specifically the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.   
At the heart of that attempt are the following five key questions which drove the 
research process.  Within the context of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area: 
1. What was the shape and structure of children’s mobilization?  
2. How were children mobilized in support of the war effort?   
3. What were drivers and inhibitors of child mobilization in support of the war 
effort?  
4. Can any aspect of children’s contribution to the war effort be measured?  
5. How did their activities relate to the wider historical perspectives evidenced in 
recent British and other histories of the Home Front during the Great War. 
The key research questions were the basis for the interrogation of the sources used here. These 
questions were framed in such a way as to accommodate the realization arrived at even 
before the first research proposal was submitted, that if children’s mobilization was to 
be addressed effectively in any format, it had to be tackled in the same way as any other 
social or military mobilization in war time.  Discussion of the key elements of control, 
direction, range, extent and effectiveness of operations all had to appear in some form in 
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order for a comprehensive account of children’s mobilization across the 42nd 
Regimental Area to emerge. 
Initial Preparation. 
During the initial planning stages of this study, and before all of the materials that 
would be used had been located, by way of experiment a set of trial readings were made 
in Arbroath and Cupar.  The object of this exercise was to attempt to estimate the 
amount of time required to read every copy of one local newspaper in two different 
towns for the duration of the war, to examine such holdings of their local studies section 
of Great War material as existed, and to read three individual School Logs in each in 
both the Angus and Fife archives.  The experience gained in this exercise proved to be 
invaluable for a number of reasons, but particularly because by the end of that 
experimental reading session, and facing reading what at that point was an estimated 
thirty five weekly and two daily papers in seventeen different libraries involving return 
journeys of seldom less than an hour, the need for a reading scheme and information 
management system was undeniable.  This led to the adoption of the ‘Primary Source 
and Newspaper Reading Procedure’ which follows.   
Drawing on previous experience of scanning and handling large amounts of data ‘on 
site’ in another context, the initial design criteria set for the process were that when 
memorised, this system had to be quick and easy to use as an aid to the identification of 
relevant material for copying ‘on site’ for analysis later without serious loss of time, 
while ensuring a high degree of uniformity of coverage, particularly of the newspapers.  
In order to help confirm material collected earlier actually had the potential to help 
address those gaps in the existing literature identified earlier, it was also essential that 
the system relate to the overall aim of the thesis through the key research questions.   In 
practice, the system as shown in the diagram following worked very well.                                                                                
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Diagram 1.                                                                                                                   
 Primary Source and Newspaper Reading Procedure. 
 
The first stage entitled ‘1. Establishing the Narrative’ had several very definite 
purposes.  The most important of these was simply to record the children’s contribution, 
because as mentioned earlier, whereas historians have acknowledged the effects of the 
war on children, they have not seen them as serious contributors so their activities 
tended to be listed more like good deeds than serious contributions to the war effort.  
Following the initial recording of contributions, developments within children’s support 
activities and public perceptions of these had to be tracked over the duration of the war.  
There was also a requirement to establish at a very early stage if pre-war patterns of 
charitable giving by previous generations of children in any cause actually existed, and 
if they did a major question arose as to the extent these same patterns might have had 
any influence on the next generation of children who actually lived through the war. 
The process of reading material in terms of ‘2. Assessing Achievement’ was a means of 
monitoring newspaper and other material and amounted to a thorough trawl of the 
 
 
1.  ESTABLISHING THE  
NARRATIVE. 
Individual Sources 
Screening Proceeedure. 
Material first read in terms of 
Key Research Questions: 
'How were children mobilized in 
support of the war effort?'  
'In what ways did children support the 
war effort?' 
'What were drivers and inhibitors of 
child mobilization in support of the war 
effort?' 
'Can any aspect of their contribution be 
measured?' 
...  then examined in terms of 
Step 2,3 & 4. 
 
 
 
 
3.   ANALYSING  RESULTS. 
Developes  Key Research  Question: 
What was the shape and structure of children’s 
mobilization in the 42nd Regimental Area? 
4.  ANALYSING  RESULTS. 
Historiographical Relationships. 
Relates to Key Research Question: 
'How do their activities relate to the wider historical 
perspectives evidenced in recent histories of the 
Home Front during the Great War period.' 
2. ASSESSING  ACHIEVEMENT. 
Developes  Key Research Question:       
'Can any aspect of their contribution be measured?' 
                  
5.  RECORDING THE  SYNTHESIS. 
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sources for hard statistics.  Throughout the war, most local newspapers normally 
published acknowledgements of individual contributions as well as the origins and 
destinations of monies raised locally as news items, but while they occasionally printed 
national totals for specific charitable causes, they tended not to publish other sums 
raised a few miles away in the next town.  Many of these short statements, when taken 
together with the occasional balance sheets published on the front pages were the only 
remaining records of very substantial local fund raising efforts.  That in turn meant any 
attempt to evaluate the monetary or other contributions of children leaned heavily on 
newspapers in the first instance, then School Logs for confirmation.  Only very 
occasionally did a community produce a book listing its contribution to the war effort in 
any detail.
47
  Similarly, if sampling of children’s activities in specified areas over a 
limited time span is to be comprehensive and produce valid results, not only is a good 
spread of newspaper and School Log coverage vital, but so also is a quick, simple 
procedure like ‘Assessing Achievement.’ The same procedure was also easy to adapt to 
other avenues of investigation which for example included analysis of the composition 
of flag-day collecting groups by age, identification of cross generational war support 
networks, and whether there was a rural and urban or class divide in pupils support 
activities.  The interpretation of the raw data will be explained as individual cases arise. 
At heart ‘3. Analysing Results’ was a trawling exercise which tracked the changing 
shape of children’s mobilisation. It amounted to a screening process whereby periods of 
large scale children’s involvement in support activities were compared with the timings 
of events of local or national importance.  That involved events both on the battlefield 
and in civil life such as the after effects of Loos, where in September 1915 some five 
Black Watch battalions fought, and in civil life events such as the Scottish Red Cross 
Weeks and War Weapons and the Tank appeals of 1917 and 1918.
48
  It was also 
intended that this process would pick up instances of what amounted to effective child 
mobilisation driven by initiatives originating with the Director General of Voluntary 
Organisations [D.G.V.O.] following his appointment in 1915 and delivered through 
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local agencies.
49
  Political events a child would have been aware of such as the King’s 
Message to teachers and children which was read to pupils were also picked up.
50
 
The fourth stage entitled ‘4. Analysing Results. Historiographical Relationships’ 
represented an attempt to identify at the earliest opportunity those elements of current 
Great War historiography which had a direct bearing on the lived experiences of the 
children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.  The point here was not to use the experience of 
the children to bolster existing historical views, but rather to attempt to explain their 
lived experience in terms of those interpretations and placed the children’s experience in 
the context of that work.   
The final stage, ‘Recording the Synthesis’ was a simple recording of the main points.   
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Thesis Structure. 
The research results were presented within an analytical framework derived from an 
observation made by Horne on the subject of total war and its attendant national 
mobilisation in State, Society and Mobilization whose thinking on mobilization was 
discussed on page 33.  The main reason for the adoption of this framework was that it 
was felt that analysis in these terms would cover the full spectrum of key elements of 
child mobilization taken account of in the setting of the key research questions, while 
maintaining overall coherence of presentation.  However, before looking at the detail of 
that analytical framework it is important to state from the outset that although Horne 
saw there being no simple dichotomy between national mobilisation and total war, the 
intention here is to extract mobilisation from its pairing with total war, and to apply 
Horne’s thinking to mobilisation as a discrete entity.51  He wrote: 
The advantage of considering ‘total war’ (and national mobilisation as one of its 
elements) to be a process, or a compelling logic, in 1914 – 1918, rather than an 
achieved result, is that it encourages analysis of its form and evolution but also 
of its constraints and limitations.
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The point of using Horne’s paradigm of ‘form and evolution’ and ‘constraints and 
limitation’ was partly to employ it as an analytical pathway when paired with other 
elements of Horne’s thinking on mobilization, but also to use it to bring overall 
structure to the presentation of the research findings in terms of chapter divisions and to 
a lesser within the individual chapters by providing a central theme around which the 
main points of each chapter could coalesce.   
Presenting the Results: Chapter Divisions 
Chapter 2: Form and Evolution. 
The purpose of this chapter was to explore the broad shape and structure of the physical 
mobilization of children in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area through the presentation of 
detailed examples of their work, and to show the evolutionary nature of children’s 
mobilization through an exploration of the processes involved in translating children’s 
enthusiasm and willingness to help into concrete support for the war effort.   
With relatively little secondary material available on children’s mobilization, this 
chapter drew heavily on information gathered from a number of individual original 
sources, local newspapers and School Logs, not only to establish and verify the range of 
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different war support activities local children were involved in, but also to gauge 
wherever possible the depth of their engagement.  It was also intended as the chapter 
progressed that significant examples of child mobilization on any level would be 
examined in terms of ‘evolution’.  However, as will be seen by the way in which 
children mobilized it was necessary to deal quickly with the question of the extent to 
which the educational establishment in the form of the Scotch Education Department or 
the English Board of Education along with teaching staff working in both sectors acted 
as quasi-official agents of child mobilization.  In fact, attitudes and official actions of 
the two authorities as set out in their official circulars was quickly revealed to have 
differed widely in a number of respects as would be evident from time to time over the 
duration of the war.   
Details of the mobilization of children’s uniformed organisations were traced largely 
through newspapers, but in the case of the Dundee Battalion Boys Brigade, the Minutes 
of the Battalion Council and the Annual Reports have survived.  When read through 
systematically, and analysed in terms of what these documents show of how the 
Battalion mobilized and organised, it is possible to show the extent of both their 
administrative strengths and an impressive ability to operate with other very different 
groups in a common purpose.  The benefits of using a mix of sources – where these 
existed – to deepen the understanding of the significance and extent of some forms of 
mobilization was apparent when the topic of the mobilization of children’s savings was 
examined. In that case, the evolutionary pathway from the stated intention of a local 
banking official to mobilize children’s savings for the war effort to the final total raised 
required work on five different sources including a Perth Savings Bank memorial 
publication, newspapers, School Board Minutes and their statistical digests. Even so, 
time and again a brief statement in the local press or in a School Log was found which 
hinted at significant child involvement in war support work, but all too often no more 
information was to be found, so that it is almost certain that some work by children 
went on which was never fully reported, but rather in the fashion of the time, was 
simply taken for granted as something children had a duty to do in any case. 
On the other hand, children’s mobilization moved on very quickly from individual 
efforts and groups of children taking part in single events, and though these things 
continued throughout the war for special events like Red Cross Weeks, it can be said 
that integration of children’s efforts into mainstream adult support groups marked a 
major step in children’s effectiveness as war workers.  This had begun even before the 
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appointment of Sir E. D. W Ward as the Director General for Voluntary Organizations 
[D.G.V.O.] in November 1915.  The effect of this organisation which aimed to 
rationalize supply of comforts for the soldiers as well as reduce former levels of waste 
and duplication of effort at a local level, was very significant in increasing the overall 
effectiveness of child support in two senses: first, some children with specific skills 
virtually became co-workers on joining adult work parties, and second others were more 
effectively organised for what were actually quite specialised, but time limited jobs that 
suited their abilities.  In this area too, for some groups like senior girls, the full extent to 
which child mobilization had a distinct social aspect can be seen fairly easily.  In a 
similar way other social mechanisms such as pre-war social networks active in church, 
charity or even political causes now adapted to wartime, both encouraged child 
mobilization and in many cases helped shape it.  
Chapter 3: Avenues of Engagement.                                     
While the previous chapter dealt with the physical mobilization of children, Chapter 3: 
Avenues of Engagement deals with the so called mental aspects of the process.   
Both Kennedy and Horne placed considerable emphasis on the mental engagement of 
the general population with the war, but Kennedy also explored more fully the 
emotional and moral engagement of children with the war and the soldiers as avenues of 
mental engagement, particularly in her chapter ‘War Imagined’ of The Children’s 
War.
53
  In this chapter Kennedy ranged over children’s mental engagement with the war 
through discussion of children’s play, toy soldiers and war games, and concluded that 
because of greater availability and distribution of toys, games and particularly fiction 
associated with imperial themes in the immediate pre-war period, on the outbreak of 
war the same materials were avenues of transmission of more aggressive and very 
clearly anti-German attitudes and sentiments.  As Kennedy put it, ‘There was to be no 
confusion; Germany was clearly at fault and had to be stopped by the British.’54  
However, Kennedy also described how children were not simply passive recipients of 
these messages and in any case there were many other influences apart from toys and 
play that informed their play and contributed to their understanding of the war.   
Amongst these influences are several that Kennedy has not touched on in any depth and 
which are the main themes of this chapter.  First amongst these are the results of 
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children writing for other children as occurred when they contributed to school 
magazines or special children’s sections in magazines or newspapers.  This chapter 
examines examples of these contributions to school magazines, other occasional writing 
in the press, story competition entries and also the contents of a weekly column in a 
local paper entitled ‘Daddy’s Circle’.  In terms of sources, this chapter draws heavily 
not only on the local newspapers, but also the contents of the D. C. Thompson Archive 
magazine section where all of the war time copies of six weekly women’s magazines 
including the Peoples Friend and the Girls Weekly were found and searched for 
examples of children’s writing.  A similar process was followed for all eleven Higher 
Grade wartime school magazines which have survived. 
The material found during the searches of the school magazines in particular indicated 
that the readers of these publications were kept well informed as to what was happening 
on the battle front by former pupils writing back from the front lines.   News arrived 
from every front, and as long as the magazines continued to be published, these stories 
continued to appear.  On the other hand, nothing is known about the editorial 
procedures adopted in the different schools, or how many pieces which appeared were 
produced as a class exercise then heavily corrected by a teacher or senior pupil editor is 
unknown.  Many articles and poems were entered as Anonymous and with or without a 
class number. 
The number of anonymous pieces also gives rise to the question of whether or not the 
authors were all children.  The former pupils clearly were not but they were always 
identified as such.  On a positive note, any piece of child’s writing which was published 
in a newspaper or magazine was invariably acknowledged by name and address or 
village, so that by cross referencing child authors named in this chapter where an 
address was given with the 1911 Census, and even allowing for changes of address and 
the time difference between time of writing and the Census, a significant number of 
authors were found. What is less certain was by how much – if at all - children’s articles 
were cut or edited and how many which dealt with inconvenient subjects were rejected.   
This is particularly important in this chapter sub-section ‘Junior Writers and Daddy’s 
Circle’ because in one column under discussion entitled ‘Daddy’s Circle for Boys and 
Girls’ published in the Callander Advertiser, Stirling Observer and Bridge of Allan 
Gazette the question of authorship was highly significant.  In some ways this column is 
a good example of children’s mental engagement with the war, because in order to 
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appear in it, they were required to engage in one of two different ways: they either had 
to write a contribution for publication, or select something suitable that would reflect 
their feelings and those of the other readers of the column.  When children wrote a 
contribution themselves or sent in something like a playground joke it was normally 
fairly clear it had been made up by a child, but if they sent in a contribution taken from 
elsewhere that was not the case.  Sometimes children sent in pieces very clearly written 
by an adult and which they had seen in print elsewhere but which expressed something 
they felt or could identify with but could not put into words.  The point to be made 
about their mental engagement in that case was that a process of identification of 
suitable material had been made and a decision to act had been taken.  However, as with 
school magazines, editorial decisions were made and although this column never shrank 
during the war, what cannot be known was the amount of editorial censorship that 
existed through rejection of material.  Children could also have an adult audience on 
publication, simply because of where their piece was published.  Several examples 
appear in this chapter and one appears in ‘Chapter 5: Gaining and Maintaining the 
Momentum’55 
Finally, there were a number of recorded pieces of children’s behaviour which indicated 
a temporary level of mental engagement with the war beyond their usual engagement 
with the conflict.  This engagement appeared at times to suggest that children – and in 
some cases also those in charge of them – had taken a mental step beyond the cultural 
context of the school and the playground and mentally entered the cultural milieu of the 
soldier and the parade ground.  This aspect of children’s wartime behaviour is dealt with 
in the final section of the chapter. 
 
Chapter 4: Constraints and Limitations. 
This chapter sets out to examine what was the largest example of ‘constraint and 
limitation’ placed upon the mobilization of children in the 42nd Regimental Area during 
the war through an exploration of the extent to which H. A. L. Fisher’s claim that 
600,000 children throughout Britain had been withdrawn prematurely from school 
attendance to work in full time war related employment applied to that area.
56
  Fisher 
announced this figure in the House of Commons on 10th August, 1917 when 
introducing his Education Bill and famously added, ‘They are working in munitions, in 
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the fields and in the mines,’ a remark often found repeated in histories of the Home 
Front.
57
   
This chapter specifically set out to challenge the applicability of Fisher’s statement in a 
general sense at the Scottish level, and in more detail at the level of the 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area.  In making that challenge, a significant amount of numerical data was used in 
addition to material gathered from other written original sources to argue that in the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area at least, diversion of children into full time employment in wartime 
industries on the scale suggested by Fisher’s remark did not take place.  This data was 
used to explore the actual extent of child withdrawal from full time education, either 
legally by exemption from attendance or illegally through parental connivance or pupil 
truancy.  Used in tandem with other material taken mainly from the School Board 
Minute Books and other education based sources, this data was also used to gain an 
insight into the complex interplay between the needs of employers for labour, of parents 
for whatever a child might earn to add to the family income and of the determination of 
the Scotch Education Department backed by teachers and their professional body, the 
Educational Institute of Scotland to defend what they saw as the interests of Scottish 
children - even in time of war.  
In terms of data assembly and collection, the identification of Education (Scotland) 
Reports &c., Issued 1914-1915 as a key source at both a Regimental Area and Scottish 
level was a major breakthrough. It identified School Board areas, presented break 
downs of incidental but important information such as the ages of pupils attending 
different schools and copies of education circulars issued to schools.  This source was 
the basis of the challenge to Fisher at a Scottish level but it also had a wide relevance at 
a local level. 
At the level of the Regimental Area, this challenge to Fisher was an exercise which 
required the collection of data from surviving School Board Minutes which had been 
kept in a variety of styles by School Board Secretaries, and lodged either in school or 
mainly Local Authority Archives.  Collection was done either by locating the annual 
breakdowns of attendance, absenteeism and exemption lists which might contain not 
only sex and age to the nearest month but also home address, father’s occupation and 
other details.  However, collection was done more often by reading individual School 
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Board Minutes and carrying out a series of manual counts.  Where there was a manual 
month by month count, the process was often helped by the way many of the individual 
Minute Books were kept with clear labelling and indexing. In any case, in these 
circumstances a full reading of all wartime entries always took place.  On some 
occasions however, counts were abandoned when what had been well kept Minutes 
Books were taken over by a new secretary with a different approach to record keeping 
and particularly in recording exemptions, so that these individual Minute Books had to 
be abandoned as incomplete and unreliable, or simply illegible.  A very small number of 
surviving Minute Books were rejected on first sight as too poorly kept to be regarded as 
reliable.  Once assembled and collated the data was presented in graphs, charts and 
tables set and the case argued on that basis. 
As the discussion widened, individual School Board Minutes were invaluable in a 
number of other ways, but particularly in the way they indicated the extent to which, 
even in wartime, schools and their Boards were subject to scrutiny and supervision by 
the S. E. D. and how tenacious that organisation could be in following up on what they 
saw as irregular practice by local Boards.   On the other hand, local Boards were 
frequently equally assertive on their own account, but were also adept at managing the 
school openings to accommodate both the number of openings required by the S. E. D. 
and many of the local requests for help, particularly in rural areas.  In the end Fisher’s 
statement was found not to hold good for the 42
nd
 Regimental Area because exemptions 
were more tightly controlled, absentees were pursued and employers worst excesses 
were curbed.   
 
Chapter 5: Gaining and Sustaining Momentum. 
This chapter examines the driving forces behind the continuing support children showed 
for the war and the soldiers throughout the conflict.  It relates to Horne’s paradigm in 
that it is a discussion in the context of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area of mobilization as 
being about ‘lived relationship of different groups (specifically including children) to 
the war and its meaning.’58    
This chapter essentially argues that children contributed to the war effort as they did 
because they wanted to, and that child mobilization was a voluntary process in which 
significant levels of compulsion had no place.  Children’s mobilization and the forces 
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which drove it always had a distinctive local flavour, but as the war progressed that 
broadened out into a more inclusively imperial cast.  The work of Pignon and Kennedy 
is discussed, particularly with regard to the applicability of Pignon’s thinking on the 
role of the child hero in national war cultures, and Kennedy’s work on the array of 
child-soldier wartime relationships in the context of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.   
As an extension to that discussion, some time has been spent in this chapter looking at 
visits to schools by serving soldiers, often from the Imperial contingents.  This chapter 
also looks at the possibility that an important additional source of motivation was the 
previously unknown levels of positive acknowledgement and inclusion extended to 
children through their work for and contact with the soldiers, either in face to face 
meetings or at a distance through letters, and regardless of whether these men were 
relatives, visitors or the recipients of money raised.   
It is also argued that children were not only self motivated but also motivated each other 
to a significant extent to continue their work in support of the war.  The presence of first 
Belgian then later Serbian refugees in the schools of the small towns of the area was a 
reminder of the realities of the war and through that contact another avenue of 
motivation was opened. 
In a broader context, both the role of the distinctive Scottish curriculum with its wide 
overlay of the teaching of Scottish history and literature as well as the popular cultures 
of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area is discussed.  The effect of the sexcentenary celebrations of 
Bannockburn six weeks before the start of the war including the reading of Lord 
Roseberry’s ‘Address to Scotlands Boys and Girls’ on the anniversary of the battle, as 
well as the work in school that must have gone on before the event took place on the 
motivation of local children is also discussed.  In the same vein, the extent to which the 
memory of Bruce and Wallace was used in school assemblies and at other times when 
children were being spoken to formally by adults in positions of significant power was 
noted. 
Motivation amongst the older boys of the Higher Grade schools is examined in terms of 
voluntary holiday work for the war effort and also self preparation to fight through 
undertaking voluntary training with the O.T.C. contingents of their schools as well as 
the local cadet corps, Scout Defence Corps and even the Volunteers. 
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Chapter 6: Assessing the Financial Contribution. 
This chapter set out to explore whether or not an estimate of any part of the children’s 
contribution to the British war effort in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area could be made, and 
settled quickly on the proposition that an attempt to estimate their financial contribution 
was the best and possibly only realistic option.  The method adopted for this task 
involved carrying out a range of sampling exercises linked to an inferential model of 
estimation which set out to estimate a common per capita sum raised per pupil in the 
Regimental Area.  
It is also worth noting by way of introduction, that the main sources for this exploration 
were individual financial statements published in the press by local committees of 
organisations such as the Scottish Red Cross and committees of fund raising efforts 
such as War Weapons Week which specifically identified the children’s contributions.  
Other accounts of fund raising events picked up in the Newspaper Reading Procedure 
during the trawl of newspaper and School Log entries were also widely used.  The 
research was greatly assisted by a number of factors of which the location of the 
accounts section of Crieff in the Great War published in 1925, and a few local instances 
of towns publishing their contribution to the war effort for individual years of the war in 
which children’s contributions were also listed.  The Crieff accounts covered the whole 
war and represented something of a mile stone, because when the information was 
processed it gave a first indication of what a single child’s contribution might look like 
and could provide something of a bench mark for future use. 
As the exploration progressed a number of important issues had to be confronted and 
dealt with as they arose.  It was clear from the beginning that under-reporting of the 
children’s contribution could be shown to have existed, but that while that had to be 
acknowledged, the extent would never be known.  Another potential difficulty was 
indentified quite quickly as credibility, because for any final estimate to be believable 
children would have to be shown to have had access to money, and if possible to be 
shown to have been capable of responding positively to organised involvement in 
charitable causes in the past.  In an attempt to address this issue, the discussion of the 
schools fund raising effort before the war began in aid of the Children’s Ward in the 
Perth Royal Infirmary was introduced.   
The data collected in the Sampling by Event and Sampling by Strata sections was taken 
from all across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.  There was also a deliberate attempt to 
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provide a range of data from across the rural areas as well as the villages, towns and the 
major population centres such as Dundee, Kirkcaldy and Dunfermline as well as from 
private, Higher Grade and local Elementary schools of the area.  This was made 
possible by the use of the Newspaper Reading Procedure which began creating a bank 
of statistics from the beginning of the project.  
When the validity of the Crieff child’s contribution came to be tested, the geographical 
unit chosen as standard was the School Board Area.  This was because that was in effect 
the area discussed in the Crieff Abstract and also because when the Dundee per capita 
figure was calculated it was done on what was effectively the Dundee School Board 
area.  The three School Board Areas to be used in the test were selected from across the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area.  These were the Parish of Wemyss School Board Area 
representing a Fife parish with a Higher Grade School and a range of settlements and 
industries, Arbroath School Board Area representing a large Angus town with a strong 
manufacturing and fishing base and Alyth School Board Area, a small Perthshire town, 
possibly best described as a large village with a tiny manufacturing sector which existed 
much as Crieff did - to service agriculture.   After considering these results a final 
estimate was made of a per capita sum.  
The final concluding remarks followed. 
The thesis now moves on to address those areas identified earlier as distinct gaps in 
what is known about children’s mobilization in the 42nd Regimental Area, specifically 
the overall shape of children’s mobilization, the extent of their involvement in war 
support work, the range of deployment of children in that work, their motivation to take 
part and effectiveness of their operation.   
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Chapter 2                                                                                                                              
Form and Evolution 
There is a strong temptation when considering the idea of children’s mobilisation in 
support of the war effort to concentrate on the mass of easily accessible examples of 
their work at the expense of an analysis of the less familiar, but long established 
administrative and social networks of power and influence which operated as channels 
of mobilisation at local and national level.  It is not difficult to see why that bias should 
exist; well reported incidents of little girls spontaneously contributing their Saturday 
pennies to war funds
1
, Boy Scouts manning Coast Guard Stations
2
 or children 
supporting the soldiers through fund raising efforts frequently had a significant 
emotional effect on those who witnessed or read reports of these events in their local 
newspapers.
3
  It is also clear that valiant and mostly successful as they were, these were 
very local efforts and only one small part of children’s mobilisation.  
When any attempt is made to look beyond the Patriotic Concerts or the children’s 
production of comforts - or specifically from what was achieved to how it was achieved 
- it is immediately clear that children’s mobilisation was a much more complex process 
than might have been thought.  As Kennedy has clearly established, children’s 
mobilisation was a dual process requiring not only physical effort on their part but also 
...‘it required enormous mental participation as well.’4   It is also clear that there was a 
good deal more to this than is implied in Cooksley’s simple but very accurate comment, 
‘Children were indeed amazingly swift to answer the call of charity.’5   
Reading through surviving primary source material, there can be no doubt but that in 
addition to the initial and very obviously enthusiastic examples of child mobilisation 
that took place throughout the war, there is also strong evidence of a second, less 
obvious type of child mobilisation at work across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area which, as 
will be seen later, also appears to find rough parallels in the historiography.  There is 
also far more than a suggestion that where this second, almost institutional type of child 
mobilisation took place, it leant far more heavily on familiar pre-war administrative and 
organisational methods as well as old social networks rapidly and effectively adapted 
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for wartime conditions, than on any measures advanced through D.O.R.A. or other 
wartime legislation.  In a very real sense this type of child mobilisation gives every 
appearance of being driven by the need – conscious or otherwise - of a nation at war to 
first capture, then to direct, the potentially productive resource of children’s self-
mobilisation and their enduring desire to help so that their effectiveness as war workers 
could be maximised in a time of adult labour shortage.  It could also be asserted in 
many cases that this unspoken need rapidly moved the work of children on from initial 
school or small group based contributions of the early war period - highly creditable as 
these were – towards larger scale local efforts employing levels of coordination and 
organisational skill seldom acknowledged in most accounts of the home front.  Viewed 
dispassionately as a set of constantly developing administrative processes, the form 
child mobilisation took over the duration of the war lends considerable credence to 
Coetzee and Coetzee’s view that the developing war of attrition increasingly drew, 
rather than compelled, both the civilian adults and children into a support role in which 
they bore an increasing burden of responsibility for final victory.
6
  Nevertheless, from 
time to time in the local setting of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area at least, the record also 
shows attempted mobilisation of children for the factories or the fields frequently 
coming to an abrupt halt when challenged by the educational establishment in the form 
of the S.E.D., School Boards, teachers and their professional organisation, the 
Educational Institute of Scotland.  Children’s money raising capabilities and other 
voluntary work out of school hours could be mobilised almost without hindrance, but 
their labour in school hours or in defiance of the Education [Scotland] Acts, the 
Employment of Children Act (1903) or local bye laws could not, and would meet a 
series of hard challenges at a local level. 
There is certainly a sense too in which aspects of the historiography, particularly 
Horne’s work including the idea of ‘self-mobilisation’ are helpful in understanding the 
mobilisation of child money and child war support work, particularly in regard to the 
way in which he sees mobilisation as only partly about the projections of military 
planners but also as being about the lived relationship between a variety of groups - 
including children - to the war and its meaning.
7
  His suggestion that political ideology 
and national values were of less importance than the ‘pre-existing strength of the 
associative webs and mechanisms of national integration’ in determining the actual 
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process of mobilisation finds a distinct echo in the pattern of child mobilisation and war 
support work in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.
8
    P. R. Grant’s work Philanthropy and 
Voluntary Action in the First World War: Mobilizing Charity, which is dealt with more 
fully elsewhere in this chapter also considers the importance of these networks in the 
formation of the social capital, which he considers to have been vital in the provision of 
a solid foundation of support for the British war effort on the home front.   Interestingly 
too, writing in the foreword to Grant’s book Gary Sheffield raises an closely associated 
issue when he describes the Great War not only as a ‘peoples war’ but also an example 
of total war.
9
   
Of course when mobilisation of any section of the population during the Great War is 
examined in any depth, discussion of the relationship between that same mobilisation 
and the concept of total war is seldom far away and given the extent of the linkage of 
these two concepts in the historiography, it is also unavoidable. Most recently for 
example, Rosie Kennedy explains in The Children’s War that she intended her 
description of how children experienced mobilisation to be a contribution to an 
understanding of the ‘all encompassing mobilisation’ which has been the focus of the 
most recent attempts by historians to understand the experience of total war.
10
    But 
highly illuminating as Kennedy’s treatment of child mobilisation is, the overall shape of 
her research template is limited in its application to the experience of the children of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area for two reasons: first, although her works full title proclaims it to 
be a national study it is essentially Anglo-centric and second, simply because it is a 
national study it is beyond its remit to deal in significant detail with regional variants of 
mobilisation.   
It is clear at this point that in the case of a detailed regional study of child mobilisation 
such as this thesis sets out to be, a different approach to that used by Kennedy should be 
adopted. 
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Note on Methodology and Intention 
The aim of this chapter is to expand existing understanding of the mobilization of the 
child population of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area during the Great War in two specific 
areas: first, the physical form and extent of their mobilization and second, how those 
processes involved in harnessing their time, labour and money in support of the British 
war effort operated and evolved.   
The method adopted to achieve that goal is the application of the first two strands of 
‘form’ and ‘evolution’ from the four strand analytical framework suggested in Horne’s 
remarks on total war and its attendant national mobilisation as identified earlier in the 
wider discussion of his work and repeated below: 
The advantage of considering ‘total war’ (and national mobilisation as one of its 
elements) to be a process, or a compelling logic, in 1914 – 1918, rather than an 
achieved result, is that it encourages analysis of its form and evolution but also 
of its constraints and limitations.
11
 
In this chapter the first area of investigation, that is the physical form and extent of 
children’s mobilization, is essentially concerned with the nature of children’s 
contributions to the war effort and as such will require a significant degree of detailed 
examination of individual examples of their work, if for no other reason than so little is 
known about it.  The second area, an examination of the processes involved in 
children’s mobilization, is by contrast essentially an analysis of how those examples of 
their work identified here were organised, led and administered and how these relate to 
Horne’s concept of mobilization as an evolutionary process.  However, the successful 
use of this method requires two other things to be in place: first, a clear understanding 
of what would constitute evidence of Horne’s idea of ‘process’ and ‘evolution,’ and 
second the existence of good quality material for analysis.   
In fact, the materials located for use in this chapter were gathered from a variety of 
sources, but generally the bulk of information assembled for analysis through the 
Primary Source and Newspaper Reading Procedure came from the geographically wide 
spread array of contemporary local newspaper accounts of local children’s activities. 
Many of those incidents of children’s mobilization found were single events picked up 
in the general paper by paper reading trawl of the local press, but often this procedure 
revealed additional linkages and patterns of child behaviour over time, which on further 
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investigation, were found to be generally indicative of larger scale continuing, as 
opposed to sporadic or short term child mobilization.  Fortunately, as will be seen from 
Map 7, most small towns and country areas were covered by two papers which meant 
children’s activities generally could be confirmed, and a greater understanding 
developed by a reading of a second local newspaper covering the same event.  It was 
also found that the activities of some wartime organisations which left no known 
records, but did involve children in large numbers in their activities, can only be 
approached through press reports which contain details of their leadership, composition, 
operating methods and often considerable achievements.   Local newspapers were also 
useful in that they published occasional statements or summaries of war related 
activities over set periods of time under heading such as ‘Two Years of Battle – What 
has Alyth Done?’ These form very useful snapshots of the part local child mobilization 
played in the overall mobilization of individual communities, but above all local 
newspapers provided evidence of the extent to which a process model of child 
mobilization, which is essentially what Horne’s model was, did actually fit the lived 
experience of children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.
12
 
Unfortunately, invaluable as newspaper accounts are in describing the shape and 
ongoing development of child mobilization over time, these are somewhat limited when 
the methods of mobilization and the administration of that movement have to be 
considered. Even so, other surviving materials – frequently specialised and often not 
immediately associated with children’s mobilization - can be hugely revealing.  One 
such example involved individual school savings records taken from Perth School 
Board Minutes used in tandem with a Perth Savings Bank anniversary publication 
which revealed not only the extent of the capture of children’s savings but also the adult 
rationale for the mobilization of their pennies.  Those few existing records located of 
long forgotten wartime organisations can also play a significant role, particularly in 
revealing how children were mobilized.  Minutes of meetings such as those of the 
Perthshire Women’s Patriotic Committee Herb Gathering Committee which detailed the 
administrative processes involved in the mobilization of children for that task do exist, 
and can be summarised to provide the worked example following of the mobilization 
process involved in the allocation of tasks in that highly specialised children’s support 
effort.  In short, enough material of sufficient quality is available to allow an informed 
discussion of the main aims of this chapter.  
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In this chapter, given the centrality of the principles of ‘process’ and ‘evolution’ to any 
application of Horne’s analytical model, the question of what constitutes development 
or evolution, and what can be taken as firm evidence of that in the child mobilisation 
process immediately arises.  In that context the idea of incorporation of child labour or 
money into major projects, either at a very early planning stage, or where children were 
very unlikely to have been considered appropriate participants before the war is 
arguably the development most easily identifiable.  In the interests of clarity, the flow 
chart below representing by way of illustration a worked example of one highly 
effective piece of child mobilisation involving incorporation has been inserted.  This 
work first appeared in Perthshire and spread rapidly across Forfarshire and Fife using 
the same model of recruitment.  It continued in existence for the rest of the war, 
developing greatly in sophistication in terms of types of plant species grown, collected 
and even part processed but in this type of development children remain as a distinct 
and identifiable sub unit rather than as fully integrated members.   
Diagram 2.  Medicinal Herb Gathering and Growing. 
 
 
 
Another identifiable and highly significant developmental strand was the increase in 
number and effectiveness of appeals to children as a separate and identifiable 
constituency in their own right, where a decision at the project planning stage was made 
to ask for their help as ‘Scotland’s Children’ or some similar form of words. However, 
as far as providing a measure of progress towards involvement in total war is concerned, 
evidence of assimilation of children’s work into the nation’s main civilian war effort 
Situation         
Early 1916 
Supplies of 
medicinal herbs 
for processing 
cannot be 
imported from 
Germany and 
Austria.  Prices of 
supplies on world 
market  have risen 
by around 500%. 
 
 
11th April 1916 
Perthshire 
Women's Patriotic 
Committe form a 
Herb Gathering  
Committee to 
undertake this 
work of 'extreme 
national 
importance.' 
Duchess of Atholl 
leads.  
 
 
27th April 
1916. 
Committee 
planning 
meeting factors 
in  children 
supervised by 
teachers as 
labour of first 
choice to grow + 
gather medicinal 
herbs. Seeds sent 
out to trusted 
schools for 
planting.  
 
5th July  & 31st 
September   
1916 
 Kinfauns School 
pick and  send off  
the first 
consignment  of 
foxglove leaves 
and opium 
poppies  from 
Perthshire for 
processing.  First 
morphine 
available shortly 
afterwards.  
 
Source: Perthshire Women’s Patriotic Committee Minutes. Entries 11th April – 31st September 1916. 
This work first appeared in Perthshire and spread rapidly across Forfarshire and Fife using the same 
model of recruitment.  It continued in existence for the rest of the war, developing in sophistication in 
terms of types of plant species grown, collected and even part processed.   
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probably offers the most potential for an accurate assessment of progress and 
development.  In that case, movement from a situation where children belonging to a 
number of schools or organisations were given a recognised place within the division of 
wartime voluntary labour, to a process of centralisation of these groups as required for 
particular projects would indicate development.  Deployment under the direction of a 
central coordinator answerable to a national authority where groups of children operated 
with some degree of flexibility across a range of war work would indicate an even 
higher degree of evolution.  The ultimate stage of development would see individuals 
and groups of children accepted and badged as fully fledged war workers in their own 
right, achieving the accolade of government recognition as members of an adult group 
or even as an autonomous child group under the D.G.V.O. scheme. 
This chapter will argue that relatively low level changes in organisation of war support 
work clearly linked to demonstrable gains in efficiency can also be taken as proof of the 
existence of the evolutionary element of mobilisation Horne describes. In this context 
the key areas are greater production of manufactured war supplies and monies raised, 
greater and more effective overall use of child labour including specialization or 
integrated working, and lastly an identifiable trend towards effective coordination or 
central direction and therefore integration or assimilation of children’s support work 
into the nation’s main voluntary support effort.  The fourth and possibly most difficult 
type of evolution or development to show is an evolving ability on the part of those 
involved in mobilizing children’s money or labour to manoeuvre within the constraints 
of the legal limitations on child mobilisation as they existed in Scotland and which 
equate to the ‘constraints’ and ‘limitations’ element of Horne’s format.   
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Form and Evolution  
The first firm local evidence to appear that there was any sort of child mobilisation on a 
significant scale apart from high levels of Scout and Boys’ Brigade presence on the 
streets came after the start of the new school session in mid September 1914.  It took the 
form of a wave of entries in School Logs and local news items which appeared in the 
newspapers between mid September and the first week in October 1914.  These were 
accounts of individual initiatives which gave every indication of being keenly 
supported, well organised affairs mostly associated with schools or networks of 
classmates, and usually involved making comforts or raising money.  In many ways it is 
as if children’s contributions simply appeared, but the reality appears to have been that 
in the words of Horne, this was ‘self-mobilisation’ harnessed and given a coherent form 
and direction by the teachers and other adults in the area.  In a way too it gave every 
appearance of fitting the description of Talbot Imlay when he wrote, ‘More and more 
mobilisation became a bottom up as well as a top down process.’13 
Even so, because of the way children’s mobilisation appeared almost fully formed in a 
wave of activity it could be asked whether there was evidence of any sort of guiding 
hand, or even a generally understood policy direction originating at a British or regional 
level.  In one sense that was certainly true of the mobilisation of Boy Scouts and Boys’ 
Brigade, for the form and speed of their mobilisation as well as the level of their 
communication with the public through the press shows the reach of their organisations 
throughout the whole of Britain.  Later, the resulting rationalisation of voluntary work 
and war charities that came about following the appointment of Sir Edward Ward as 
Director General for Voluntary Organisations [D.G.V.O] in late 1915 can be seen in that 
light, but the clearest statement in support of the idea of a central organising body 
directing children’s mobilisation in support of the war albeit in an English, but not 
Scottish context, comes from Rosie Kennedy.
14
   
Kennedy’s position on this matter is clear: she assigns this role to the Board of 
Education.  She stated:  
‘Despite .... problems the Board of Education mobilised the nation’s children 
both mentally and physically throughout the war, introducing the war into the 
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curriculum and inciting the children to contribute both their time and money 
towards its successful prosecution.’15 
By this statement Kennedy argues a very large degree of national control of children’s 
war work from the centre directed by the Board of Education existed and she goes one 
step further and explains the rationale for that action with the claim that the Board 
realized, ‘If organised appropriately by the schools, children could be put to work for 
the war effort and, through their involvement, influence their parents.’16  This position 
is in fact largely sustainable in an English and Welsh setting, for the frequency of issue 
of the Circulars by which the English Board of Education communicated their general 
policy directions to schools lends credence to that idea.   
However, this view is far less tenable in the case of Scotland where School Boards 
administering single schools or a small group of schools, and answered directly to the 
S.E.D. thus forming a layer of local management which contrasted with the far larger 
regional Local Education Authorities in England. (Only the School Boards of very large 
towns like Dundee bore any resemblance to an English Local Education Authority in 
terms of size, pupil population, or number of schools under management.) The S.E.D. 
also communicated with School Boards by Circular for general policy matters and by 
letter for local or individual school issues, however when examined in any detail their 
Circulars are not at all what might be expected of a Department acting as Kennedy 
claims the British, or in reality as the English did.  When all sixty Scottish Circulars 
issued during the war are examined in terms of content, no advice or instruction was 
given regarding the introduction of the war into the curriculum, and no instruction to 
School Boards to involve children in war work ever appeared. That is not to say that 
teachers did not do this, but they with their associated School Boards and not the S.E.D. 
were responsible for that.  In that sense teachers acted as patriotic individuals and not as 
agents of the S.E.D.  In fact the first communication of the war, Circular 464 dated 24
th
 
August 1914 and the only Circular marked ‘Very Important’ summed up the S.E.D. 
position regarding how School Boards and their teachers should approach the war very 
well:                 
                                                          VERY IMPORTANT. 
The first and most obvious duty of managers is to see that the education of the 
children is not unnecessarily interrupted.  They can best serve their country 
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during this critical period by straining every nerve to ensure that the work of the 
schools proceeds as far as possible on absolutely normal lines.
17
 
In fact the largest single group of sixteen S.E.D. Circulars out of a war time total of 
sixty concerned teachers.   All of these appear to have been aimed at helping maintain 
staff stability in some way, covering issues like teachers in military service, current pay 
and conditions, extension of the retirement age for male teachers, retention of lady 
teachers after marriage and even superannuation, while the majority of the remaining 
forty four also often involve teachers in as much as their help in areas like registration 
for the Derby Scheme or National Service was requested – but always outside school 
hours.  Above all, the overwhelming majority of circulars were concerned in some way 
with ensuring continuity of normal education in schools. The only Circulars requesting, 
but not demanding children’s help were Circular 493 asking for the collection of horse 
chestnuts and Circular 503 originating with the Food Controller requesting children’s 
help in picking brambles for jam for the army in 1918.  The essential difference between 
the S.E.D. and the Board of Education approach to children and war work is best 
summed up by noting that there was never a Scottish equivalent to Board of Education 
Circular 898 of 12
th
 March 1915, authorising the employment of youngsters of school 
age on suitable light work ‘as an exceptional measure permitted to meet a special 
emergency.’18  In fact, it is in this area that the first serious evidence of Horne’s 
‘constraints and limitations’ is to be found for, as will be seen later, according to the 
evidence of the School Board Minutes the S.E.D. came down very firmly on the side of 
maintaining attendance and normality in school life. 
The three groups of children which actually were mobilised under central direction, 
namely the Scouts and Boys Brigade, and to a much lesser degree the Girl Guides, 
presented a very different public face to anything schools could show.
19
  In Scottish 
terms the Boy’s Brigade was the numerically strongest of the uniformed youth 
organisation, and as their history Sure & Stedfast: A History of the Boys Brigade 1883-
1982 pointed out, ‘the strength of the Brigade, in relation to the male population, was in 
Scotland and Ireland’.20  In 1916, the first year the Brigade recorded total numbers by 
countries, the Brigade mustered 23,205 boys in 468 Companies in Scotland, while the 
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muster numbers for England and Wales amounted to 28,374 Boys in 770 Companies 
with a further 4,022 Boys in 108 Companies in Ireland.
21
 At this point in the Brigades 
development the age range of Boys involved was from between 12 and 13 up to 17 or 
18 with the weight of numbers falling into the school boy rather than the 14 years old 
young worker category.
22
  That impression is strengthened by the ‘Particulars’ sheet of 
the Perth Battalion Annual Reports which show the numbers each year of the war who 
had to leave at the age limit, for in that Battalion that percentage never rose above 4.5% 
of the total roll.
23
 Even so, that meant that significant numbers of Boys fell out with the 
definition of children used here, never the less photographic evidence from the local 
press indicates how large a presence the younger Boys who do fall into the definition of 
children used here had on the streets and in the work parties.  
Accurate statistics of numbers of active Brigade members are difficult to come by 
except by identifying major dates in the Brigade calendar and checking newspaper 
reports of the events.  Reports of Church Parade for the Arbroath Boy’s Brigade in 
November, 1916 showed 79 on parade that day, whereas the St Andrew’s Company 
annual route march in 1915 had an attendance of 90.  In 1916 Burntisland recorded 40 
present while Dysart mustered 87 for their Church Parades in 1916.  The Perth Battalion 
began the war with 8 Companies and 251 Boys and when they submitted their roll on 
31
st
 May, 1918 it stood at 6 Companies with 273 Boys.  When these figures are taken as 
a percentage of boys of an age to join estimated from the annual year cohorts taken from 
the school rolls, the Perth Brigade membership stood at an estimated 10%, with 
Arbroath estimated at 8%, Burntisland at 10.5% and St Andrews, where the Brigade 
was particularly active, at 25%.
24
   [These percentages are notional figures and take no 
account of the boys who had been in the Brigade but left early because of work 
commitments, or what seems to have been the weighting towards the younger end of the 
age spectrum in the existing membership.] The Dundee Battalion, whose records are 
about to be discussed next, were estimated at 8% of eligible boys in Dundee.    
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A reading of the Dundee Boys Brigade Battalion Annual Reports and the Minutes of the 
Dundee Battalion Council indicates this was a strong Battalion of twenty two 
Companies of 112 Officers and 1162 Boys in 1913.
25
  Unfortunately, the outbreak of 
war placed the Dundee Battalion in the same situation as other Boys Brigade units: the 
demand from boys for places went up, officers who enlisted in large numbers could not 
be replaced quickly and at times some Companies were in immediate danger of failing 
for lack of adult support.  By the Armistice the numbers stood at twenty Companies run 
by 101 Officers and 906 Boys with 60 Reserves, or what would become the Life Boys.  
The Dundee Battalions war service record was impeccable: a sum of £8,356 was raised 
through flag days organised in conjunction with and almost exclusively on behalf of 
other organisations, endless public service duties had been carried out, the special 
Russian Red Cross Award designed by the Czarina before the Revolution had been 
received and the Battalion had taken part in every flag day in Dundee during the war 
except for one.
26
   
From the stand point of this chapter the Minutes of the Battalion Council are 
particularly relevant.   This organisation was composed of all of the Battalion officers 
and as such amounted to an executive committee, so their Minutes offer an unparalleled 
insight into both the processes of mobilisation adopted by Council, and the thinking and 
the administrative methodology of the organisation.  Although there is evidence of 
Brigade activity on the streets from the first day of war, perhaps because of the massive 
loss of officers to the colours Battalion Council did not meet after the outbreak of war 
until the 6
th
 October 1914.   Even so, when they did meet the minutes show a highly 
sophisticated level of planning and coordination of all twenty two existing Companies 
who were to take part in a Belgian Flag Day in Dundee with a projected sale of 100,000 
flags.  The Boys were teamed with local ladies organised by Lady Urquhart, wife of the 
Lord Provost and judging from the reports of the days work this ladies group gave the 
impression of being a prime example of one of Horne’s pre war ‘associative webs and 
mechanisms of national integration.’  It seems that included in that group were wives 
and daughters of local politicians of all colours, wives of professional men of all sorts 
and a sprinkling of the rest of respectable Dundee womanhood.   Press coverage was 
arranged, the Gilfillan Hall was placed at the disposal of the Brigade for administrative 
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purposes and organisers of all public and sporting events that day were approached and 
agreed to allow entry for the sales teams.  The resulting take of £1,164 on 19
th
 October 
1914 was regarded as little short of amazing.  Following on from that event an approach 
was made by Colonel Gordon Thompson to the Dundee Boy’s Brigade on behalf of the 
Dundee Red Cross to organise and run another event involving the entire Battalion and 
a large team of local ladies in late November, but this time it was intended to physically 
cover the entire city by localities.   
Once again the minutes show the Brigades ability to produce detailed and effective 
planning for a sale of 150,000 flags and to execute that exercise very effectively.  It is 
also very clear from reading through this source that these Officers were men more than 
capable of first capturing, then directing and channelling what the newspapers described 
as the enthusiasm of the Boys for their support work.  In fact, the minutes appear to 
reveal a procedure that placed the Battalion Council meetings very firmly within the 
pattern of planning seen at army Orders or ‘O Group’ briefings, but given the military 
background of so many Brigade Officers this should come as no surprise.  Newspaper 
reports also show the extent to which the Brigades pre-war networks of power and 
influence were accessed and adapted rapidly to meet the needs of the organisation as it 
attempted – very successfully - to support the war effort.  It also highly unlikely that the 
levels of organisation and efficiency achieved by the Brigade were reached by many 
other voluntary organisations, at least until after the formation and settlement of local 
committees under the Director Generals of Voluntary Workers scheme in 1916.  
As far as the Boy Scouts of Dundee or elsewhere in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area were 
concerned, no records of the quality of those for the Boys Brigade have survived but 
their activities can be traced through the local press, although the extent of their 
coordinated working is not fully understood.  From what is known, and in spite of the 
large Scout gatherings later in the war and visits of Baden Powell, they appear to have 
largely operated at Troop level, and the most accurate figure of their effective strength 
in 1914 in Dundee was undoubtedly the figure of 529, or the number of Scouts who 
volunteered for war work on the outbreak of war.
27
  The number of Scouts in Perthshire 
was reported in May 1914 as 1013
28
 which for a county as large as Perthshire appears 
rather small, whereas the Scottish national figure given at the A.G.M. of the Boy Scout 
Association held in Stirling  in May 1914 was given as 592 troops with a total of 15,221 
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members.
29
  With 14% of the school pupil population, it would be reasonable to expect 
that Perthshire would therefore have around 2,131 Scouts, or 14% of the national total. 
On the other hand, when an estimate is made in the same way as was done for the Boy’s 
Brigade of the percentage of boys eligible to be Scouts who actually were Scouts, the 
result is that 17.8% of Perthshire boys joined.  The same caveats apply to this 
calculation as applied to those involving the Boy’s Brigade, but even this figure is some 
way from the claim that 40% ‘of all male adolescents belonged to some kind of youth 
organisation by 1914’ made by Beckett and echoed by De Groot and Kennedy.30 
Other Scout Troops were active across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, and because their 
work is dealt with in some detail in all the local newspapers, a clear impression of their 
work emerges.  The Fife News of 15
th
 August 1914 for example, reported that the Cupar 
Scouts reformed the local troop for the war and were particularly valuable in a town 
with a large body of cavalry and horse artillery stationed nearby for their skills as 
ostlers, holding troop horses and the more difficult to handle officers mounts.  They 
were organised in two shifts under a Scout Master, and a team was available at any time 
of day or night to carry messages or support the soldiers in any way.  The same edition 
also reported the activities of the Leven Troop on Coast Guard Duty, and along with 
many other local newspapers, published the announcement below which showed how 
seriously this body were regarded by those in authority: 
                                              Government Recognition of Boy Scouts. 
The Boy Scout Association has received authority to announce that the uniform 
of the Boy Scouts [BP hat or Sea Scout cap and fleur de lis essential] is 
recognised by the Government as the uniform of a public service non military 
body.  
Head Quarters wished it to be known that it is most important that no officer or 
Scout should carry arms.   They should be careful to take their instructions from 
the authorities they are assisting and should not indulge in indiscriminate spy 
hunting. 
31
 
The warning regarding carrying arms would have been of little consequence to the 
Scouts in Arbroath tasked with escorting the German crew of the schooner Behrend 
which had docked hours after the outbreak of war – the Germans were taken into 
internment a few days later.  The Alyth Guardian announced that all over Perthshire 
local Boy Scouts who, with their parents’ written consent, had handed in their names for 
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service to Chief Constable Martin would be on duty with immediate effect, and could be 
recognised as helping the Police by the yellow bands worn on each arm.
32
  By the first 
week in September the Chief Constable wrote to the Alyth Scout Master thanking the 
Troop for their help, saying that now the worst of the immediate disruption caused by 
the outbreak of the war had settled they should attend school, but as he also stated very 
clearly, should the need arise he would ask for their help again.
33
  Meanwhile most 
School Boards including Perth nodded through exemptions for boys on Coast Guard 
duty except for Scoonie which as will be seen later was notoriously prickly in this 
regard.  Crieff, Forfar, Montrose, Buckhaven, Kikcaldy and Dunfermline troops 
amongst others had all mobilised and were in most cases reported in the local press as 
serving in some way within days of the outbreak of war.
34
   
Similar accounts of Scout and indeed Boys Brigade activities can be found spread 
across the urban areas of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, though it has to be said that it 
appeared far less frequently in rural areas apart from some very significant exceptions 
like the Tannadice Scout Troop from Forfarshire.  Although it would change over time, 
where Scout mobilisation appears to have differed from the Boys Brigade equivalent 
was that the Scouts attached themselves to other services like the Police or Coast 
Guards as auxiliaries, even to the extent of Dundee Scouts of the 8
th
, 10
th
 and 19
th
 
Troops going to sea as officers orderlies as pictured below in the Dundee edition of the 
Peoples Journal in 1917.
35
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Information on Girl Guide mobilisation is very scanty reflecting their smaller numbers, 
but in Dunfermline the 1
st
 and 4
th
 Fife placed themselves at the disposal of the military 
authorities and served as very competent messengers and cooks for both regular and 
territorial units.  Information on their activities emerged piecemeal over the duration of 
the war, and while very active in some areas of Fife such as Cowdenbeath, Lochgelly, 
Kelty and Lochore, they continued throughout the war to provide a steady and generous 
stream of comforts and money as well as acting in support of other organisations.  There 
is also good  - if scattered  - evidence of very competent work so that it should be no 
surprise to find the Dunfermline Press reported in glowing terms that on Russian Red 
Cross Flag Day in May 1917, the Lochgelly Guides ran the entire street operation 
collecting the very substantial sum of £78.
36
  While it is fair to say that the Guides main 
effort was small scale fund raising and comfort manufacture, they did on occasion 
integrate their efforts with local Scout Troops, but in terms of numbers almost always 
appear to have numbered around 30% of Scout strength. 
In sharp contrast, the extent to which initial mobilisation for most children was liable to 
be overlooked on a large scale can be seen in a study of one small town and its 
surrounding rural area during the first year of war.  On August 20
th
 1915, as the town 
entered the second year of the Great War, the Kirriemuir Free Press printed a list of 
fund raising activities and monies raised that had taken place in the town up to that 
point.
37
  While this section is not an attempt to evaluate the monetary contribution of 
Kirriemuir children, the fact that money was involved meant that events that might not 
have been recorded otherwise were reported - if only as a form of financial 
accountability - therefore the proportion of money raised by children as well as its 
destination is not only a very good indicator of their effectiveness, but also of the 
breadth of their mobilisation.   The list of ten main fund raising activities, entitled ‘What 
Kirriemuir Has Done In Twelve Months’, detailed the sources of the £1687  8s  6d that 
had been raised in the district up to that point for the war effort.  By far the largest 
figure was the consolidated sum of £1063  12s  2d raised largely by personal, and 
normally aristocratic subscription, for the Prince of Wales Fund. Trailing well behind 
the Prince’s Fund total were smaller sums as detailed in the table below. 
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 Table 1: List of Fund Raising Events in Kirriemuir in the First Year of War. 
4
th
 & 5
th
 Sept.1914 White Heather Days [for local Red Cross Branch.] £60  0s   0d 
2
nd
 & 3
rd
 Oct. 1914 Flag Days and Pipers Concert for Belgian Relief Fund. £120  0s   0d 
9
th
 Oct. 1914 Entertainment for Belgian Relief Fund. £93  7s  9d 
17
th
 Oct. 1914 Tennis Club Sale of Work for Belgian Relief Fund. £57  0s   0d 
19
th
 Nov. 1914 Whist Drive for Motor Ambulance Fund £16  0s   0d 
11
th
 Dec. 1914  Lecture – Concert for Belgian Relief Fund. £12  7s  6d 
12
th
 Feb. 1915 Webster Seminary Pupil Concert for Soldiers & Sailors 
Fund 
£37  0s   0d 
28
th
 & 29
th
 May 1915 Comforts Collection for ‘Kirries Own’ [A Coy 5th BW] £21  7s  4d 
No date given but 
press reports were 
from June 1915. 
Collections by School Children of Kirriemuir & District for 
Belgian Refugees in Glasgow                                                                                                   
£35  12s 8d  
16
th
 Aug 1915 Flag Day in Kirriemuir & District in aid of DRI £171  8s   0d 
                                                                         TOTAL £624    3s    3d  
Source: Kirriemuir Free Press, 20
th
 August 1915.  N = £624  3s  3d  total monies raised in first year of 
war. 
 
Judging solely by the published list of fund raising activities and the sums raised, 
children’s direct input appeared to have been limited to the Webster’s Seminary Pupils 
Concert on 12
th
 February 1915 and the ‘Collections by School Children of Kirriemuir 
and District’.  As a percentage of the towns fund raising for the war effort as opposed to 
direct gifts, it amounts to 4.5% - a small but very respectable and welcome addition to 
the Kirriemuir war effort. However, the press reports and School Logs indicate that is a 
serious underestimate.  This view is encouraged by three aspects of local newspaper 
coverage in this and almost every other district: the way news was reported to the local 
press through local agents paid by the line printed, the way receipts of monies or goods 
like ‘comforts’ were acknowledged by the papers and in the way in which war support 
activities were rapidly developing in terms of organisation and structure.     
First, the two newspapers published in the town reported extensively on all sorts of 
activities in both the town and local districts like Padanarm, Carroch and Airlie and 
because each district had some sort of coverage almost every week, what passed for 
news items were invariably highly detailed.
38
  Particularly in the first part of the war 
where fund raising was concerned, sums of as little as a few shillings raised by children 
for any war cause were reported by the correspondents, and almost certainly also printed 
at the request of the receiving fund organiser as a public acknowledgement or a public 
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accounting.
39
  Bearing that in mind, news stories about the donation of 6s 8d to the 
Scottish Red Cross in June 1915 by the school children of tiny Carroch School,
40
 the £1 
from St Mary’s Episcopal School41 for the same cause, and a donation of 14 shillings 
along with a large donation of clothing for Belgian Refugees from the Girls Cricket 
Club of Webster’s Seminary make a good deal of sense.42  It also gives a strong 
indication of the form child mobilisation took in the Kirriemuir area.  However, when 
occasional donations of this kind and others to causes not mentioned in the table above 
such as Serbian Relief, ’Mucklie’ boxes for the Kirriemarians at the front or the 
Children’s Y.M.C.A. Hut Fund are taken into account, the contribution of Kirriemuir 
and district school children grows to £23 13s, a sum larger than that raised by the adult 
driven Motor Ambulance Fund or the Lecture–Concert of December 1914 for the 
Belgians.
43
   
As the war progressed, local news sections start to show a growth of the involvement 
and integration of children into general fund raising activities and a greater coordination 
of their efforts.  A very early example of this is to be found in the White Heather Days 
of the 4
th
 and 5
th
 September 1914 held in aid of the local branch of the Red Cross.  This 
was largely run by the Scouts who were also the sole collectors on the day, securing 
both sums under £1 in their tins to the value £80 as shown in the table as well as what 
appear to have been pledges of over £33 for later payment.  Similarly, while Lady Lyell 
of Kinnordy who was also a member of the Kirriemuir School Board made the initial 
approach, and was also present at the Belgian Flag Days of the 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 October 
1914, the senior girls of Webster’s Seminary were the driving and organising force.  
The Kirriemuir Free Press made that clear both when it announced the event stating 
...‘large numbers of young ladies from the Higher Grade Department of Webster 
Seminary have agreed to act as collectors,’ and again when it reported the results of the 
day.    At the end of the day, the fact was that the Webster girls had collected a few 
pence short of £80 or two thirds of the money raised for the Belgians.   [The Pipers 
Concert accounted for the remaining £40.]  While this event involved the vast majority 
of girls of the senior school, even greater numbers were involved in other events later 
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such as the Webster’s concert for soldiers and sailors of February 1915 when almost 
every pupil was directly involved as performers or working backstage.    
Adult willingness to entrust a fund raising effort in its entirety to a group of young 
people can be seen in the approach made by the Kirriemuir Branch of the Black Watch 
Comforts Fund to the 1
st
 Kirriemuir Company B.B. for help in fund raising. This 
committee had been raising money through private subscription, collection boxes in 
factories and the sale of verses written by local men at the front - particularly those of 
L/Cpl Beaton - in order to send  parcels to ‘A’ [Kirriemuir] Company, 5th Black Watch.  
The Kirriemuir Boys’ Brigade accepted, and though almost all of their pre-war 
leadership were in uniform, during the weekend of the 28
th
 and 29
th
 May 1915 they 
raised a total of £21  7s  4d.  This level of confidence in the capabilities of the Boys’ 
Brigade was a remarkable development in levels of adult trust in what were some very 
young boys. 
One other area for discussion at this point is the funding of the manufacture of minor 
war supplies such as socks, hose tops, shirts and mufflers that involved every school in 
the district.  Press reports and School Logs indicate every school in the district was an 
ongoing donor of finished comforts so funding this activity in these areas could have 
become an issue, but while some resources in the form of wool or cloth may have been 
available, the overwhelming impression from reading the local papers in Kirriemuir and 
elsewhere is that these activities were funded by the children’s own efforts.  The report 
that Reform Street School raised £17 made it clear the money was to buy ‘flannel for 
soldiers shirts,’44 and the ‘programme [of entertainment] carried through by the 
scholars’ of Kingoldrum in aid of the School Work Party which raised £13  19s did the 
same.
45
  The donation of 60 shirts for ‘A’ [Kirriemuir] Company, 5th Black Watch by 
the girls of Webster’s Seminary by the end of 1914 came about the same way.   
Taken as a whole, the Kirriemuir mobilisation experience is not unusual in the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area, but it does illustrate that in taking mobilisation as a process, the first 
significant signs of what Horne termed evolution had appeared by mid 1915.  All across 
the 42
nd
 Regimental Area including places such as the Cupar, Brechin, Crieff and Leven 
districts and Dundee, children’s experiences show large scale similarities.  Their 
localities were awash with reports of little locally based support activities involving 
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children and the money they raised, although unfortunately the documentation is not of 
the same quality as for Kirriemuir.
46
  It is also highly significant that here, as will be 
seen again, that in direct contradiction to Pamela Horn’s description of rural English 
society, the local countryside was very active in supporting the war effort.
47
  In fact with 
regard to children, their war support work which grew quickly to a high level and was 
maintained there seemed to indicate that movement towards total war as defined by 
Monger as ‘a war involving and affecting every member of a society – one which is the 
pre-eminent issue and activity of that society,’ was not an unrealistic prospect.48   
Perthshire on the other hand, moved much faster towards coordination and the capture 
of children’s work and money in the interests of the war effort.  That county was 
something of an exception in as much as the formation of a Perthshire Children’s War 
Guild ran side by side with self-mobilisation and a whole range of activities of the same 
type as in Kirriemuir.  Minutes of Perth School Board show that after initial concerns 
over duplication of effort, and following a meeting between two lady members of the 
Board and the needlework teachers, the Board sanctioned the establishment of 
Perthshire Children’s War Guild under the direction of Miss Murdoch, Superintendant 
of Needlework and an employee of the County Board on the 28
th
 October 1914.
49
  
Conditions were to be applied: there was to be no compulsion, schools were to 
volunteer to join the scheme and above all the Board ‘undertook no financial 
responsibility in the matter,’ but even so very soon afterwards entries appear in School 
Logs noting Miss Murdoch had visited and that children were producing articles.   
In fact, what Miss Murdoch did was to anticipate Sir Edward Ward’s efforts to achieve 
standardisation and stop duplication of effort when he was appointed Director General 
of Voluntary Organisations by co-ordinating the work of what appears to have been at 
least two different schemes, or possibly two different appeals, as well as the efforts of 
the lady teachers and their pupils who had begun this work spontaneously on the 
outbreak of hostilities.  The success of their efforts was confirmed by the amount of 
thank you letters from soldiers published in the Perthshire newspapers very soon after 
the formation of the Guild.  However, the Guild’s greatest achievement was in their 
fund raising effort of 1915 which resulted in a gift of two motor ambulances to the 
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Scottish Red Cross at a cost of £450 each along with a sum of £300 for their 
maintenance.   A group of collectors from Callander are shown in the picture below.
50
 
        
 
As with any other child fund raising effort in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, and in a clear 
indication of where the source of power lay in education matters, the School Boards of 
Perthshire were approached.  Permission was granted, a flag day was arranged, 
collection cards were issued and from what can be gathered from the School Log Books 
the children raised the money in a matter of a few days.  The children’s reward came in 
the shape of a visit from an ambulance to every school in the county – no matter how 
remote.  That project was probably the best recorded single children’s war support effort 
anywhere within the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, because it is known that every child in the 
county was approached and every school contributed.  The Guild continued its work up 
to the Armistice, but it is very important to note this was not the only work Perthshire 
children did.   As the war progressed, their efforts developed and diversified in both 
scope and type - as indeed did those of all of the children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.   
One of the many local variations found within the 42
nd
 Regimental Area in the second 
half of the war was that groups of collectors were formed, or formed themselves for a 
specific task but for some reason never really disbanded and continued their work for 
long periods.  Those clusters located so far were all girl groups. These appear to have 
evolved into both self-recruiting and self renewing friendship groups which found their 
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new members in the playground, or even from within the extended family as opposed to 
from within a specific organisation like the Boy Scouts or Girl Guides.    Whatever the 
inspiration for their formation, or the age and educational, or social status of those 
involved, they were now an identifiable element within the division of voluntary labour, 
albeit only for war work, and were normally directly deployed and organised by a 
teacher.   Examples range from Blairgowrie, where the senior girls canvassed support 
from the towns elite families with army connections for donations and ran a hugely 
successful flower day, to girls groups operating in Forfar and Montrose as well as 
Pitenweem and elsewhere in Fife, but possibly the best example of this type of group is 
to be found in the Anstruther area.  Its development can be traced from two main 
sources: the East of Fife Record and the archives of Waid Academy.
51
   
The creation of this group came about in the weeks immediately before the Scottish Red 
Cross Day held in October 1915 when  an approach was made by the Society to the 
Head Teachers of the Anstruther School Board area to take over the local organisation 
of their flag day on the 25
th
 October.  The lead role on that occasion was taken by Mr 
James Paterson, Head Teacher of Anstruther Public School supported by several other 
local teachers as helpers.  A total of thirty two Waid Academy senior girls were 
recruited as collectors, the collection was carried out, the takings calculated and when 
the account of the Red Cross Day was published in the East of Fife Record, the article 
specifically named the ‘young ladies’ taking part as collectors as ‘scholars.’52  By the 
end of Red Cross Day, 1915 the cluster appears to have achieved a form of group 
cohesion because although Mr Paterson and his team were not in charge of the 
organisation of all flag days in the town, this group of girl collectors literally took over 
the street collection of monies for war charities in the town from Red Cross Day in 
October, 1915 until at least October, 1917 when collectors were last named.   
What is known of this and other groups comes from the practice of naming the 
collectors at flag days as a form of public acknowledgement of their service by local 
papers including the East of Fife Record which provided a comprehensive coverage of 
the Anstruther area.  This practice fell away quite quickly as the war progressed and 
newsprint and other shortages meant that print acreage shrunk, nevertheless in the 
Anstruther area it continued in the East of Fife Record until its collapse in August 1917.  
This group would grow from its original core of thirty two named girls but a number of 
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features did not change.  In terms of pure numbers the Waid Academy girls always 
dominated.   Of the seventy five girls named as collectors on at least one occasion fifty 
seven [76%] were from Waid Academy, but apart from four Pitenweem girls, lack of 
registers for the other schools in Anstruther mean the remainder cannot be traced with 
certainty.  In fact, almost by default the ‘Waidees’ had taken over a specific role as 
defined earlier in support of the war, and although as individuals some were involved in 
other activities through the school, their role as a collecting group was one which was 
essentially limited and would remain relatively static.   
The table below is intended to illustrate the extent of the Waid Academy Senior School 
girls involvement in the different flag days. 
                                   Table 2: Waid Academy Girls Flag Day Involvement.               
Event Scottish 
Red 
Cross 
Day 
24:10:15 
Serbian 
Flag Day 
5:6:15 
Black 
Watch 
Flag Day 
17:7:15 
Belgian 
Flag Day 
9:10:15 
Scottish 
Women’s 
Hospitals 
22:4:16 
Scottish 
Women’s 
Hospitals 
23:6:17 
YMCA 
Flag 
Day 
21:4:17 
Total 
Collectors  
      32        37        30         38       41        18        34 
Waid 
Academy 
      32        25        22         31       35        15        28 
Source: East of Fife Record as per dates of flag days above. 
 
But interesting in its own right as the Waid Academy girls experience is, when it is 
remembered that the senior girls of that and every other Scottish Higher Grade school 
were between the ages of twelve to eighteen, it is tempting to pursue the idea that one or 
two particular causes might be the catalyst for special efforts made by this group.  The 
most obvious of these was Belgium and on the evidence of School Logs and local 
newspaper accounts, children in general gave large scale support to that cause in its 
different forms throughout the war.   
However, there is a good deal of evidence to suggest that a second prominent candidate 
for the support of older girls was the Scottish Women’s Hospitals for Foreign Service.53  
In the table above there were two dedicated flag days for that group and one for one for 
Serbia, a country that could be regarded as a major priority for the S.W.H.  For the 
Waid Academy girls, as for those in Leven and Buckhaven Higher Grade Schools, the 
fact that two well known local nurses, Sisters Louisa Jordan and Mary Gray, had died 
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on service there on 6
th
 March 1915 and 23
rd
 January 1916 would have been a salutary 
lesson as they set about raising money for this group.   
Certainly the S.W.H. appears to have had a significant presence in schools through the 
dissemination of lecture notes and materials by them to School Boards all over the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area to help schools raise awareness amongst children about Serbia, and to 
explain to them the significance of the Battle of Kosovo to the Serbian nation.  Even so, 
of equal importance was the presence in the Scotland of Dr Alice Hutchison, a member 
of the S.W.H and veteran of Serbia from Ladybank in Fife who produced not only 
occasional articles for Common Cause including one on Zeppelins, but also toured all 
over the 42
nd
 Regimental Area talking to mixed as well as women’s groups about the 
work of the S.W.H.
54
   
The speed at which support could be garnered by her can be seen when Dr Hutchison 
visited Brechin in early December 1915 where the Brechin Society for Women’s 
Suffrage had a strong presence both in the town and the local area, and which had 
already publicised the work of the group in the local weekly paper, specifically stating 
the cost of sponsoring a bed.
55
  The talk was well attended and the same edition of the 
paper reported a statement from Brechin High School issued later that week to the effect 
that the pupils were to hold a fund raising event for the specific purpose of sponsoring a 
Brechin High School Bed.  By the 21
st
 December, 1915 the Rector announced to those 
attending the schools fund raising event that £92 had been raised for the cause.
56
  This 
school was not alone in raising money for that cause – Waid Academy, Bell Baxter 
High School in Cupar did so as did the majority of other Higher Grade schools 
including Arbroath High School, where the senior girls staged a very well reported 
operetta The Enchanted Forrest followed by a display of dance in July 1915.
57
  St. 
Margarets School, a small private girls school in Broughty Ferry, also raised enough for 
two beds in the S.W.H. establishment in Royaumont ‘as the result of an entertainment.’   
The local connection between the S.W.H. and that school was confirmed by a letter of 
thanks from Sister Lindsay, a Broughty Ferry nurse stationed in that hospital.
58
 
Nonetheless, the Rector of Brechin High School probably provided a large part of the 
explanation for this particular strand of mobilisation in Brechin when he explained first 
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that several former pupils were already in Serbia and second, that this event had been 
organised by a joint pupil, former pupil and teacher committee.  Two of the former 
pupils mentioned were Nurses Duke and Lamb, captured after they volunteered to stay 
with the wounded during the famous Serbian winter retreat over the mountains in 1915.  
They were taken prisoner on the 10
th
 November 1915, then repatriated by February 
1916 when they returned to Brechin as local heroines before rejoining the S.W.H. 
operations only a few weeks later.  These ladies were connected to the locally famous 
Miss MacNab of Keithock who was undeniably the main female figure in war support 
work in the area as witnessed by the award of an O.B.E. to her for her war service.  
More importantly it could be argued, both ladies, but particularly Nurse Duke who had 
served as a radiographer in Serbia and who had graduated B.Sc. from Edinburgh, had 
been at the centre of a large and influential pre-war local social network with family, 
school and church ties to most of the senior girls of the High School.   It has to be 
suspected, though much more difficult to establish, that there were also personal 
connections to the Brechin Society for Women’s Suffrage through their secretary 
Jeannie Duncan, 21 Clerk Street, Brechin.  In short, this exclusively female cross-
generational ‘associative network’ as Horne would describe it, was both a potent local 
force in the mobilization of children as well as one which had integrated the senior girls 
into something very close to a national movement of support for the S.W.H.  
But even as the Waid Academy, Brechin High School and other senior girls were going 
about their business of street collections and other work so effectively, the shape of 
child mobilisation was about to undergo a fundamental change in some areas of the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area which demonstrated the evolution of the way children’s support for 
the war effort was delivered.   
At one level during the first year of war, practical women organised themselves locally 
in self funding groups which integrated children into their operation.  The Hillside 
Women’s Working League operating in that village on the edge of Montrose assigned  
specific roles throughout the war to a large number of children, who amongst other 
things, soon became collection agents for monthly donations as well as for finished 
articles, then when old enough joined the actual workforce.  The levels of production of 
this group were staggering considering the size of the village, but in those reports of 
their activities that exist, the levels of child integration were also impressive.  The 
parish of Monikie followed a similar path with pupils of the village school raising funds 
through concerts to buy materials which were worked on by both women and children, 
83 
 
so that in a review in 1919 of war work in that parish, the sizable Monikie contribution 
of finished goods was specifically credited to the women and children rather than the 
ladies of the parish.
59
   
This was also a time when different organisations incorporated the work of their junior 
sections into their own efforts such as when the Junior Choir of Lodge Minto of 
Lochgelly performed in February 1916 in one of a series of fund raising concerts, or the 
Lochgelly Cooperative Junior Choir raised money for materials for the different local 
work parties in March of the same year.
60
  This movement was not confined to Fife, but 
appears to have been more common there than elsewhere, so that junior sections like the 
Young Peoples Union of the Bath Street Congregational Church from Kelty appear in 
the press on a regular basis, and the lists of accompanying names and titles of adults 
indicates that the contact between the parent organisations and junior sections was close 
enough to have been more than mere supervision.  These were in fact examples of 
genuine incorporation of junior sections work into parent organisations main war effort.  
However, very soon even this type of integration would be taken to another level. 
The appointment of Sir E D W Ward as Director General of Voluntary Organisations in 
November 1915 ushered in a new era of rationalisation of the voluntary work going on 
all over Britain.  The key aspect of this movement was the coordination and regulation 
of the work of voluntary organisations which massively reduced the waste previously 
caused by overlapping of effort and through lack of standardisation.
61
   The scheme 
established a series of Burgh and County Associations which in turn set up local 
branches so that, ‘...By this means it is hoped that the whole ground will be covered, 
thereby assuring efficiency and success, with economy of effort.’62  The Associations 
were not meant to displace existing long term work parties dedicated to particular 
causes like individual Battalions or hospitals, but they were to be formally authorised 
centres for three basic but vital purposes: collection and transmission of comforts for the 
troops free of charge, the allocation of tasks and associated issuance of instructions to 
‘manufacture’ comforts and finally the distribution of standardised patterns free of 
charge.   News of the scheme appeared in a prominently placed news items published in 
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the local press, one of which appeared in the Fife Herald on 1
st
 December 1915.
63
  A 
rash of reports in the local press followed of meetings to set up Branches in Brechin, 
Forfar, Arbroath, Crieff, Auchterarder, St Andrews and later, indicating these were in 
full operation by mid January 1916, but very few areas moved as quickly in support as 
did Cupar. 
The Fife Herald traced the rapid development of what was now known as Cupar and 
District Association for the Co-ordination of Voluntary Workers.
64
  Led by Provost 
Stark, this scheme took in every parish and Burgh within the Cupar district which 
amounted to five burghs and nineteen parishes so that in the space of one week, by the 
8
th
 December, 1915 some eighteen branches including Cupar, Auchtermuchty, Falkland 
and Ladybank were operating with a total of 985 members.
65
  The same article 
continued to press the point that the greater the joining up of branches under the 
coordination of the Cupar Association, the greater the efficiency and therefore the 
greater the variety of work that could be allocated.   The next edition of the Fife Herald 
announced affiliation of two more branches with a number of others about to join in, 
and an overall membership of over 1200 workers.
66
  The following week the Fife 
Herald reported there were twenty four branches and 1509 workers, but more 
importantly it gave an example of the operational capacity of this scheme, for on Friday, 
18
th
 December a first requisition for 500 mufflers and 300 mittens had been received 
and the full amount of comforts was expected to be dispatched with a turn-around time 
of five days.
67
  The final strength of the Association settled at around 1600 workers and 
it remained highly active in fund raising in support of its operation throughout the rest 
of the war.  Even during the latter half of 1917, when many authorities see the civil 
population as increasingly war weary, impressive lists of completed work were 
regularly published by the Fife Herald.
68
   While no other voluntary workers 
organisation in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area has been covered to the same extent in the 
local press, and no records of this or any other Association exist in the archives for 
comparison, snippets of letters from the office of the D.G.V.O. appearing in the Fife 
Herald and elsewhere indicate the Cupar Association was regarded at Head Quarters as 
of at least some potential.  In a letter from the D.G.V.O., to the Honorary Secretary 
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published in that edition Sir E W D Ward wrote, ‘It is quite appreciated that in the case 
of an important Association such as yours a variety of work can be made, and this will 
be taken advantage of, will afford this Organisation considerable assistance.’69 
The practical effect this had on children was that with the appointment of Mr Peddie as 
Secretary, children began to be assimilated into the organisation in general terms as 
junior members of work parties, but were also given specialist roles.  The Bell Baxter 
High School girls formed an autonomous branch of the Cupar Association and appear to 
have achieved formal government recognition on terms of equality with the other 
branches, continuing to make so called ‘bomb bags’ [grenade satchels], gloves for men 
on the minesweepers, supported a prisoner of war and made comforts till the end of the 
war.  Increasingly, from February 1916 onwards until the news acreage shrank 
massively, acknowledgements of children’s help for this organisation appear regularly 
as when the Association posted thanks to Scouts and other children for help with their 
Gift Bazaar and Carnival in 1916.
70
  In fact there is evidence from these 
acknowledgements that all sorts of organisations involving children - from Scouts to 
Sunday Schools - were willing collaborators with the C.V.W.A. and frequently took 
direction from Mr Peddie who, as Hon. Secretary, sat at the centre of a network of 
influence whose origins clearly pre-dated the war and which was an excellent example 
of Horne’s ‘associative web.’ 
The range of Mr Peddie’s web of influence was seen on 17th May, 1916 when he 
appealed to all the Head Teachers in Fife to organise the pupils of their district to dig up 
dandelion roots at a particular point in the plants life cycle to provide a home grown 
supply of taraxacum, an active ingredient in contemporary diuretics and liver treatment 
of bed ridden wounded now desperately required since the world price had rocketed due 
to a serious wartime shortages.  There was a massive response as there was later to a 
request to children to stand by to gather broom shoots for similar use in treating kidney 
problems common amongst the wounded, for by 21
st
 June, 1916 children of Castlehill 
School in Cupar had sent off the first batch from Fife of two hundredweights [101.5 
kilos] to Duncan & Flockhart, organic chemists in Edinburgh for distillation.  
Comments such as ‘The pupils of schools are lending invaluable assistance to the Cupar 
Volunteer Workers Association’ appeared regularly while news from the villages noted 
specific events such as Balmerino School had sent off dried roots, or that children from 
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Falkland or Cupar were picking sphagnum moss in large quantities.
71
  Their efforts 
were frequently acknowledged in both print and in a number of cases by the appearance 
of a picture in the local press as in the photograph of the Falkland children below from 
the Peoples Journal of 1917.
72
 
 
 
It is also clear that the local children were well and truly organised by the C.V.W.A. in 
all sorts of ways so that even the appeal from Lady Anstruther for the French Wounded 
Emergency Fund appears to have been routed through Mr Peddie.  The upshot was that 
all the schools in Fife were approached and over half contributed within days, 
eventually raising a sum reputedly greatly in excess of the initial £232 published as the 
first weeks takings.  In short, when calls were made to these children for help they were 
answered quickly and efficiently, which indicates that the C.V.W.A. itself was an 
equally efficient and effective organisation with a well integrated child component. 
By 1917, all throughout the year that many historians see as the year war weariness set 
in, the level of reporting of children’s efforts remained steady and although newspapers 
were smaller and reports much shorter, lists of appeals for children’s involvement in 
C.V.W.A. activities appeared to increase.   In March 1917 for example, there was an 
appeal for boys to make crutches, repeated again in April along with a similar appeal for 
handkerchiefs, while Castlehill and Kirkgate Elementary Schools ran large scale fund 
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raising concerts in aid of C.V.W.A. materials funds then entertained the wounded from 
Ceres and Springfield V.A.D. Hospitals to tea. By this time Mr Peddie appears to have 
been in direct contact with Sir E. Ward, and for the rest of the year every month saw 
direct child involvement in one scheme or another, even to the extent that it is almost 
impossible for any local child to have escaped some form of voluntary war work.   This 
pattern continued through 1918 and up to the Armistice, ending only when ‘stand down’ 
was announced by Mr Peddie on the 15
th
 February 1919, except for knitted comforts 
which followed on 15
th
 March 1919 - all of which indicates impressively high levels of 
consistent support by children.
73
  
The capture and direction of children’s desire to help the war effort was also evident in 
the efforts of Perth and other Savings Banks.  In their case they not only captured 
children’s enthusiasm but also their pennies long before Tank Banks had been heard of.  
The whole rationale behind this process in Perthshire at least can be seen in the 
publication of a small booklet to mark the centenary of the Savings Bank of the County 
and City of Perth in 1915.
74
  Included was a section entitled ‘School Banks’ which 
described how the Trustees of the Perth Savings Bank had approached the Perth School 
Boards in 1911 with a view to the promotion of school banks run by teachers.  The 
initial intention had been that though the sums would never be large, the scheme would 
help with the teaching of thrift.  This approach was successful, and by 1913 some 74 
school banks in the city and throughout the county were in operation with half of all 
pupils in these schools holding accounts, but once a set sum had been accumulated it 
would be transferred to an account in the child’s own name in the Perth Savings Bank.    
However, the outbreak of war saw a change in attitude as witnessed in the bank’s 
Annual Report of 20
th
 October 1914 which took a very different view, and one which 
indicated the extent to which the author at least had already factored both children’s 
general support activities, as well as their savings potential into financial support for the 
war.   He wrote: 
Any sacrifice which it may be within the power of children to make should be 
willingly rendered.  Much good auxiliary work has already been done by them 
in different capacities and within suitable limits... As the war proceeds the 
financial aspect of the struggle will become increasingly more pronounced, and, 
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in view of that fact every penny not required for necessities should be banked – 
not hoarded.
75
 
He went on to encourage teachers and parents to emphasise that point to children and to 
assure them that every penny banked was lent to the British Government, ‘for purposes 
of State.’76  He also stated clearly that while the monies deposited would always belong 
to the children themselves, there was another very good reason for children to join the 
scheme and that was because, ‘The funds deposited in the School Banks of Perth and 
Perthshire ... may be considered as adding appreciably to the fighting strength of the 
Allies.’77 
The last comment was something of an exaggeration but some indication of how 
successful the strategy of encouraging children’s to save as part of the war effort was 
can be gauged from the ‘Statements of School Bank Accounts for Perth County and 
City Schools’ between 1912 and 1918 as these appear in the Minutes of Perth School 
Board.  These statements are the only ones to survive complete from the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area and detail schools involved, cash deposited, withdrawn or transferred 
to Perth Savings Bank per school, as well as the numbers of open accounts and the 
numbers on the roll so that it is possible to derive a fairly comprehensive picture of 
child savings from 1912 until 1918.   The main division shown on the Annual Accounts 
– and which is reflected in the table below - is that City and County schools are shown 
in separate sections.  
Table 3: Perth School Bank Branches: Growth of City and County Branches and 
Accounts. 
School 
Branches 
1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 
County  47 50 50 58 66 71 72 
City 24 24 25 26 26 26 26 
Open 
Accounts 
1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 
County 2711 2902 2857 4006 4392 4373 4443 
City 2717 2624 2404 2564 3339 3232 3285 
Source: Minutes of Perth School Board, ‘Statements of School Bank Accounts for Perth County and 
City Schools’ 1912-18.   
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It is obvious from Table 3 above that there was something of a County - City 
divergence in the growth of the numbers of savers as witnessed in the numbers of open 
accounts and which is not explained simply by the increase of branches.  Certainly 
during the course of the war the number of school branches grew from fifty to seventy 
two County branches, and from twenty four to twenty six City branches respectively.  It 
was also the case that in the massive Caledonian Road School in Perth there were four 
sub-units covering the Infants, Juniors, Seniors and Supplementary class divisions in the 
school.   The number of open accounts also grew over the period of the war: by 64% in 
the case of the County schools and 21% in the case of the City schools.   
When the information in Table 4 following is taken in conjunction with the other data 
on this topic a number of conclusions can be drawn.   
Table 4: Perth City and County Children’s Perth Savings Bank Accounts.78 
    Year               Country  Pupils                   Town Pupils Combined 
City and 
County 
Savings. 
 Open accounts as 
% of whole 
County Roll. 
Transfers from 
School to Perth 
Savings Bank. 
Open accounts as 
% of whole City 
Roll. 
Transfers from 
School to Perth 
Savings Bank. 
1912 53% £624 51% £354      £978 
1913 53% £1051 50% £709 £1760 
1914 52% £1119 46% £732 £1851 
1915 59% £1178 43% £642 £1820 
1916 64% £2106 57% £1081 £3187 
1917 67% £2626 56% £1389 £4015 
1918 66% £3246 57% £1412 £4658 
           £15,531 
Source: Minutes of Perth School Board, ‘Statements of School Bank Accounts for Perth County and 
City Schools’ 1912-18.  N = £15,531 total monies available to government from Perthshire pupil 
savings 
 
First, a higher percentage of County children saved with school banks than did their city 
peers, and secondly according to Table 4 County children saved more per capita.  The 
amount of monies deposited with the Perth Savings Bank also rose every year after 
1914 which showed a small dip from the previous year.  Another very  obvious point to 
emerge from this table was that in the context of the war, the £15,531 held in children’s 
accounts was a truly insignificant sum, but it did amount to the price of eight state of the 
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art Sopwith Camel fighter aircraft at £1,500 each and seven ambulances at £450 each.
79
  
However, when children’s savings are taken in a Scottish context the sums are much 
larger.  Mr. J. Struthers, the Secretary of the Scotch Education Department and 
effectively head of education in Scotland when writing on school savings banks in his 
contribution to the Report for the Committee of Council on Education in Scotland in 
1918, stated that for the year ending 31
st
 August 1918, Scottish school children had 
£87,369 in credit in a total of 691 school banks and that they had deposited £145,799 
over the duration of the war.
80
   When the 42
nd
 Regimental Area is calculated on their 
14% share of the Scottish school age population that would have meant that in their 
saving accounts alone the children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area had saved and therefore 
contributed a little over £20,400 to the war effort even before any other fund raising 
efforts were counted . 
Looking beyond Perthshire, figures for local Saving Bank operations in schools can 
often be derived in part from the newspapers, although because of the way local Savings 
Bank A.G.M.s were reported in the press these are never complete but do indicate this 
activity was going on across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area. If Cupar Savings Bank is taken 
as an example, in 1915 a total of 824 child savers from nineteen branches deposited 
£437, and that in 1916 and 1917 numbers of depositors grew when sums of £616 and 
£949 respectively were deposited in addition to an unknown number of War Savings 
Certificates purchased by children. Other occasional snippets indicate a similar pattern 
including Guardbridge and St Andrews East School where £863 16s 4d was deposited 
by 584 pupils in 1917.
81
  In 1918 the A.G.M. of the Kirkcaldy Saving Bank heard that 
by the end of 1917 some 5,704 children from all fourteen schools in Kirkcaldy had 
deposited £10,000 - ‘mostly in coppers’ - since 1912 and had invested half in War 
Savings Certificates but left the other half in the bank.
82
  Comparable figures for 
Forfarshire can also be derived.  However, leaving aside the amounts saved, two 
incidental but important aspects of child savings for this chapter is that this discussion 
touched on two important issues – administrative capabilities and recognition of 
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children’s potential.  In short, the capture of children’s savings was a concrete example 
of a pre-war system of administration adapted for wartime usage coping very well with 
a wartime need, in this case the expanded savings of children and second, children’s 
potential as savers and war workers was recognised and factored into the calculation of 
an important local banking official early in the war.  In fact the capture of children’s 
savings in support of the war effort was near complete.   
The only other type of mobilisation that could compare with children’s savings in terms 
of mass involvement of children in a war support related activity were children’s public 
performances in aid of war related causes.  The extent to which children were involved 
in patriotic entertainments during the war was enormous, even to the extent that in the 
most remote areas researched there was always some mention of a school or a Scout, 
Guide or other young persons’ group event where something of that kind took place 
during the war.  The money raising potential of these events was enormous and children 
from organisations as diverse as Sunday Schools, Junior Good Templars, Co-operative 
Society Junior Sections and the Band of Hope all involved themselves in these activities 
at some point. But this aspect is also important in another sense, because it was in these 
activities that the physical and mental strands of child mobilisation can best be seen 
running in parallel.   
While every pageant and local show was different, a number of common features do 
stand out.  In some cases children and adults appeared in the same production as in 
Doune in 1915, when the children had a significant proportion of the show devoted to 
their performances.  That particular production was in aid of Serbia, and the local 
minister wrote the children’s section in the form of an allegorical ‘Children’s War Play’ 
which followed on from a selection of patriotic songs rendered by the local Bridge of 
Tieth Choir.  This production required forty children of the Bridge of Tieth Band of 
Hope to appear on stage, as well as to adopt a number of singing roles including the 
portrayal each of the ten Allied Nations or other figures including Wisdom and 
Justice.
83
  The background to the war and the course of the fighting was also acted out 
by the children, and in these circumstances it is not difficult to imagine the ‘Children’s 
War Play’ as not only being a source of income for war causes and good fun for the 
performers, but also the stimulus for a deeper level of engagement with the war by 
children. 
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The absolute numbers of children involved in these pageants and other patriotic 
demonstrations did vary but where schools and youth organisations were involved, the 
majority of children took part either as performers or backstage.  It is interesting to note 
as an example that in one of the largest and best recorded of these events, the Red Cross 
Week pageant ‘Liberty Upholds the World’ given in 1918 by the children of the Crieff 
schools in the MacRosty Park, the Strathearn Herald claimed there were over six 
hundred performers at both performances.
84
  The theme of this event which ran through 
all three scenes of the pageant which was filmed and shown throughout the Empire, was 
that here a free people were fighting and working in defence of liberty.  Britain, aided in 
Scene One by her soldiers and civilian workers united in the struggle, in Scene Two by 
her Empire and her allies and finally in Scene Three by ‘virtue of the Anglo Saxon 
blood ties which unites us with the great Republic across the Atlantic’, Britain and the 
Unites States stood firm in defence of the cause.  The detail of the report shows the 
level of emotional and to some extent intellectual engagement required of the 
participants who for example, portrayed Belgium and her entourage ‘admirably and 
effectively’ as the ‘...grief-stricken figure of a lady, which affected not a few of the 
spectators to tears, the choir appropriately rendering ‘Our Lady of Sorrows.’85  Other 
parts may not have been as demanding as that of Belgium, but these still required some 
level of emotional engagement by some sort from the participants. 
With a cast of six hundred, and with the actual numbers of children involved verging on 
an estimated 80% of those children of school age who lived in the Crieff School Board 
area, this was a massive production.   While the organising committee was chaired by 
the Head of the Girls School of the private Morrison’s Academy, the number of pupils 
attending the four Crieff town public schools including infants in Session 1914 - 1915 
was only seven hundred and forty eight while those over the age of seven amounted to 
almost exactly six hundred.
86
  This level of pupil participation was above the norm for 
such events, but in every case where numbers of participants were recorded, numbers of 
children involved appear to have numbered at least half and far more often three 
quarters of the school roll.   
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A random survey of newspaper articles covering similar events all over the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area throughout the war reveals not only the same trends, but also some of 
the subtle communications to which children were exposed as well as those more direct 
messages meant for specifically for them.  In March 1917 for example, in the school 
room in Ballinluig on the approaches to the Vale of Atholl in rural Perthshire, over fifty 
children of the local Band of Hope performed in a concert arranged under the auspices 
of the B.W.T.A. with Mrs Macdonald of the Manse of Logierait, President of B.W.T.A. 
presiding where there seems to have been more than a hint of the idea that alcohol was 
not the appropriate spirit for the patriot.
87
  In the same month the Sunday School Soiree 
of the Lochgelly Parish Church was addressed by Major MacDuff of the 7
th
 (Fife) Black 
Watch who told the children present very directly how many of their male Sunday 
School teachers were in the trenches, how grateful his men in L Company were that 
they had not been forgotten, and how much they appreciated their presents from the 
Lochgelly children.
88
  In that case, of the four hundred children attending Sunday 
School in the town, almost exactly one hundred had speaking or singing parts, and the 
Boy Scouts who were also Sunday School pupils and who numbered around another 
hundred in the town appeared as a group, bringing the total involved in performing to 
more than half of all children attending Sunday School in the district.   
Events on this scale were legion.  Gatherings in Dunfermline, Kirkcaldy, Leven and the 
other large towns in Fife were well reported as were those in Dundee and the Angus 
towns so that in view of the numbers of reports of parades, galas and public 
entertainments involving children from every part of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, it is 
likely that the overwhelming majority of local children took part in something of that 
nature at least once.  In fact when these and other similar examples are examined purely 
from the standpoint of mobilisation, given the percentage of the pupil population 
involved and the extent to which children could make what Kennedy would describe as 
a ‘mental’ connection with some of the topical issues of the war through the medium of 
the performance, these events must be rated as highly effective.  It is also worth noting 
that when the names of individuals or organisations involved in the organisation of 
these events are given, there is almost always a clear indication that familiar pre-war 
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administrative and organisational methods and old social networks were involved in 
some way.   
One final aspect of the assimilation of children organisations like the C.V.W.A. and into 
the mainstream of civilian voluntary war work in general which has not been examined 
here so far, but which cannot be ignored, is the extent to which the presence of 
children’s work in the voluntary sector added to the growth of the social capital of the 
nation during the war.  The significance of this question lies both in the possibility that 
social capital theory might offer a viable approach to assessing the social as well as the 
economic importance of children’s wartime support work, and also because of the 
importance that Peter Grant, the most recently published authority in the field of 
voluntary action during the Great War places on it.   He regards the strength of social 
capital within British Great War society as of vital importance to the British ability to 
continue waging war at a time of mass casualties, and – in his view - rapid social 
change.  He is supported in that opinion by Gary Sheffield who contributed the 
Foreword to Grant’s book Philanthropy and Voluntary Action in the First World War: 
Mobilizing Charity, and who saw the strength of existing national social capital as of 
‘critical importance in enabling Britain to fight and win a total war and to adjust to and 
cope with its consequences.’89  If Grant’s view of the importance of social capital in 
time of war were to be accepted, and children could in fact be shown to have 
contributed significantly to its formation, that alone would clearly elevate the 
importance of their overall contribution to the war effort very significantly.  In order to 
examine that possibility it is first necessary to outline how Grant’s came to this view.  
In his unpublished PhD thesis of 2012, ‘Mobilizing Charity: Non Uniformed Voluntary 
Action During the First World War’, Grant outlines and discusses current thinking on 
social capital noting amongst other things the value that different writers in that field 
place on its existence.  In the first instance he takes his definition of social capital from 
Halpern’s broad approach defining it as: 
Social capital refers to the institutions, relationships and norms that shape the 
quality and quantity of a society’s social interactions ...Social capital is not just 
the sum of the institutions [that] underpin a society, it is the glue that holds them 
together.
90
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Grant continues, drawing on the work of Hall and Field who see membership of 
voluntary organisations as at the heart of all definitions of social capital and within 
which two other features must be present if any organisation or group can be considered 
to be a contributor to the common pool of this resource: first, members must have at 
least some personal interaction with other people because it is from this that ‘the 
capacity for generalized reciprocity is said to follow’ and second, ‘they [voluntary 
organisations] should engage their members in some common endeavour, thereby 
nurturing capacities for collective action rather than simply self help.’91   In this regard 
children in youth organisations such as the Guides and Scouts and also Sunday School 
sections, junior sections of adult organisations mentioned earlier and even school 
classes engaged in war work out of school hours do fit, at least in part, and at least some 
of the time. 
Having established both the value of social capital and the identifying features of 
contributing groups, Grant identifies the composition of social capital, commonly 
regarded by authorities in the field as having a basic three part minimum form.  First 
there must be a network of members and second, a commonly held cluster of norms, 
values and expectations, while finally there must also be an identifiable set of sanctions 
and rewards which in turn maintain the norms and the network.  Again, the children 
mentioned in the last paragraph fit into this basic ‘three part minimum’ to some extent 
at least some of the time. 
Grant moves on to outline Putnam’s three levels of social capital – bonding, bridging 
and linking which he (Grant) describes as: 
Bonding social capital refers to relations amongst relatively homogenous groups 
such as family members and close friends, church groups or sports clubs.  
Bridging social capital refers to relations with more distant friends, colleagues 
and associates who share a common aim or principle... linking social capital 
refers to relations between individuals and groups in different social strata in a 
hierarchy and so provides the cohesion at a national level, especially in times of 
crisis or war.
92
 
It is also fair to say that social trust - acknowledged to be a vital component in social 
capital generation - was present to a high degree within the war time environment of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area in terms of trust between children, children’s trust in their adult 
leadership in general and in the special bond of trust children had with the soldiers.  The 
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last point is particularly obvious given the extent of communication through children’s 
gifts to the soldiers, their letters of thanks and their personal visits to schools.  It can 
also be said that every network which included children or even any network populated 
by children and which had contact with any other parts of the war time volunteer 
network was in fact a reinforcement of the whole. In that sense Grant certainly saw the 
organised groups of volunteers such as the C.V.W.A. working under D.G.V.O. direction 
as contributors to the common pool of social capital.  Given the amount of children 
involved with the Cupar and other networks at some point and at some level, that would 
indicate some children did contribute to the formation of social capital through 
networks at least some of the time.   
In an effort to show how social capital operated at a simple level during the war Grant 
combined the components and levels into the matrix below in Diagram 3.  When the 
matrix is examined as a possible model of the children’s contribution to the formation 
of social capital in wartime, it is fair to say from what has been described of their 
activities so far that while their contribution was at its strongest in terms of 
Norms:Linking it was also present but to a significantly lesser extent in 
Bridging:Networks, Bridging:Bonding and Bridging:Sanction.  However, when seen in 
these terms any application of social capital theory to children’s lived experience can 
only be partial at best.                             
           Diagram 3: Matrix of Social Capital for Wartime Voluntary Bodies.
93
 
              Bonding. 
 
              Bridging                Linking. 
Networks. Small scale local 
organisations [workplace 
or street based etc.] 
Larger voluntary bodies. 
[YMCA, Red Cross, etc. 
National scale bodies 
[DGVO, War Refugees 
Committee] 
Norms. Local, Denominational or 
trade links etc 
Shared values, often class 
based. 
Common purpose in 
wartime to support the 
country, cutting across 
class boundaries. 
Patriotism 
Sanctions Esteem or opprobrium of 
friends and colleagues 
Prestige of being a 
‘member’, rules, etc. 
Official recognition and 
‘rules’. 
 
Unfortunately, while it also seems clear that although some of this could also be applied 
to the voluntary work undertaken by children in schools, Scouts, Guides and Boys 
Brigade as well as in those organisations where adults and children worked together, the 
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enormously varied nature of child involvement in war support work makes it virtually 
impossible to make any realistic assessment of either how effectively or completely any 
of this related to child mobilisation.  While none of this is to deny Grant’s opinion on 
the importance of social capital to the war effort in a national sense, the best that can be 
said is that some children were almost certainly contributors to the growth of wartime 
social capital in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area - but to an unknown extent.  Discussion of 
those significant reservations that Grant acknowledges to have been expressed by some 
historians regarding the applicability of social capital theory to history is beyond the 
scope of this thesis, but what began as a promising avenue of investigation of children’s 
mobilisation did not in the end live up to its initial promise in the context of this 
thesis.
94
   
                                                          ***************  
Taken as a whole child mobilisation as discussed so far was at heart both an 
administrative and a social process but which - as far as children of the 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area were concerned at least - operated under overwhelmingly responsible local 
leadership generally personally known to the children involved.  That leadership was 
also capable of accessing very strong pre-war local social and administrative networks 
in support of their war time activities as well as adapting these where necessary to meet 
the needs of the nation at war.  Organisations such as the Scouts and Boys Brigade 
followed their own procedures very effectively and teachers - under instruction from the 
S.E.D. - maintained a high degree of normality in that one half of children’s waking 
lives they normally spent at school.  Where teachers were involved in organising pupil 
work in any form, these tasks were largely completed outside school hours and purely 
on a voluntary basis.  When school fund raising entertainments were produced the 
numbers of pupils taking part were always a large percentage of the total school roll.  
Pupils also proved themselves to be highly adaptable in a variety of war support roles 
and when teamed with effective leadership and large scale coordination of their efforts 
they were very successful.  Taken as a whole, child mobilisation worked within 
recognisable and ordered contemporary administrative and logistical structures rapidly 
and effectively adapted to the needs of a nation at war, achieving levels of coordination 
and efficiency generally unacknowledged in accounts of life of the Home Front.  A 
similar lack of acknowledgement exists even today regarding the extent of allocated 
support tasks accomplished, money raised and articles made by children, although both 
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military and civil authorities at the time acknowledged both the quality and volume of 
their work.  
It is also clear that Horne’s description of mobilisation as a process also applies to 
children and as such did not stand still.  A number of clear developmental milestones 
within its evolutionary framework can be identified, the most obvious of which was the 
appointment of the DGVO late in 1915.  As far as the children of Fife were concerned 
the arrival of Mr Peddie at the C.V.W.A. in Cupar was probably the most important 
single stimulus to their mobilisation but parallels can be drawn with events in other 
areas.  Although there was no real single guiding hand or publicly stated and accepted 
aim regarding the deployment of children, as the war progressed child mobilisation 
evolved in form and in capability indicating progression from the well meaning efforts 
of local children to help their country to a network of inter connected work schemes that 
amounted to little short of the adult capture and direction of children’s self-mobilisation 
in order to maximise their productive capacity and harness it to the national war effort. 
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Chapter 3 
Avenues of Engagement 
When historians come to write specifically about civilian rather than military 
mobilisation during the Great War, there is a general acceptance that in addition to the 
purely physical aspect of the process Horne describes as being executed 
‘organizationally, through state and civil society’, a parallel process of mental 
engagement of the population with the war effort also takes place.
1
  In the case of 
children, Rosie Kennedy writing at the level of a British history in The Children’s War 
makes the same point emphasising that mobilisation was not only about the largely 
physical aspects of the process which dominated the last chapter of this thesis, but also 
that ... ‘it required enormous mental participation as well.’2   In fact as Kennedy 
develops that concept throughout both her book and the original thesis on which it is 
based, she describes in the phrase ‘mental participation’ something akin to an 
intellectual, emotional and even moral mobilisation of children that was frequently 
reflected in their attitudes towards the war and in their behaviour towards the soldiers.   
At a local level in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area the existence of a degree of children’s 
mental engagement with the war as described by Kennedy is undeniable: even the 
process of self-mobilisation that took place amongst the overwhelming majority of the 
children in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area indicates a significant degree of mental 
participation in the war effort.  It can also be said that given the extent and duration of 
their support activities, and the fact that teachers were specifically warned against 
compelling children to assist with the war effort, children’s involvement in war work 
represented a level of voluntarism amongst the child population at least similar to that 
seen in the rest of the civil population.  But running in parallel with this general trend 
were large numbers of children who displayed in their actions and in their published 
writings, levels of heightened, if temporary levels of personal or group engagement with 
the war explicable only in terms of those equally heightened levels of ‘mental 
participation’ as described by Kennedy.   In fact examples of this type of engagement 
may well have represented the high water mark of child involvement with the war in the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area.    
Yet all of this begs the question, why does the existence or other wise of children’s 
mental participation in the war as described earlier by Kennedy actually matter?  This 
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thesis will argue that in fact the existence of children’s mental participation was of 
major importance for three main reasons.  First, its existence provides an indispensible 
underpinning to children’s motivation for supporting the war effort as well as discussion 
of that topic.  That aspect is particularly important here because this thesis will also 
argue that children’s mental engagement with the war, their motivation to support it and 
their mobilisation all developed so rapidly in parallel as for each element to be often 
indistinguishable from the other.  Second, some aspects of children’s war time group 
behaviour took what might be termed a symbolic turn in which they appear to have 
adopted those military rituals and models of behaviour they would have seen on a 
regular basis in garrison and training areas, and which can only be explained effectively 
in terms of their mental involvement in the war where that is taken in the broad sense of 
their moral, intellectual and emotional participation in the conflict.  In terms of this 
thesis the third reason is probably the most important, because the existence of this type 
of children’s participation goes to the heart of the case made here that the children of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area were willing, knowledgeable, able and valued participants in the 
British war effort rather than any sort of coerced or duped targets of exploitation.   In 
short, children’s mental involvement in the broadest sense is a major plank of the 
voluntarism that shines through all of their efforts, implying clear, considered and 
deliberate acceptance by children of their voluntary role in the production of material 
and financial support for the war effort.   
Even so, discussion of children’s mental participation as a discrete theme at a local level 
is somewhat problematic, partly because as a term ‘mental’ jars when read, for as 
Hutton points out in his definition of the history of mentalities, it is ‘awkward in French 
and infelicitous in English.’3  Of course the concept of mental participation that 
Kennedy describes and which is the definition in use in this chapter is far broader than 
the ‘history of attitudes of ordinary people’ – in this case children - ‘to everyday life’ 
which Hutton defines as the history of mentalities associated with the Annales school.
4
   
Nonetheless, infelicitous in English or not, Kennedy’s terms ‘mental participation’ and 
‘mental engagement’ will be used throughout this chapter but where required will be 
further defined in terms of moral, intellectual or emotional content. 
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Terminology apart, discussion of mental participation as that applied to children faces 
one further significant but not insurmountable hurdle.  Unfortunately, whether 
historiography which deals with children on a national rather than at a local level has 
anything to offer is debateable for in very general terms historians do tend to discuss 
children’s mental engagement with the war in relation their own main areas of interest 
and not as a discrete theme.  One example is Stephane Audoin Rouzeau and Annette 
Becker’s consideration of the topic.  It focuses amongst other areas on children’s 
behaviour as a measure of effective national civil mobilisation, and on the relationship 
between children’s involvement and the ways in which the Great War was portrayed as 
a crusade.
5
  In the case of Manon Pignot, her concern with common childhood wartime 
experience across all belligerent nations and the relationship of that supposed common 
experience to national war cultures colours her discussion of children’s mental 
participation to some extent.
6
  It also has to be borne in mind that these historians 
almost always draw heavily on sources which are essentially of national rather than of 
local origin: national statistical returns and reports written from a national perspective 
about children invariably appear.  They cite examples from what are in reality published 
examples of children’s literature distributed across the nation or they examine war 
themed lessons, graphic materials or toys available nationally.  Their need to deal with 
national experience conceals the mass of differences experienced at the local and even 
regional level, for when the historian’s focus moves from the national to a local level, 
detailed local realities can and do diverge significantly from national patterns.
7
  
All of this gives the impression that mental engagement as presented in the 
historiography was largely concerned with the background influences of their own 
literature, comics, toys and games on children.  In short, while the importance of 
background factors cannot be denied, and these are invaluable in explaining how 
children’s attitudes were what they were on the outbreak of war, these alone do not 
adequately cover the topic of children’s mental participation during the fighting - only 
their own words and actions can do that.  But what exactly can be counted as children’s 
own words?  The starting point for this particular quest must be the written word – 
sometimes children’s own words and sometimes lifted from the work of others who 
could express what they felt and thought so much more effectively.  The crucial point 
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here is that it was children who did the lifting and thereby took ownership of the ideas 
and sentiments they then put forward, rather than adults speaking on their behalf. 
In one sense this also relates to two points made by Gregory in The Last Great War, 
first when he explained that he believed it necessary on occasion to allow extensive 
quotation so that contemporary voices may still be heard making use of language for 
their own purposes and second when he avoided oral testimony because ...‘it is 
important to view the mentalities of the First World War without reference to the 
Second’ stressing problems of reconstruction of attitudes in 1914 – 1918 in interviews 
after 1945.
8
   
Verbatim reports of children’s words were very rare and none recorded in the 42nd 
Regimental Area before the Second World War have been found, but written material 
they produced, which although not plentiful offers reliable insight into the mental 
engagement of children with the war.  Any children’s writing which touched on the war 
can be counted as must any opinions they expressed in their poems, articles or stories at 
the time.   In fact it is only when Rosie Kennedy turns to children’s writings or also in 
her case to such of the memoires [suspect as these are] of those who lived through the 
war as have survived, that a real sense of children’s mental engagement emerges.   Any 
discrete discussion of children’s mental engagement with the war therefore requires at 
the very least that children be allowed to speak for themselves through their published 
words at some point.
9
  
A second potentially profitable approach to any discussion of children’s mental 
engagement as a discrete element is to look at specific types of child behaviours, not as 
Audoin – Rouzeau advocated as a measure of the degree of a whole nations civil 
mobilisation, but rather in terms of how children behaved at events or when they were 
involved in activities which appear to have required at least some degree of mental 
participation on their part.
10
  That is one area where a detailed regional study has an 
advantage over the broader national approach, for as can be seen in the Introduction the 
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density of local newspaper coverage was enormous.  While local papers were not 
without fault, the physical proximity of the readership to the publishing houses and 
those who wrote the articles in small town Scotland, and even in cities as large as 
Dundee no doubt helped ensure accurate reporting, particularly where sensitive topics 
like money, children and dead and wounded soldiers were concerned.  Certainly where 
accounts were published and minutes were taken of meetings reported in the local press, 
secondary checks made when possible indicate inaccuracies in newspaper reports to 
have been rare. It would appear then that to answer the question posed earlier as to 
whether or not discussion of children’s mental participation at a local level was entirely 
viable, the answer must be affirmative, but only if children are allowed to speak for 
themselves through their published words, and to communicate their mental 
engagement through their actions.   
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Note on Methodology, Sources and Intention 
The intention of this chapter is to consider the extent of children’s mental – or more 
specifically intellectual, emotional and moral engagement with the war as demonstrated 
in their written opinions and public behaviour.   
This chapter will argue that the diversity of children’s mental involvement as well as the 
depth and breadth of their insight into what historians might term some of the major 
issues of the war was extensive.  Continuing on that theme it will also assert children’s 
comments in print express opinions and emotions which as often as not indicate what 
from the stand point of a century later might be seen as unexpectedly high levels of 
personal involvement and maturity. It is acknowledged that while some of what they 
said may have been parroted opinions of trusted adults, it will also be asserted here that 
there is a depth to many of the surviving examples of their writing which indicates a 
basic level of personal conviction in the essential veracity of what they had to say.  
This chapter also intends to show that in addition to whatever other sources of 
information on the war they accessed, pupils of the Higher Grade and Private schools at 
least were kept very well informed about the war through letters from former pupils and 
therefore when children supported war charities of other war related activities, they 
understood exactly what they were supporting.  In the same vein it will be shown that in 
some instances at least, considerable demands were made of child participants.  Other 
events involving children displayed distinctly symbolic aspects, which viewed in terms 
of the culture of the time had a significance not always appreciated today.    
The approach adopted will involve examination of a significant number of excerpts 
from pieces of children’s writing set out in two discrete units beginning with the 
surviving written material by younger children, before turning to that produced by 
senior pupils.  It will concentrate on their concerns as well as their opinions on a 
number of issues including grief and potential loss of relatives, their portrayal of the 
British and Allied cause, and above all their relationship with the soldiers.   This will be 
followed by a shorter section examining a number of events involving children which - 
purely because of specific aspects of these proceedings - may have a claim to be 
regarded as behavioural indicators of high - even if temporary - levels of their mental 
and emotional engagement.   
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Junior Writers and Daddy’s Circle  
The most direct way into a consideration of what might constitute the frontiers of 
younger children’s mental engagement with the war is through children’s sections in 
local newspapers, although at first sight this appears to be a very unpromising source.   
Certainly the Brechin Advertiser amongst other papers ran a weekly children’s column 
for most of the war, and although it was largely written by adults for children it did 
carry their contributions on occasion.  Sadie Sunbeam’s column which appeared in the 
Peoples Journal and those appearing in the vast range of publications from the Fife 
Herald and Journal to the Peoples Friend, Happy Home and My Weekly were generally 
of a similar stamp.  Some columns like Sadie Sunbeam were long running sections 
appearing on the same page week after week, and a few like Uncle Ralph of the 
Children’s Corner Union appearing in the Coast Burghs Observer were based outside 
the local area.  That author appears to have syndicated his material widely.  Children 
often wrote to the different writers of these sections and although their notes were never 
printed, reading the replies in which the writer offers advice there is a distinct sense 
children were using figures like Uncle Jack in the Peoples Friend as an agony aunt.  
Other papers ranging from the mass circulation Dundee Courier to the less well known 
Alyth Observer and Arbroath Herald did publish occasional letters, accounts of 
activities such as coast watching experiences by Scouts and other general comment by 
child writers but in general terms apart from some significant exceptions these were no 
more than factual accounts of physical aspects of their mobilisation written by 
children.
11
  Occasionally an essay competition would be set up with prizes of as much 
as half a guinea but while winner’s names would be published, the winning entries were 
seldom seen in print. 
Even so, on occasion pieces of writing acknowledged to have been produced by 
children and generally attributed to named individuals did appear, often for no other 
reason than that the editor thought that it had been well written or were particularly 
topical.  One such piece by twelve years old Jean Muir appeared in the children’s 
section ‘The Merry Go Round’ by Merry Andrew in My Weekly on the 19th of August, 
1916, six weeks after Jutland when she made her opinion of what should happen very 
clear.  It had no title: 
                                                          
11
 Blairgowrie Advertiser 1st April 1916 contains a good example of this in a letter from a Scout on Coast 
Guard duty to a local lady. 
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The Archangel Michael,                                                                                                                                    
He guards the British fleet:                                                                                                                               
To Britons he sends victory,                                                                                                                                
To Germany defeat. 
Come then, ye British warships,                                                                        
And sink the fleeing foe,                                                                     
To avenge the Belgians                                                                            
And lay the Germans low.     
Come, then, ye British soldiers,                                                       
And British sailors, too,                                                                            
And fight for King and Country,                                                                   
And the red, white and blue.
12
 
For most children poetry was the preferred method of communicating their feelings of 
involvement with the war and for the thirteen years old Mina Tindal of rural Kirkden 
School near Friockheim, Scots was the preferred language.    
                                   To My Brother on His Nineteenth Birthday. 
When sitting by the fireside,                                                                                                                                          
In our cosy hame at nicht;                                                                                                                                 
We often wonder to oursels,                                                                                                                                  
If he’ll come back a’ richt. 
 But we’ll put our trust in providence,                                                                                                            
And hope aye for the best;                                                                                                                                          
And we’ll show the dirty Kaiser,                                                                                                                              
That his plans we do detest. 
 So he needna’ think to crush us,                                                                                                                                         
For the Allies fear no foe;                                                                                                                                           
And time will see us conquer,                                                                                                                                       
As in days of long ago. 
 But noo I’ll stop this screed o’ mine,                                                                                                                             
Wi’ just a line to say;                                                                                                                                                    
That we wish you health and happiness,                                                                                                                
On your nineteenth Birthday.
13
 
While the significance of the brother’s nineteenth birthday was well understood in 1916 
as being the age at which young soldiers could be sent overseas, the reason for this 
girl’s choice of Scots on this occasion is not known.  What can be said is that whatever 
the reason, it was not because she was incapable of writing good English for she had 
won an essay competition a few months before run by the Arbroath Herald for a piece 
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 My Weekly, 19
th
 August, 1916. 
13
 Arbroath Herald, 28
th
 April, 1916. 
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on cruelty to animals produced in standard English.   Even so, this poem contains most 
of the major themes that are to be found in children’s wartime writings: concern for 
those fighting, faith that the right would prevail, the much longed for destruction of the 
villainous Kaiser, and the need to fight to the finish. 
Earlier in the war the tone of the poetry was much more optimistic and there was a 
distinct air of Boy’s Own Paper style about some submissions.  In ‘Ode To A Wounded 
Soldier’ written by an anonymous twelve year old, the Subaltern wounded at Neuve 
Chappelle who ‘grew pale from his wound’ before sinking to the ground and was 
transported to the rear in an ambulance car recovered very quickly and returned to fight 
another day’.14  Although children’s contributions never really lost their optimistic tone, 
in one case children expressed their emotional and moral involvement in the war by 
putting their name to a declaration almost certainly written by their teacher.  It stated: 
That on the anniversary of the declaration of war, we record our inflexible 
determination to continue to a victorious end the struggle in the maintenance of 
those ideals of liberty and justice which are the common and sacred cause of the 
Allies.        The pupils of Stracathro Public School.
15
     
For the signatories to this statement there was also no mistaking the need to see this war 
through to victory, that they fought for a sacred cause, and that victory would belong to 
the Allies.  
Far less frequently letters or essays containing what is best described as a suitable 
patriotic narrative or message from children resident outside the local area would also 
appear in local papers.  The winning entry of an essay competition set by the English 
based Teachers World on the subject ‘How I can serve my country by saving and 
earning’ by nine years old Edward Pincard of Ravenstone in Buckinghamshire was one 
such example, appearing in the Arbroath Guide in October, 1915.
16
  Selected from 
thousands of entries and praised by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, this little essay 
shows what was on the mind of one rural child for he sets out in his five ways of 
earning: carrying food to the men in the fields, gleaning fields for hen feed and 
gathering and selling brambles, acorns, pine cones , and sticks.  But he also wanted to 
save so that he and his parents could ‘add a small drop to the great National Loan’ and 
to help in that regard he also intended to ‘abstain from sugar, avoid ruining his clothes’ 
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 Leven Advertiser, 30
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and had resolved not buy any slugs for his gun until the war was over.
17
  No doubt this 
article was read by more adults than children, and there is a clear propaganda value in 
its publication in that it shows the public what a cynic might describe as how much 
children were right thinking offspring of whom the nation could be proud, and how 
even they could understand what measures had to be taken in the national interest.  
Nonetheless, judging by what he wrote, this boy showed at least some understanding of 
the need for sacrifice. 
The same topic of sacrifice appeared in ‘Jack’s Repentance’, the winning entry to a 
story writing competition for children written by fifteen years old Mabel Caw from 
Broughty Ferry and a pupil of Grove Academy published in ‘Cousin Tom’s Corner’ in 
The Peoples Friend in 1917.  The young adult heroine of the piece takes two of her 
three rather well off and very precious step siblings on a visit to the London V.A.D. 
hospital where she works, and where they learn that their complaints about being kept in 
because of the fog are of very little consequence as compared to the sacrifice of his sight 
by a sixteen year old soldier and the sufferings of poor Belgian girls.  Jack, the 
adolescent brother who felt himself far too good to go on the visit, and who stayed at 
home counting the money he had saved for a camera had a change of heart, and he - like 
his two sisters - realised that his cash would have to be sacrificed to help the wounded 
so the purchase of the much longed for camera was set aside for the common good.   
However, by far the most useful long running source in this context is the ‘Daddy’s 
Circle for Boys and Girls’ column which appeared in every issue of the Callander 
Advertiser for the duration of the war except twice in August 1914 and in the Stirling 
Observer and Bridge of Allan Gazette
 
for most of the war, all three papers varying the 
content slightly to reflect contributions from their own area.
18
  The exact number of 
readers of the column will never be known but for a time new members of the Circle 
were given a number but that process stopped just short of 3,000 and thereafter until the 
end of the war an average of four named children joined every week, largely from the 
area where the three papers circulated but also from overseas.    
In addition to the columns continuity at a time of paper shortage and shrinking print 
acreage, its other value lies in the way it operated because it requested and accepted 
letters and other material for publication from boys and girls so that its columns provide 
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 Until1914 this column was known as ‘Scottish Children’s Circle’ but in 1915 it changed its name to 
‘Daddy’s Circle for Boys and Girls’. 
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a source of written evidence of what at least some children’s thought about the war and 
what they - rather than adults - actually wanted to discuss.  In practice readers were 
invited either to submit material they had written themselves, or as happened more 
often, to forward anything they thought was suitable for or might be of interest to other 
like minded members.  That included little stories generally with a clear Christian 
moral, thoughts, prayers, interesting facts, puzzles, competitions or short poems, often 
by well known poets but seldom material that required a reading age of more than 
eleven or twelve years old.  Moreover, because they were encouraged to send in 
material that appealed to them these children often chose pieces of writing they had 
enjoyed and which were also quite possibly approaching the limit of their 
understanding.  These are best described as expressions of feelings or as opinions the 
children held but which they did not quite have the linguistic skills to express for 
themselves.  A number of checks through the 1911 Census data on contributors whose 
names and addresses were almost always published alongside their first contributions 
show that although open to children up to the age of eighteen, the overwhelming 
majority of its correspondents of ‘Daddy’s Circle for Boys and Girls’ were probably 
between ten and fourteen years old. When this column is taken as a whole over the 
duration of the war, what it amounts to is little short of an ongoing survey of children’s 
opinions and interests, and as such an ongoing survey of their mental engagement with 
the war as that developed between 1914 -1918. 
Unfortunately its usefulness is limited by the small percentage of the population of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area covered by the Callander Advertiser and the other two papers 
which included ‘Daddy’s Circle’ material circulation area which was centred on 
Callander.  Even so, that area included Bridge of Allan, Doune, Dunblane, 
Lochearnhead, Aberfoyle and Stirling where the majority of the contributors lived as 
well as large parts of western and highland Perthshire as the county boundaries stood at 
that point. As the war progressed the centre of gravity of the ‘Circle’ appeared to move 
slightly towards the southwest and included more children from Stirling but more 
contributions also began to appear from other parts of both Scotland and the Empire and 
from soldiers’ grateful relatives.   The general tone of the column remained rather 
couthy throughout, but as the war progressed more material appeared by way of 
explanation of the technology of war such as notes by a young contributor as to the uses 
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of concrete and how gun cotton was made
19
.  Some of the early wartime content was 
less likely to appeal to boys than girls, particularly the parts about dressing dolls to 
present to sick children at Christmas and even though the tone of Daddy’s remarks 
which were always delivered in letter form and the motto of ‘Love One Another’ were 
similarly slanted, contributors were not overwhelmingly female.  New members who 
were named on entry were fairly evenly balanced between boys and girls.   In fact, there 
is a strong sense in which this column would almost certainly have been seen by parents 
as a part of the newspaper eminently suitably to be given to respectable children. 
Some children clearly took a certain comfort from sending in contributions for 
publication as was in the case with the twelve or thirteen years old Beatrice 
McNaughton of Blair Drummond Cottages, for when her efforts were acknowledged in 
November 1915, Daddy commented that she contributed so regularly because all four of 
her brothers were serving with two still under training and one who had returned from 
Newfoundland fighting in the Dardanelles and another in France.
20
          
Generally the language most used was standard English but on a significant number of 
occasions Scots was preferred.  That was particularly noticeable when children chose 
material where older adults spoke as in this contribution dealing with the return of a son 
from the Front.  The mother sets the emotional climate: 
Oh driech an’ dowies been the year                                                                                                             
I’ve spent wi’ him awa                                                                                                                            
Ilk waukrife nicht an’ day o’ fear                                                                                                                    
The maist the length o’ twa.21 
The mother then described the waiting and the longing for his short leave to come 
when: 
A letter, flutterin’ seeks the flair,                                                                                                             
I start as if frae a trance.                                                                                                                         
A weel kent fit is on the stair -                                                                                                                       
My laddie’s hame frae France!22 
This girl’s choice of contribution, for there is no indication she wrote it herself, is a very 
good example of how by allowing children to choose their contributions allowed them 
to say perhaps more than if they had had to compose the material themselves.  Scots 
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20
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also was used at times as the language of defiance so that in ‘Scottish Defiance’ the 
Kaiser’s threats are dismissed: 
The Kaiser boasts an unco host,                                                                                                                  
And brags and blaws and a’ that,                                                                                                         
He swears he’ll lowse them on oor coast -                                                                                                       
We ar’nae fleg’d for a that.23 
The issues raised by children in the column indicate a range of concerns and do become 
much more bellicose over time, but a number of broad themes can be discerned.  One of 
the most enduring of these was concern was for mothers with young families but 
invariably within that theme was a clear statement of pride in the father who went to 
fight.  The poem below sent in November 1914 is an example of this theme: 
                                                   My Brave Daddy. 
I saw my Daddy the other day,                                                                                                               
Dressed as if he was going away.                                                                                                                
He’s a fine big man as everyone knows                                                                                              
And he looks so grand in his soldier clothes. 
He told me I must be a good boy,                                                                                                          
To comfort mother and be her joy.                                                                                                      
He laughed when I told him I would try,                                                                                           
And then he kissed mother and said good-bye.
24
 
From time to time children’s versions of adult concerns emerged too, especially where 
vilification of the Kaiser was concerned.  Given the nations views of the Kaiser at that 
time it is unlikely to be a coincidence therefore that on the 10
th
 October 1914 two 
poems, one letter and one joke all vilifying the Kaiser appeared in the ‘Daddy’s Circle’  
column.  
The Belgian cause also appeared and in one contribution selected and sent in by eleven 
or possibly twelve years old Margaret Sinton of Main Street, Doune entitled ‘Belgium, 
1914’, the reader was left in no doubt as to the contributor’s opinion of the ‘Prussian 
hounds’ although the contributor was probably working at the limits of her own 
comprehension when she selected it.  The poem described German actions in that 
country and the Belgian dead as: 
And Murder was the ruthless crime,                                                                                               
Cruel pillage dark and fell;                                                                                                                           
Her bravest sons in golden prime,                                                                                                         
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Lay slaughtered thick in cold and rime                                                                                                        
Beside their citadel. 
25
 
Material on Zeppelin raids appeared and in his remarks on one poem ‘A Zeppelin Raid’, 
sent in by John B. Kirkwood of Bieth in October, 1916 Daddy remarked that he had 
witnessed the destruction of the latest Zeppelin to fall but as with adult treatment of the 
raids, mockery of the airship threat also appeared.
26
  The first verse of twelve of ‘A 
Zeppelin Raid’ by William McNab who attended Stirling High School gives a flavour 
of the school boy humour on display from time to time: 
Zere vas twelve mighty Zeppelins                                                                                                              
Zailed high up to heaven                                                                                                                          
A vell aimed shot decreased the lot                                                                                                     
Till zere vas only eleven.
27
 
Like adults, children’s views on things like the Zeppelin raids could swing between 
horror, revulsion and mockery very quickly.  But humour could also appear in different 
guises and in one contribution entitled ‘The Food Crisis’ it lay in the rhythm of the 
poem as well as the words.  Every boy who read this contribution, like most boys at that 
time would have known the ‘Charge of the Light Brigade’ off by heart and would have 
understood the joke, for to read aloud ‘The Food Crisis’ without reverting to the rhythm 
of ‘The Charge of the Light Brigade’ is quite difficult: 
                                                     The Food Crisis. 
Half a loaf, half a loaf,                                                                                                                                              
Half a loaf squandered,                                                                                                                                       
Means in the marketing,                                                                                                                                                        
Someone has blundered:
28
 
It ended: 
Must the historian tell,                                                                                                                              
That our great Empire fell                                                                                                                   
Through feeding overwell,                                                                                                                          
While the guns thundered?
29
 
Another comment on the food supply had come a month earlier from a Temperance 
perspective and it railed against the use of food grains in the production of alcohol and 
looked forward to Scotland free ‘From the curse of drink and misery.’30   
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The contributors could also be fairly bloodthirsty in their choice of verse.  In one poem, 
sent in by Archie Rennie of Thornhill almost certainly written by him entitled ‘The 
British and French Offensive’ and printed on the 11th August 1917, the offensive named 
in the title roars on ‘shattered by the crashing guns’ and ends with ‘Fix your bayonets!  
Feed your guns! Now the German savage runs!’31 Whether the Germans at 
Passchendaele which had opened two weeks earlier saw things that way was another 
matter.  Girls also contributed in this area and Sophia Brown’s contribution ‘The Great 
Push’ also almost certainly written by her was in the same vein as the previous poem.32  
As Daddy commented - perhaps tongue in cheek - the readership of the column were all 
indebted to her for the vivid description of what was being done.  It began ‘We’ve 
pushed ‘em oft the “Anker”, We’ve pushed ‘em oft the Somme’ and ended ...‘An’ glory 
to the Gen’ral Who can push ‘em past the Rhine!’  Daddy also included occasional 
excerpts from ‘Tommy’s Diary’ which described life in the front line, and while no 
doubt the language has been sanitised, the content as produced by the anonymous writer 
of the diary never shied away from death, dying and woundings as well as killing and 
Tommy happily related ‘October 18th – Shrapnel flying all afternoon.  Saw one Sergeant 
with about a score of wounds.  Killed and wounded quite a few Huns in a work party.’33 
Yet even while selecting material on different aspect of the war for publication Daddy 
seldom commented at any length on these, but on the 22
nd
 March 1917 he made an 
exception writing, ‘The people of Russia decided on the side of Truth and Right’ and 
saw God’s hand in the Russian decision.  He also foresaw massive changes within the 
Russian empire but the matter was never raised again. 
Children also commented on those who were not pulling their weight.  ‘The Slacker’ 
was given short shrift in the poem of that name: 
Your pity for the stay at home                                                                                                                
Is what the slacker craves,                                                                                                                   
And bitterly he tells you                                                                                                                                  
That Britons now are slaves ....
34
 
The poem continues in similar dismal style, cataloguing the slackers lack of friends, the 
lack of welcome in his old haunts and finally the ultimate misery arrives: 
And when he finds his night club closed                                                                                                    
He might as well be dead                                                                                                                                     
                                                          
31
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When bedtime comes there’s naught to do                                                                                        
Except to go to bed.
35
 
In one pointed little story of a conversation between a rich lady and her chauffeur about 
responding to a request for blankets for Kitchener’s Army where the lady quickly forgot 
her good intentions, the sender is scathing in disapproval but challenges the readers on 
their own actions in support of the soldiers by asking them if their own consciences 
were clear in that regard.
36
  Certainly if the readers of the column were to have 
answered that question the answer undoubtedly would have been ‘yes,’ because details 
of what children were involved in were reported to Daddy regularly and in return Daddy 
recommended ways children could be involved in the war effort, particularly where it 
involved war savings or soldiers.  Practical advice was given to children on how to save 
their pennies, but the ‘Circle’ also sent what much valued anti-vermin undershirts made 
in Stirling to soldiers serving overseas and judging by the letters of thanks from the 
Dardanelles to Egypt, ‘Indispensables’ as these locally made garments were called were 
much appreciated and letters of thanks appeared regularly from named local soldiers 
and their relatives whose addresses invariably indicated they lived locally and would 
have been known in the community.
37
  The fact was that while both advice was given to 
children and the power of prayer was frequently advocated in the column, the hard 
faced Covenanter and Parliamentarian dictum ‘Praise the Lord and keep your powder 
dry’ always ran in parallel.  
One particularly interesting aspect of the column was the early mention of how girls as 
opposed to children in general might become involved.  At the end of October 1914 the 
following poem appeared which both posed that question and provided a partial answer:  
                                                           What A Girl Can Do. 
Can I help my country in word or deed?                                                                                               
Or the fugitive Belgians, so much in need?                                                                                         
A little garment I will make                                                                                                                    
And do the work for Jesus sake:                                                                                                       
The Belgian children will feel much better                                                                                                 
For warmer clothes this colder weather.
38
 
 
When a little boy asks the same question ‘What Can A Little Boy Do?’ it is clear that he 
should be a straight dealing and upright young man and he can ...‘play a straight game 
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all through.’  It is clear too from the poem, that young as the reader may be, that while 
the girl may  make clothes he will be expected not only to fight, but to fight for the 
‘truth and the right’ and finally he can ‘...keep himself clean,  Both without and 
within.
39
  
 
In the same edition the Red Cross nurse makes her first appearance as a heroic figure in 
a blood soaked landscape.                    
                                                     THE RED CROSS. 
Our elder members budding into young women are thinking of their sisters behind the 
battle line who are serving their country by attending to the wounded. 
And yonder where the battle waves,                                                                                           
Broke yesterday overhead,                                                                                                                         
Where now the swift and shallow graves                                                                                                
Cover our British dead.                                                                                                                                
Think how our sisters played their part,                                                                                                 
Who serve as in a Holy Shrine,                                                                                                           
Tender of hand and brave of heart,                                                                                                         
Under the Red Cross Sign.
40
 
 
In this excerpt the contributor gives the appearance at least of someone of the verge of 
moving beyond intellectual and emotional engagement with the war and towards direct 
involvement.  Annie J. Brown who contributed this piece was seventeen when she wrote 
to Daddy, but it is not known whether she was still at school and therefore a child as 
defined in this thesis.  Even so, her contribution has been included, not only because it 
indicates  the heroic stature of the nurse, but because it represents one of the few pieces 
submitted by a girl who can be positively identified as near the age limit for inclusion as 
a contributor to ‘Daddy’s Circle’.  Her 1911 Census entry shows she was already 
fourteen years old and still at school and that she was eldest of three children of a 
stonemason who is listed as working ‘on his own account’.                                                     
In a many ways the following contribution from eleven or twelve years old Christina 
Campbell, daughter of the farm manager of Immerion, Balquhidder which links 
patriotic imperative of duty and sacrifice to doing one’s bit in support of the soldiers 
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sums up what girls who contributed to Daddy’s Circle saw as the main objectives of 
their engagement with the war.                                           
                                                             Doing Her Bit.  
She is doing her bit for her country,                                                                                                            
She is doing her bit for all;                                                                                                                           
She is doing her bit for Tommy,                                                                                                                   
She has answered her country’s call. 
She is sitting, busy working                                                                                                                          
For Tommy in a trench:                                                                                                                            
Brave Tommy, always fighting                                                                                                                     
Side by side with the French. 
She has done her bit for Tommy,                                                                                                       
She has done her bit for all,                                                                                                                       
And she never will forget it                                                                                                                   
That she answered her country’s call.41 
The boys were not excused duty either as the last verse of ‘Advance Scouts’ sent in by 
A. MacKenzie of Callander indicated: 
 At home each one must play his part                                                              
In this her hour of need                                                                                                                                            
So fail her not.  Boys must be men,                                                                                                         
And, Scouts, just give the lead!
42
 
On the 14
th
 November 1918, Daddy wrote to the ‘Circle’ to the effect hinting very 
strongly that now the war was over, they were to be the generation which would be 
faced with the problems of the peace.  Their generation were to be called upon not to die 
for their country, but to live for it and to work for justice and peace and to understand 
that the path to true happiness lies not in possessions but rather ‘in things eternal in the 
heavens.’43 
When children’s writing and contributions as these appear in ‘Daddy’s Circle’ are taken 
in the round, the two most obvious features are the prevalence in print of common 
wartime topics usually associated with the adults rather than children and the tone of 
some of the content sent in.  At one level, the extent and the manner in which children 
engaged with some topics including death, dying, naked triumphalism, pride in those 
fighting, determination to win, enthusiasm for vengeance and violence for its own sake 
to mention but a few is stark.   But in that sense the content of ‘Daddy’s Circle’ is very 
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much in line with the description of war time fiction outlined by Geoff Fox in his article 
‘News From The Front’ which he describes as ‘a corrective view to the war that might 
well be held by modern day school students familiar with the work of Wilfred Owen 
and Siegfried Sassoon.’44  The major difference between Fox’s view and this thesis is 
that while both agree that children must have seen the walking wounded, encountered 
bereavement at close quarters and been very aware of the losses at Loos and on the 
Somme, Fox sees the tone of the writing in children’s wartime literature change at that 
point, whereas this thesis sees the tone of Daddy’s column as being consistently 
bellicose from around early October 1914 until the Armistice
45
.   
As can be seen from the range of material published by Daddy it is also fair to say that 
many of those issues which worried parents were also of concern to their children and 
whether or not they were simply parroting their parents opinions, those children who 
contributed to the column exhibited a high degree of awareness of the major issues of 
public concern on the Home Front during the war.  A close reading of ‘Daddy’s Circle’ 
contributions also indicates the strength of opinions held by children on a number of 
issues, for even if they sent in material written by someone else they – the children - 
still had the choice of what to send and what to discard. Their main concerns centred on 
the issue of war guilt, the need to see the war through to the end, pride in and worry for 
those fighting, the character of the Kaiser and above all the need they felt to contribute 
however they could.  It is also fair to say that the roots of the single most important 
contribution ‘Daddy’s Circle’ makes to an understanding of the lives of children of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area lies in its editorial policy of accepting items from children which 
might have appealed to like minded readers.  Because contributors could identify pieces 
of writing by others which more accurately reflected their thoughts and feelings than 
they were able to express themselves and because they could have these published, that 
allowed them to operate intellectually at a higher level than normal which in turn gives 
the modern reader an unparalleled insight into the moral, emotional and intellectual 
engagement of children in the war.   
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School Magazines and Debating Societies 
On the outbreak of war in 1914 many of the larger Higher Grade and private schools of 
the 42
nd
 Regimental Area published a school magazine but while all four private schools 
whose records have survived and catered for secondary pupils produced magazines, 
only seven of the twenty two Higher Grade schools did so.  Harris Academy Magazine 
ceased publication on the outbreak of war and in some of the smaller Higher Grade 
schools or Higher Grade Sections of Public Schools such as Newport, Burntisland, 
Pitlochry, and the Royal High School of Dunkeld, the pupil population was simply too 
small to sustain any sort of magazine, while in Brechin High School, which had a hand 
written magazine in circulation as early as 1889, publication had ceased before 1914 
and did not restart until long after the Armistice.
46
  Others like the Glen Almond 
Chronicle carried very little material produced by pupils but though bought and read by 
them were essentially vehicles for former pupils to stay in touch and to offer support to 
the school. Fortunately too, a number of magazines began publication in the years 
immediately before the war so that Kirkcaldy High School Magazine first published in 
1912 whereas Arbroath High School Magazine reappeared in 1913 after an earlier run 
from 1906 - 1908.   Unfortunately the magazines of Arbroath, Kirkcaldy and MacLaren 
High Schools, Madras College and Montrose Academy had all ceased publication by 
1917, whereas those from Glenalmond in Perthshire, St Leonards in St. Andrews, 
Morrison’s Academy in Crieff, Dundee and Perth High Schools and Waid Academy in 
Anstruther all survived albeit sometimes in reduced form with fewer issues per annum 
or a reduced number of pages per issue. 
Some magazines began as extensions of school literary or debating societies.  The 
Dundee High School Magazine for example was an outgrowth of the Magazine Night at 
the Literary Society.  It was run by a magazine committee led by Mr W. D. MacBeth 
who left shortly after the outbreak of war to join the 5
th
 Black Watch and was killed in 
action in March 1917.  His successors also left to fight but the magazine continued, run 
by its committee which a picture in 1917 shows it to have been composed equally of 
boys and girls and operated with teacher oversight and editing.  This was the common 
pattern and in the case of the Perth Academy Magazine a list of members of the 
Magazine Committee first appeared in the 1918 edition showing it to be composed of 
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five boys and four girls, all of whom appeared to have been between sixteen and 
eighteen years old.
47
    
It also has to be made clear at this point that both adult former pupils and current pupils 
contributed to these magazines, so that in the case of the Glenalmond Chronicle and the 
St. Leonards Gazette the overwhelming bulk of contributions were from former pupils. 
In the Madras College Magazine the main effort came in the form of unacknowledged 
reports of events, or what were anonymous but very clearly pupil contributions, whereas 
in Waid Academy Magazine the opposite was the case and pupils acknowledged their 
work.  In view of this the origins of all material discussed or quoted in this section will 
be carefully acknowledged. 
From the first days of the war Higher Grade and private school magazines led by their 
editors and magazine committees took a very direct approach to the war through what 
might be classed as their editorial columns, and in some cases the events of the early 
days of the war had already begun to colour opinions.  Under the Dome, the magazine 
of Montrose Academy addressed the issue of the war in December 1914 in what 
amounted to a leading article entitled simply ‘The War.’48  The Head Teacher who 
wrote this article justified its inclusion in the magazine with the comment that ‘Those 
who occupy our school benches today may be called upon to hold the trenches 
tomorrow,’49 but in that particular school it should be noted that one teacher was in civil 
custody in Ruhleben and a pupil whose Vorweis was published in that edition had been 
deported from Munich when the war broke out.
50
  Other content is also interesting in as 
much as it describes the ‘painful awakening’ felt by the author and others to the present 
situation where in a bitter tone, all favourable impressions of Germany gained before 
the war were seen as no more than a ‘mask for that nations unbridled ambition and 
determination to achieve world domination.’51  The Germany they thought they knew 
had not existed for fifty year he concluded, but the resistance of Belgium which he 
claimed allowed the French and British time to mobilise was described in near biblical 
terms.  The article ended with the remark that ‘henceforth it is of Belgium that we must 
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say – Greater love hath no man than this, that he giveth his life for a friend.’52  
Immediately below it were the four lines of Scots Wha Hae which begin ‘Lay the proud 
usurpers low!’ and end with ‘Forward! Let us do or die.’53   Any child of either the 
lower or senior sections of Montrose Academy who read this could have been left in no 
doubt that their world had changed, for a reading of this magazine meant mental 
engagement with the realities of the war on a massive – if personal – scale.  
Kirkcaldy High School Magazine took a similar line.  ‘Boys!’ the member of staff 
editing the magazine wrote, ‘We must prepare ourselves to play our part – prepare 
ourselves by self - discipline and by performing the duties that lie to hand: and when we 
are ready to go let us go as Mr Husband has gone, not selfishly to seek personal gain or 
glory, but determined to fight for what is right – to fight for our British Empire.’54   The 
editorial continued ... ‘much as we might want to deny the existence of the war we 
cannot do so’ and proceeded to insist on unity of purpose.  In the same issue the 
Kirkcaldy magazine also published an account by D. A. Cassells, a pupil who had been 
in France on the outbreak of war.  This pupil thought that event had added greatly to the 
excitement of the holiday but unfortunately in the end had caused his time in France to 
be cut short.  He also described tongue in cheek the ‘brotherly love’ that exists between 
French and Germans ...‘and what is hidden beneath the extremely polite exterior of the 
average Frenchman’ and how he left France to the shouts of ‘Vive L’Angleterre’ and 
the singing of the Marseillaise.  In fact it seemed as if every school had its story of 
contact from an account of her internment by Alma Mackay, a teacher at St. Leonards 
who had been held in Germany since the start of the war to the experiences of a Belgian 
boy in Arbroath High School discussed in Chapter 5: Gaining and Sustaining 
Momentum.  Pupils of Dundee High School were given a first-hand account of German 
army mobilisation as witnessed by a modern language teacher Miss Smith in her talk to 
the Literary Society, followed by her translations of German accounts of Loos and 
ended with an exciting account of her escape from Germany.  Even pupils of 
Blairgowrie High School, although it had no magazine of its own, read the account in 
the Blairgowrie Advertiser of their French teacher’s arrest while on holiday in France 
on suspicion of being a German spy.
55
  What the pupil readership of these magazines 
made of what they read can only be guessed at and although they may have heard the 
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stories in the playground already, the effect on pupils was very likely to have been a 
stimulus to deeper personal engagement with the war. 
 The St Leonards School Gazette, school magazine of St Leonards in St Andrews, the 
only exclusively girls school in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area to publish a magazine, took 
the approach that the pupils should be aware of ‘increased opportunities for service, of 
loyalty and courage the war has bestowed upon us.’  This approach was entirely in tune 
with the ideas of their founder, Louisa Lumsden.  The Editor, Miss Bentinck–Smith 
who was her successor, went on to say that they [the pupils] were aware that the history 
of the world was being transformed around them and might play a part in making the 
age which followed a fairer and more just time.
56
  The same sentiments as appeared in 
Under the Dome regarding Germany were echoed by Miss Lumsden who had returned 
to the school to address the girls of St Leonards School on the day that Lord Roberts 
died.   Her address emphasised German moral deterioration as a major cause of the war, 
and while she acknowledged that there was much she had admired about Germany and 
that she had German friends, Prussian militarism was the cause of most of the ills. 
Comment in the Glenalmond Chronicle was well grounded in reality for also appearing 
prominently in the first wartime edition was a report of a War Office letter received 
regarding the College Cadet Corps.  It read, ‘They [The Army Council] desire that all 
efforts may be concentrated on the training of those Cadets who will be likely to apply 
for a commission in the near future.’57   
But the Glenalmond Chronicle was not alone in its direct interest in military affairs 
through its Cadet Corps, and although other schools like MacLaren High School in 
Callander would form Corps or like Kirkcaldy High School which had its own unit 
already, Arbroath High School had gone much further.   In fact, the Arbroath High 
School Magazine had been instrumental in the formation No. 4 [High School] Section, F 
Company, 5
th
 Black Watch commanded by the School Champion of 1912, Lieutenant 
John Murray.  In the June edition of 1913, the magazine published an article entitled 
‘Soldiering as a Duty and a Pastime’ written by a former pupil newly returned from 
London who found it strange that the voluntary soldiering had so little place amongst 
the middle class former pupils of the High School.
58
  He enquired pointedly whether 
they thought themselves too good for that sort of thing and clearly implied in the article 
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was the idea that failure to volunteer was to let down one’s own class.  In fact he was 
calling for the raising of what became the High School Section.  This appeal was very 
successful, so that by the March 1914 edition not only was the formation of a Cadet 
Corps under discussion, but also the formation of an entire High School Company.  It 
was further noted that ‘A gratifying response has been made to the call for recruits from 
amongst past and present pupils of the High School to join our county battalion.’59  In 
the edition of June 1915, the picture below of the thirty three men of the High School 
Section present that day in Flanders appeared, but by the date of publication all but 
eight were dead, wounded, or largely commissioned into other units.
60
  This magazine 
had clearly gone well beyond the usual range of literary content with serious 
consequences for at least some of its late readers.  
 
       (Reproduced by kind permission of the Head Teacher, Arbroath High School.) 
As the war moved towards the end of the first year, the content of every magazine 
began to change so that in very general terms most magazines of 1915 saw the 
beginning of a publication run of significant numbers of articles and letters produced by 
former pupils describing the war.   This development was of major importance because 
when children engaged intellectually or emotionally with these magazines, they did so 
with radically changed and war dominated content.  In addition to what has already 
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been said, their written contributions now were composed in the knowledge of what was 
happening at the front, the context of their support for the soldiers overseas and their 
desire to help the war on the home front and should be read in that light.  However in 
order to illustrate the extent of children’s exposure to this material, contributions of 
former pupils describing the war are discussed in some detail before moving on to the 
children’ writings. 
Dundee High School Magazine published a number of very detailed accounts of their 
experiences by former pupils and, like the other magazines including the Glen Almond 
Chronicle, MacLaren High School Magazine and the Morrisonian, also included 
equally candid descriptions in letters to their old school magazines of actions by former 
pupils in every theatre from Flanders to German South West Africa.  It is not clear if 
these were produced by men home on leave or arrived in letter form, but in any case 
most of these pieces of writing should never have passed the unit censor.   In some 
cases letters were published anonymously as in the Madras College Magazine, but 
generally the authors were identified in some way and it was always clear that these 
were not pupils.  For the readers of these magazines, detailed but only slightly more 
sanitised versions of what adults were reading about the fighting was appearing in their 
magazines.  What is also significant, was that the accounts were overwhelmingly far 
less overblown or prone to stereotyping the enemy or their own men than some 
elements of the press. 
Not to be outdone in this regard, St Leonards School Gazette produced equally frank 
descriptions of the activities of their old girls, or ‘Seniors’ as they were known who 
were nursing or involved in other war work at the front including nursing and their 
YMCA Hut or the Coffee Stalls in France, or on the Home Front in their East London 
Refuge, or the United Women’s Service League.  In fact the Editorial of the May, 1915 
edition very much in the style of the first Head, Louisa Lumsden and on this occasion 
produced by current Head Miss Bentick-Smith set the tone. 
We must be content to learn out business before we set out to do it. .... The day 
of the dilettante, of the amateur whether in professional or more purely 
philanthropic work is over ....  There is no room in the world of today for the 
idle woman, nor will there be in the world of tomorrow any sphere for the busy 
but incompetent ... The call to mobilisation has gone forth and not only for the 
period of the war.
61
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However, the most graphic material in the St. Leonards Gazette appeared in the edition 
of May 1915, an issue specifically dedicated to the Seniors and their work.  Amongst 
other things, it recounted the adventures of the St Leonards Ambulance Car bought 
earlier by the girls, its fate and its eventual cannibalization for spare parts.
62
  Equally 
revealing was one article in particular entitled ‘Some Experiences in a French Military 
Hospital in the South of France’ by Kathleen Wauchope which made it very clear to the 
young ladies of St. Leonards exactly what women could expect to encounter at the front 
in a far more forthright manner than might have been expected at that time.
63
   
On the other hand, one contribution by a former pupil writing as R.T. entitled ‘In the 
Trenches’ in the Kirkcaldy High School Magazine of July 1916 provided a very good 
description of a soldiers day to day life in the forward area but out with the front line.
64
  
The school magazine was mentioned as being read in the trenches and he wrote about 
concerts, of ‘stage fright’ of new men as being the worst thing, and he candidly 
described the children up close to the front line who were out to make money out of the 
rich soldats Anglais.
65
  On a more sombre note, he reflected on the idea that the whole 
war was often harder on those left at home to wait and to worry.  The joys of trooping 
appeared in ‘From Bombay to Suez with the Indian Expeditionary Force’ an article 
from G. J. Coldwell in the Glenalmond Chronicle in October 1914.
66
  Letters from F.P.s 
of Morrisons Academy were always particularly informative and as well as publishing 
examples of logistics, staff, signalling and supply operations from Mesopotamia to 
Flanders, the Morrisonian carried articles and letters on operations throughout the war.  
Higher Grade and many private schools circulated copies of their magazines between 
each other and in many cases the magazines such as Under the Dome and the Arbroath 
High School Magazine were also on general sale in their home towns.   The fact was 
that as long as they remained in publication, readers of school magazines in the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area remained very well informed as to the course of the war.   When the 
magazine material is added to letters home and interviews with men on leave published 
openly in the local press, the case for resetting our understanding of what all pupils and 
particularly those of the Higher Grade and private schools understood about what 
actually happened at the front is overwhelming.  
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Of course there is always the question of how accurate the information contained in the 
magazines actually was.  In all eleven Higher Grade and private school magazines 
examined, accounts of the action such as reports in letter or article form appear which 
give every indication of having have been written by a soldier experienced in infantry or 
other operational practice, but who was willing to self censor his material and to sanitize 
it to a level acceptable for a school audience.  One article in the Arbroath High School 
Magazine of June 1915 entitled ‘Sunshine and Shadow’ described amongst other things 
a night relief in the line, a procedure which had to take place every few days but which 
was a relatively complex manoeuvre requiring high standard of discipline and training 
to be carried out effectively and without excessive casualties.
67
   When the account is 
examined closely the procedure described follows the sequence of events any 
infantryman would recognise even today, and his description of the treatment of a 
casualty caused by harassing fire was entirely believable.   The author of this piece was 
named as ‘One of the Jocks’ but who was commissioned during the war.   Similarly, ‘A 
Former Pupils Experiences At The Front’ by Bernard Douglas Todd of A Company, 1st 
London Scottish as published in the December 1914 edition of the Kirkcaldy High 
School Magazine is an unvarnished account of that Battalions action at Messines on the 
7
th
 November 1914 made famous because it was the first significant Territorial Force 
action of the war at battalion level, and because in spite of the heavy casualties the 
London Scottish held the line against a series of desperate assaults by the Germans.
68
  
His description of the post battle inspection by General French, and of the contents of 
General Allenby’s letter to their Commanding Officer contained the sort of detail that 
only someone present would have been likely to have known, while his assessment of 
the dreadful damage the Maxim fire and long range artillery had done was very blunt 
indeed.  Even so, the most candid and therefore problematic entry for the censor 
certainly should have come from the December 1916 edition of the same magazine.  If it 
is remembered that the fight at Beaumont Hammel took place on 13
th
 November 1916, 
and allowing for the amount of time the copy would have been at the printers before 
publication, the fact that a detailed description of the tactical doctrine developed and 
used by the Highland Division during the battle appeared in a school magazine 
Christmas edition is near incredible.
69
  Each of the magazines contained material of that 
type in every edition for as long as they remained in publication, so that in fact readers 
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of these magazines – school pupils or not - were actually very well briefed on what was 
going on in the different theatres of operations.  School magazines were in effect an 
alternative but reliable and - if there is such a thing - ‘age appropriate’ channel for 
children’s mental engagement with the war. 
One very clear additional indicator of the accuracy of the information contained in the 
magazines can be seen by the issue of Scottish Education Department Circular 486 
Accidental Disclosure of Military Information, the only Circular of the war to be  
marked ‘Confidential’ on 15th December 1916 to all schools.   Although it was ignored 
far more often than it should have been in schools, the existence of Circular 486 
correctly identified the extent to which this material was accurate and had an 
intelligence value.  In fact, it was what the modern military intelligence community 
would classify as OSINT, or Open Source Intelligence and as part of their drive to mine 
that particular intelligence seam, German intelligence services in general were always 
very keen to gather newspapers, letters and published material for analysis.  Of course 
the key to effective use of OSINT is the analysis process, and because the German 
intelligence community could draw on a pool of their citizens who had lived in Britain, 
spoke very good English and possessed at least a reasonable understanding of the 
culture, some of the material from the front published in school magazines particularly 
where it touched on officer casualties and formation deployment certainly presented a 
medium grade intelligence risk.   
While these accounts of the action were read by those pupils attending the Higher Grade 
schools and probably also by a number of other local school pupils, far more revealing 
of children’s attitudes and levels of engagement are to be found in their own 
contributions, particularly where pupils were invited to express an opinion or share their 
own feelings.  The pupil poet from Dundee High School who wrote the ‘Waiting List’ 
probably spoke for many of the boys at the upper end of the school when he wrote; 
They must sit and perspire over Virgil,                                                                                                    
While out in the trenches there,                                                                                                             
Armies are slain on the banks of the Aisne,                                                                                                  
To keep their inheritance fair.
70
 
Fairly typical of responses to the creative writing task set by teachers over the years 
which often still begins with, ‘Imagine you are …’ and end with ‘Describe your 
experiences’ was a piece written in that vein by an Arbroath girl in Senior 1 and 
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therefore aged between twelve and thirteen.  Entitled ‘My Experiences as a Red Cross 
Nurse’ and produced for the June 1915 edition of the Arbroath High School Magazine, 
this piece indicates the authoress has absorbed a good deal of what probably passed for 
informed opinion in the town as well as some of the articles in the Arbroath Herald on 
the same topic.
71
   Clearly every stereotype of the ‘beastly Hun’ had been absorbed and 
repeated: German soldiers posing as wounded and then shooting the unarmed R.A.M.C. 
men in the back, German shelling of hospitals or the execution of any man caught with 
anything in his possession critical of the Kaiser all appeared.   Not to be outdone, in the 
same edition a boy in Senior 2 aged between thirteen and fourteen produced ‘An Air 
Fight’ about shooting down a Zeppelin.  This story was highly topical since a Zeppelin 
had been seen over Arbroath shortly before its publication and judging by the ending  
‘Thus ended one of the Kaisers wonderful baby killers’ the author had been listening to 
the adults or perhaps had read the national newspaper which often described Zeppelins 
in that way.
72
    
Nurse Cavell made an appearance and was avenged in Waid Academy Magazine in a 
poem entitled ‘In the Trenches’ which owes a great deal to the style and rhythm of 
Kipling’s Gunga Din: 
When ye’r marrer bone seems ‘oller                                                                                                              
And ye’r glad yer aint no toller                                                                                                                              
An’ yer out among the sandbags every day,   
The poet then describes the assault:  
But though many of us fell,                                                                                                                                 
We just thought of Nurse Cavell,                                                                                                                               
An’ after them as if we all was mad.73 
Other topical issues were covered too including the use of margarine.  In ‘The Butter 
Substitute’, subtitled ‘Thrift, Thrift Horatio - Hamlet 1., 2’ which appeared in 1915 the 
poet concludes ‘To use a butter substitute is wise, When butter’s half a crown.’74  The 
food hoarder was always worth a joke as in ‘Emptis fruamur –The food hoarders motto’ 
as appeared in the Dundee High School Magazine.
75
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At Kirkcaldy High School one pupil composed a mockingly violent parody of Tipperary 
entitled the ‘Marching Song of the Kirkcaldy High School Officer Training Corps,’ a 
unit which had recently increased the number and intensity of its training sessions and 
again stereotyping of the Germans was the very much in evidence.
76
  Perth Academy 
Magazine produced their own self mockingly humorous version entitled ‘The Corps’ 
subtitled and presumably written ‘By a member of it’, but who probably also wisely 
preferred to remain at least partly anonymous.
77
 
The taste for parody was not confined to that Kirkcaldy High School - a Dundee High 
School pupil wrote a long parody of the Anglo Saxon epic when they produced what 
they termed: 
           
 Fragment of a Great  English Epic. 
               [Discovered during Excavations in the Ruins of Rhiems Cathedral.] 
Wolf of the Germans, the Lord of the Teuton Hordes,                                                                       
Bethought him to go see his giant war howitzers,                                                                                        
Dreadsome war engines, stiff wrought and steel hardened,                                                                                      
That cast on the foe cares, grievous, un-numbered...
78
 
It is interesting to note here that this parody appeared in the Dundee High School 
Magazine of December 1914, and allowing for the time the printers required to produce 
the magazine the composition of this poem would have been very close in time to the 
waves of international outrage appearing in the press directed against the German army 
over their destruction of the Cathedral at Rhiems.  In fact, when estimates are made of 
the timing of a significant number of these compositions, at times there appears to be a 
fair degree of correlation between significant wartime events and composition of 
individual pieces so that in turn indicates a significant degree of pupil mental 
engagement with events of the war as well as with the war itself. 
A Perth Academy pupil D.R.F. attempted something similar taking a side swipe at 
Chaucer en route with ‘Ye Tanke’ which bears at least a passing resemblance to the 
opening lines of the ‘Prologue’ to ‘Canterbury Tales’ which was taught in every Higher 
Grade school at that time.   The Perth Academy version began: 
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Whan that September, with his shoures sote,                                                                               
The fields of France had soked to the foote                                                                                                
And filled every trench with swich liquor,                                                                                       
And turned into mudde all the stour:...
79
 
The poet proceeded to explain how the Tanke though enormous was not ‘fleet’ but 
‘waddled, plunged and sidled up the streete’ knocking down walls and crossing every 
obstacle mowing down Germans ‘ranke after ranke.’  Unfortunately the appearance of 
the tank on the Somme occurred at the same time as the previous edition of this 
magazine, but the arrival of the tank merited a poem – or at least in the opinion of at 
least one Perth Academy pupil. 
In some cases the local dandy or someone not quite a model of masculinity could be the 
object of some degree of scathing wit.  ‘The Passing of the K Nut’ by A.W.S. in the 
Dundee High School Magazine dealt with the conversion of Fitzwilliams James Adonis 
Brown who was ‘quite the idol of the town’ whose outlandish coloured clothes ‘invaded 
every Flappers dream’ and who, mortified on being told to cover up or tone down the 
vibrant colours of his wardrobe during Zeppelin raids decided that: 
I won’t exist a faded blot                                                                                                                             
I’d rather on the whole be shot80 
Brown  joined the army, went off to the Front and when he came back on leave the 
change in his character and appearance amazed everyone: 
And every typist hurried down                                                                                                                             
To marvel at the dirt on Brown
81
  
However, in a little story entitled ‘Sammy and the Cadet Corps’ by E.W.O., in the same 
magazine the tone is good humoured but the story suggests that boys should be boys, 
and that because ridicule might not be far away, fond protective mothers ought to be a 
little careful as to what they told their friends about their sons
82
. 
School boy humour appeared everywhere including the Waid Academy Magazine issue 
of 1918 which carried a humorous piece entitled ‘The School in War Time [Whir, Whir, 
Whir.]’ by CAVE beside whose pen name was the pencil entry ‘P. Howat Class 1.’83  It 
was a tongue in cheek look at the war time efforts of the girls who have become ‘Sister 
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Susies Sewing Shirts for Soldiers’ to enable ‘Brother Billy to Bike Boldly into Berlin’.   
Some funny remarks appeared about the girls sewing and about boys being careful how 
they held their hands because a skein of wool might be hung over their wrists to be 
wound into balls, but the author also warned in a light hearted way that boys should also 
be careful because they faced the constant danger of a knitting needle in the face.   To 
their credit, the magazines did not shy away from revealing their misadventures if these 
were funny or ironic.   The fact that Waid Academy wore out its rifles in practice on 
their mobile home made rifle range which ran the entire length of the long corridor in 
the school was good for a joke, but the key messages of duty and sacrifice appeared 
time and again, and in their own way represented frontiers of emotional and intellectual 
participation in the war. 
Occasionally the more tedious aspects of war support work appeared in print.  ‘Moss 
Memories’ by J. S. Laing of Perth Academy was one such piece which described a days 
work by the group of ‘pickers ten’ who dragging their bagful as they harvested ‘Mosses 
red and mosses green, Growing richer by the stream’ – until the sun set explaining their 
labour as: 
Thus we toil, the days fly by;                                                                                                                           
‘For the wounded’, is our cry:                                                                                                                  
They have fought for us, and bled,                                                                                                            
Surely we’ll do this instead?84 
On a more serious note, in general terms the material pupil authors produced did not 
avoid presenting death and duty in wartime and whether their inspiration stemmed from 
conversations they had overheard or from their own imaginings, both the composition 
and even the reading of it demanded a significant if temporary level of emotional 
engagement with events of the war.   
‘In Hospital’ which appeared in Under the Dome in 1915 ended with the reality of duty 
done and the speed with which life – and duty - move on:  
I thank God he has let me                                                                                                                                                     
Strike one blow                                                                                                                                                     
For this poor and helpless people                                                                                                                       
Ere I go’ … He then dies … 
Stands the doctor, wearied, hurried,                                                                                                                   
By his bed -                                                                                                                                                                 
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“Here is room for one more wounded,                                                                                                                         
He is dead.”85     
The Waid Academy ‘In Memorium’ tribute of 1917 struck a very adult note as it 
covered the F.P.s killed that year noting that there was both the grief of their passing but 
also the joy of their sacrifice.
86
   Kirkcaldy High School Magazine editorial discussed 
the idea that while penny buns at Christmas might now cost two pence, it was far more 
patriotic to buy war scrip than buns and that ‘we will never put a spoke in the war 
chariot of Hindenburg by moping.’87  It also noted sombrely the amount of times the 
flag had flown at half - mast during the Somme battles that year and the ‘national 
calamity of the flowers of the forest cut off in their prime,’ so that death and duty sat 
side by side.  For one girl of St. Leonards, death did not come on the battlefield but 
rather at sea when she went down in the Lusitania and her death and the endowment of 
a £100 per annum scholarship in her name by her parents and her death was discussed 
as a matter of course in the Gazette.
88
       
                                                                            
In the MacLaren High School Magazine of June 1915 in two linked poems  ‘THEN’ 
and ‘NOW’ by C. printed on the  same page about a boy who was not too bright and 
who the Masters ‘really thought a fool’ and the sort of boy who manages to muddle 
through with a ’mere pass.’89   In ‘THEN’ he was described as quite a sportsman who 
could and did lead the field in cricket and hockey and soccer so the boy who all thought 
lazy: 
For the sake of his old schools honour                                                                                                                
Quite careless of glory and fame,                                                                                                                       
He fought and he’d never been beaten,                                                                                                                           
He fought for his old schools name.
90
           
However, in ‘NOW’ in the autumn of 1914 however, in all the mayhem of the western 
front, where as the poem points out  atrocities were common, life was cheap, and 
‘innocence held to shame’ that same boy ‘who all thought lazy’ and ’the masters 
thought a fool’ went off to learn a lesson in a rather different school.  The fact was that 
not only did he learn to cope in the new reality but he positively blossomed and the 
irony was as the poem points out, the same people who he was defending very 
effectively had not rated his talents highly.   
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Even so the theme of redemption through service which was present in ‘THEN’ and 
‘NOW’ continued well beyond the war and as late as 1920 the same magazine carried a 
short story entitled ‘The Coward.’  In that case the man in question was redeemed by a 
brave act which saved his friends but cost him his life.  When he went for his final 
judgement the Recording Angel allowed him to pass with the words ‘Much is forgiven 
him: he laid down his life for his friends.’91  However by this point the whole wartime 
tone of that and other magazines softened very quickly to something recognisable as a 
peacetime publication.    
The existence of debating in one form or another in the Higher Grade and private 
schools was well documented in school magazines, and at times their Literary Societies 
included what appear to have been formal debates amongst their members.  While only 
one example of what pupils actually said exists in the form of a comprehensive report 
on a Dundee High School debate in 1918, the topics the pupils involved chose to debate 
were recorded in far greater detail.  What is also known is that while in many cases the 
school magazines stopped publication before the end of the war, other school activities 
continued so that debating did not necessarily stop at that point, although topics debated 
are not known.   
Where topics for debate were recorded, debates on issues connected with the war 
dominated the proceedings.  Conscription was an early favourite appearing before the 
war in debates in Perth Academy, Kirkcaldy High School and in Dundee High School 
where the Literary Society Minutes recorded a debate on 14
th
 January 1914 when the 
vote stood at fourteen in favour and thirty two against.  The same school tackled the 
topic again in a very heated Hat Night debate on the 10
th
 October, 1914 but the result 
was not recorded.
92
   The topics of Home Rule for Ireland appeared as did the fate of the 
Kaiser and the question of whether Turkey should be driven out of Europe.  The 
question of whether soldiers and munitions workers should have the same rates of pay 
occurred on several occasions in different schools, as did questions such as whether 
professional football should be played in wartime, and whether the Navy was capable of 
defending the nation.    
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Nevertheless, when these societies held their meetings papers were also delivered – in 
some cases by staff or visiting authorities on the subject under discussion and 
occasionally by senior pupils.  The range and sophistication of war related topics is 
surprising.  One example was the Dundee High School meeting of January 1916 when 
the three papers delivered were ‘The Black Watch’, ’Wireless and the Present War’ and 
‘General Joffre.’93  From what can be gathered from the unusually full Minute Book 
entry for this meeting, the talk and further discussion on wireless ranged over the 
strategic benefits of its deployment and operational usage in Zeppelins and warships as 
well as anticipating what would now be termed as all arms operations particularly in the 
field of communication between artillery, infantry and aircraft.  The young ladies of St 
Leonards on the other hand had a talk on the Battle of Jutland by a serving naval officer 
in 1917, and in February 1918 they heard what was described as ‘a very graphic 
account’ in a talk entitled ‘An Account of the Halifax Disaster as Experienced by a St. 
Leonards Senior’ as well as another recorded as ‘With the WAAC in France.’94  At the 
other end of the spectrum the MacLaren High School boys of III, IV and V Years met 
twelve times between January and June 1915 and studiously avoided debating the war, 
but they were very much the exception.  In fact leaving aside the activities of the 
MacLaren High School group, the vast majority of topics debated and papers given 
confronted very directly those same issues as would have concerned adults with the 
exception of sacrifice.  That topic appears to have been broached more obliquely 
through the sufferings of Serbia and Belgium and tended to be more obviously present 
in the content of the magazines rather than in debates. 
The only existing substantial report of a pupil debate comes from Dundee High School.  
In it the full extent of the range and sophistication of pupil intellectual engagement with 
the war can be seen, and for that reason it is worth looking at the record in some detail.
95
  
The Secretary of the Society, W. Fraser Mitchell with a senior member of staff, Mr 
James Cadzow as second signature, made a four page minute of the Parliamentary 
Evening meeting held in January 1918 when Society members took on different roles 
ranging from Prime Minister to the Leader of the Opposition.  Initial questions to 
‘Ministers’ included requests for information regarding to the closure of the North Sea 
and measures adopted against U Boats, while another query was addressed directly to 
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the ‘Premier’ and which enquired whether peace proposals had been received from the 
Central Powers through a neutral country and whether therefore, a clear statement of the 
nations war aims might not be helpful at this time.  The ‘Premier’ replied that in spite of 
some reservations it was expedient to give such a statement, noting first the reasons we 
went to war ‘viz to protect the integrity of international law’ and stated that we could 
not interfere in the internal government of Austria – Hungary or in the affairs of any 
race living in that state, but Britain desired that an international organisation to deal 
with these disputes be set up.  The fate of the German colonies was to be settled by the 
wishes of the native people resident there.  Alsace – Lorraine was to be returned to 
France, all occupied territories restored with reparations paid by the enemy and the re-
unification of Poland as a sovereign state was to take place.  Finally, those areas in 
revolt against the Turks were to be given separate nationalities.  Finally the ‘Premier’ 
and his supporters then had to face a Vote of Censure from the Member for Dundee for 
‘Inefficiency, lack of initiative and general incapacity’ and members of the ‘Cabinet’ 
defended their policies and performance vigorously as questions were raised on 
prohibition, reprisals, deficiencies in the air service and mismanagement of the food 
supply.  The motion was put to the House resulting in Aye 18 and No 15.   
It is of course easy to dismiss all of this debate and most of the children’s writing and 
contributions to ‘Daddy’s Circle’ as parroting of parental opinions, school boy fantasy 
and wishful thinking and to an extent it probably was.  Nevertheless, both the senior 
pupils’ writing and the debate do at least represent a glimpse into the thinking, and 
therefore the intellectual engagement with the war of a group of young men and women 
who may have been still at school, but who as senior pupils could certainly expect at 
some point in the very near future to have to fight or work for something approaching 
what was debated that night.  It also gives an indication, as with the ‘Daddy’s Circle’ 
material, of the extent to which children as defined here shared the concerns and the 
opinions of the adults.  It is also clear that the older children in Public Schools as well as 
the Higher Grade and Private Schools were well aware of what David Monger has 
identified as the ‘Patriotisms of Duty: Sacrifice, Obligation and Community’ in his 
chapter of the same name in his work on the National War Aims Committee.
96
  It is 
particularly interesting in that context to note the appearance in the magazines of the 
idea of the war as a crusade in defence of civilization, or what amounts to children’s 
versions of masculinities, the expression of firm opinions on shirkers, food controllers 
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and the need to fight to the finish to name but a few of the concerns that also drove the 
establishment of the National War Aims Committee.  But much of what the children 
produced and recommended to others serves another function too in that it provides in 
miniature what Geoff Fox described in his article on literature produced for children 
during the war - a clear indication of the fundamentals of children’s wartime identity in 
‘an age of cultural certainties’ and the level of children’s awareness of the war.97   In 
view of all of this, the case for claiming that their intellectual, moral and emotional self-
mobilisation and their full integration into the war effort was very close to completion is 
very strong.  
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Symbolic Actions and Behaviour as Indicators of Mental Participation 
During the period of their posting from October 1915 to the end of March 1916 when 
the 2/4th Battalion The Seaforth Highlanders were stationed in Pitlochry, a very close 
bond was formed between that unit and local community.  Local sporting facilities 
including the local rifle range were made available for their use and friendships were 
made through the opening of the Pitlochry Canteen, but it was the relationship with the 
children that is of particular interest here because of it illustrates the complex interplay 
of practicalities, military courtesies, children’s enthusiasm and the occasionally near 
symbolic nature of the soldier – child relationship in time of war. 
On a practical level this relationship extended to six Scouts being given formal piping 
instruction by the Pipe Major and a further three being taught highland drumming.  Nine 
more local boys were taught the bugle, while on other occasions joint concerts were 
produced with local children of all ages performing alongside Seaforth singers including 
a famous Mod Gold Medallist, Corporal J. C. M. Campbell.
98
  Early in January 1916, by 
way of a thank you for the use of their school rooms and the support shown by the 
pupils towards the soldiers, the children of the town were entertained by the Seaforths in 
traditional regimental style.
99
  This should be seen as something of an acknowledgement 
of the value placed on the children’s friendship by the soldiers for it amounted to the 
senior commissioned and warrant ranks led by Lt. Col. Matheson and the second in 
command Major Wilkie along with the Regimental Sergeant Major personally serving 
the children tea and cakes as if they were Private Soldiers on a regimental day such as 
the anniversary of Assaye.  The Colonel also gifted a picture for the school of the 
assembled Officers Mess which again was not an everyday occurrence.  That was 
followed by a film show including the latest Charlie Chaplin films, and a further 
distribution of what today would be described today as children’s ‘goody bags’  
containing expensive fruit and Scottish tea bread paid for by the soldiers when the 
children left.    
But the engagement between the soldiers and children en masse also appears to have 
operated on another and possibly even symbolic level.  At one joint concert held on 29
th
 
February 1916 for example, the Seaforths were presented with a ‘handsome leopard 
skin’ for the use of the big drummer by the Pitlochry community and significantly the 
children’s contribution was specifically identified.  The significance of the leopard skin 
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is that with that gift the community had identified themselves wholeheartedly with the 
Battalion and - given the place of the pipe band in regimental life and the fact that the 
big drum is the centre piece of the altar at a drum head service - had made a gesture not 
only of moral support but also of cultural and even emotional importance.  In his short 
speech of thanks Lt. Col. Matheson told the audience that amongst other things the 
Seaforths intended to present Pitlochry Higher Grade School with a flag.
100
  That in 
itself was an unusual gesture for a soldier of that generation to have made for all flags 
were treated with great respect and were not lightly given as gifts.  For a serving soldier 
to have gifted any flag would have been seen as a mark of real trust and respect towards 
the recipients for with it would have come a modified, unspoken version of the adult 
expectation that it would be both respected - and defended.  In fact, when the flag 
arrived not only was it actually a silken banner very like the regimental colours, but it 
also had a white circular centre piece on which was written or embroidered in gold 
letters ‘To Pitlochry Higher Grade School from the 2/4th Seaforth Highlanders.’101  The 
unit identification raised its significance to another level explained in part by the 
accompanying letter which was read to the pupils and which was frank and fulsome in 
its appreciation of the efforts of the children to entertain, support and to work for the 
soldiers in their own way and how the Battalion hoped to be remembered by them.
102
   
As can be imagined the full depth of the children’s engagement with the Seaforths was 
seen in their send off in 1916.  That day the pupils of St. Margaret’s School from 
Scarborough who had been evacuated to the Athol Palace Hotel following the German 
naval bombardment of their town in December, 1914 lined one side of the road by the 
town fountain, while the pupils of the Pitlochry Higher Grade School lined the other to 
cheer them on their way.  The extent of the children’s emotional engagement with the 
soldiers that day can only be guessed, but as with all instances of this type of child 
bonding with the soldiers, the children’s support work continued apace for the duration 
of the war and never wavered.    Needless to say they were particularly active during 
War Weapons Week in 1918 when they set out to raise money to buy machine guns. 
This type of incident, although fairly intense of its kind was not unique to the Pitlochry 
for other schools including those in the Windygate area had similar relationships with 
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bodies of troops.  There around six hundred pupils of local schools formed what the Fife 
News described as a guard of honour  along the road for the very popular 6
th
 H.L.I. who 
returned the compliment in military fashion by ‘dressing’ Hector the regimental goat 
which led off their departure for Markinch and the next phase of training.
103
  In the case 
of the H.L.I. further evidence of the closeness of that relationship was also demonstrated 
by the welcome given the survivors of that battalion’s action in the Dardanelles by the 
local community including the schools when many returned to the area on convalescent 
leave.
104
   Pictures exist of the departure of the Glasgow Yeomanry from Cupar in 1915 
which appear to show the cavalry equivalent of a modern Barrack or Quarter Guard 
carrying sabres smartly turned out for their farewell to the town people, a compliment 
normally reserved for senior officers of General Officer rank.
105
  Other troops stationed 
elsewhere in Britain struck up similar connections and in the case of the 9
th
 Black 
Watch they marked their relationship with the children of Liss in Hampshire by gifting 
them a souvenir mug inscribed ‘A Gift from the Officers, N.C.O.s and Men of the 9th  
(Service) Battalion, The Black Watch’.    
 
In fact reading the accounts of the Pitlochry , Windygate and Cupar departures as well 
as odd remarks about similar events elsewhere strongly suggest that it was almost as if 
appropriate behaviour at these events had been rapidly ritualised into what gives every 
appearance today of being an old fashioned military exchange of compliments with 
children acting as honoured participants.  If that was the case then that would lift the 
extent of the mental involvement of those present to a very significant level indeed – 
even if only for as long as these encounters lasted. 
 
That interpretation fits other formal encounters between soldiers and children for at 
times schools honoured former pupils who had won awards when they were home on 
medal leave.  These little ceremonies give every appearance of being quite formal 
affairs with distinct protocols and a significant symbolic content.  The pupils formed up 
in lines in what appears to have been a hollow square, the Union Jack was always run 
up and generally the Scottish Standard was displayed and the national anthem was sung.    
The departure of the Head Teacher of Braco Public School on military service was 
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marked by the presentation of a very desirable wristlet watch by pupils of the school in 
a similar ceremony while in the case of Private Alex MacPherson a presentation was 
made by the School Board, staff and pupils of Coupar Angus Public School in the 
playground in the presence of all the pupils and a number of friends to mark the award 
of his Military Medal in February, 1918.
106
  Between that presentation and the 
Armistice a further eleven awards were made to former pupils including three to 
commissioned officers, two of whom as holders of other ranks decorations had been 
promoted from the ranks.  These awards were funded by the Coupar Angus School Hero 
Fund which in turn ran on money first raised by the children and then through a further 
school sale of work which cleared £75 on 27
nd
 December 1918 over a month after the 
Armistice.  While these ceremonies were no doubt choreographed by Head Teachers, 
they still involved the pupils in a similar near ritualistic exchange of compliments to 
that mentioned earlier and which was understood by all present.  It is perhaps against 
that level of understanding that the true extent of the Coupar Angus children’s 
emotional and intellectual engagement with the war should be gauged. 
Kirkcaldy High School was involved in similarly symbolic gesture in reply to a request 
from a newly commissioned former pupil and member of their O.T.C for help in 
acquiring sets of bagpipes for the 13
th
 Royal Scots.  [This was a long established Cadet 
Corps which, as the autographed photograph from the school archive following shows, 
had been inspected by Lord Roberts in September, 1906.
107
]  In a letter later published 
in the Fife Advertiser, Second Lieutenant Mitchell asked the school for help with the 
raising of a battalion pipe band openly admitting that while in peace time the officers 
bore that cost, their officers were all very young and without the private incomes of pre-
war officers.
108
  In an accompanying letter from the Head Teacher published in the same 
edition of the paper the point was stressed that the pipes formed ‘a very necessary part 
of the equipment of a Scottish Regiment preparing for the front.’  He also wrote that a 
set was to cost £15 and would have a silver plate mounted on it explaining that these 
were the gift of the present and former pupils of the school and would be returned at the 
end of the war to the Kirkcaldy High School O.T.C. as a ‘prized possession.’   Two 
weeks later the Fife Advertiser announced that the sum raised was in excess of £32 and 
that two sets of pipes for the 13
th
 Royal Scots could be viewed in the window of Burt, 
Booksellers, Kirkcaldy.  The pipes did not return to the school and their fate is unknown 
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but what was clear was that those pupils who donated their pennies appear to have 
known what they were buying and why that was important. 
 
 
In some ways the purchase of bagpipes by the children for the 13
th
 Royal Scots confirms 
the abiding impression of a high level of children’s mental participation in their own 
mobilisation where that is meant in the sense of their intellectual, emotional and moral 
engagement with the war.  The fact that they could be appealed to in the terms set out in 
the Head Teachers letter indicates that these children were to an age appropriate degree 
almost certainly largely knowledgeable participants who had at least a basic - if 
unspoken - understanding the importance of bagpipes to Scottish troops.  Judging by 
those writings which have survived, they gave every appearance of having a clear 
emotional engagement with the war and their thoughts on war guilt, the Kaiser and the 
German army suggests that many had at least some sense of a moral dimension within 
the British and Allied cause.  How far the idea of an intellectual dimension can be 
pressed is another matter but there is a clear sense in which it was significant for the 
older pupils.  It is also clear that the children’s support for the soldiers never wavered, 
but more than that, this support was one of the main planks of their mental engagement 
Kirkcaldy High School Cadet Corps Inspection by Lord Roberts. September,1906.  
(Reproduced by kind permission of the Head Teacher of Kirkcaldy High School.) 
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without which as will be seen in Chapter 5: Gaining and Sustaining Momentum it  
would be near impossible for children to be first motivated then capable of sustaining 
that motivation to help throughout four years of war.  In short, children’s mental 
engagement was one of the main springs of the spirit of voluntarism which permeated 
all of their efforts.  
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                                               Chapter 4 
                                     Constraints and Limitations 
Throughout much of the literature on the Home Front there is an underlying assumption 
that the main contribution made by children in support of the war effort was the labour 
they provided during what should have been their last years of schooling. When they 
should have been at their desks, or so the argument runs, they were at work in factory or 
field and if not involved in either, they were looking after the home while an older 
person went to work.  Central to this view is the much quoted statement by the President 
of the Board of Education, H. A. L. Fisher made in August 1917 that 600,000 children 
had been prematurely withdrawn from school for employment.
1
  Indeed, so fundamental 
is that statement to what could be said to be the generally accepted view of children at 
work for the war effort, that any challenge to that position even at a local level of town 
or village also requires a parallel challenge to the applicability of Fishers figure to the 
geographical area under discussion - in this case the 42nd Regimental Area.   
Unfortunately, Fisher did not define more closely that cohort of children whose 
education was cut short than to describe them as ‘prematurely withdrawn’. In marked 
contrast, the group of children who left school before their due date in the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area can be more closely defined for the purposes of this chapter: they were 
almost exclusively aged between 12 and 14 years old.  However, it is also important to 
remember when considering the exemption of children either in British or Scottish 
terms, that as soon as any pupil reached the statutory leaving age in their area, no matter 
that pupil’s potential, when they left school they were counted and recorded as a school 
leaver, not someone who had been prematurely withdrawn.  In effect what that means is 
that the children Fisher described as ‘prematurely withdrawn’ were those pupils 
withdrawn from full time attendance - either legally by exemption or illegally through 
parental withdrawal or extended truancy – before achieving the statutory leaving age in 
their area, and who were now in actual paid employment or helping at home to release 
an adult for paid employment.  As reported in Hansard, Fisher did make it very clear 
after revealing the figure of 600,000 children who fitted that description were the 
children through whose war work ‘in a thousand different ways... are contributing to our 
success in the war’ and that although they could be very well paid, they were ‘incurring 
considerable sacrifice’ to their long term prospects and because of that the country owed 
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these children a special debt of gratitude.
2
  Still, handsome as Fishers acknowledgement 
of their contribution was, it was ironic that it was made in his speech introducing his 
Education Bill, for before the war the vast majority of these children would have been 
prevented from leaving school prematurely for work.  A combination of Education 
Department policy of achieving high levels of attendance, local bye laws regarding 
exemptions from full time attendance at school and the employment of child labour – 
the same bye laws that the Prime Minister hinted to schools as early as 28
th
 August, 
1914 could be relaxed to allow boys of 11- 14 years old to work in agriculture - would 
have prevented this happening.   
Fisher’s statement, ‘They are working in munitions, in the fields and in the mines,’ is all 
the more striking as Horn reminds us when it is remembered that in 1914 there were 
587,000 children between twelve and thirteen years old so the scale of exemptions must 
have been staggering.
3
  In fact Pamela Horn is only one of several historians in a line of 
descent from Marwick and earlier, who quoted Fisher’s figure and who consider British 
children in general, and children in England and Wales in particular, to have endured 
large scale war time exploitation through premature withdrawal from full time 
education.  This situation was laid firmly at the door of the lax approach to attendance 
adopted particularly in rural areas in the face of agricultural labour shortages, and made 
possible because in most such districts the landed interest dominated and took the war 
to be sound cause to ignore local bye laws on school attendance.
4
  These historians were 
not alone in that opinion and Hurwitz comments on child labour in agriculture and other 
areas were entirely supportive of Fisher’s position.5  Historians including De Groot 
quote Fisher’s figure and both he and Rosie Kennedy also generally take the view, 
albeit in a less strident tone, that urban and rural children were deeply involved in war 
work through formal exemptions or unofficial absences from school attendance.  
Beckett’s work Home Front 1914 – 1918 also quotes Fishers figure and follows a very 
similar narrative trail to Marwick, although more recently Simmonds and Bilton present 
an oblique challenge to that position almost by default when they acknowledge the 
extent of local variations.
6
  Bilton in particular comments on the extent of local 
differences in child attendance in a number of areas including Hull, Birmingham and 
                                                          
2
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th
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3
 P. Horn, Rural Life in England, p. 163. 
4
 Ibid. 
5
 S. J. Hurwitz,  State Intervention in Great Britain , p. 214,  also Marwick, The Deluge  [2
nd
 Edition] p. 
257.        
6
 I. Beckett,  Home Front 1914 – 1918 and A. Simmonds,  Britain and World War One. 
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Bradford, three of a number of towns and cities which he states kept their children at 
school even though the Board of Education had given Local Education Authorities the 
power to suspend attendance by laws.
7
   
The situation in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area was also rather different to that described by 
Pamela Horn.  In fact it will be asserted here that while the mobilisation of children’s 
money and voluntary work in support of the war effort met very little by way of 
opposition but rather a great deal of encouragement, any mobilisation of their labour 
which encroached on school attendance or was in breach of local bye laws met what J. 
Horne would term as stubborn and largely effective ‘constraint’ and ‘limitation.’  What 
that meant in practice was that there would be no free run for any employer on any type 
of child labour and that while employers, both individually and collectively, might 
enjoy a significant number of local victories, the whole sale diversion of children into 
full time employment through exemptions or absences that a reading of so many 
secondary sources might lead one to expect was not universally the case in the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area.  That does not mean that children took no part in the potato and fruit 
harvests or work in factories and mills as elsewhere - it was patently clear that they did.  
Neither is it denied that determined efforts were made by some employers under the 
guise of supporting the war effort to divert low paid child labour onto fields or into 
factories in the drive for maximization of both production and profit - but what will be 
argued here is that the actual situation regarding the use of their labour in terms of scale 
was not consistent with the impression given by H.A.L. Fisher’s famous remark.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
7
 D. Bilton, The Home Front in the Great War, p. 159. 
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Note on Methodology, Definitions and Sources 
The aim of this chapter then is three-fold: first to challenge the applicability of H. A. L. 
Fishers core statistic of 600,000 children twelve to thirteen year olds in full time work 
to the experience of the children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, second to offer an 
explanation as to what prevented that being the case then finally to present an 
alternative view.   
A major part of the challenge is to question the perception that the situation described 
by Fisher existed on a massive scale in all areas of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area and was 
the common experience of local children, that the authorities had neither the will nor the 
power to prevent it, that the war meant an associated massive change in children’s 
attendance patterns, particularly in rural areas where farmers virtually commandeered 
their labour, or that exemptions were issued wholesale on request of employers for work 
in both field and factory.   
Because the challenge to the idea that Fisher’s statistics can be applied wholesale to the 
situation in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area contains a significant amount of numerical data, 
the first step must be to outline the rationale for both the choice of age group under 
consideration as well as to explain any significant numerical relationships or 
measurements used here.  It is also the case that since the key to the legal mobilisation 
of child labour for any sort of work in support of the war effort was the exemption 
system and that was run by School Boards, both the role of these bodies in the process 
and their relationship with other groups such as employers, parents and even the S.E.D. 
has to be considered in some detail.  That detail must include examples of the types of 
decisions taken by Boards, the ratios of exemptions granted to those refused as well as 
some of the reasons given by parents for requesting exemption.   This process will be 
taken forward in parallel with an exploration of the situation in different areas of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area and an ongoing attempt to explain how the forces of what Horne 
called ‘constraint’ and ‘limitation’ sought to limit the number of children involved in 
early withdrawal from education.   
The process of settling the key numerical relationships which will appear in the 
remainder of the chapter begins at a national level, so that if the Scottish population is 
taken to be a simple 10% of the British population in 1914, then what might be called 
the Scottish share of exempted children would be 60,000.   Since the 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area percentage share of Scottish children on public school rolls was 14% then for 
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Fisher’s figure to be applicable the number of children exempted attendance in the first 
three year of war would have to be in excess of 8,400.
8
    
The question of the number of children involved settled, the main thrust of the challenge 
to Fisher will be of an examination of his claim in the light of the contents of: 
1. S.E.D national statistical returns. 
2. Exemption figures for the largest School Board areas in 42nd Regimental Area 
which together consist of slightly over half of the pupil population including 
those who lived in urban manufacturing or mining areas as summarised in Table 
10:  Large Area School Board Comparison Table. 
3. A cross section sample of exemptions summarised in Tables 13A – 13E covering 
School Boards with a combined roll of approximately 11,000 pupils, or 20% of 
those pupils remaining, attending 96 schools administered by 36 School Boards 
across different types of geographical areas outside the large urban areas cover 
in Step 2. 
This process will run in parallel with an ongoing discussion of the constraints and 
limitations described by Horne placed upon the child mobilisation process before 
moving on to an explanation of the results of the challenge to Fisher and the 
applicability of both his figures and the conventional view of child mobilisation to the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area. 
Central to the statistical challenge to Fisher is the relationship between local statistics 
for pupil attendances, absences and official full time exemptions from attendance.  The 
importance of this relationship is that taken together, the statistics for pupil attendance, 
exemption and absence should account for all the children in the School Board area and 
as long as wartime absence rates bear a reasonable resemblance to peacetime rates, or 
there is another explanation such as the outbreak of one of the epidemics which 
frequently swept through schools, it is reasonable to assume that no more children were 
working illegally than was the case in peacetime.   In any case there is the added 
security that those who were working tend to be identified regularly in School Logs or 
are mentioned in School Board Minutes for future action.  The close monitoring of this 
combination throughout this chapter is intended to ensure a good degree of accuracy in 
any final estimate of numbers of children prematurely employed, especially when these 
statistics include both pre-war and wartime figures.   
                                                          
8
 Calculation based on figures of Average Roll and Average attendance from national SED returns for 
Dundee, Forfarshire, Fifeshire and Perthshire in Education (Scotland) Reports &c., Issued 1914 – 1915 .  
H.M.S.O. Scottish Branch. 
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The second numerical process of some importance is the derivation of what is called 
here the Exemption Rate for individual School Board areas and individual schools.  Its 
importance is that because of the total numbers of individual School Boards – some 201 
in all – and the failure of many of the School Logs and Board Minutes to survive, in 
order to assist the reader monitor the scale of exemptions on an ongoing basis a notional 
Exemption Rate will be shown.  The calculation made to find it can be described as the 
number of full time exemptions granted as a percentage of the number of children 
available for exemption between 4th August 1914 and 31
st
 August 1917.   Bearing in 
mind that children progress through schools every year and that happened three times 
between August 1914 and August 1917, the number of children available for exemption 
is calculated here as 2.5 x number of 12 – 14 year olds in the school.9  In the interests of 
consistency and because it is more often than not impossible to find attendances by year 
group for individual schools, that number is always found by halving the number of 
Senior Division of pupils of ten to fourteen years old then adding the Supplementary 
pupils in schools discussed.
10
  The numbers in the Senior Division are taken from the 
columns Actual Average Attendance of Scholars in the section entitled Schools Aided by 
Parliamentary Grant for the year ending 30
th
 April 1914 as published in H.M.S.O. 
publication Reports &c. Issued in 1914 – 1915.  This publication is also particularly 
relevant because this was the only year when figures were published in this particularly 
useful format and because it identifies the School Boards that local schools belonged to 
in 1914 which is important because there appears to have been changes to Board areas 
shortly before that date but none thereafter before the Armistice.  
The widely used figure of Exemptions per Thousand Pupil Population is found by 
calculating the number of recorded full time exemption per thousand of the individual 
whole school roll as published the same H.M.S.O. publication as before.  
The reason that the age range twelve to fourteen has been chosen here is because 
Fishers figures also begin with twelve year old children and in reality the age range he 
describes is from twelve years old until official leaving date.  While in England it is not 
always clear exactly when children could leave school, in Scotland there was no such 
                                                          
9
 The figure 2.5 rather than 2.0 has been arrived at in order to take account of the spread of children’s 
birthdays which meant children were constantly entering the pool of pupils over 12 years old and also 
because –as will be seen later- the amount of children required to stay beyond their 14th birthday until 
their ‘due date’ for leaving. 
10
 Pupils in Supplementary classes were always over 12 years old and were recorded separate column.  
No children from Higher Grade schools are counted here because unless in the Elementary Department 
they were over 14 years old and were treated as school leavers rather than exempted children when they 
left school. 
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ambiguity and it can be said with far more certainty that children did leave at fourteen.  
This assertion is supported by the S.E.D. Summary of School Attendance Return for 30
th
 
April 1914 which shows attendance figures for all of the Scottish counties under the 
‘Aged 12 -14’ column and which is numerically entirely consistent with full age group 
enrolment.  The issue of the earliest age of official exemption at twelve can be 
explained by the provision of the Employment of Children Act (1903) which made 
employment of younger children on a full time basis illegal and here, as with Fishers 
figures, only full time exemptions are counted.   Although as is made clear throughout 
this section, most children in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area were not considered for 
exemption until thirteen at the earliest, nevertheless there were occasional cases of 
twelve and a half years old girls and boys exempted attendance, often but not always, 
due to what was recorded as ‘exceptional circumstances’ which in turn usually 
suggested the death of one parent.   
Attendance and exemption data which appears here comes from three sources: School 
Board Minutes, local newspapers and a very few surviving published copies of S.E.D. 
returns made by schools which act as a baseline measure for both school and Board 
pupil roll numbers and do contain occasional statements on exemptions.  While on 
many occasions - but not always - School Board Minute Books display full sets of 
attendance figures and give comprehensive data on exemptions, at times attendance in 
spite of its acknowledged importance in the allocation of grant funding was recorded as 
‘The Compulsory Officer gave his report’ or ‘Attendance Satisfactory.’  This leads to 
the conclusion that separate Attendance Registers also were kept in some cases although 
only one document of that type covering Montrose has been located so far.  
Unfortunately only around a half of all School Board Minutes survive and some idea of 
the scale of loss can be gauged by taking the loss of the Lochgelly Board Minute Book 
as an example because that Board alone covered four schools and over 3,500 pupils.  On 
occasion full sets of attendance figures often appeared in the local newspaper accounts 
of School Board meetings and in this context it is reassuring to note that no complaint 
about the accuracy of these figures has ever been found in any School Board Minutes.  
Nevertheless in this thesis the origin of all data is acknowledged by individual table or 
data set.  In the tables of attendance and where there is data to support it a War Time 
Median appears purely for purposes of comparison.    
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Challenging Fisher: Stage 1 
The first phase of the challenge to Fisher begins with Mr J. Struthers, Secretary of the 
Scotch Education Department.  Every year he held office he contributed to the annual 
Report to the Committee of Council on Education in Scotland, and while the exact shape 
and contents of these reports and the statistics they contained changed significantly 
during the years immediately before the war and particularly during the war years, he 
almost always included both the numbers of pupils granted exemption from attendance 
under the Education (Scotland) Act 1901 and national attendance averages.   These 
figures from the Session 1912 – 1913 until the end of the war listed both temporary and 
full time exemptions together, and were assembled from returns sent to the S.E.D. by 
every School Board in Scotland.   
Table 5: Total Pupil Exemptions Granted and Attendance Achieved in Scotland                                    
between Session 1912-13 & 1918-1919. 
   
Table 5 shows a remarkable consistency in levels of average attendance which is 
reflected to a great extent in individual school returns so that the S.E.D.’s declared aim 
to maintain stability in Scottish schools throughout the war appears to have been 
achieved in the area of attendance.   The table shows the rise of exemptions of all types 
over the course of the war, and while it also shows the pattern of rise it does not show 
the ratios of temporary to full time exemptions, exemptions granted to those refused or 
summaries of ages of those exempted.  The other important point to be made here is that 
while the numbers of exempted children rose, the Average Attendance column shows 
that absenteeism amongst the non exempted children did not rise.  That in turn indicates 
illegal working was not a major feature, for if it had been the Average Attendance 
figures would have been much lower than those for pre-war years.   
School Session. 
[Reported one 
year in arrears.] 
Total Exemptions Granted In 
Scotland. 
Average Attendance Figures for 
Scotland. 
1912 – 1913 9,940 None Given 
1913 – 1914 8,828 88.9% 
1914 – 1915 10,530 89.08% 
1915 – 1916 15,059 88.5% 
1916 – 1917 16,329 88.64% 
1917 – 1918 15,012 88.43% 
1918 – 1919 No figure found for the months between August 1918 and the introduction of 
the new Education (Scotland) Act 1918 although the return for that year is 
believed to have been requested. 
  
Source: Report to the Committee of Council on Education in Scotland 1912-13 till 1918-19.               
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Nevertheless, these figures are useful and although the school sessions by 1914 ran 
from 30
th
 April rather than mid August as they do now which would also very 
conveniently match the outbreak of hostilities, the numbers of pupils shown as 
exempted here should be very close to the actual exemption figures for the first three 
years of war.  If that is accepted, then by these figures if the three years from 1914 – 
1917 were taken together then the Scottish figure for exemptions would have been 
41,918 as compared to the 60,000 full time exemptions Scotland wide that Fisher’s 
figure would suggest.   
However, that calculation ignores the fact these figures combine temporary and 
permanent exemptions, so when as will be seen later many small country towns gave 
large numbers of exemptions for potato gathering for example and other School Boards 
particularly in rural areas gave a high proportion of exemptions for short periods of 
time, Fisher’s figure appears even more out of touch.  If the ratio of permanent to 
temporary exemptions was even four to one rather than two to one that the material 
suggests, then a realistic figure for Scottish exemptions would be under 31,500 or 
slightly more than half the rate stated by Fisher.   
At this point it must be taken into account that in Session 1914 -1915 some 263 School 
Boards out of 947 granted no exemptions of any type and even during the last year of 
war 106 schools had still not made any grants, yet attendance nationally never fell 
below 1% of the 1913 – 1914 peacetime figure of 88.9%.  At national level at least, 
there has to be some doubt as to the applicability of the Fisher statistic.  Even so two 
questions now arise: is a similar level of difference to be found in the 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area and if so, why should that be the case?  
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Challenging Fisher: Stage 2 
The most important single reason why the experiences of the majority of children of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area should appear to be different from those elsewhere in Britain – 
but possibly not in Scotland – was almost certainly the result of the interplay between 
individual School Boards, local employers, the needs of some parents for children to be 
earning and the overarching authority of the S.E.D.  As part of that interplay, the 
willingness of the S.E.D. and often the individual School Boards to exercise those 
powers available to them in what they perceived to be the interests of children was 
apparent - even in time of war.  When the support of most teachers and their 
professional body, the Educational Institute of Scotland and its monthly paper The 
Educational News was added, that made for a unique force in educational decision 
making at a local level and possibly one not known in the British Isles outside Scotland.  
As might be expected, employers argued from the other side, albeit at times with a 
degree of desperation quoting national need, or the so called sturdy personal self- 
reliance and healthy independence that came with hard work which they claimed never 
did them any harm as child labourers. Parents normally argued from a position of family 
need and poverty, particularly in rural areas. 
This interplay had its roots in the previous century when, as R D Anderson has stated, 
the S.E.D. took over the ‘national’ tradition developed by Scottish Presbyterianism 
which according to him had been the shaping force in education in the 19
th
 century, and 
was therefore more powerful and directive than its English counterpart.
11
  More 
significant however, was that the organisation of schooling in Scotland at local level 
was administered by 947 School Boards, a process according to Anderson seen as 
democratic and ‘natural’ in Scotland whereas in England the Balfour Act of 1902 had 
established much larger L.E.A.s under the control of the Board of Education.
12
  What 
that suggests was that in some county L.E.A.s, as opposed to Scottish town or parish 
School Board areas, it was possible for a particular interest group – most often 
agricultural – to capture an undue share of influence over large geographical areas in 
decision making over the issue of exemptions, and the age at which these could be 
issued.  But if an English L.E.A.s of a rural county is compared with Forfarshire for 
example, the results are stark.  Forfarshire had sixty Boards of which at least fifteen 
which could be considered urban and not universally well disposed towards the farming 
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12
 Ibid., 
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interest, but which administered between them a total of approximately 11,700 
essentially urban pupils.  The other forty five Boards covered roughly another 7,000 
pupils in rural or semi rural areas, and where a village was included in the Board area as 
was normally the case, there were almost always significant numbers of non-farming 
members on the Board.   In Anderson’s opinion, the Scottish Boards also expressed the 
strong local spirit which existed in the absence of a Scottish state – the same local spirit 
seen in the war support work of so many of the schools of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.   
In any case, membership lists of these Boards were also becoming far more open and far 
more secular so that as Bain points out, women and men like skilled tradesmen and 
farm grieves were beginning to gain representation.
13
  The School Board elections of 
1914 also showed some signs of significant interest by groups and individuals aiming to 
take an active role in educational improvement.  In Arbroath a slate of four candidates 
including two members of the existing Board stood in that election on the Arbroath and 
District United Trades Council seventeen point manifesto which significantly included 
the strict enforcement of bye laws on child employment and the ‘ultimate prohibition of 
child labour.’14  The School Boards of Kirkcaldy and Dysart, Wemyss including 
Buckhaven, Dunfermline, Auchterarder and Coupar Angus and Forfar all show a broad 
range of occupations including miners, painters, chemists, boot makers, retired soldiers, 
solicitors and clergy amongst their members.  According to R. D. Anderson, in very 
general terms ministers were more often members of local School Boards on the East 
coast than in the West of Scotland where business men tended to predominate.  
Although the jute barons were not involved in the Dundee Board to any great extent, in 
Kirkcaldy the linoleum makers, the Nairn family, took an active and generally 
benevolent interest, particularly in the new High School where they funded travelling 
scholarships amongst other things.  
On the other hand in rural Tannadice near Forfar and Farnell near Brechin, the School 
Boards were composed largely of tenant farmers and landowners with the Countess of 
South Esk taking a ‘particular interest’ in the Farnell children, for in that district and 
elsewhere there is no doubt that as R. D. Anderson also indicates, the older paternalistic 
attitudes and patterns of social domination did continue to some degree.
15
  A significant 
number of rural Boards lost members on the outbreak of war as Territorial and Reserve 
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 A. Bain,  Towards Democracy in Scottish Education: The Social Composition of Popularly Elected 
School Boards  in Fife (1873 – 1919)  (Fife Council Education Service, 1998). 
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officers joined the colours. In Perthshire in School Board areas like Kinloch Rannoch, 
Auchtergaven and Collace what appears to have been tenant farmers rather land owners 
were the dominant group, although Forfarshire and Fife had similar areas.  A second 
level of unofficial, but benevolent interest was taken in child welfare, particularly in 
rural schools and their pupils by those members of the local elite who did not sit on 
School Boards.  The extent of this is noticeable from the School Logs -  especially in 
Forfarshire and Perthshire where what was known as ‘scholars annual treats’ were 
recorded along with occasional substantial gifts of books, materials and more 
commonly foodstuffs at times when school meals were being provided.  Significant 
numbers of these unofficial patrons contributed to the opening of individual pupil 
School Bank accounts by donating the first deposit.
16
  It might be suggested too, but 
never more than that, that on the conversational level of one gentleman to another, rural 
excesses involving children that could have led to serious trouble were curbed.  When 
they were not, as in the case of Tannadice School Board where the issue of exemptions 
arose in two cases, the S.E.D. did not hesitate to intervene.    
Oversight of School Boards as exercised by the SED was active, and the different policy 
directives received as Circulars and requests for returns reminded the Boards of their 
duties under the law.  It is also clear from the contents of Kettins School Archive held in 
the Perth and Kinross Archive that the war did not bring any reduction in the level of 
day to day administrative rigour required of Head Teachers.
17
  School Logs invariably 
contain entries to the effect that Board Members understood that under the current 
legislation they had to personally carry out tasks such as verifying that the Register on 
the day of any visit was a true record of attendance.  Dundee School Board records 
provide an example of how much oversight by the Board of the schools under its 
supervision existed.  In 1912 it was recorded as a matter of pride in the Attendance 
Officers Annual Report that, ‘In the latest published statistics Dundee had the highest 
percentage in average attendance of the principal cities.’18  This impressive achievement 
reflected both the higher levels of attendance in Scottish schools in general, and the 
Boards apparent willingness to use the law to enforce attendance, for in the following 
                                                          
16
 Mrs Johnson of Dunroe acting for the Grantully children is only one example.  See  Peoples Journal, 
28
th
 January 1917. Lord Forteviot did the same.  Aberdargie School Log, 14
th
 September 1917. 
17
 This collection may be unique.  It contains what appears to be all of the administrative paraphernalia 
for the administration of a small school for the war years including copies of S.E.D. Circulars, S.E.D. 
Returns, school mortgage papers and notes to the janitor, receipted bills and lists of supplies. Taken 
together it represents concrete evidence of the application at individual school level of the S.E.D. policy 
of minimal disruption to children’s education.  Kettins School Board CC1/ED   located PKC Archives, A. 
K. Bell Library, Perth. 
18
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session the Board issued Attendance Orders on seventy five defaulting parents 
regarding 122 children.  Thirteen recalcitrant parents were finally certified for Court 
action.
19
  The war did not stop that level of attention to attendance, for in 1916 alone 
eighty four parents were pursued over the attendance of 123 children.
20
  In fact so tight 
was the Dundee School Board rein on attendance that Table 7 following will give an 
indication of its success in that area, particularly when it is remembered that the 
attendance figure for 1918 includes the absences due to the influenza outbreak of that 
year.   The fact that the 1918 attendance figure was only 1.5% below the War Time 
Median figure of 86.5% is astounding, and that the lowest average apart from that year 
was as high as 87% for 1916 is very surprising. 
 Table 6:Attendances % at Dundee School Board Administered Schools 1910–18. *         
1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 War Time 
Median 
91.5% 91.1% 90.0% 90.1% 88.0% 88.7 87.0% 87.2% 85.0%     86.5% 
 
 
 
 
 
There are at least two other ways in which the Dundee situation does not match the 
impression of elementary education in war time Britain gained from so many of the 
histories of the Home Front. These concern the issues of Half Timers and exemptions 
from attendance in force during the war.
21
  According to R. D. Anderson in 1902 the 
numbers of so called Half Timers for all of Scotland stood at 2,033 and were almost all 
concentrated in Dundee, but by 1914 numbers had fallen to 269.
22
  Taken as a 
percentage of the age cohort of 12 -14 years old at the 1911 Census Scottish of figure 
245,067 derived by halving the 10 -14 years old cohort, the 1914 Half Timers amounted 
to 0.109% of the entire age cohort.
23
  In the hand written Memo of Evidence of an 
interview with the Departmental Committee of Juvenile Education in Relation to 
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 Minutes of Dundee School Board April 1913 March 1914 Attendance Officers Annual Report, p. 127. 
20
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21
 Half Timers attended school for half the day and worked for the other half.  
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 R. D. Anderson,  Education and the Scottish People,  p. 23. 
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*The figures above are the Authority average annual attendance figures derived from the monthly 
attendance averages for all Dundee schools as these appear in Minutes of Dundee School Board 
published in individual volumes by Sessions [31
st
 March - 1
st
 April] from 1910 -1918.  Because 
school numbers fluctuated, a month from the middle of the war has been selected to give a flavour of 
the number of pupils under the Boards jurisdiction. The Total Pupils on Roll figure in the monthly 
return for September 1916 were as follows: Under 7 years 4849, Between 7 and 10 years 7077:  Over 
10 Years and Not in Supplementary Class 6777: Boys in Higher Grade or Supplementary Class 1482: 
Girls in Higher Grade or Supplementary Class  1477.     N = 21,662 Total Pupils on Roll. 
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Employment after the War, G. W. Anderson, Assistant Secretary of the S.E.D. on 5
th
 
July 1916 noted that Half Timers had ‘all but disappeared in Scotland’.24  In fact they 
had not, for over the first three years of war some seventy half time exemptions were 
granted in Dundee and although this figure is miniscule in national terms it is significant 
locally.  Yet as far as is known, these were the only half time exemptions granted in the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area and probably even in Scotland and all appear to have been of a 
few months duration only. 
 
In a similar vein, R. D. Anderson who draws on Jamieson and Toynbee’s work on rural 
children’s lives as well as a number of other sources, sees a leaving age of fourteen as 
generally an accomplished reality in Scotland.
25
  He also quotes the figure for Session 
1913 – 1914 of 8,828 exemptions Scotland wide 5,607 were conditional on part time or 
evening attendance at Continuation Classes.
26
  In his evidence G. W. Anderson told the 
Committee that exemptions represented 1% of the class on the Register and that in 
Session 1914–1915 the number of exemptions had risen to 10,530 which would amount 
to no more than 1.5% of the national roll.  Continuing the focus on the Dundee School 
Board, Graph A following sets out of the ratio of exemptions granted to refused which 
shows a very different picture to the situation of mass exemptions outlined in so many 
accounts of the Home Front. 
Graph A: Comparison of Exemptions Granted to Exemptions Refused                                                
in the Dundee School Board Area. 
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Given that after the peak of Session 1914 – 1915 applications for exemptions remained 
high but numbers granted fell, these figures do not support the idea of a vastly increased 
full time child involvement of children in the Dundee factory labour force.  It also has to 
be said that the largest number granted exemptions were the 1914 – 1915 cohort of 
twelve to fourteen years old children and which when taken as a percentage of the 
average year group of 4,200 when exemptions could be granted it amounts to 8.5% and 
the lowest in 1918 – 1919 to 2.5%.  It is also worth noting that the highest annual pre-
war percentage was 6% - in short war time exemption rates were not outrageously 
higher than in peacetime.  Unfortunately what is not known is what proportion of these 
totals were temporary short term exemptions.  In any case this is very far from the 
impression given by H. A. L. Fisher’s figure of 600,000 children at work by 1917 
nationally.  
The Perth attendance figures below for the same period show a broadly similar pattern 
to Dundee so that a range of 3.2% between a high of 91.9% and 88.0% in Perth seems a 
remarkably small variation in attendance across nine years when it is remembered that 
included a world war and a major pandemic. 
Table 7: Attendances Percentages at Perth School Board Schools. 1910 – 1918. 
1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 War Time 
Median. 
 
90.4% 
 
90.5% 
 
91.2% 
 
91.9% 
 
91.7% 
 
90.4% 
 
90.8% 
 
88.0% 
 
89.1% 
      
  89.95% 
Source: Minutes of Perth School Board. N = 5820 pupils taken as the average on roll derived from mid 
war monthly return of 23
rd
 September. 1916.   
 
The low point of 1917 is explained by the outbreak of measles and a later outbreak of 
scarlet fever which swept through the Perth schools and which, because of the risk of 
contagion, led to either the exclusion of entire families or the closure of a number of 
schools for a short period in line with the practice at the time.
27
  The influenza outbreak 
in 1918 was handled quickly and effectively by school closure, so the attendance figures 
for that year do not show the drop that other areas did where the authority delayed 
closure.  Once again attendances stood up well during the war years. 
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Exemptions on the other hand were recorded in the Perth School Board Minutes in a 
different way to those in Dundee and elsewhere.  In Perth they took the form of a copy 
of the return every School Board in Scotland was required to send to the Scotch 
Education Department at the end of the financial year on 30
th
 March stating amongst 
other things the number of local children of school age between 5 to 14 in the Board 
area, those enrolled in the district Board Schools, and those enrolled for some reason 
with other establishments.  These statistics also included the total number of children 
exempted from attendance by the Board under the Education [Scotland] Act 1901, 
numbers of temporary and permanent exemptions, a breakdown of these exemptions as 
conditional and unconditional and a figure of the number of exemptions still in force on 
the date of the return was made.   Graph B below shows percentage of children granted 
permanent exemption. 
Graph B: Permanent Exemptions as Percentage of Perth School Board                              
12–14 Age Group. 
               
 
As with Dundee the range between pre-war and wartime exemption rates is not 
particularly high at 5.5% with a low in 1913 of 3.2% and a high of 8.7% in 1918.  It is 
also worth noting that throughout the whole period the vast majority of children granted 
permanent exemption from attendance appeared in the entry, ‘On condition of further 
attendance at evening school in terms of Section 9 (1) of Education [Scotland] Act 
1901.’  The situation in 1915 and 1918 regarding exempted children for example was 
that 34 out of 47 and 94 out of 119 respectively were required to attend night school.  
Apart from their attempt to make sure that some sort of educational compensation was 
secured, the other two messages that the Perth School Board gave with this action were 
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Source: Minutes of Perth School Board. ‘Return of School Attendance Forwarded to 
the Scotch Education Department’  1912 -1919.   
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unmistakable: the Board was still in charge of children’s time during school hours and 
School Board oversight of the education of Perth children would continue as before.  
These messages were driven home when they pursued parents on attendance issues as 
forcefully in war time as they did in peacetime calling in forty sets of parents in 1918 
alone. 
At this point, and before looking at more detail at exemption figures, it is worth noting 
that when the numbers and genders of children granted exemption by School Boards are 
examined, it is sometimes the case that the leavers group is weighted towards one 
gender.  This reflects the three main reasons that parents applied for exemptions: 
poverty, demand for permanent labour meaning a ‘start’ for a youngster, possibly 
working alongside a relative, and quick cash in hand through seasonal field work.  It 
will be seen as this chapter develops that where poverty or parental illness was the 
reason for exemption there was no indication of a major bias towards either gender.  
Where there was a strong employer demand, as was the case in the textile industries of 
the region, generally more applications were made for girls – either for household work 
to release an adult - or for work in the mills.  When the demand was for seasonal 
agricultural field labour, as in the case of the Perth boys following, it was boys who 
were wanted, but as will be seen Monikie and other places girls also appeared on the 
potato fields at times.   
A number of exemptions were temporary, as when the board felt justified in granting 
temporary exemption for ten pupils over the age of twelve as per their Bye Laws for the 
potato harvest as they did in the case of Kinnoul School in October 1917.
28
  On one 
other occasion in October 1918, a large scale request for pupils to help with potato 
lifting was granted following an approach by the representative of Mr Gardiner, a potato 
merchant who was supported by an appeal from Captain Watson, Assistant Director for 
National Service in the Perth Area who asked for the help of between thirty and forty 
boys including older boys from Perth Academy.
29
  This arrangement was time limited, 
applied solely to potato lifting and was agreed only after special arrangements had been 
made for the boys supervision and welfare.   
Of course there is always the nagging doubt that during times when the potato farmers 
were looking for children there might be large scale absenteeism particularly amongst 
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boys over ten years old.  Certainly there were occasional incidents of this in some areas 
like Abernethy involving individual farmers, and in Monikie where the Board took 
action against a potato dealer called Spalding who had persuaded the entire Senior 
Division of the school to start working for him a day before the official start of the 
holiday.
30
  
The Average Attendance figures below show a close similarity to those in Table 8 
including the dramatic fall in 1918 when influenza struck.  Because exempted children 
were taken off the register only those who could attend were counted so Graph C 
indicates a slightly better than year average attendance across Perth. 
Graph C:  Average Attendance Percentages for all Schools in the Perth School 
Board Area during the eight weeks when potatoes are lifted in Scotland.                   
[1910 -1918.] 
 
    
Attendance figures for a number of other towns within the 42
nd
 Regimental Area show 
similar profiles.  Graph D following shows the attendances at Forfar Academy and the 
Public Schools in the town separately. As expected Forfar Academy attendances held up 
better over all but in fact the difference in percentage terms was greater than two 
percent on only two occasions.  One of these was 1918, when because of the timing of 
school closure in October before the worst of the epidemic, then the reopening of the 
schools so close to the end of the year significantly skewed the 1918 calculation.  
However, the Attendance Officer’s remark that the Elementary Schools opened on 
86.5% attendance and the Academy on 75.1% tells its own story. 
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Graph D: Attendance Percentages at Forfar School Board Administered 
Elementary and Higher Grade Schools 1913 – 1918. 
 
 
The situation regarding exemptions in Forfar is less clear than in Dundee or Perth 
because that School Board and a number of others did not always publish numbers of 
exempted children in a way that can always be accurately interpreted.  Too often a child 
would be put forward for exemption and a member of the Board would be ‘delegated 
with powers’ to settle the matter, but then the child’s name would disappear from the 
record.  This suggests strongly that, as in other areas, a separate Register of Exemptions 
was kept.  On the other hand, at times the Forfar School Board Minutes did record lists 
of children for exemption which are very useful in that these normally included name, 
age, parent and occupation and the home address.  The minute of a meeting on 2
nd
 
January 1917 recorded the disposal of a list of twenty names allowing six complete 
exemptions, a further six deferred but to be granted on 31
st
 March following only if 
attendance remained satisfactory and on condition of attendance at evening school.  
Three were told not to reapply in January 1918, and a further five were refused.  In 
Forfar those children granted complete exemption were all over thirteen and most were 
thirteen and a half.  Those granted conditional exemption were all over thirteen and all 
would be at least thirteen and three months old on 31
st
 March 1917. In this case girls 
exempted outnumbered boys by ten to two and given the needs of the Forfar weaving 
trade girls were probably most in demand.  In July 1915 another batch of thirty four 
children applied of whom twenty three were granted unconditional exemptions, five 
were conditional on Evening Class attendance and six were refused.  As before those 
granted unconditional exemptions were all over thirteen and most were around thirteen 
and a half, while children granted conditional exemptions were younger on average.    
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Those Arbroath School Board Minutes which exist indicates a similar practice, but 
insisted on rejecting all exemptions for children under thirteen years old except in two 
exceptional cases.   As the war progressed the Board adopted a position best described 
as Granted – Deferred – To be Finalized [on condition of school attendance until set 
date and Continuation Class thereafter] on a large scale.  In practice that usually meant 
attendance until after the next school holiday which could extend pupils schooling for 
anything up to an extra three months. In 1917 alone, of the thirty four extensions 
granted, twenty two fell into that category, almost half of which meant almost three 
months more schooling while the Attendance Officer monitored their attendance before 
leaving school and later at Continuation classes. Another dozen were refused and the 
Attendance Officer monitored their attendance before leaving and later at Continuation 
classes.  This level of attention almost certainly owed its existence to the long held 
opposition mentioned earlier of some members of the Board to any form of child labour.  
Board meetings reported on 10
th
 October, 1913 and again on 5
th
 December, 1913 in the 
Arbroath Herald even discussed the possibility of prosecuting the employers of any 
latecomers almost as a matter of routine, but failed because the December meeting was 
inquorate.
31
   
The case of the Kirkcaldy School Board area shows that while the demand for 
exemptions was high, so too was the refusal rate, and it was very rare indeed for an 
exemption to be given without attendance at Continuation Classes.  In Kirkcaldy these 
were well attended and achieved attendance of 85% and over on a regular basis, so that 
exempted children were not simply abandoned to be sucked into work.
32
   
Table 8: Attendance Percentages at Kirkcaldy & Dysart School Board Schools 
1910-1918.
33
 
1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 War 
Time 
Median 
89.3% 90.3% 89.7% 88.1% 88.4% 89.5% 89.2% 89.2% 87.8%   88.6% 
Source: Minutes of Kirkcaldy and Dysart School Board.’ Attendance Reports.’ N = 7789 Average roll 
for September 1916. 
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Judging by the attendance rates which in Kirkcaldy were rigorously policed through the 
Attendance Officers, appearances by parents before the Board and the prosecution in a 
number of cases of what appears to have been parent employers, it would have been 
quite difficult for a child to have been absent and working illegally.  The achievement of 
the Kirkcaldy Board in maintaining attendance is all the more remarkable when it is 
remembered that while the pre-war average rate of attendance for the years shown was 
89.35%, the lowest attendance sunk throughout the war in Kirkcaldy was by a mere 
1.65% which also indicates how well the Board managed their schools during the 
influenza epidemic.  But even so, if the number children granted exemption of any sort 
is taken as a percentage of the age group between twelve and fourteen years old, then 
even when exemptions were at their highest level in 1917 they stood at 9.6% of the 
eligible age cohort and at their lowest in 1915 at only 4.5% of the same group whereas 
the pre war average rate of exemption here was 3.7%.                                                    
Finally, Wymes School Board administered eleven schools which the Scotch Education 
Department Attendance Return for 1914 – 1915 recorded as having a combined roll of 
5,053. This area included Methil, Buckhaven and its Academy, Denbeath, Aberhill and 
Coal Town.  The 1918 attendance figure covers the period till end October 1918, but 
thereafter the attendance returns break down until a combined average figure of 75% is 
given for end December 1918, by which time all schools had returned to attendance.  
The schools closed as elsewhere, but the closures were staggered and apparently well 
timed which indicates a high degree of effective oversight on the part of Board and 
accounts for the high attendance rates for 1918. 
Table 9: Average Attendance Percentages at Schools in the Wymess School Board 
Area. 1912 – 1918. 
1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 Range 
86.6% 88.8% 88.4% 87.5% 88.1% 88.2% 89.2%* 2.6% 
Source:  Minutes of Wymess School Board. ‘Attendance Officers Reports’  N = 5,054 Average roll for 
September 1916. 
 
At this point the second phase of the challenge to Fisher can be summarised.  Up to this 
point, apart from Forfar and Arbroath, this chapter has looked at large urban School 
Board areas with a mix of industries, and where Boards administered a number of 
schools.  When the Dunfermline and Beath School Board areas are added in Table 10 
following to those already discussed, and the numbers of full time exemptions are 
compared to the number of children eligible for exemption, it is immediately clear that 
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these schools contain just over half of the pupils in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area and that 
only 1795 exemptions had been granted.  That in turn means that a figure of 3590 for 
the total exemptions for the 42
nd
 Regimental Area rather than Fishers total of 8,400 may 
not be out of the question – in short slightly under half of the figure he gave in August  
1917.   
Table 10: Large Area School Board Comparison Table. 
School Board Number 
of Schools 
per Board 
Board Roll shown 
as a Total & as % of 
the 42
nd
 Area Roll 
Children 
Eligible for 
Exemption  
Full Time 
Exemptions 
 
Exempti
on Rate  
Dundee 41     27,384 OR 26.6% 15,102 909 6% 
Beath 9 5,738 OR 5.6% 2945 81 2.75% 
Kirkcaldy 12 7,789 OR 7.5% 4652 248 5.3% 
Dunfermline  18 6,335 OR 6.1% 3676 168 4.5% 
Wymess 10 5,054 OR 4.9% 2565 199 7.7% 
Perth 11 5,050 OR 4.9% 2875 190 6.6% 
Totals 101 57,350 OR 55.6% 31,815 1795 5.6% 
Sources: Minutes of the School Boards named.  N = 31,815, total number of children eligible for 
exemption in these Board areas.  Children granted exemption as a % of N = 5.6%.   
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Challenging Fisher: Stage 3 [Background] 
As the chapter progresses to Stage 3 of the challenge to Fishers statistics, the focus also 
moves from the larger urban areas towards the rest of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area where 
much of the work children would have engaged in would have been agricultural.  It is 
appropriate therefore at this point to consider first what they might have had to 
contribute in that area, what constraints and limitations on their exploitation there were 
and finally, how consistent their deployment was with both Fisher’s original statement 
and Pamela Horn’s view of children’s premature diversion into agricultural employment 
at this time.   
In very general terms the extent to which children below the age of fourteen could 
actually make an impact on the shortage of skilled agricultural or any other labour for 
that matter was minimal, except in a number of key work areas where they could, if 
properly deployed and supervised make a significant contribution.  Clearly, in some 
areas such as the public school boy’s timber camps, given the restrictions put on the 
hours worked and a number of other factors, their contribution was quite insignificant 
and amounted to little more than cutting up firewood and burning off hag.  On the other 
hand, in 1917 the Blairgowrie Advertiser report that over two thousand children from 
eight Industrial Schools from Montrose to Glasgow, along with a group of Boy Scouts, 
three hundred lady teachers, and local children were employed in the Aberuthven area 
picking raspberries was another matter.
34
  Blairgowrie, Angus and other berry fields 
used labour on a similar scale for brief periods, and normally this activity took place 
within school holidays.  Even so, disputes over poaching local pickers were relatively 
common such as was described in the Blairgowrie Advertiser on June, 1915 when one 
grower attempted to steal a march on the others.
35
  
The potato harvest required the same level of labour and many small town, village, and 
country School Boards split the summer holidays to allow a holiday during potato 
lifting time, but planting normally took place during the Easter holiday in any case.  The 
numbers involved can be seen from the Auchterarder experience where no potato 
harvest holiday was given but instead around seventy exemptions were granted annually 
both before and during the war to children over twelve years old and given that there 
were only one hundred and thirty five children aged between twelve and fourteen in the 
local school, this was a sizable part of the pupil population.  Crail followed the same 
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pattern issuing on average around thirty annually as did Kirriemuir, where numbers 
were higher before, during and after the war.  The Brechin Board asked their Head 
Teachers to carry out a survey in 1916, and recorded one hundred and nine boys and 
eighty nine girls as working, while the number for Montrose the previous year was 
eighty four. On the other hand, now that binders were near universal the grain harvest 
did not require child labour simply because ‘stookin’ required men tall enough to set up 
the sheaves, so when asked what school boy labour could do at the grain harvest a 
spokesman for the East Perthshire Agricultural Committee said that all they were good 
for was to throw sheaves to the stack builders.
36
   
As the war progressed there is a very strong indication in public comments coming from 
the farming interest that what they actually wanted were rural or ‘country bred’ 
children, who in the ways of the time, were already partly competent hands at twelve 
and thirteen years old. That was particularly true of shepherds and horsemen who were 
mostly trained by their fathers, so that when farmers who talked ‘so glibly about boys of 
thirteen ploughing so nicely with a pair of big horses’ or ‘doing a young man’s work so 
well,’ that was where these boys with their high levels of background agricultural 
knowledge and skill came from and why they were so much in demand.
37
   
Others were far more sceptical seeing the issue of child labour on farms as the thin end 
of the wedge on the whole child labour issue.  The Educational News in particular saw 
the issue of agricultural labour shortage as one of poor pay, dreadful conditions and 
rapacious farmers rather than true shortage of manpower.  They carried scathing articles 
throughout the war warning their members of what was happening in England regarding 
child labour and demanded the enforcement of existing legislation.
38
  In fact, what 
farmers also seem to have wanted in most areas was the reduction of the school leaving 
age to thirteen for the duration of the war, for that was what the request from the 
Forfarshire Agricultural Committee amounted to when they wrote to the School Boards 
asking them to exempt all children of twelve and a half, who with parental permission 
were willing to take on agricultural work.
39
  They were not alone in that thinking but 
reaction to that request was mixed amongst the School Boards in agricultural areas in 
Forfarshire.  Some like Kettins and Airlie complied, while others like neighbouring 
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Kirriemuir and Essie and Nevay Boards appear to have ignored it.
40
  In any case it is 
also clear from the numbers applying for exemption in these areas that not all parents 
approved, and that the Boards by and large kept the age of grant of exemption at least 
up to the thirteen year mark and over. 
Somehow too, the question of child labour in agriculture appears to have attracted more 
attention than the use of child workers elsewhere.  This may well have been because the 
public were well used to children working in all sorts of part time jobs before the war 
and before 1914 census after census identified that situation, whereas suddenly farmers 
concerns and the food question were well publicised during the war.  Even so, during 
the war part time working appears to have increased dramatically, so that when the 
Educational News reported on a survey of children in neighbouring Stirlingshire 
claiming that 8.52% of children, or 1800 boys and 555 girls were employed out of 
school hours the news does not appear to have caused a great stir outside the 
educational press.  Examples of long working days included 400 boys working seven 
hour shifts and 330 boys and girls working between eight and twelve hours on Saturday 
were regarded by the author as bad but his indignation, real or otherwise, was reserved 
for the employers of 800 children working in ‘religious Scotland’ on a Sunday.41   No 
similar war time survey is known of in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, but complaints at 
School Board meetings about late coming amongst working children are fairly frequent, 
and in Dundee occasional remarks to the effect that children were still at work a few 
days after the formal return to school can be found.  Numerous School Boards appear to 
have warned shopkeepers and other employers about possible consequences of late 
coming amongst children employed by them.  In fact the impression gained from 
newspaper reports and from the Board Minutes was generally of an unrelenting 
application of the regulations and bye laws by School Boards. 
That policy of unrelenting application of the regulations and bye laws are very clear 
examples of the ‘restraints’ and ‘limitations’ analytical strands set out by Horne when 
mobilisation is discussed, and that same unrelenting application of the rules was almost 
certainly the reason for the success of School Boards, the S.E.D. and teachers in 
maintaining educational stability in children’s lives throughout the war.  Reading 
through the various minute books of the School Boards of both rural and urban areas 
from which most exemption statistics have been extracted, a number of very clear 
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policy lines emerge. The most immediately obvious of these was that children under 
thirteen years and six months were seldom granted unconditional exemptions, and 
where they were these were usually girls.  Dunfermline Board for example, decided that 
no child under thirteen would be exempted as did Forfar, while Errol in Perthshire 
seldom granted an exemption for any child under thirteen and six months.  Cupar 
School Board, having allowed children of twelve years old to gather potatoes in 1916, 
on other occasions refused exemptions to those below thirteen.  In rural areas 
exemptions tended to be largely temporary lasting for a clearly defined period, and 
taking rural and urban areas together, overall one application was refused for every one 
granted and around half had conditions of attendance at Continuation classes attached.  
It might be asked if attendance at Continuation Classes actually happened, and though it 
is not easy to find figures, in the case of the Coupar Angus Continuation Class of 1915 
which began with fourteen pupils, ten had 90% attendance and another three were never 
absent.
42
 
Meigle School Board possibly went further than was legal when they passed a motion to 
the effect they would hold any employer of a temporarily exempted child liable for the 
amount of money lost from the grant through the child’s exemption.  They were 
immediately rebuked by the S.E.D., but the incident does indicate the level of self 
confidence in some School Boards.  Perhaps the fact that the Kirriemuir Board included 
Lady Lyell of Kinnordie explains their willingness to prosecute parents and employers 
alike when they placed an advertisement stating that if exemptions were not applied for, 
then attendance regulations would be firmly enforced.  The Arbroath School Board 
placed a similar advertisement.
43
  At the next meeting the Kirriemuir Board approved 
176 applications for two weeks for the potato harvest – the Board did not split the 
summer holiday to give an October break at that time.
44
     
Kirriemuir School Board produced a full and consistent set of minutes over a number of 
years and these can be summarised to show the type of disposal of applications for 
exemption a small town School Board made.   This is also of particular interest because 
four of the seven schools administered by the Board were small rural schools in a 
deeply conservative farming area while the main industry in the town was the weaving 
trade and like other jute mills, those in Kirriemuir were constantly looking for labour of 
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any sort during the war.  The potato harvest was managed by the granting of individual 
exemptions but no other requests for exemptions for other agricultural work seem to 
have been submitted or granted.  One other feature of the Kirriemuir figures is that they 
had a good number of children applying for exemptions who were already over fourteen 
years old but thought it necessary – as did others in different areas – to apply for 
exemption for even a matter of days between birthday or due leaving date where that 
was in force. 
Table 11:  Exemptions Granted by Kirriemuir School Board 1912 – 1918. 
 
DATE 
Full 
Exemption. 
[Boys + 
Girls + 
Post14 
columns] 
Boys Girls Decision 
Deferred 
till later 
date. 
Time 
Limited  
Potato 
Harvest  
[15 days] 
Post 
14. 
 
Refused 
1912 7 4 3 6 1 0 0 9 
1913 11 4 4 2 1 0 3 4 
1914 2 2 0 3 1 176 0 7 
1915 15 3 3 0 10 140 9 9 
1916 10 6 0 7 5 127 4 8 
1917 22 12 5 3 4 149 5 19 
1918 23 12 6 7 4 148 5 22 
Source:  Minutes of Kirriemuir School Board .  N1 = 987 Joint Average Roll August 1914 - August 
1917.  N2 =  36 Full Exemptions granted  4
th
 August 1914 –  4th August 1918. 
 
Kirriemuirs disposal record is fairly typical, and on the evidence of those minutes which 
survive it can be said that the School Boards were a major constraint on the mobilisation 
of child labour approaching anything like the level that occurred in parts of England.  
The second part of Hurwitz’ oft quoted remark following his discussion of Asquith’s 
assurance to local authorities there would be no interference if they wished to suspend 
school laws regarding child labour that, ‘The armies of Britain were apparently, to be 
recruited from store clerks and more indirectly from the labour of children,’ is very 
difficult to sustain in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.
45
 
In addition to their disposal record, School Boards in Angus, Dundee, Fife and 
Perthshire were prepared to confront major vested interests and did prosecute in defence 
of compulsory school attendance throughout the war.  One such confrontation took 
place in December, 1915 when in a widely reported case, Mr Colin C Syme J.P., 
described as a leading agriculturalist and a member of the Lord Chancellors Advisory 
Committee, who had widespread and large scale agricultural interests including land in 
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Fife, was taken to court by tiny Orwell School Board and was fined thirty shillings with 
the option of ten days imprisonment at Kinross Sherrif Court.
46
  To a man of his means 
the fine was laughable, but the fact that he had been taken to court was not, and a letter 
to the local paper protesting his treatment revealed in its tone and content a significant 
level of personal hurt and outrage.  Auchtermuchty School Board did the same to two 
very prominent local farmers in October, 1914.  They railed against that decision and 
claimed victimisation when they laid their complaints before public in a letter to the 
editor of the Fife News.  Even so, they were prosecuted. 
In Brechin the School Board took a very firm line as can be seen by their treatment of 
four major potato growers in October, 1915 when they asked for exemptions for 
children over twelve years old to gather potatoes.
47
  Exemptions were granted but for 
one week only and Head Teachers had to keep a register of those employed.  But when 
the Secretary of the Food Production Committee for Forfarshire attempted to get 
exemptions for children over twelve and a half for agricultural work he was refused, and 
told the matter would ‘be kept in view.’48  The Board were equally strict on the pupils, 
because when they went on strike for a pay rise the following year, the Board withdrew 
their exemptions and to the pupils horror, they were returned to attendance.
49
   
Manufacturers from Brechin fared no better.   When William Black and Son of Brechin 
wrote to the School Board requesting further exemptions for children engaged on 
munitions work stating that manufacturers in Brechin were very keen to have children 
exempted, the Board took advice from the Scotch Education Department.
50
   The 
employers were called in and seven pupils were given short temporary exemptions for 
munitions work only, and Mr Black left with the warning that ‘under no circumstances 
could they rely on pupil labour again.’51  Employers were also told not to ask for 
exemptions for any pupil with under 90% attendance.  When the Brechin Mill and 
Factory Operatives Union warned the Board that Cargill and Company were employing 
children of school age after school hours longer than permitted by the Board’s bye laws, 
management representatives of the company were called in too and formally warned to 
stop that practice or face prosecution.
52
  School Board Minutes and local papers provide 
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a good variety of similar material, and it is very clear from a reading of it that in the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area the School Boards were effectively preventing employers having the 
free run on child labour described in so much of the home front literature. 
Brechin was not alone in making sure attendance remained as high as could be 
maintained.   Crieff School Board, whose records have not survived, publicly stated that 
they had been too lenient in the past over employers and parents who were in breach of 
the Bye-Laws on child employment, and decided to prosecute three employers 
immediately.
53
  The Beath School Board took a very similar line as did the Cupar Board 
which resulted in the conviction of two prominent farmers heading large scale 
operations.
54
  Dundee School Board came under pressure from the Dundee Chamber of 
Commerce and the Dundee and District Spinners and Manufacturers Association in 
1915 when these organisations wrote to the Board asking for observations on the 
shortage of labour in the mills, pointing out the vast majority of work was on 
government contract, and suggesting that exemptions be given near wholesale.  The 
S.E.D. were consulted as a matter of form and advised they had no intention of taking 
more powers, and the Board declined to take any action.  No doubt there would have 
been some questionable decisions made by some Boards, but by and large the situation 
is not as so many historians of the Home Front would describe it.  Similar examples can 
easily be found in School Board Minutes or in the newspapers, so when Mr MacBrayne, 
a major local fruit farmer in Balwearie applied to Kirkcaldy School Board for forty four 
children to pick his raspberry crop which had been bought by the government and 
another seventeen to weed strawberries, he was refused. Similarly Dunfermline Board 
refused to agree to an approach from Fife Agricultural Society for school children to be 
employed on the land
55
.  When Blackford School Board found out that Sir Theodore 
Brinckman had employed three boys for beating at a shoot he was written to formally 
on 4
th
 September 1917 and warned that employing boys of school age was illegal.
56
  He 
was written to again the following year but this time the S.E.D. also involved 
themselves in that case.  They sent a ruling to the Board stating they could grant 
exemptions for this activity only if it involved vermin control such as shooting rabbits 
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and pigeons and therefore ‘contributed to an appreciable extent to the food supply of the 
country.’57  
However, while employer demand for the work of exempted children was driven by one 
set of circumstances, the needs of those who requested exemptions were driven by 
another.  No doubt these varied over the years and across different School Board areas, 
but the Beath School Board Register of Exemptions, the best surviving example of its 
kind for an urban area, gives an insight into why a parent might apply for an exemption 
from attendance for a child.  It is worth noting at this point great care was taken when 
reading and analysing this material because of what appears to have been the very high 
level of discretion adopted by the person recording both the reasons for application and 
the disposal of applications for exemptions in the record.  In fact, as will be seen from 
Graph E following cases of poverty, illness and death were seldom far away. 
Graph E: Register of Exemptions Beath School Board 1910 – 1918. 
 Reasons Given for Requests for Exemptions.
58
 
 
 
 
 
The fact that the average number of pre-war exemptions for the Beath School Board 
area between 1908 and 1914 is significantly higher at 27.6 than the overall war time 
average rate of 22.4 is very much out of step with the normal view of exemptions which 
appears in the literature.  Conversely, it does suggest that even in war time, quite 
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specific local economic factors such as short time working or similar may well have 
been the major driver.  This was a major School Board with a roll of 5,378 in 1914 
consisting of almost 11% of the entire pupil population of Fife, but with a total of war 
time exemptions up to the end of 1917 of 81 their experience cannot be said to support 
Fishers figures.  Nor can it be claimed that children were absent and working as can be 
seen from the Board School attendance figures below. 
Table 12: Attendance Percentages at Beath School Board Administered Schools                         
1912 -1918. 
1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 War Time 
Median 
90.1% 90.5% 89.6% 89.4% 90.9% 89.7% 89.5% 89.95% 
 
 
On the other hand, purely rural schools also appear to have had a distinct type of 
exemption profile.  The Register of Exemptions for the Cargill Board in rural Perthshire 
which covers an area where agricultural labour was desperately required shows a 
different pattern in that the high point for exemptions was 1916, but none were given till 
1915.  In fact, of a total of thirty four exemptions granted during the war, ten were part 
time and usually for no more than two weeks while nine were conditional on attendance 
at local Continuation Classes.  Another point worth noting was that only nineteen out of 
thirty four exemptions were granted for farm work and mostly these were temporary 
exemptions.  However exemptions to help at home during family bereavement or illness 
accounted for almost a quarter.  In fact, of an estimated 175 children eligible for 
consideration for exemption those twenty four permanent exemptions granted amounted 
to 14%.  It is also worth noting the full extent of rural poverty revealed in the ‘Total 
Weekly Earnings’ column.  Almost all of these families had an income of only £1   4 
shillings per week, so Cargill School Board must have been seen as a powerful force 
because even at that level of poverty, no fewer than ten parents felt it necessary to apply 
for exemptions although their children were already thirteen years and ten months old or 
in one case fourteen.   
At Tibbermore, another rural School Board in Perthshire only eight exemptions were 
granted in a school situated in prime farm land, but whose roll indicates there could 
have been many more.   All except one were for boys of whom all except two were over 
Source:  Minutes of Beath School Board 1914-18.  N = 5,855 Average Pupil Roll September, 1916. 
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thirteen years and six months or within a few days of that age.
59
  The note by the name 
of the first boy to be granted exemption who was thirteen years and ten months old gave 
as the reason, ‘Father has enlisted. Required to take his place’ - probably to keep the 
family in their tied farm cottage.  All were full time exemptions. On the other hand the 
Register of Exemptions for Ruthvenfield School which was the second school in the 
Tibbermore Board area indicates that between 1902 and 1909 only seven exemptions 
had been given, but after May 1915 the situation changed and the number increased 
significantly, for nineteen were given from that point until the Armistice.  In a School 
Board area where over the period of the war seventy five children could have been 
considered for exemption this amounted to a joint exemption rate of 19% for the whole 
war.  Suddenly, in nine cases the words ‘scarcity of labour’ and ‘war exemption’ appear 
against the names of boys, whereas against the girls names the reasons for exemption 
seem to have been family needs.  Even so, one boy a few weeks under thirteen years old 
was granted exemption, but of the remainder half were significantly over the age of 
thirteen and six months.   
Good quality evidence as to the destinations of exempted pupils is hard to provide, and 
to date the best source of comprehensive evidence available is from the Register of 
Exemptions of Kilmaddock School Board which took in Doune, Deanston and 
Drumviach schools.  It is an interesting area in as much as it is situated in high quality 
arable farm land and had two large villages, one of which had a cotton mill.   The Graph 
F below shows where the exempted children went, and it is interesting, but not 
surprising to note that as far as the cotton mill was concerned it was the girls who were 
in demand and only two boys went there.  Pupils who went to non agricultural work 
went to work as apprentice butcher, apprentice bricklayer, a forester, a gardener, under 
butler and in other domestic service.  What was also clear from the record was the level 
of invalidity and illness amongst parents in as much as five of the twenty seven children 
involved were granted exemption for that reason, however poverty per se was not 
mentioned although it was hinted at on more than one occasion.  
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Graph F: Destinations of Exempted Children from the Kilmadock [Doune and 
Deanston] School Board Area.   [August 1914 – August 1917] 
 
 
The S.E.D. also did not hesitate to pressure School Boards into making sure attendance 
rates remained as high as possible.  In 1918 when it was found that the Annual Return 
on attendance for rural Tullibardine School stood at a mere 77%, the S.E.D. had no 
hesitation in demanding a statement from the Board requesting names, addresses, dates 
of birth, distance from home to school and actual and possible attendance figures for all 
pupils who had achieved less than 75% attendance.  They also included a demand for an 
account of the ‘precise steps taken by the Board to secure regular attendance of these 
children.’60  A further letter from the S.E.D. reminded the Board members of their 
statutory duty saying that defaulters could be ‘improved’ by judicious use of Section 8 
of the Education [Scotland] Act 1908, and more worryingly the Industrial Schools 
[Scotland] Act 1893.  Tullibardine was not alone, and other cases like that of Glamis 
following are easy to find.  In that case the S.E.D. did not hesitate to warn the Glamis 
School Board in no uncertain terms by a letter from Mr Struthers himself - which 
somehow found its way to the Forfar Herald  -  to the effect that if they did not apply 
the exemption rules properly, the S.E.D. would take action under Section 3 of the 
Education [Scotland] Act of 1901 to withdraw all exemptions granted by them.  Mr 
Ralston, Chairman of the Board considered Mr Struthers letter a censure on the whole 
Board and resigned.  As far as is known inappropriate exemptions ceased.
61
  
The case of the Tannadice School Board following is given as an example here because 
not only is it particularly well documented, but it also because it shows how far the 
S.E.D. were willing to go when they thought it necessary.  A Minute of the Special 
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Meeting of the Tannadice School Board on the 15
th
 April 1918 records the Boards reply 
to a letter from the S.E.D. which has not survived, but which had attached a report by H. 
M. Inspector complaining of the way discretion had been exercised, as well as alleged 
irregularities in granting exemptions at Burnside of Inshewan School.
62
  The Board 
regarded themselves as innocent and replied, perhaps unwisely, that in granting what 
the Inspector termed as ‘premature exemptions’ the appeals made by the Board of 
Agriculture and the Forfarshire County Food Production Committee that the Board had 
not only deemed it wise, but also necessary, to exempt such boys and girls over thirteen 
as were able and willing to take on farm work.  The S.E.D. replied on 22
nd
 June 1918 
asking for more details on individual cases to which the Board replied explaining that 
one boy mentioned was a ‘big strong healthy lad,’ and that ‘he was doing a young 
man’s work very well’ on the Mains of Coul Farm, but it is unlikely to have escaped the 
S.E.D.s notice that the Mains happened to be farmed by John Taylor, a member of the 
Board.
63
  In the middle of this exchange the King’s Letter of Appreciation of Teachers 
Services arrived as well as a letter from the Sub Commissioner for National Service 
based in Perth asking for school boy labour in cultivating more land, which was in turn  
followed by a copy letter from Sir Auckland Geddes, Minister for National Service 
requesting the same.
64
  Nonetheless, a further letter from the S.E.D. followed 
demanding a return detailing all exemptions granted.
65
  Tannadice complied and the 
exchange stopped at that point but it was clear from the Tannadice experience that 
oversight of School Board decisions by the Inspectorate and the S.E.D. was not only 
active but also tenacious. 
However, it would be a gross error to assume from this or other spats with authority that 
the School Boards were unsupportive of the war effort.  Their greatest achievement as a 
group in fact was to balance the directive from the S.E.D. to maintain educational 
stability - and therefore also attendance in schools - with the needs of the nation at war, 
not by giving free rein to employers to use child labour but by adopting a flexible 
approach to the matter.  Time and again School Logs show the timing of the holidays 
moved to accommodate fruit picking, sheep shearing, as well as hay and potato harvests 
and the extent to which local conditions were accommodated was impressive.  An 
approach from the Fruitgrowers Association to the Kirriemuir Board and another to the 
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Blairgowrie Board in 1916 was accommodated by delaying the announcement of the 
timing of the summer holidays, then in moving them back by two weeks.  In 1917 the 
farmers from the Padanarm area near Kirriemuir, locally well known as a so called ‘late 
growing area’, got the local school holidays delayed by a week so pupils could help 
with potato planting.   
Teachers were also part of the constraint and limitation network, for not only did the 
Head Teachers of the schools attend Board Meetings for at least part of each session, 
but they were also asked to contribute opinions on different matters.  The E.I.S., the 
teachers professional body, made their position on the deployment, or the exploitation 
as they saw it of pupils as cheap labour for rapacious farmers in England absolutely 
clear in The Educational News, and demanded the enforcement of the law regarding 
exemptions and attendance in Scotland.
66
  Other employers were not spared either as the 
E.I.S. monitored the effects of possible industrial malpractice, for under a heading of 
Child Slavery an article appeared in early 1915 warning members of children collapsing 
at work through exhaustion.
67
  The tone of The Educational News was entirely patriotic 
throughout the war, but the editorial content also reflected what that publication saw as 
the need for teachers to be aware of the potential for exploitation of children in this 
situation.  
Individual teachers could also wield considerable influence over attendance matters on 
occasion so that when a new Head Teacher was appointed early in 1918 at Aldbar, a 
rural school a few miles from Brechin, he ran a quiet but successful campaign based on 
unremitting personal pursuit of all offenders for the rest of the war and beyond, which 
stopped local farmers employing children illegally.
68
  Others were more forthright in 
their method: they directly challenged the farming interest at School Board Meetings.  
One such was Mr Struth, Head Teacher of Castlehill Elementary School in Cupar. In 
1914 the Cupar Board were shocked to hear that attendance figures for October dropped 
from 91% to 85% due to children without exemptions off school lifting potatoes.  The 
Board decided that no exemptions would be granted to town children for this activity, 
but by September 1915 they had agreed to exemptions for children over twelve and 
within days had summoned four defaulting parents who had not been given formal 
exemption.  One bad tempered public exchange between Mr Struth, Head Teacher of 
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Castlehill School in Cupar, and a Board Member named Lamont took place on 25
th
 
November 1915, when Cupar School Board considered the case of a nine years old girl 
who the teacher was sure had been taken potato lifting by her mother.   The Fife Herald 
reported Struth’s remark that ‘it was perfect murder for a child of that age to be out in 
the fields gathering potatoes’, but when Lamont replied with a joke Struth persisted, 
insisting that after every season there was ‘a perfect epidemic of sickness amongst the 
children.’69  Levity followed but the issue had been confronted, so that when a motion 
was proposed to reduce the age for exemption from twelve to ten years old for potato 
gathering in 1917 it was heavily defeated.  Cupar, like many of the other School Boards 
also debated the issue of whether to grant individual exemptions for the potato harvest 
or to split the summer holidays.  Mr Struth, whose opinions on this matter were well 
known, reported that he had spoken to the pupils and asked for names for this work 
receiving eighty six names only around fifty of whom were over twelve years old.  He 
explained that meant that if a holiday were to be granted, about five hundred and twenty 
five children would be idle.  When asked to explain why this was the case, Struth told 
the Board that children could find cleaner and better paid work in town rather than go 
potato lifting.
70
  No holiday was granted. 
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Challenging Fisher: Stage 3 [Tables.] 
At this point, having examined the constraints on mobilisation of child labour and the 
limitations placed upon that process throughout the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, the following 
tables can be introduced.    Tables 13A – 13E following cover 11,371 pupils in 96 
schools administered by 35 School Boards across very different types of country and 
which taken together make up a sample of approximately 20% of the pupil population 
not counted in Table 8.  It should be noted that it is the number of pupils rather than the 
number of schools in each table that comes closest to reflecting the actual proportion of 
children from these different types of areas, but the main purpose of the tables is to 
show the types of areas from which the figures for Exemptions per Thousand Pupils on 
Roll which will be used later were derived. 
Table 13A following sets out a range of School Board areas covering nineteen schools 
set in what is generally agreed to have been a set of very productive farming areas 
where demand for labour could be expected to have been high.  
Table 13A: School Board Exemption Sample Comparison Table.                                             
Generally High Grade Arable.                                                
School Board Number of 
Schools 
Average 
School Board 
Roll 
Exemptions 
Refused 
Full Time 
Exemptions 
August 1914 – 
August 1917. 
Exemption 
Rate for 
Eligible 
Children. 
Kirkmichael 3 111 3 7 9.2% 
Kilspindie  1 77 0 6 15.7% 
Logie Pert  2 167 7 18 16.6% 
Monimail 2 100 2 8 20.0% 
Kincardine 3 177 0 12 14.0% 
Kinglassie 1 330 27 29 16.2% 
Essie and Nevay 1 103 0 0 0% 
Newtyle 1 110 0 10 20.0% 
Carnbee 2 120 0 5 7.3% 
Monikie 3 250 2 13 10.0% 
Totals 19 1545 41 108 70 per 1000 
of Pupil 
Population. 
Source: Minutes of  named School Board.  N = 108 full time exemptions per 1545 combined pupil rolls. 
  
The farmers of highland Perthshire on the other hand only wanted boys for the potato 
harvest and even then told the Board of Agriculture they would get them locally during 
their potato holidays, but exemptions were granted to a number of shepherds sons for 
lambing and others for very specific semi-skilled rural jobs including tree planting, 
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forge working, lambing and sheep shearing.
71
  The lack of demand for child labour, 
unless fairly skilled is reflected in Table 13B.  
Table 13B: School Board Exemption Sample Comparison Table.                                                
Highland and Less Favoured Area Boards.   
School Board Number 
of Schools 
Average School 
Board Roll 
Exemptions 
Refused 
Full Time 
Exemptions 
August 1914 – 
August 1917. 
Exemption 
Rate for 
Eligible 
Children. 
Kinloch Rannoch 6 107 0 5 6% 
Blair Atholl 5 191 1 3 2.2% 
Balquhidder* 3 94 0 5 8.3% 
Trossachs 1 32 0 0 0% 
Gartmore 1 110 0 2 2.5% 
Callander 2 286 3 8 5% 
Aberfoyle 3 169 0 3 2.8% 
Totals 21 989 4 26 26 per 1000 
of Pupil 
Population. 
 
 
School Boards like Dull [Table 13C below] managed requests by granting very specific 
and time limited temporary exemptions when family tenant farms desperately needed 
older children to help at key times of the year.  Other Boards managed the situation by 
absolutely rigorous application of the rules and relentless pursuit of anyone employing 
children illegally.                  
Table 13C: School Board Exemption Sample Comparison Table.                                                       
Large Rural Villages and Small Country Towns. 
School Board Number 
of 
Schools 
Average School 
Board Roll 
Exemptions 
Refused 
Full Time 
Exemptions 
August 1914 – 
August 1917. 
Exemption 
Rate for 
Eligible 
Children. 
Dull   [Aberfeldy] 5 397 17 13 8.3% 
Comrie 4 265 4 15 8.7% 
Miegle 2 241 7 13 8.2% 
Culross 1 323 6 10 5.8% 
Abernethy 1 160 3 5 5.5% 
Errol 3 329 18 29 15.2% 
Blackford 3 219 5 17 12.8% 
Cupar 2 655 9 28 14.6% 
Dunkeld + Dowally 4 203 0 5 6.6% 
Totals 25 2792 69 135 48 per 1000 
of Pupil 
Population. 
Source: Minutes of named School Boards. N = 135 full exemptions per 2,792  combined pupil rolls.   
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*Balquhidder  parish at that time virtually amounted to a series of sheep walks with very little arable 
land , therefore there was a very high demand for anyone with shepherding skills. 
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There is also no doubt but that in the case of the Dunblane and Lecropt Board  [Table 
13D] the figures are badly skewed by the fact that no less than 14 exemptions were 
granted to children over 14 years old but who had not reached their due leaving date – 
sometimes only a few days away, but such was the power of the Dunblane Board and 
others like Kirriemuir and Cargill that many parents felt it was necessary to apply for 
formal exemption.   If they are removed the Dunblane Exemption Rate becomes a more 
realistic 6.3%. 
Table 13D: School Board Exemption Sample Comparison Table.                                                       
Small Towns with manufacturing base and strong rural connections. 
School Board. Number of 
Schools 
Average 
School Board 
Roll 
Exemptions 
Refused 
Full Time 
Exemptions 
August 1914 
– August 
1917. 
Exemption 
Rate for 
Eligible 
Children. 
Brechin 4 1382 122 85 10% 
Dunblane & 
Lecropt 
4 702 8 43 9.4% 
Montrose 4 1689 40 84 9.5% 
Kilmadock: Doune 
& Deanston 
3 344 0 22 11.2% 
Kirriemuir 8 1009 39 36 7.1% 
Totals 23 5126 209 270 53 per 1000 
Source: Minutes of named School Boards. N = 270 full exemptions per 270 combined pupil rolls.   
 
The other point worth noting here is that many of the School Board Minutes for similar 
areas in Fife such as Lochgelly, Ballingray and Lochore no longer appear to exist or 
were part of the Larger School Board Areas like Buckhaven which was part of the 
Wymess School Board area. 
Table 13E: School Board Exemption Sample Comparison Table.                                                   
Coastal Towns with or without Manufacturing Capacity. 
School Board Number of 
Schools 
Average 
Combined 
Roll 
Exemptions 
Refused 
Full Time  
Exemptions    
August 1914 
– End 1917 
Exemption 
Rate for 
Eligible 
Children. 
Aberdour 2 328 4 3 2.0% 
Crail 1 224 0 1 1.0% 
Forgan [Newport 
and Wormit] 
4 515 5 5 2.1% 
Pittenweem 1 324 0 2 1.0% 
Totals 8 1391 9 11 8 per 1000 
of Pupil 
Population. 
Source: Minutes of named School Boards. N = 11 full exemptions per 1391 combined pupil rolls.   
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In the case of the coastal towns with the fishing trade badly disrupted by the war, 
demand for child labour was lower than it had been before the war.  Even so, a good 
number of children - particularly from Pittenweem - did work in the berry fields of 
Perthshire and on the potato fields of Fife.   
On examination of the data within Tables 13A -13E the following points emerge.  First, 
if the Fisher figure applies to the 42
nd
 Regimental Area then the number of exemptions 
granted in that sample in Tables 13A-E will be in excess of 840.  In fact the actual 
number is 550, which if multiplied out to 50% of the total pupil population and added to 
the Large School Board Area figures already discussed comes to 4545 exempted pupils 
or 54% of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area share as opposed to the figure of 8,400 derived 
from Fishers original figure.   
Second, it is possible a more accurate estimate can be made if Exemptions per 1000 
Pupil Population figures are introduced and while stopping short of breaking down the 
population that did not attend the Large School Board Area schools into areas of 
residence and applying that method per individual School Board, it is interesting to note 
that the median figure for Exemptions per 1000 here is 39.  In that case when the 
remaining pupils are taken as 39 x 47,380 and calculated as parts per thousand, the 
result is a total of 1848 which added to the Large School Board Area figure of 1795 
gives a final estimated total of 3643 exempted pupils or 43% of 8400 total derived from 
Fisher’s original figure.  That figure is 332 less than the results of the same calculation 
for the 20% sample used in the tables set out for comparison, but is not completely out 
of touch with it.  Given the extent of School Board influence on one hand, and the 
relative numerical preponderance of the type of areas Table 13C and 13D describe over 
the population numbers living in high grade agricultural areas described in Table 13A 
and the less favoured areas of Table 13B and 13E, the lower figure is almost certainly 
the more accurate.  This is also significantly out of touch with Fishers figures. 
Finally, what is the significance of these results?  Certainly they are supportive of 
Simmonds and Bilton’s remarks on the existence of significant local variations in these 
matters across the country.  When taken in tandem with the impact of the combination 
of School Boards, the S.E.D. and teachers and their professional body, unknown in 
England and Wales and acting decisively in the interests of educational stability, these 
figures do strengthen the case for a distinct Scottish Great War experience.  But most 
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importantly of all, what do these results mean in terms of Horne’s analytical strands of 
‘constraint’ and ‘limitation’?   
It could be claimed that by approaching the issue of child labour and the applicability of 
Fishers figures by that route led to a number of broad conclusions which are possibly all 
the more succinct for having been arrived at through that analytical method.  Horne’s 
approach certainly confirms the original proposition that to challenge Fisher is to assert 
a view of children’s war time lived experience at least partly at odds with the general 
historiography – such as it is - of British wartime childhood.  
Analysis centred on constraints and limitations also led to early identification of where 
the centres of power over children’s entry to the war time work place lay – in this 
context that was specifically within the Scottish education system.  This method also 
tends towards early identification of structural factors involved, the foremost of which 
were the School Board cluster structure, clear S.E.D. policy direction both before and 
during the war and the firm legal framework of the Education [Scotland] Acts as applied 
by School Boards.  Deployed as they were by so many Boards, these were very 
effective examples of what Horne defines as ‘limitations,’ and are now confirmed as 
having been applied in such a way as to minimise both disruption and non-attendance 
during the war years and to keep employers at arms length.  The large number of School 
Boards involved also suggests a degree of additional flexibility of response to wartime 
conditions in as much as each managed its affairs to suit its own area, so that the 
diversity of local conditions and needs over the whole of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area were 
better served by that rather than the large L.E.A.s of the English model.  School Boards 
had a powerful ally in the E.I.S. and The Educational News which invariably took a 
very firm line on the issue of exemptions and any contravention of the conditions of the 
Employment of Children Act 1903 and was a limiting factor in its own right.  
In short, what all of this meant was that exemptions from attendance were more tightly 
controlled than might have been assumed, employers’ worst excesses were largely 
checked and absentees were pursued.  When children did go to work it was either as a 
legally exempted child or a casual worker overwhelmingly employed out with school 
hours but within local bye laws.   
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                                                              Chapter 5 
                                        Gaining and Sustaining the Momentum                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
When the question arises of why children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area willingly gave 
the high levels of support they did to the national war effort, any discussion of their 
motivation for this behaviour must take into account several abiding impressions of 
their work gained from the newspapers and other sources.  Foremost amongst these 
were the speed with which children involved themselves in war support work, their 
willingness to volunteer and to co-operate with those authority figures directing their 
efforts, the variety of their activities and their dogged determination to support the 
soldiers, and above all, to see the war through to the bitter end.  The sum of the 
children’s contribution between 1914 and 1918 was sizable by any standard, and the 
achievement of that result came about first through their hard work and generosity, but 
touchingly effective and even inspirational as child support for the soldiers was 
acknowledged to be at the time, apart from a scattering of child inspired initiatives the 
maximisation of the effectiveness of child mobilisation turned on the children’s 
collaboration with the adult capture and efficient administration of their urge to help.   
Even so, adults did not have carte blanche in their increasingly effective attempts to 
mobilise children’s efforts, because while they might provide leadership, opportunities, 
or make simple requests for help, the idea of compelling children to help the war effort 
either in schools or anywhere else was out of the question.   The fact was that children 
did not always do as they were told and could - if roused - cause significant 
embarrassment for the authorities.  Strikes by children over school work, for more pay 
for their labour, and even for reinstatement of a teacher did take place at different times 
across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area during the war, although never on the scale and never 
caused the mayhem and damage experienced in Dundee, Kirkcaldy, Dunfermline and 
Brechin schools and elsewhere during the disturbances of September 1911.
1
  Children 
could bite as one School Board member found when he was publicly taken to task in the 
columns of the local newspaper by the senior boys of Forfar Academy, for he resigned 
shortly afterwards.  The same could be said of the boys whose families were involved in 
the rent strikes of 1915 pictured in the People Journal under notices proclaiming ‘We 
                                                          
1
 Dundee Courier, 16
th
 September 1911. These distubances were part of a wave of children’s strikes that 
month in London, Hull, Grimsby, Lieth amongst other places against corporal punishment and over work.   
One slogan which appeared in Dundee was ‘Strike now and strike hard for no more home lessons’ while 
in Aberdeen ‘Schoolboys never shall be slaves’ was seen.  According to this newspaper the action was 
seen at first as a ‘harmless escapade’ but the situation changed as damage to schools became more 
widespread including £200 in broken windows at Cowgate School in Dundee. 
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are not removing,’ but these were exceptional cases.2  For the vast majority of children 
obedience to adult authority was the rule, although rising levels of war time juvenile 
crime and infrequent, but public incidents of behaviour of a type seldom seen before the 
war, indicated children were not entirely as docile as they had been.  On a more sinister 
note, it is worth remembering that significant numbers of the participants in the Perth 
anti-German disturbances of 1915 were children aged between ten and fourteen years 
old.
3
  In fact, as has been seen, there was a good deal more to child mobilisation than 
obedient children doing as they were told by the adults in authority.  It is no 
exaggeration to say that without a very high degree of motivation amongst children to 
offer willing, practical support in the form of their pennies and their labour, it is very 
difficult to see how any child mobilisation could even have taken place, let alone 
endured on the scale that it did for four years of war.   
However, as has been discussed in greater detail earlier, child mobilisation was at heart 
a voluntary process with a strong social component in which compulsion on the part of 
teachers and adults in charge of youth organisations had no place and which operated 
under responsible leadership, and within recognisable administrative and logistical 
structures.  Of course, even under the most effective leadership there may have been 
incidents of some children pressuring others through ridicule, ostracization or simple 
physical bullying to take part in activities, but no evidence of this has been found in the 
record.  Increasingly child mobilization would be driven by pressures emanating from a 
central authority responding to the needs of an empire at war, and in a nation like 
Britain it operated within limited, albeit frequently changing but almost always legal 
parameters.  But as has been pointed out by Horne amongst others, mobilisation was 
also a mental process which in the case of children involved something akin to their 
intellectual, emotional and even moral engagement with the war particularly where the 
soldiers were involved.  Seen in these terms, children’s mental engagement was almost 
certainly a necessary primer or precursor to their effective long term mobilisation, but 
motivation to support the war through their money and their work which sustained the 
efforts of the children involved - and which is the theme of this chapter - is a closely 
associated but distinct entity.   
When the same topic of children’s motivation to take part in war work is examined 
across the range of belligerent nations, as with the previous chapters on the actual 
                                                          
2
 Peoples Journal, 23
rd
 November, 1915. 
3
 Perthshire Constitutional, 17
th
 May 1915. 
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process of child mobilisation several unmistakable parallels between local and 
international child experience can be identified.  In that sense recent strands of thought 
within the historiography of children in the Great War as represented by the work of 
Pignon and Kennedy at least have the potential to add to an understanding of the 
motivation that drove the children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area in their support for the 
war effort.
4
   Ideas advanced by Pignon on the child hero and what she terms ‘war 
discourses’ certainly fall into that category and can be built on.   In the case of Kennedy, 
the main influence on this chapter is derived from the working through of the insight 
she offers into the soldier–child relationship, and the wide range of mental and 
emotional engagement experienced by children during the war.  Also relevant, if less 
recent, are Audoin-Rouzeau’s writings on the French experience in which the role of the 
teacher as a willing, highly effective agent and driver of children’s participation in the 
French war effort is discussed.
5
   
But what of local influences and conditions and how could an examination of these 
cultivate a deeper understanding of what was going on in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area?  
When child mobilisation and participation are examined in detail at the local level and 
compared with the historiography, there is a very strong sense from the press and other 
sources that once the shooting started and the casualty lists lengthened, current events 
were actually by far the more urgent driver.  Similarly, if MacDonald’ interpretation of 
the crucial mediating role played by the Scottish newspapers in forming a war narrative 
which encouraged identification with an ‘imagined community’ from which emerged an 
‘identifiably Scottish war effort’ with an imperial dimension is accepted, then that that 
socio–political development is also very likely to have impacted on children’s war 
experiences almost by default.
6
  Considering how many children were related to Scots 
returning to fight as individuals or with the imperial contingents, they would have had at 
least some awareness of the imperial dimension of the war. Bearing in mind also the 
extent to which the 42
nd
 Regimental Area was at least semi rural, Helen McCartney’s 
comments in Citizen Soldiers have a certain resonance: 
Most people lived their lives at the local level.  Their aspirations, expectations 
and connections were ties to the local and their loyalties were tied to village 
town and county. 
7
 
                                                          
4
 Manon Pignot, ‘Children’ in (ed.) J. Winter, Cambridge History of the First World War.  
5
 S. Audoin-Rouzeau & A. Becker, 1914 -1918.  
6
 C. MacDonald,  Race, Riot and Representations of War, in  Macdonald C. and McFarland E. (eds.) 
Scotland and the Great War  (East Linton: Tuckwell Press, 1999).  p. 150. 
7
 H. B. MacCartney, Citizen Soldiers: The Liverpool Territorials in the First World War (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2009). p. 57. 
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Although Scots were very mobile within the British Isles and the Empire this comment 
on local loyalties has a distinct bearing here.  Harling’s descriptive comment, ‘the 
enduring power of the local’ in political and particularly cultural terms which he regards 
as very powerful indeed speaks volumes in terms of the context in which children 
would have seen their work, and there are many examples of local children working for 
the ‘Battery’ or the ‘Leven Company’ and similar.8  In spite of the fact that Tanner’s 
comment that up to 1918 the ‘context of social experience was local .... not national’ 
was about the need to fit political change to local circumstances, that comment still 
rings true for children’s experience during the Great War.9   
In this context it is also very difficult to ignore the idea that the child would have 
adopted the attitudes of a few trusted adults such as family members and friends who 
were fighting, those teachers they respected, or what they saw in the local press and that 
these, along with their peers were in fact the key motivators in their lives.  In the early 
days of the war local men often served together and were reported on in the press as a 
group, so that in that setting child motivation to help the soldiers could be said to have 
been a communal experience.  Although no written evidence has been found, in these 
circumstances it was entirely possible that for some children, peer or other pressure to 
become involved in war work must have been almost irresistible.  Practical outlets for 
that same motivation to support the soldiers broadened as the war developed and 
support structures widened, particularly after the appointment of the D.G.V.O. in late 
1915.  As county and Scotland wide support initiatives such as Scottish badged Red 
Cross Weeks and news of Empire contingents’ efforts such as the Canadians on Vimy 
Ridge became more common, children’s motivation to help developed into something 
more inclusively imperial.  That in turn would suggest that if as Winter states, ‘there 
was no close season on Germans’ as far as the Scots troops were concerned, then it was  
highly unlikely that there would have been a ‘closed season’ for children working for 
the war effort.
10
    
 
 
                                                          
8
 P. Harling, ‘The Centrality of Locality: The Local State, Local Democracy, and Local Consciousness in 
Late Victorian and Edwardian England’ Journal of Victorian Culture 9:2, (2004), p. 218. 
9
 D. Tanner, Political Change in the Labour Party 1900 -1918 (Cambridge: CUP 1990),  p. 420 as cited 
in Monger  Patriotism and Propaganda,  page 62. 
10
D. Spiers, The Scottish Soldier at War, page 325 quoting Winter Deaths Men: Soldiers of the Great 
War, page 209, Cecil & Liddle, (eds.) Facing Armagedon: The First World War Experienced (London: 
Pen and Sword, 1996).    
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Sources of Motivation 
In this chapter both the transnational and the local approach have a good deal to offer so 
it is important that both strands be carried forward in parallel, because children in the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area did not leave definitive written descriptions of what they saw as 
their motivation for helping the war effort.  Such few statements as they did make in 
later life to the Arbroath Oral History Project of 1983-4 which touched on that topic 
have been avoided, partly because of the difficulties associated with the reconstruction 
of the attitudes in 1914–1918 in interviews after 1945, but also because of reservations 
concerning the material involved.
11
  However, while that is unfortunate, it is not 
proposed to substitute non 42
nd
 Regimental Area sources for local experience, and that 
need not prevent a serious attempt to tackle the question of motivation.  What is 
available are some of their other writings not already discussed in Chapter 3: Avenues 
of Engagement as well as a number of well documented incidents and good descriptions 
of significant examples of children’s involvement in war support work which can be 
examined in terms of what they reveal as to child motivation.  Also available are other 
incidental materials and detailed case studies.  
This chapter will take as its starting point the assertion that after the outbreak of war 
everything changed for children as it did for everyone else, so that the influences on 
them which mattered most were drawn from personal contact, personal knowledge and 
kinship.  It will move on to examine various aspects of local children’s wartime 
experiences in the light of aspects of Pignon and Kennedy’s work, and it will attempt to 
apply some aspects of their analysis in that setting.  It will also demonstrate that because 
the education system in Scotland was different to England, that in turn first produced 
what might be termed a very significant educationally inspired Scottish overlay which 
then impacted on the shape of children’s motivation to take part in war support work in 
Scotland. Finally, it will move on to consider the topic of motivation amongst the older 
boys.   However, the first stage is to identify those elements in the works of Pignon and 
Kennedy likely to contribute to the overall analysis.    
Approaching child mobilisation and participation in an international context, Manon 
Pignot’s work in the recently published Cambridge History of the First World War both 
records and explains what she sees as the essential commonality of wartime experience 
amongst the children of the belligerent nations.  She concludes her chapter Children 
                                                          
11
 See also F/N 9 page 102 for further explanation of these reservations. 
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with the remark that all the children of the belligerent nations ‘shared one form of 
essential experience: that of the impregnation of daily life by cultural mobilisation, and 
by the violence of war.’12 In her contribution Pignot ranges across children’s 
experiences of war in the main belligerent nations much in the style advocated by Horne 
in his work on mobilisation, attempting to identify common factors and quickly defines 
two: children were involved at a practical level as a result of a cultural mobilisation 
rooted in pre war children’s literature vectored largely through schools, and no children 
escaped some level of involvement.
13
  She also claims one of the main effects of the war 
was to permanently separate in the perception of children and authority the stage of 
adolescence - defined as the period between the end of compulsory education and 
voluntary enlistment at eighteen - from youth or the period between the start of 
schooling at around five and the legal leaving age at fourteen.   
In her interpretation, children of all belligerent nations are seen as occupying a special 
place in the national war narratives - as children they are seen as in need of protection, 
but they were also as targets for what Pignot describes as the ‘war discourses’ produced 
by every country which were specially elaborated for children explaining exactly why 
their nation was at war, and again the school was frequently involved as the agent of 
delivery.   The portrayal of the figure of the child hero was common but important as ‘a 
metonym, a small being standing for the whole,’ and as such a symbol of the entirety of 
the nations involvement and for Pignon a sign of the ubiquity of the war culture.
14
  
Pignon stresses mobilisation of children displayed a distinct cultural face and though 
children’s reactions to the war were not fixed and did vary in intensity in relation to the 
events of the war, child mobilisation is described by Pignon as a ‘transnational 
constant.’15  On the face of it then, Pignot appears to offer a framework within which at 
least the influences which bore upon and helped form the responses of children of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area to the war can be understood.   
 
Unfortunately, attractive as Pignot’s overarching thesis is, it is limited in its 
applicability to the experience of the children of Scotland in general and those of the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area in particular.  It cannot for example easily explain the preference 
of the Scots for War Savings or the power of the Tank appeal in Scotland, two quite 
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 Manon  Pinot, ‘Children,’ Volume 3 Cambridge History of the First World War.  
13
 J. Horne, (ed.) State, Society and Mobilisation, p. 3. 
14
 Manon  Pignot, ‘Children’, p. 31. 
15
 Ibid., p. 32. 
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distinct features of Scottish support for the war, and which was mirrored in children’s 
support for the same causes.  Similarly, her work does not completely explain the speed 
of child mobilisation in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area or for that matter the staying power of 
local children who, as will be seen from the accounts of their fund raising activities, 
never ‘stood down’ in 1917 when Home Front efforts flagged across all belligerent 
nations.  As Pignot recognises in her bibliographical essay to her chapter ‘Children’, 
national differences require historians working in this field to have language skills as 
well as an intimate, and often localised knowledge, of other societies not often 
possessed by non-native speakers.  That in turn denies access to some areas of research 
and so limits a transnational approach, but certainly does not completely invalidate it.  
On the positive side her discussion of ‘war discourses’ has potential for application 
here, while her discussion of adolescence in war time, when worked through, will offer 
significant insight into the behaviour and motivation of some adolescents in schools.  
However, the first issue for discussion is her interpretation of the war time appearance 
and significance of the figure of the child hero.  
One manifestation in the Scottish local press of the war culture which permeated every 
aspect of wartime life was the number of pictures of young soldiers frequently 
published in local papers during the first years of the war.  On one level Pignot appears 
to offer a framework within which that can be understood, however, the real importance 
of this phenomenon here is that it offers a point of entry into one vitally important 
source of child motivation.  Throughout the war there was an increasing use of such 
pictures in local newspapers, and particularly in the different editions of the Peoples 
Journal, Sunday Post, Dundee Courier and the Dundee Advertiser where Pignon’s idea 
of the boy hero quoted earlier as ‘a metonym, a small being standing for the whole,’ 
symbolic of an allied nations total involvement in the war appears to be exemplified by 
the picture below.
16
  For the adults seeing this picture, and many others of allied 
children in the War Supplements, the idea that the Allies were as committed to the war 
as they were would have been a very reassuring, but what of the children who found it?  
                                                          
16
 Manon Pignot, ‘Children’ page 31.                                                             
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The effect on Scottish children of images like that above of Edouard Martel, the 
youngest Sergeant in the French Army, along with some other lads of a similar age can 
only be guessed but his story was the stuff of pre-war adventure yarns.
17
  It is difficult 
to imagine that children would not have looked at the pictures in the papers, and given 
the circulation of the Dundee Advertiser a large number of children of both sexes almost 
certainly did see it.  It could even be said that in many local homes where money was 
scarce, children were far more likely to have seen a daily or weekly newspaper like the 
Dundee Advertiser or Peoples Journal than the Boys Own Paper or even the Gem at a 
half penny a copy.  The Peoples Journal carried similar stories of school aged heroes on 
the Allied side - as did most of the other local papers at some time.
18
  However, what is 
suggested here is that as the fighting intensified, there would have been a fundamental 
shift in children’s attitudes as seemingly fanciful accounts of very young fighters from 
other nations which appeared in the first months of the war were replaced by pictures of 
very real local boys young enough to have been known by most children in their old 
schools as well as throughout their own districts.  In short, there is a powerful case for 
arguing that the arrival of the boy child hero thrust aside the adventure yarn character, 
and even the adventure yarn itself as a major source of children’s motivation to support 
the war, relegating the Boys Own Paper content to the role of light relief rather than as a 
major source of motivation. 
                                                          
17
 Picture Dundee Advertiser, 19
th
 January , 1915.  Copyright D. C. Thompson & Co. Ltd. 
18
 One example appeared on 7
th
 November 1914, the St Andrews Citizen devoted a full half column to the 
exploits of a twelve year old and an under-aged French wagon driver of sixteen who rescued a child 
caught up in a bombardment.   
(Reproduced here by kind permission of D. C. Thompsons & Co.) 
Ltd.) 
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One example of the new child hero was fourteen years old George Stirrat of the 
Camerons.  The picture below from the Dundee Courier was taken in 1913 when he 
was on parade before the King as the Drum Major of the Queen Victoria School pipe 
band, and before he suffered shrapnel wounds in action and was evacuated to London to 
recover.
19
   John Lundie also pictured below was a well known fourteen years old boy 
from Coupar Angus who pitched up in the Peoples Journal after having been missing 
from home, and after having seen action in the Dardanelles and Flanders with the Royal 
Naval Division.
20
  In addition to these well publicised cases were others of a similar 
type such as the report in the Dunfermline Press and elsewhere of Mrs Wardlaw of 
Victoria Terrace, Dunfermline who was called before the School Board in September 
1915 to explain the non attendance of her son.
21
  She appeared with the thirteen and a 
half years old Alexander, who as a Boy of the 7
th
 Black Watch appeared in his uniform.  
The Board enquired if he was ‘doing well’ and confirmed he was attending 
Continuation Classes through the army, then congratulated him on his patriotism and 
dismissed the case.  
                                                                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The story of sixteen years old Acting Lieutenant T W Paterson, C. de G., E.M., on the 
other hand was pure Boys Own Paper material because he joined the Black Watch as a 
piper at fourteen, trained as a wireless telegrapher and was so good he was made first an 
instructor then commissioned into the Royal Navy so he could be deployed as a radio 
officer on a hospital ship in the Dardanelles.  Sometime later while in Berne he saved 
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 Dundee Courier, 6
th
 January 1915.  Copyright D. C. Thompson & Co. Ltd.   
20
 Peoples Journal, 5
th
 August 1915.  Copyright D. C. Thompson & Co. Ltd. 
21
 Dunfermline Press, 4
th
 September, 1915. 
          Seaman Lundie.         
 
Boy Stirrat.                     
 
 
(Reproduced here by kind permission of D. C. Thompsons & Co. Ltd.) 
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the life of a French General who was in immediate danger of drowning, which earned 
Sub-Lieutenant Paterson the Croix de Guerre.
22
  He saved another man’s life at sea, but 
not in action, and so was awarded the Edwards Medal.  It will come as no surprise that 
his story in all its detail appeared in the Peoples Journal and the Perthshire Advertiser, 
but the main point here is that he would have been known to all the children over seven 
years old in Perth Academy and Harris Academy where he had attended, as well as boys 
of his old Scout Troop.
23
  The same would have applied to all the other young soldiers 
whose stories were told in the press so that suddenly children might well look not only 
to fictional characters as heroes and role models, but often to boys very close to their 
own age.   
Stories and pictures of young soldiers like these appeared throughout the war to such an 
extent that it is possible that every child between the ages of eight and fourteen knew at 
least one of them.  In a way this was Harling’s comment ‘the enduring power of the 
local’ writ large, but the numbers of pictures which appeared in schools of Boy 
Cornwell V.C. standing by his gun at Jutland with the rest of the crew lying dead 
around him gifted to those schools which had raised a set amount of money for the fund 
in his name bears witness to the effect of his action on pupils.  In fact, the images and 
accompanying accounts could be said to be explicable in terms of what Pignon 
describes as ‘war discourses,’ produced by every country and often specially elaborated 
for children, which explained exactly why their nation was at war.  Besides, as 
Reynolds whose work is discussed in more detail later points out, there was a clear 
distinction between what was written for boys and what they actually read, so it would 
come as no great surprise to find that every child within a ten mile radius of Coupar 
Angus knew all about John Lundie.
24
  The lessons they would have taken from this 
were another matter, but as peer role models for older children these pictures and 
associated articles were likely to have been one amongst a number of highly significant 
drivers of child mobilisation.  
One type of influence not considered in the historiography of the war, but which marries 
Pignon’s discourses to Harling’s comment on the ‘enduring power of the local,’ was 
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that of children influencing other children.  The presence of the girls of St Margaret’s 
School at the Atholl Palace Hotel in Pitlochry after the bombardment of Scarborough is 
one example of face to face contact, for these girls were a regular sight throughout the 
county and their involvement in local Guides and in work for war charities meant a 
good deal of contact with other children - in spite of contemporary class barriers.  At an 
even more local level the girls’ friendship circles which formed first to support their 
relatives and neighbours in uniform, then to support the war effort in general through 
the backcourt concerts and similar are good examples of child peer motivation.  A very 
typical early example of this in Forfar involved six girls aged between ten and twelve 
years old, all living within fifty yards of each other who independently raised enough 
money to send a consignment of cigarettes and tobacco to the Quartermaster Sergeant of 
the Forfar detachment of the 5
th
 Black Watch.
25
  He in turn sent back a letter which was 
masterpiece of formal thanks and respect.  By 1918 in Perth and elsewhere these 
concerts had grown in size and sophistication, made far more money and were held in 
aid of more general causes, but what remained the same was that these were children 
motivating children in support of the war effort with the reward of adult 
acknowledgement and thanks.   
To some extent when children of local notables deputised for their parents, the process 
of children motivating other children moved up a gear, for on these occasions children 
actually had a public, though limited platform.  A very good example of this occurred 
when, on the death of his father, the fourteen years old Lord George Hay opened the 
Jeanfield Gala at Perth as his father had always done.  His message delivered at the Gala 
and on other occasions was simple: in time of war everyone must contribute to support 
the soldiers and their dependants.  This sentiment was loudly cheered by all including 
other children who, from the evidence of pictures of that days event, were there in very 
large numbers.
26
  Another occasional deputy was the sixteen years old future Queen 
Mother, daughter of the Earl of Strathmore who deputised for her father at Prize Day in 
Forfar Academy in 1916 and also addressed the pupils.
27
   The young Lord Leslie 
deputised for his wounded father in 1917 when he opened Leslie House and policies to 
the public during a major local fund raising effort in aid of the wounded.  Lord Leslie 
was involved with the local Boy Scouts and the Fife Cadets, and as with Lord George 
Hay the message he gave was clear enough – the wounded must be supported and we 
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[the public] must pay.
28
  For those local children who saw the offspring of the local elite 
run stalls and side shows or otherwise contribute to the war effort in such a public way a 
message was being driven home: none were to be excused duty, no-one was too good to 
help and the children of the elite were not shirkers - although how many children of 
other classes fully understood the message is a matter for debate. 
Equally potent as a motivational force one suspects would have been the letters and 
other children’s contributions to children’s sections of local papers such as ‘Daddy’s 
Column’ in the Callander Advertiser which sets out the reasons for war and why, 
according to children it had to be pursued to victory.  A typical example of this came 
from Jane C. Drysdale of Bridge of Allan who was sure that though the Bible warned of 
wars, this war was due to the Kaisers madness which his son had inherited.
29
  German 
and Austrian soldiers were not responsible for atrocities which she was sure they had 
committed, but their officers were and that was due to their ‘unbelievable wickedness’.  
In this girls opinion the Kaisers suicide would solve the entire problem.  At the other 
end of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area the ‘Young Readers Column’ of the Brechin Advertiser 
printed a contribution previously published in the Daily Mirror from twelve years old 
Lady Gloria Fane, daughter of the Duke of Westmorland.  She was also of the opinion 
that the Kaisers personal wickedness was responsible for the war, and had it not been 
for the heroism of the Belgians the war would have been lost already.  The reason the 
British were fighting she asserted, was for life and liberty and that fight had to be won 
because as she said, ‘When the Germans fight they unmercifully slaughter.’30  That 
particular comment has distinct echoes of Ferguson’s remark on war propaganda which 
‘did not have to be produced by governments; it produced itself.’31  From these sorts of 
contributions which along with others were so strong in their condemnation of the 
Kaiser and Prussian militarism, it was clear that the children had heard and understood 
‘war discourses’ then transmitted them to their peers.   
An equally effective child’s voice which included adults in her audience – and one 
which indicated a complete acceptance of the British reason for fighting – was that of 
Nora Anderson, daughter of the East United Free Church Minister in Arbroath whose 
work was published in the leader page of the Dundee Advertiser of 14
th
 November 1914 
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as well as in the Arbroath High School Magazine.
32
  It is also worth noting that in the 
poem which appeared as ‘Britain’s Hour’ in the Dundee Advertiser, it is to the memory 
of Bruce she refers before she touches on a national unity of purpose when she 
encapsulates a Scottish within a British identity: 
Fight for the freedom of your land                                                                                                    
As Bruce in days of yore                                                                                                                      
For Britons all the world o’er                                                                                                                             
Her honour dear must hold.
33
 
In the next verse there are very distinct echoes of another piece of writing which she 
would have heard for it was read out in schools throughout the 42
nd
 Regimental Area 
and on the 9
th
 of October 1914 many of the local newspapers displayed the text of Lord 
Roberts Letter to the Children of the Empire.
34
  This short statement had been composed 
by ‘Bobs’ in response to representations to the League of Empire that the youngest 
citizens had received no fitting explanation of the British case for war.  Lord Roberts 
began by posing the question ‘Why are we fighting?’ and answered it in terms 
comprehensible to every child in the land: ‘Because the British Empire does not break 
its promises, nor will it allow small nations to be bullied.’  The blame for war was laid 
directly at Germany’s door for it was ‘bent on war’ and in spite of Britain’s best efforts 
invaded Belgium, the country whose neutrality it had guaranteed and the British now 
defended.  He concluded: 
Children of the Empire, this is why we are at war – to hold our promise, to help 
our friends, and to keep the flag of liberty flying, not only over our Empire, but 
over the whole world.  God Save our King and Empire! 
In many ways this statement was the ideal way to communicate with children.  At under 
two hundred words long it was brief, it posed a question which it answered, left the 
reader or listener with a summary of key points and above all it did not patronise the 
readers.  It also offered children an acknowledgement of their importance and their 
inclusion.  It was widely read to the pupils of the Elementary and Higher Grade schools 
and its core ideas appear time and again in children’s opinions on the war.  
Compare Lord Roberts Letter with the Nora Anderson’s next verse and that following: 
Oh Britain hads’t thou then withheld                                                                                         
Thy help in time of need                                                                                                           
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Where would have been that honour now                                                                        
For which thy soldiers bleed?
35
 
It is noticeable too, that for her as for the other children quoted at this point, it is the 
Kaiser who is the villain rather than the German people, though that would change soon 
enough:       
Still let he Flag of Freedom wave,                                                                                          
In every land and clime                                                                                                                 
Soon may the Kaiser power be crushed                                                                                         
And peace aye reign sublime!
36
 
It would appear from this that not only were pupils targets of what Pignon terms ‘war 
discourses’, but that her idea can be developed further since it seems from this and other 
writing that not only did children understand what they were hearing, but in this poem 
at least relayed these ideas to other children and even reflected them back to adults. 
These sorts of contributions appeared fairly frequently and in all parts of the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area, but concentrating for a moment on Arbroath, an equally effective way 
children influenced each other can be found when the Belgian refugees arrived.  In this 
case it was an occasion when the victim of German occupation was given a voice – 
albeit a limited one.  The Arbroath Herald reported ‘A Childrens Entente’ where three 
Belgian refugees, all newly arrived in the town were entertained by their new class 
fellows from the High School during a fund raising event in aid of Belgian Refugees, 
and at which the Herald noted it was a case of ‘Ici on parle francais.’37  The Arbroath 
High School Magazine continued in that vein in its June edition of 1915 with an article 
‘Cruautes Allemandes en Belgique’ written in French by a Belgian boy, U. Jacqueloot  a 
pupil in the school and whose article the editor subtitled ‘Words by an Eye Witness.’38  
Clearly much more important in this case was that given the extent of the dispersal of 
Belgian children around the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, large numbers Scottish children 
would have had contact with Belgian children and although Harding notes several 
instances of strained relations between Belgians and Scots adults in Perth, there is no 
evidence that that was the case amongst children.
39
  The evidence in the press and 
School Logs of the translation of these feelings of solidarity into child mobilisation for 
action in support of the Belgians in general was overwhelming and fund raising and 
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other support activity in aid of the Belgians by school children was constantly in the 
news.   
A similar effect was seen when the Serbian boys arrived in Dundee.  The Dundee High 
School Magazine carried material translated from Serbian into English describing 
aspects of Serbian life and culture for its readers.  There was also some indication that 
this material may have been distributed to other schools including Harris and Morgan 
Academies in Dundee and other schools beyond.
40
  The children of these and other 
schools including St. Leonards in St Andrews where the pupils sponsored a boy’s 
school fees, or in other schools where there were Serbian pupils, children supported 
Serbian Relief as they did with the Belgians.   
But if contact between allied and Scots children was a motivational force for their own 
mobilisation and its translation into effective action, so too was the relationship between 
the soldiers and the children.  In the case of the soldier-child relationship there was also 
the additional factor of the enormous range of mental and emotional engagement in how 
children experienced the war, especially where kith and kin were involved.  In 
Cellardyke the working out of one case study of this combination began in earnest on 
the 5
th
 and 6
th
 February 1915, when the pupils of the school gave two concerts for 
around two thousand spectators in Anstruther Town Hall and raised £58  15 shillings in 
order to buy the Cellardyke men a Christmas present and to provide a comforts parcel 
for all of them.
41
  In fact each man received along with the usual comforts a present of a 
highly desirable, sturdy clasp knife with a tin opener attachment.  The school received 
letters of thanks which were read aloud to the school and three of these were published 
in the East of Fife Record.   One letter was from a Trooper in the Fife and Forfar 
Yeomanry while another was from a Scots Guardsman, and from the tone of both letters 
it was very clear that the contact and the gifts had left both a ‘grand feeling of not being 
forgotten by those in ‘oor ain toon’ as well as a very definite emotional impact on these 
men.  The third letter was from Captain G. M. Black of 2
nd
 Supernumerary Company, 
2/7
th
 Black Watch who was at the Royal Pavilion at Brighton, now a military hospital 
where his unit was on guard and general duties, but it was of a different stamp.  It 
began, ‘My Dear Bairns’ and set out in simple but inclusive terms not only his gratitude, 
but also how he was doing his ‘little bit’ just as the children were doing theirs.  He also 
expressed his confidence that ‘I know you will continue to do so until this terrible war is 
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ended’42.  He told the children of the sad sights he had seen on the wards and alluded to 
the plight of the three thousand Indian wounded at Brighton and very frankly asked the 
children for their continuing help for all wounded.   Finally, he appealed to them to 
remember that, ‘In as much as ye have done it to the least of these my brethren, ye have 
done it unto me.’   
Captain Black’s letter is not particularly unusual in touching on those matters it covers, 
but it is a particularly good example of the child being asked to take on the previously 
near exclusively adult role of so called ‘responsible’ worker.43  Yet even this invitation 
to responsibility appears to have constituted a very effective motivational driver, 
because for the remainder of the war the children of Cellardyke never faltered in their 
support as their contributions to war funds and savings schemes testify. 
However, the major difficulty with Kennedy’s work is that as in the previous chapter, 
while named as British and while some of her broader observations most certainly could 
be said to apply to Scotland, it is essentially a history of English children’s experience.  
Because of that that certain important aspects of Scottish - let alone 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area child wartime experience - are not considered and of these the different Scottish 
military tradition and above all the unacknowledged differences between the education 
systems are the most obvious, and arguably the most important. 
In reality the Scottish education system was rather different to the situation Kennedy 
and many other writers on the British Home Front so often describe, for wherever the 
educational world they write about existed, it was not in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.   
Even though Anderson observes in Education and the Scottish People 1750 – 1918 that 
between 1872 and 1918 because ‘... the common political system and the need to 
equalise expenditure meant that they could not diverge very far’, by 1914 the 
divergence was actually significant enough to weaken any claim by Kennedy to be an 
all inclusive British history in several areas, but the most relevant significant divergence 
here was in terms of curriculum.
44
 
The fact was that in the Scottish system there was very distinct additional layer of 
teaching in all schools in the form of Scottish history and Scottish literature.   History 
teaching had been a contentious issue amongst Scottish teachers, particularly in the 
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1880s with considerable offence caused by the use of English for British and counter 
accusations of parochialism and sentimentality being levelled against those looking for 
a distinctively Scottish identity.  By the turn of the century the situation was less 
fraught, and the teaching of Empire history was accepted as particularly important in 
Scottish schools because it was seen as an honourable and acceptable synthesis between 
the teaching of exclusively English and Scottish histories.  The teaching of history also 
had a clear purpose as best defined by Rev. Alex Ritchie, Chair of the Dunblane School 
Board and reported in the Educational News, official organ of the E.I.S. in 1907, as ‘our 
main object of historical teaching is to make enlightened and loyal citizens, not of 
Scotland or of England, but of the British Empire of today.’45  The Memorandum on the 
Teaching of History in Scottish Schools which was issued that year was in many ways a 
precursor to the educational thinking of the early 21
st
 century, for it placed the child at 
the centre of an educational process which included cross curricular elements, 
emphasised the importance of local visits, local heroes and local incidents as a means of 
engaging children’s interest – all while emphasising Scotland’s role in the Empire.  The 
comment of one school Inspector, ‘that interest in our own history and literature which 
is at present advancing like the flowing tide’, the foundation of the Historical 
Association of Scotland, and the endowment of a chair of Scottish History at Glasgow 
University in 1911, all strongly suggest that these were developments which would have 
an eventual effect on children in the classroom.
46
  It is also important to understand that 
the publications that counted in history teaching in Scotland was Cormack’s Caledonia 
Readers and other products of Scottish publishing houses which embodied the practice 
set out in the 1907 Memorandum, not texts like the Raleigh Readers or King Alfred 
Readers Readers that are central to Heathorn’s case on how war and warriors were 
presented in English schools before the war.
47
   
Another telling example of where differences between national education systems 
reappear is when Kennedy makes the point that under the 1899 Revised Code some 
twelve of the thirty stories from 1688 to the present to be used for Standard 5 were 
devoted to war and war heroes, she does not mention that the 1899 Revised Code did 
not apply to Scotland.
48
  In the same vein, when in 1916 English schools were sent a 
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circular instructing them to teach National Economy, no such circular was sent to 
Scottish schools and neither were other apparently national measures extended to 
Scotland because in this, and some other ways, they were already largely in advance of 
national war time initiatives.
49
  In this context Simmond’s remark that rural Scots were 
more patriotic than elsewhere as evidenced by the higher recruitment and war savings 
rates and also that they fought  in honour of the men who ‘had bled with Wallace and 
fought for the Bruce’ is more believable.50 
That is not to say that the juvenile fiction of the late 19
th
and early 20
th
 centuries which 
Fussell claims gave rise to the idea of the ‘mythopoetic ideal of the boy soldier’ which 
he identified in The Great War and Modern Memory’ did not exist in Scotland - it did.51  
A quick glance at the advertisements of publishers in the Educational News shows a 
vast array of juvenile fiction by all the authors associated with that genre.  The fact that 
these books were read in large numbers by children is confirmed in the Montrose Public 
Library Reports, the only known local report with that level of detail, but similar 
reading habits are alluded to in other Library Committee Reports including Dundee and 
Kirkcaldy.
52
  In 1915 the Montrose librarian reported, ‘The all absorbing interest in the 
Great European War has been evident,’ and went on to detail the very heavy demand for 
well illustrated factual works on the war and remarked, ‘The popular fairy tale had been 
almost set aside, and the story of adventure and military prowess holds the field with 
boys and girls.’53  By the same token Oakes’ thesis which lays the undoubted success of 
Kitchener’s appeal for volunteers at least partially at the door of pre-war preparation of 
middle and working class Britain for war originating in part from the same source also 
applied to Scotland, but only to works of fiction rather than to the school texts.
54
   
Although her work does not specifically include Scotland, Kimberly Reynolds who has 
revisited the books, comics and other literature on which Fussell based his conclusions 
is also highly relevant here.  When she set out to answer ‘whether writing for the young 
was implicated in making so many young people desperate to take part in the action,’ 
she found the whole interaction between boys and their reading was a good deal more 
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complex, ambivalent and even conflicted than a reading of Fussell would suggest.
55
  On 
balance she also found that the content of the most quoted source on this, The Boys Own 
Paper, showed far less military weighting than is often assumed: pets and hobbies vied 
with soldiers and war for centre stage. Most interestingly, she draws a clear distinction 
between what was written for boys and what they were actually reading.  That went far 
beyond the material produced with them in mind, and Reynolds concludes that the 
identification of boys’ stories as the great recruiters that sent boys to the battlefields is 
grossly over simplistic, but that fiction needs to be linked to other areas of child culture 
such as toys, games and youth organisations which were also implicated to some extent.   
The point here is that any claim for a universal British child centred national war culture 
is very definitely suspect in the Scottish situation in general. 
On the other hand Pignon’s comment below does apply to the 42nd Regimental Area: 
In the countries where there already existed a strong tradition of schooling, 
patriotic mobilisation was able to function as reinforcing the feeling of 
belonging and of unity amongst citizens.
56
  
It is also necessary to state clearly at this point that there is no suggestion that children 
of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area were exposed to a far lower level of what might be 
described as military influences than their English cousins - they almost certainly 
experienced just as much of it and possibly more.  However, what is argued here is that 
while children of both nations had a good deal in common in that respect, a significant 
amount of those influences which bore on children in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area came 
from different sources and so the military influences that played on local children had a 
distinctly Scottish aspect.  In the Scottish case, and particularly in rural and small town 
Scotland, those influences came in large part from martial echoes in the popular culture 
of the village concert and the family soiree where the songs, recitations and stories 
owed more to the Poets Box in the Overgate in Dundee and the music halls than to the 
Boy’s Own Paper and the like.  Jacobite and imperial stories were commemorated in 
songs and poems like Hey Johnnie Cope, Cam Ye By Atholl or Jessies Dream and were 
still the stuff of common entertainment.  The extent of this can be gauged by reading the 
programme of  local pre-war or wartime concerts anywhere in the 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area, for it would be quite difficult to find one where the programme contained less that 
30% - 40% of material related to military - historical or imperial themes.   
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Taken as a whole, it appears the most potent motivational influences in terms of military 
content on local children was of an imperial cast with a strong localised Scottish core 
derived partly from the additional layer of teaching described earlier, partly from the 
extent of children’s awareness of serving soldiers including the men who returned from 
overseas to fight and partly from very local factors within the 42
nd
 Regimental Area 
including the influence of teachers, current popular culture and individual members of 
local elites.  
How much more the army was on view in Scotland rather than England is difficult to 
say, but the activities of the local regular battalions and particularly those of the 
Territorial Force were widely reported in the local press.  Before the arrival of the 
Territorial Force in 1908, the old Volunteers which generally had a higher rate of 
recruitment in Scotland than in many other areas were very prominent. Local papers 
carried news sections detailing what was happening in the regular battalions of the 
Black Watch as well as all promotions, including those of both officers and N.C.O.s, 
courses attended and passed, and details of regimental life such as results of sporting 
events in both Aldershot and India.   In the years before the war, as testified by Alfred 
Anderson in A Life in Three Centuries, the Territorials were also highly visible as they 
practiced what was known as ‘training on the march.’  Frank Brown related in an 
interview how attractive following the drum could be when along with all the boys 
pupils of Arrat School near Brechin he ran off to follow the Forfarshire Militia on a 
march to Montrose one day in the early 20
th
 Century, and was quite prepared to pay the 
reckoning the following morning on the return to school.
57
  During the war children in 
Newtyle had a day off to witness men like Sergeant Major Beverly being decorated with 
the D.C.M. in his own village by very senior officers, and there are numerous examples 
of men on medal leave receiving their M.M.s in public.
58
  In short, the army and 
soldiers were always highly visible in Scotland in both peace and war and possibly also 
more so in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area than in some other areas.  
There was also another, more terminal way that soldiers were kept in the public eye.  It 
was in the decade before the war - as well as during it - that the last of the Indian 
Mutiny and Crimean veterans died.  These men were given full military funerals which 
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were very public affairs, and even in the middle of the war funeral parties from their 
regiments would turn out in review order to fire the funeral volleys.  At times there were 
other military funerals, for men invalided home sometimes died of their wounds and 
were buried locally.  In some cases where there was a connection with the local school, 
children sent wreathes and attended local funerals or Memorial Services of soldiers such 
as in the case of Lieutenant Alistair Graham Menzies of the 1
st
 Scots Guards.  The 
Graham Menzies family had very close associations with Kettins school, and Lieutenant 
Graham Menzies who had celebrated his coming of age a matter of a few months before 
had been the heir to the local Hallyburton estate.  On the day of his funeral service the 
dead officer’s bearskin, scarlet tunic, belt and sword were placed against a background 
of the Union Jack on the communion table, and afterwards his picture was hung in the 
school in remembrance of the association.
59
  Again there was a clear relationship 
between an event like this and increased levels of children’s war work. Others like 
Colonel J P Robertson C.B. of Callander Lodge, were given a funeral escort in March 
1916 by the School Cadet Corps of MacLaren High School as well as by his own 
regiment and the pupils lined the route of the funeral.
60
  Colonel Robertson, thus 
honoured in death, in many ways represented the imperial Scot come home, for with 
service in the Crimea, the Indian Mutiny, the Sutlej campaign and as one who had been 
present at the relief and capture of Lucknow which was the subject of Jessies Dream 
mentioned earlier, he also represented a particular aspect of the Scottish military 
tradition.    
As far as a major strand of specifically Scottish historical and cultural influence was 
concerned, the influence of the celebration of the Bannockburn sexcentenary on child 
motivation cannot be denied.  Local children were well aware of the story of Wallace 
and Bruce in 1914, because all over the 42
nd
 Regimental Area the anniversary of the 
battle was celebrated in great style.  Reading through School Logs and local 
newspapers, accounts of events involving children abound.  A competition in three 
divisions run by the Peoples Journal for the best essay on the battle open to all Scottish 
children was keenly contested.  First prize in the national Open Class of £10 and a gold 
medal was won by Margaret E. Low of Blairgowrie High School with more than a 
dozen other children of that district receiving an honourable mention.
61
  In Ceres 
children were very prominent in massive crowds watching the unveiling of the 
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monument erected to the men of the area who had fought at Bannockburn, and in 
Dunfermline the schools marked the day in various ways, while in Arbroath children 
were addressed on the meaning of Bannockburn from the pulpit.  In Perth every pupil 
formed up in the playgrounds of their schools and paraded behind bands to the City Hall 
festooned with national symbols and where, after an entirely Scottish musical 
programme, they were addressed by the Rev. Benvie on the importance to Scotland of 
the battle which he described as ‘Scotland’s most precious possession, and it would be 
held in holy devoted precious memory’ because of its association with their freedom.62  
Little knowing what was to come in a matter of a few weeks he was cheered too when 
he told them this great treasure of freedom had been handed down by their forefathers 
who had bled for them and asked whether: 
‘it was so precious for them that they too, would give their life’s blood to deliver 
their nation from the thraldom of oppressors, and to maintain their political 
liberties and to hand them down.  (Applause)’ 
Finally the assembly ended with the unfurling of the Scottish Standard and the Union 
Jack on either side of the platform followed by the singing of Scots Wha Hae and God 
Save the King.   
The celebrations in Crieff were if anything even more spectacular involving every child 
in the town and district, and where symbols of the Bannockburn story including Bruce’s 
spider and enormous thistles were paraded.  The celebrations culminated in a great 
gathering in MacRostie Park where the full story of the battle was related to the 
children.  This was followed by a reading of Lord Roseberry’s Address to Scotland’s 
Boys and Girls.  It was short and the message was clear.  ‘We do not remember who 
were the defeated side at Bannockburn’ he wrote, then continued that ‘our fiercest 
enemies ... are now our closest friends and brothers.’  As to whether England had 
swallowed Scotland or vice versa or Lord Roseberry’s opinion was that ‘what is more 
likely, that both remain un-swallowed.’  However he ended his message with a set of 
questions: 
Are we worthy of these men, of Bruce and his fellows?  Do you children feel 
that you too might grow up to be heroes like them; to be ready if necessary to 
die for your country, your freedom, your king; and if that chance do not come, 
as I hope it may not, to be heroes, as you may all be in your daily lives, winning 
little Bannockburns for yourselves over the forces of evil?  Try.
63
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What effect that message would have had on children listening can only be guessed and 
it is very easy perhaps to read too much into it, but its timing was prescient to say the 
least and it should be remembered that Roseberry’s message was circulated and read 
around all Scottish schools.  In addition to that, local newspapers and school logs all 
across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area indicate that Bannockburn was commemorated in all 
schools in some way.  It was almost as if every Scottish child had been primed for 
action a matter of weeks before the outbreak of war.  As a result one thing that can be 
said is that Scottish children would have been completely familiar with the Bruce and 
Wallace iconography displayed in every newspaper in Scotland in support of the war in 
a way other British children may not have been aware of their own regional variants.  It 
is also very noticeable that when children were being formally addressed in large groups 
on important school or community occasions the spirit of Bannockburn, Bruce and 
Wallace was evoked time and again.   
An imperial aspect was added in the weeks before the war in Perthshire and Dundee in 
the shape of a royal visit by the King and Queen.  The children of Dundee and Perth 
lined the route of the royal procession and the King and Queen publicly commented 
very favourably on the welcome they had received from the children.  In Dundee, 
children had formed up behind bands as they had done to celebrate Bannockburn and 
marched in columns of four to their positions.  Afterwards, when they arrived back in 
their schools, they were given a bag of sweets and a commemorative medal to mark the 
occasion.  Other aspects of the relationship between children’s war work and the 
Bannockburn and royal visit celebrations appear in the following chapter, but suffice it 
here to say that the relationship was substantial.  
It is also interesting to note that when military members of the local landed elite spoke 
to children it was often to the imperial ideal they turned.  When that was combined with 
their personal influence in the form of a talk, this pairing could be a strong motivational 
force amongst children as can be seen from reports in Oathlaw School Log and the 
Forfar Herald.  The school celebrated Empire Day on 2
nd
 June, 1916 when the guest of 
honour was Lt. Col. Allan Greenhill Gardyne of Finavon, an officer commanding a 
battalion of the Gordon Highlanders in France who was home on sick leave.  His family 
were no strangers to the school, providing an annual scholars treat and usually paying 
the fees of at least one former pupil at Forfar Academy at any one time.  Colonel 
Greenhill Gardyne Senior was Chair of the School Board while the younger Greenhill 
Gardyne had been guest of honour at the school Empire Day two years before when on 
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leave from Egypt.  In 1916, as the Forfar Herald reported, he delivered an ‘inspiring 
address on the Empire to the scholars’ pointing out the physical extent of the Empire 
and the commitment to it by the many expatriate Britons who had returned to fight.
64
 
Included in his own battalion were ‘miners from Rhodesia and Sinai, a journalist from 
Vancouver, a ploughman from the Milton of Finavon, a salt miner from a desert in 
China, a railwayman from Brazil, a tea planter from Ceylon and another from Singapore 
and a footman from Kirriemuir.’65 
He also stressed that all of this was due to patriotism.  He included in that patriotic 
narrative the fact that the Earl of Crawford whose ancestors had built Finavon Castle 
and also included the Tiger Earl, was serving as a Private in the R.A.M.C. in France.  
This, he claimed was due to patriotism and a belief in the ‘right intentions’ of the British 
Empire as well as the need to defend not only our rights but those of others.  Given that 
the vast majority of the pupils were estate children or sons or daughters of tenant 
farmers, the ‘Young Colonel’ would have been listened to very closely.  In addition to 
this visit, and looking beyond the school to a community frequently mentioned in the 
local papers for their active support in cash and kind for the war, relatively sparsely 
populated Oathlaw by the end of the war had forty eight men serving of which fifteen 
had been killed in action.  That meant they had the highest killed to serving ratio in the 
Forfar district with a higher than normal ratio dead by Empire Day, 1916.   The imperial 
element of the Young Colonel’s talk would have resonated beyond the school too and 
would have been particularly relevant, because of the fifteen men killed, six were killed 
in empire contingents and one with the Americans.
66
  What is also noticeable about this 
incident is that the pupils who had been mentioned in the local press as very active in 
support of the war effort continued to be so, although sums raised and numbers of 
comforts produced were never mentioned.  In a way this single incident was emblematic 
of many others, so that looking through the Log Books and particularly in the local 
press all across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, there is no shortage of examples although few 
are as well documented as this one.  Mostly these consisted of a brief mention that the 
school assembled and saluted the flag and the children heard a short address-most often 
by a member of the local elite.   
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Many of the existing School Logs mention other less formal visits by soldiers on leave 
to local schools.  Sometimes these men were not from the area, but had been invited to 
the school to talk to pupils, or to receive a small gift of cigarettes or something similar 
paid for and presented by the pupils.  The Kinfauns Public School Log noted on the 29
th
 
April, 1915 a visit from two soldiers wounded at Neuve Chapelle and considering that 
the fighting had taken place between the 10th to 13
th
 of March and had involved the 2
nd
, 
4
th 
and 5
th
 Black Watch, their visit must have brought a real sense of immediacy to any 
war work in progress.
67
  An equally topical visit, but also one with an imperial 
dimension, took place at St Mary’s Episcopal School in Kirriemuir on the 30th October 
1916, just when every local newspaper printed such details of the fighting on the 
Somme and the casualty lists as they could, the school was visited by Lieutenant 
Seivewright of the New Zealanders.
68
  The School Log describes how he addressed the 
senior pupils and gave them ’a most interesting account of his regiment.’  He was the 
first of several visitors to St Mary’s from the Empire countries whose families had come 
from Kirriemuir and in Seivewright’s case his father had attended that school many 
years before.  By the end of the war a further four Canadians, two Australians and 
eighteen British soldiers had called.  The full extent of the visits by men of the imperial 
contingents to the schools of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area is not known, but mention of 
them does appear from time to time.  Some of this is due to the fact that leave addresses, 
or accommodation, was sought in 1918 for men of the Imperial units and because many 
Scots volunteered accommodation, Scots of the diaspora often found their way to their 
ancestral areas.   
Visits by decorated soldiers like Dunsire V.C. to Pathhead Public School, Dunfermline 
in November, 1915 which he had attended at one time was also cause for great 
celebration.
69
  The other two Dunfermline V.Cs were also feted in the same way, but 
other very ordinary soldiers who also spoke to pupils in schools and elsewhere were 
listened to with great attention, and log after log remarked on the ‘great interest’ or 
similar shown by pupils.  That attention suggests that the soldierly chats not only 
reinforced a deep sense of connection between pupil and soldier and an awareness of the 
reality of imperial ties, but these chats also brought a sense of immediacy which in itself 
must have been a boost to sustaining the personal motivation to help the war effort of all 
who heard these men talk. 
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However, the type of visit most likely to have been most effective in terms of sustaining 
pupil motivation was that by a soldier teacher in uniform from the children’s own 
school.  In spite of the fact that leave time was precious, the numbers of visits to their 
old schools by serving teachers was amazing.  Some, like Captain Lindsay M.C. from 
Waid Academy spent two precious days leave in 1916 travelling up from England to 
visit the school and pupils for a day. The Rector and the senior pupils held a special 
‘social hour’ including a dance in his honour before he returned to France to be killed 
on the Somme later that year.
70
  Others left and returned to the classroom wounded and 
taught again, and even in some cases returned the classroom as teachers while 
convalescents then returned to fight.
71
  Unlike in France however, they did not teach in 
uniform. 
On the broader question of where the influence of teachers and the day to day school 
life fits into the experience of children in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, it is very clear from 
the sources that although individual local teachers were very influential in the process of 
mobilizing children, highly effective in directing their effort and in capturing their 
enthusiasm, the extent to which they could be said to occupy a similar position to those 
of France as described by Audoin–Rouzeau following is very limited.72  This is 
particularly true of the pressure put on French children as compared with the Scots: 
From 1914 to 1918, the concept of a ‘war for children’ was continuously 
preached by the adult world.  Presented to children as a war to protect their 
safety, the conflict was also portrayed as a war to build the future – their future.  
In such circumstances the pressure exerted on children from the outset was 
extremely heavy.
73
 
It should be said at this point that while Audoin-Rouzeau notes the extent of teacher 
pressure on French children to contribute to the war effort, no evidence has been found 
of parental complaints of teacher or peer pressure on children to contribute in either 
School Board Minutes or in the School Logs in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area. Parents could 
and did complain about teacher and pupil conduct at times, but not in regard to this 
matter except in one case in Dundee regarding a teacher’s conduct dealt with on the 
following page. 
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Taken as a whole the French experience Audoin – Rouzeau outlines contrasts very 
sharply indeed with the advice on the approach to teaching about the war given to 
Scottish teachers by the E.I.S in the Educational News on 9
th
 October 1914: 
The teacher who is true to his responsibilities will not, of course, try to infuse 
the bellicose sentiments into the immature minds of his pupils. ...He will 
understand that in German schools there will be taught day by day lessons 
explaining to German children the righteousness of the German nation... He will 
try to show through fair and unbiased examination of all essential facts that 
Britain kept out of the war as long as was consistent with national honour. 
The article ended with:  
War may be a necessity ..., but once entered to be prosecuted to a successful 
finish.  The response of the nation to the call of duty on the part of the adults 
will be met with equal response in our schools.
74
 
The idea of the war ‘prosecuted to a successful finish’ as well as the expectation that the 
call of duty would be met in schools echoes constantly in formal adult communication 
with Scottish children throughout the war.   
In the 42
nd
 Regimental Area - as in France - the role of the individual teachers was 
crucial and local teachers appear time and again in leadership roles: the celebrated Mr 
Dobson from Blairgowrie High School who inspired the senior girls in their very 
successful early fund raising efforts and even supervised children only berry fields as 
well as Mr James Paterson, Headmaster of Anstruther Public School, who with a well 
practiced team of pupils from local schools administered the vast majority of flag days 
in the town are only two examples.
75
    This is very different to the impression given by 
Audoin – Rouzeau of how French teachers operated especially in the early days of the 
war, but the situation in Scotland in general was due in no small measure to the tenor of 
advice coming from the Educational News to the effect that ‘nothing of a compulsory 
nature must happen.’76  The general line taken by School Boards in the 42nd Regimental 
Area was the same as indicated in a cryptic note in the Minutes of the Dundee School 
Board in June 1918.  This case, which concerned the conduct of a teacher towards a 
pupil who did not make a contribution to a voluntary fund, indicated that the 
consequences of using compulsion, or even of misjudgement - as in this case - could be 
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severe and formal disciplinary procedures in these cases could be been invoked at the 
discretion of the School Board.  In short, as a source of motivation in child mobilisation 
teachers powers were considerable but did have limits: they could lead, inspire, manage 
and no doubt cajole but they could not demand or enforce compulsion. 
There were a number of other differences between the general situation in English 
schools described by Kennedy, the French schools and the lived experience of children 
within the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, especially regarding the extent to which the war in any 
form appeared in the curriculum.  In the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, unlike in England and 
France, there was an emphasis was on as little disruption as possible to schooling with 
activities like sock knitting, periscope manufacture and initiatives like growing 
vegetables for the fleet occasionally taking place in the relevant curricular ‘slots’ or not 
at all in school hours, because the overwhelmingly bulk of this work was done outwith 
formal teaching time.  Edith Miller who attended Grove Academy between 1914 and 
1917 commented in 1989 that ‘... the war was not allowed to disrupt in any serious way 
the running of the school.’77 Small comments in Log Books and Minute Books of 
School Boards indicate that in-school organisation, micro management of the school 
day and supervision of voluntary free-time war related activities along with occasional 
but well timed short periods of release from class work was how schools managed their 
war work in Scotland.   
Children were also reminded of who as well as what they were working for when they 
were taken to line the roads during the well publicised, extensive recruiting and 
hardening company strength marches of the Territorial and New Army Battalions.
78
  In 
1914, and again in 1915, few villages or even hamlets escaped a visit and more often 
than not some faces in the ranks would have been known to the children.  No doubt 
these sights inspired some coverage of war related topics in subject areas like 
Geography via assigned curricular slots, and certainly some manufacture of  shirts and 
socks almost certainly sneaked into so called ‘hand work’ sessions, but it is also true 
that visits from the Inspectorate kept a rough balance.  On the other hand, occasional 
events like mass showings to schools of the film The Battle of the Somme in 1916 were 
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seen as of educational value.  Overall it also has to be said that in the 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area, war induced disturbance to schooling did occur, but nothing approaching the 
extent that Kennedy seems to suggest occurred in England.  The extent to which actual 
direct teaching about the war motivated children to help is debatable, but its 
combination with meaningful war work and personal contact with the soldiers they 
knew or received letters from could reasonably be expected to have made it a significant 
motivational driver. 
Even so, from the early days of the war the group in schools who found it hardest to 
contribute in a practical way, and whose motivation for their support of the war effort 
has to be regarded separately from the rest of the pupil population were the older boys.   
This is precisely the group identified by Pignon as ‘adolescent,’ and who, because of 
patterns of schooling fall out with the main body of those defined here as children.  This 
difference was recognised by many Head Teachers including the Rectors of Montrose 
Academy and Waid Academy, who publicly applauded voluntary deployment of the 
vast majority to agricultural work during their holidays.
79
  At a national level appeals 
appeared at regular intervals for boys of that age group at public and other secondary 
schools to help.  In one case in an open letter of 23
rd
 April, 1917 published across 
Scotland and beyond, Neville Chamberlain, then Director General of the National 
Services Department set out the conditions.  He wanted boys of sixteen or occasionally 
a year younger to work in properly supervised squads under teachers for four weeks 
during the holidays, or occasionally two weeks in term time, and guaranteed the work 
allocated would be suitable for their age and stage of development.  According to 
Higher Grade School Logs and magazines there was little uptake except from the 
private schools, though how effective the boys were is not known since in the timber 
camps the experiences of the boys appear rather more like a Henty adventure and less 
like maximization of production. Besides, a good number of the boys who stayed 
beyond fourteen in the Higher Grade schools may have been required to work nearer 
home, or for family or family related businesses, so it was most likely that family need 
and their motivation to help coincided.  In any case, many of them were increasingly 
involved in practical projects in woodwork where they were manufacturing hospital 
supplies out with teaching time.  One of a number of similar schemes took place in the 
Cupar School Board area after the appointment of the Director General of Voluntary 
Organisations in 1915, but for many it may not have been enough.  Others like the 
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Arbroath High School senior boys went into potato growing on a fairly large scale.
80
  
Nevertheless as the war continued it must have been obvious to everyone that the older 
boys were simply waiting to be conscripted so it should come as no surprise if some 
anticipated the wait, for any boy who was fourteen by 1
st
 January 1914 would be old 
enough to fight before the Armistice. 
In the first days of war a few had simply gone off and enlisted for as Sir John Struthers 
noted in his annual report for 1915, several of Scotland’s best known Higher Grade 
Schools lost large parts of their Higher classes.
81
  He does not name the schools but in 
one case the number was thirty eight boys and another school lost thirty two.  The 
Chairman of Arbroath School Board acknowledged a similar situation on 1
st
 July 1915, 
when in an address to pupils and parents at the High School he listed four current pupils 
as ‘serving’ along with four staff and one hundred and seventeen former pupils.  They 
are almost certainly boys who had belonged to the Arbroath High School Section of the 
5
th
 Black Watch T.F. before the war and may have been using their pay to cover their 
school fees. 
The work of the uniformed youth organisations like the Scouts and Boys Brigade played 
out in front of the wider community during the war is regarded here as a strong 
indication of the levels and persistence of child mobilisation throughout the conflict.
82
  
Both organisations continued in their support for the war effort until the bitter end, and 
the numbers of boys engaged and waiting to join when leaders were available rose 
throughout the war, which indicates that the examples of service to the nation set by 
these organisations was a motivational force in its own right in the lives of younger 
boys.   However, there had always been a larger question at issue for many regarding 
the purpose of uniformed youth organisations that concerned the possible militarization 
of impressionable boys.  Kennedy sums up the two questions which defined the 
militarization debate.  Were they:  
paramilitary organisations masquerading as peace loving troops teaching 
nothing but moral fortitude and Christian manliness?  Or were they covert 
attempts ... to produce young men ready to serve as soldiers.
83
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Some historians like Anderson in his Education and the Scottish People sees the main 
reason for the existence of youth organisations, uniformed or otherwise as for social 
welfare.
84
  De Groot on the other hand asserts that far from being nurseries for future 
soldiers these organizations - with or without their drill and decommissioned rifles - 
were actually about social control and how much of the moral and religious teaching the 
boys actually took in was very debateable.
85
  However, it is almost certain that values 
and lessons previously taught came back into sharp focus for most boys as they raised 
money, patrolled reservoirs, watched railway lines and seashores and collected blankets 
for soldiers because the proof of that is that they mobilised when ordered. Of course 
some of the local Scout activities are open to interpretation, and their ‘schemes’ which 
involved the defence of their areas by local Scout troops from ‘invaders’ from other 
troops were widespread and were reported like miniature military engagements in the 
press.
86
  Because these activities can be termed as dual purpose, they could be perceived 
as militarised if seen as ‘use of terrain in reconnaissance’ or ‘advance to contact’ rather 
than some boyish fun.   
On the other hand very similar activities when undertaken by the Cadet Corps at 
Glenalmond and examined by professional officers at their annual inspections had a 
very definite military purpose.   These were very real practice advance to contact, report 
back and fire and movement exercises conducted by armed and uniformed boys who 
expected to fight in the relatively near future, whose performance was ruthlessly 
evaluated, and whose reward was a trip to the trench training area set up at Blair Atholl 
as guests of the Officers Mess of the 3
rd
 Scottish Horse.
87
  By May 1917, training had 
developed further when the Corps graduated to the use of bombers in training exercises.  
In Morrison’s Academy the O.T.C. was also taken very seriously and a picture shows a 
young Second Lieutenant Craig V.C on guard at camp in 1911, the year the Corps was 
in camp at Windsor and was inspected by the King.  The fact is that for the minority of 
the boys who fall within the category of children as defined for this dissertation and 
who belonged to any sort of Cadet Corps, mobilisation had moved far beyond raising 
money to active preparation to fight and the motivation for this was an expectation they 
would fight.   
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When this idea is taken further, it is difficult to escape the impression that at least some 
of this percolated down to sizable numbers of the older boys in the Scouts, Boys 
Brigade and non public school Cadet Corps, and that by the same token at least some of 
their leadership were involved.  Certainly taking St. Andrews as an example, the 
activities of Scouts and Boys Brigade give every impression that this was the case.  
During the inspection of the St Andrews Boys Brigade on the 5
th
 May 1915, the boys 
marched from their hall up to Madras College where they held a drill exhibition for the 
public and were addressed by the inspecting officers, Majors Wallace and Robertson of 
7
th
 Black Watch.  The officers noted progress in drill and in shooting practice and Major 
Robertson was reported as having said that while some remarks had been made about 
the size of the boys, on a personal level he was pleased to see the smallness of the boys 
because all the big boys were wanted where there was work to be done at present.  He 
hoped the Brigade would do its best to send them in men to join the new battalion of the 
7
th
 Black Watch for they were in need of men at present and would be for some time
88
.  
By the next inspection in 1917 the inspecting officer was a Boys Brigade officer, 
Captain George Wilson, County Adjutant who noted that the last time he inspected the 
group the lads were just like they were, but now these lads were fighting.  He trusted 
that those boys present would follow their predecessors example and ‘take up arms for 
their country.’89    
The St. Andrews Boy Scouts were also involved.  They formed a Boy Scout Defence 
Corps open only to boys between fifteen and seventeen, and which in 1915 was fifty 
strong when it held its inspection in the St Andrews Drill Hall and its drill parade at 
Madras College.  A church parade in St Leonards Church followed where the Rev. R. R. 
Wallace, a prominent member of the Boy Scouts Association, complimented the leaders 
on the good job they had done in training the boys ‘for service in peace and war.’90  
Marksmanship was taught by Sergeant MacThom and bayonet fighting also featured.  
On that day eleven boys passed out as trained and were then entitled to wear a red 
feather in their hats.
91
  Madras College as the Higher Grade School for the town did not 
have a Cadet Corps or an O.T.C., but the Madras College Magazine for January 1915 
specifically mentions the high numbers of boys in the Scouts and the extent of the war 
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work they were doing which suggests they too were involved here.
92
  The same school 
appears to have had a significant but almost certainly informal pre-war connection with 
Right Half G Company, 7
th
 Black Watch based in the town through at least one of the 
pupils, because seventeen years old Second Lieutenant Logan Studley was mobilised as 
a junior sergeant with the Territorials in August 1914, commissioned into the East 
Yorkshire Regiment almost immediately and killed in action on the 25
th
 October 1914. 
                                      
                 (Reproduced by kind permission of the Rector, Madras College.) 
Kirkcaldy High School also had an O.T.C. and Perth Academy, Grove Academy, 
Dundee High School and McLaren High School for example all set up Corps which, 
like the non-school Cadet Corps were affiliated to the local Territorial Association and 
therefore had the prestige of belonging to the local Black Watch Territorial Battalion 
rather than the Volunteers. The overwhelming impression given by reports of Cadet 
Corps activities is that these formations were to be taken seriously, and certainly the 
level of efficiency achieved by the 1
st
 County of Fife Cadet Battalion at its annual 
inspection at Beveridge Park in 1917 was impressive.
93
  The full extent to which senior 
pupils were involved with the adult Volunteers is unknown but if the situation in Forfar 
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were to be a measure, then the numbers would have been significant because they lost 
twenty seven boys under the age of seventeen when the age of enlistment was changed 
in 1917.  The extent of the commitment shown by the senior boys at school to these 
corps indicates that their personal mobilisation had moved to active preparation to fight, 
and as stated earlier the motivation for this was an expectation they would fight.   
Finally, what messages were given to children as defined here by those in authority that 
might motivate them to even greater efforts?  A trawl of formal speeches to children at 
school prize days, visits by national youth leaders like Baden Powell or even when 
politicians spoke to them show a small set of clear messages were delivered.  The first 
was that Britain should be thankful that it had been spared any German occupation of its 
territory but the price was that everyone must be willing to make the sacrifices 
necessary for victory: boys must be prepared to fight and girls must be prepared to 
support them.  In this war, as Sherriff Johnstone of Perth told the Academy pupils, ‘The 
issue for our country at the present moment is just as great as was the issue for Scotland 
at Bannockburn, and for Europe at Waterloo.’94  In this conflict half measures would 
not do for, ‘Whatever thy hand findeth to do, do it with all thy might’ he insisted.  In 
fact he was preaching to the converted, because for these children this had always been 
a fight to the finish.
95
  After 1915 there was a growing appeal for senior pupils to 
physically prepare to defend their country and as the rolls of the fallen grew longer, the 
lists of war work done by pupils lengthened and the role of girls grew in prominence, 
the sense of expectation that boys would fight became more overt.   
But for most pupils the most important message of all came in the letter from the King 
and Queen to the school authorities, teachers and pupils of Scotland which was read to 
the pupils in July 1918.  It assured everyone that the King and Queen were aware of the 
devotion and self denial of the teachers and pupils. It acknowledged children’s work 
when their Majesties recognised the ‘unselfish and hearty manner’ in which the pupils 
had contributed to the war effort through the formation of War Savings Associations, 
raising money for war charities and by making comforts for the troops.
96
   Inclusion and 
further acknowledgement which may have been two of the greatest child motivators to 
action came in the next paragraph: 
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The King and Queen feel that the Nation can be proud of its young sons and 
daughters, whose example during this great war augers well for the future of the 
race.
97
 
Finally, what made children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area sustain the level of effort for 
the length of time they did?  The main point is that they contributed because they 
wanted to: compulsion had no place in their mobilisation for these were well led and 
well organised fully fledged participants in the war effort.  The sources of their 
motivation lay partly in the Scottish education system and the overlay of teaching of 
Scottish history and literature and partly in the popular cultures of the 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area.  The Scottish military tradition which was part of common culture was a factor 
too along with the sure and certain knowledge that any support for the soldiers was also 
support for neighbours and kith and kin.  With one foot in the world of Haig and the 
exploits of the Scottish 9
th
, 15
th
 and 51
st
 Divisions and the other foot in a chain of 
history that stretched from Stirling Bridge and Bannockburn through the Thin Red Line 
to the Heights of Abraham and Dargai, it was as much the historical and glorious that 
was remembered and promoted which appealed to children and spurred on their efforts 
as the cold and effective work of Harper at Beaumont-Hammel.  It can also be seen 
from their letters and written comments that there was no ‘close season on Germans.’ 
The effects of so called ‘honourable mentions’ for children in the local press and the 
previously near unknown levels of acknowledgement and inclusion that participation in 
war work brought was also a major factor.  However, if it turned out that the most 
important reason children gave the support to the war effort they did was the influence 
of other children that would come as no surprise.   
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Chapter 6                                                                                                                             
Assessing the Financial Contribution  
It is clear even from a cursory reading of the accounts of children’s war work in local 
newspapers, School Log Books and elsewhere that while assessing the financial 
contribution made by the children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area might be far from 
straight forward, there is enough recorded data still in existence to make a realistic 
estimate of their monetary contribution to the British war effort.  It is also clear from the 
volume and diversity of the raw data available, fragmentary and scattered as it is, that 
not only were the actual amounts of cash raised of some significance but also such 
description in the accounting details as survived says a great deal more about children’s 
war time experiences than any simple tally of monies raised ever could.  Both factors 
are important here and the methodology required to arrive at an estimate should reflect 
that.  In fact Hudson sums up the methodological needs of this section very neatly when 
he writes, ‘Once large data sets, which cover a range of experience, become recognised 
as a way of gaining a more representative and accurate picture of general experiences, 
numerical analysis becomes essential.’1  If Hudson’s view is accepted, the following 
questions present themselves: which forms of numerical analysis should be adopted, 
how do these relate to the data sets and finally, to what the extent does the process 
enhance any understanding of the range of experiences of those involved?   
It was also clear as more and more material was examined that there were both startling 
omissions and material of high quality in the set of sources available for this study. This 
was due partly to the way School Logs were kept but also because of significant 
variations in the detail of what different local newspapers reported, for as their print 
acreage shrunk in 1916, children’s activities formerly regarded as newsworthy were 
now regarded either as commonplace or were crowded out.  Tantalizingly, other 
materials including one set of returns covering all Dundee schools which listed all 
children’s war work in cash and in kind from the start of the war until November 1917 
is known to have existed, but has not survived in the archives or the local library 
reference collections.
2
  On the other hand what has survived is a mass of material 
containing detailed figures and descriptions of child contributions capable of placement 
                                                          
1
 P. Hudson, History By Numbers: An Introduction To Quantitative Approaches  (Arnold 2000).  p. 7. 
2
 Liff Road School Log Book entry of 15
th
 October 1917 noted the City Chamberlains Department had 
called for a return from all school detailing all contributions by them to the war effort.   No trace of this 
return has been found in either Dundee Archives or in the local press.  Stirling School Board ordered a 
similar survey early in 1918 and in their case recorded the full results on 28
th
 April, 1918 in Minutes of 
Stirling School Board held in Stirling Authority Archives as SC/5/2/57. 
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along a time line so that children’s fund raising activities and monies raised within 
individual schools and even School Board areas can be reconstructed.   
The real gem amongst all of this is the abstract of accounts in Crieff In The Great War 
detailing all of the monies raised in Crieff for war funds and which specifically 
identifies children’s contributions.3  When the activities mentioned in the abstract are 
checked against reports in the Strathearn Herald which covered Crieff at that time, the 
validity of the figures contained in the Abstract can be verified so that this material 
provides an excellent example of what children of one small Scottish town in the heart 
of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area actually did.  Of course a realistic estimate of children’s 
financial contribution across the whole of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area cannot be inferred 
from the Crieff material alone, but it is of great interest partly because it represents 
something of a benchmark against which other children’s effort can be compared, and 
also because it can be used in combination with other sources.  However, if it can be 
shown that the Creiff children’s experiences and fund raising achievements were truly 
representative, then the figures taken from the Abstract would assume a far greater 
importance in any final assessment.  In any case these factors will have to be 
accommodated in any system of numerical analysis adopted here.  
One other factor to be considered here concerns the issue of how much teachers and 
parents contributed to children’s fund raising efforts and how that issue can be 
accommodated in the process of estimation that follows.  First, as far as school based 
War Savings schemes were concerned, it is reasonable to assume that better off parents 
may well have given children cash to be paid into their accounts, but if this was a gift 
then it was the child’s money to dispose of - even although the parental expectation was 
that money given for their savings account was saved.  When that money was entered 
on the child’s account in a School War Savings Association, then it was classed as 
pupil’s savings and is regarded and counted as such in the estimation process.  In fact, 
as will be seen as this chapter develops, pupils attending Higher Grade schools where 
more pupils from middle class or aspiring families were educated do show significantly 
higher per capita child War Savings schemes figures than elsewhere.  In that context it 
is not beyond the bounds of possibility – although no evidence was found - that in some 
areas parents attempted to anticipate any sort of future government taxation on savings 
by gifting money to their children.  After all, War Saving certificates were seen as very 
good value.  Certainly in some areas like Arbroath, skilled men and fishermen as well as 
                                                          
3
 A. Campbell , Crieff in the Great War (T. & A. Constable, 1925). 
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farmers, tradesmen ‘working on their own account’ and shopkeepers associated in some 
way with agriculture enjoyed a fair measure of wartime prosperity in which their 
children also shared.  The significance of this is that many of the pupils of Arbroath 
High School whose War Savings per capita figure was very high [Table 26] came from 
that group - even to the extent that an examination of the surnames of war time senior 
pupils at the towns High School reads like a list of families involved in these 
occupations.   
On the second matter of teacher and parent contributions, it is very likely too that where 
generous teachers or parents were involved in fund raising efforts, they might well have 
made a donation to round up final figures to the nearest pound or put in a little extra, but 
as far as the teachers were concerned their contributions to war charities were more 
often than not recorded separately in the local press, although joint donations from 
schools did appear at times.
4
  The overwhelming majority of local teachers also 
contributed to the Scottish Teachers Fund for War Relief, so that by 24
th
 September, 
1915 the Educational News noted that teachers were setting aside 2.5% of their salaries 
each month as a donation.  Other articles in the press such as a statement by the 
Chairman of the Dundee School Board that ‘...Boards had agreed to augment the 
salaries of teachers so that they might have a living wage’ indicates that teachers were 
hardly in a position to make large contributions to school fund raising efforts.
5
   Entries 
in School Board Minutes and occasionally in newspaper reports of school board 
business across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area recording both the increases in salaries, 
sometimes entered as ‘War Bonuses,’ and the teachers thanks are quite common.6  
These also tend to confirm the impression that teachers were not well paid and could not 
afford to subsidise children’s efforts in a major way, so for the purposes of the 
estimation process to follow the teachers’ contribution such as it may have been will be 
ignored. 
 
 
                                                          
4
 Dundee Courier 8th December, 1914 a report from Bell Baxter High School shows how staff and pupil 
contributions were kept separate while other instances of separate contributions appear on  27
th
 July 1917. 
5
 Dundee Courier 20
th
 October, 1916. 
6
 One example of this appears in Perth School Board Minutes 15
th
 March 1916, Item 2536 where the 
Board awarded £5 p.a. to teachers paid less that £100 p.a. and £4 to staff  paid over £100 and less than 
£160.  This was classed purely as a war bonus.  A similar discussion is recorded in the Kinross School 
Board Minutes of 18
th
 February 1915. An example of a newspaper report on teachers War Bonuses can be 
found in the Brechin Advertiser, 19
th
 December, 1916. 
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Towards an Analytical Procedure 
At this point, before discussing those factors which will affect the type of numerical 
analysis adopted here and how it is carried out, it is necessary to formally state that the 
aim of this section is to attempt to estimate the financial contribution of the children of 
the 42
nd
 Regimental Area in support of the British war effort.   
The estimate arrived at will deliberately exclude the monetary value of minor war 
supplies and comforts manufactured by children - even where they financed the raw 
materials.  The full extent and monetary value of comforts produced and minor war 
supplies turned out by children is incalculable for these activities were often poorly 
reported and the finished articles quietly and often anonymously added to the common 
pile.  Although these things had a monetary value, of all of their contributions to the war 
effort it was the sums of money raised by children that were by far the most faithfully 
and most reliably recorded. In fact, some papers positively celebrated children’s 
contributions and presented their work almost as a form of sacrificial patriotism.  For 
these reasons it is accepted from the outset that a degree of underestimation of the actual 
monetary value of children’s work will be present in any final estimate. 
A second definition is also required at this point.  In this case it concerns what can be 
counted as children’s monetary contributions.  This is largely because it has been clear 
on a significant number of occasions - particularly in the work of self-funding local 
work parties producing soldiers’ comforts - that children and adults frequently worked 
together very effectively.  Unfortunately on those occasions the children’s contribution - 
although no doubt significant - cannot be calculated separately and so must be ignored, 
even although again this will lead to some degree of underestimation, particularly of the 
girls’ contribution.7  In a similar way, joint staff and pupil school contributions cannot 
be counted and neither can those of Boy Scouts, Boys Brigade or other youth 
organisations whose contributions are dealt with in detail elsewhere, unless such events 
are flagged specifically as their own in Brigade or Troop records and that is borne out in 
the newspaper reports.
8
  This is because so much of the work done by these groups was 
done in direct support of other organisations where boys filled the role of very 
competent and well trusted auxiliaries.  In the interests of consistency and accuracy only 
                                                          
7
 Examples are the work of the Monikie women and children and Hillside Women’s Working League 
referred to in Chapter 2. Minutes of Scone School Board of 1
st
 September 1914 indicate a similar 
situation.  
8
 Dundee Courier, 19
th
 October 1914.  The organisation of this event is discussed on page 68 as an 
example of Brigade involvement in joint fund raising efforts.  Because  Brigade records clearly indicate 
this was a joint event and so the results cannot be included in any final tally of monies raised by children.   
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those activities will be counted where it can be shown that even although the inspiration 
of any activity may have been adult in origin, and even where the event organisation 
and strategic direction originated at a higher level, the work was done by children.
9
   
It also has to be admitted at this point that the work of significant numbers of children 
has gone unrecorded and therefore cannot be taken into account.  The headline above 
the picture below which appeared in the Perthshire Constitutional in April 1919 and 
read, ‘Group of Young Scone War Workers Just Demobilised’ indicates the scale of the 
problem, because the information in the caption which stated they raised £170 in cash 
and supplied the V.A.D. hospitals with 7,000 eggs over two and a half years is the only 
record of their activities to survive.
10
    
 
                             
On the question of methodology, unfortunately two initially promising methods of 
numerical analysis have to be ruled out almost straight away because those figures 
which survive are not in a form such as can either be readily incorporated into an 
interrogatable data base or lend themselves to a simple – if massive - tally of 
contributions.  Bearing in mind the possibility mentioned earlier of reconstructing fund 
raising activities of schools and even communities, the most effective way forward 
appears to be some form of sampling exercise linked to an inferential model of 
estimation.  Yet that too is it is likely to be problematic because in C. A. Moser’s terms 
                                                          
9
 Direction as used here means the existence of a formal process such as requisitioning process for 
comforts used by the Director General for Voluntary Organisations or involvement in a Red Cross Week 
organised by the local committee.   
10
 Picture and caption first appeared in Perthshire Constitutional 14
th
 April, 1919. This picture Perthshire 
Constitutional Annual 1919. 
(Reproduced here by kind permission of Media Scotland.) 
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the sampling frame, which in this case are School Log Books and newspaper accounts, 
taken individually do not always ‘cover the population adequately, completely or 
accurately’ and, ‘some sections of the intended population are impossible to find.’11 
According to Moser, these absences almost invite bias during any sampling procedure, 
and if bias in the statistical sense mentioned by Hudson were to be present, then any 
findings would be highly suspect.  At first sight that damning verdict would appear to 
rule out any inferential method of estimation based on sampling because under no 
circumstances can all School Logs - or indeed local newspapers - be said to pass 
Moser’s two criteria.  On the other hand, it has to be said that when these two sources 
are worked in tandem they very largely do comply with the first criteria regarding 
adequate coverage, though slightly less so than with the second criteria of traceability.  
In fact, unless concerns over sampling can be resolved in this case then the use of any 
method of estimation that includes that element has to be ruled out. 
However, on further consideration that approach need not be completely abandoned 
when it is understood the overwhelming reason Moser’s conditions are not met in the 
School Logs is due to omission of a class of information from what are otherwise 
largely well kept records.   What lay behind this was another matter, but it may have 
been about how so many Head Teachers of that generation complied with instructions 
on record keeping as contained in the frontispiece of all School Logs.
12
  What we can be 
sure of because of the close involvement and oversight of School Boards, and because 
of the publication of so much of this material in the press, is that this was very unlikely 
to be omission as theft or as part of an attempt to defraud.
13
  The fact that time after time 
in areas with barren School Log Books the local press mentioned substantial donations 
from schools, or reported how pupils were congratulated on their practical patriotism as 
details of their war support activities were described by an important local figure 
indicates nothing was hidden – only omitted.  It is also common to find cases where 
descriptions of the takings from fund raising activities by pupils appear in logs as a 
‘substantial sum,’ while the actual sum was printed in the local newspaper.  What that 
means is that with a simple methodical trawl based on Diagram 1 Reading Procedure of 
limited areas over defined times, school and local financial data sets can be 
reconstructed to a high level of accuracy.   
                                                          
11
 C. A. Moser, Survey Methods in Social Investigation (H.E.B., 1967), p. 73. 
12
 The regulations are discussed in Note on Educational Sources. 
13
 Ongoing official and private concern over fraud and diversion of funds from one charity to another less 
popular cause and the need to guard against that was addressed in the War Charities Act in 1916.  
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It is important to note School Boards were largely supportive of these war support 
activities.  In a few cases there is evidence in both urban and rural schools logs of 
School Board disapproval of some activities, or apparently sudden cut backs on war 
related activities.  The Scone School Board for example, did not approve of ‘collections 
by the children or from the children’ but did make exceptions in the case of the Boy 
Cornwell Appeal and did encourage children’s support work with the Scone Parish 
Committee, the Perthshire Herb Growing Association and their war savings efforts.
14
 
The School Log for Kemback in Fife shows a sudden drawing back from a previous 
high level of involvement following a mildly critical report on 21
st
 June, 1915 so that 
only one further mention of pupils doing war work appeared in the log and that with the 
qualification that it did not interfere with school work.
15
   Even so, the overwhelming 
impression is that what war work associated with schools was carried out was done with 
the approval of the Boards, but in any assessment of the monetary value of children’s 
war work School Board Minutes are of no real help and reference to that source does 
not reduce the need to use local newspapers to counter omissions from School Logs.  It 
is also worth noting that in a few cases policy or administrative matters or even personal 
bickering at Board level could impinge on children’s activities but these cases were very 
rare as School Board Minutes in general show.
16
 
In view of the way children’s activities were recorded the second feature that Moser 
identifies, namely that ‘some sections of the intended population are impossible to find’ 
holds true for at least some of the time.
17
  Throughout the war children could and did 
take the initiative, quietly raising money on their own account amongst themselves and 
from adults so that often the adult recipients were not fully aware of these activities 
until the takings were handed over.  The results were seldom if ever in excess of ten 
pounds but the psychological effects their actions could have on adults were frequently 
significant, particularly amongst the soldiers who were often the direct recipients, or 
amongst the charity representatives who received the money.  There is evidence 
throughout the war of recurring waves of this activity, but when the rash of back green 
concerts in Perth in 1918 reached epidemic proportions, the authorities felt obliged to 
organise and thereby control it. The authorities action indicated the importance of the 
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 Minutes of Scone School Board, 12
th
 September 1916. 
15
 Kemback School Log, 21
st
 June 1915. 
16
 Forfar Herald and Kirriemuir Advertiser, 4
th
 December 1914.  A spat between two clergymen over 
souvenir stamps bought by children to fund soldiers’ comforts was reported.  One of these clergymen - 
Rev W. G. Donaldson - objected on 5
th
 May 1915 to involving children in fund raising on the grounds 
that ‘it was simply another way of getting at parents to ask the children to contribute.’  
17
 C. A. Moser, Survey Methods in Social Investigation, p.  73. 
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children’s efforts - but at the same time the question of how many more things like this 
were forgotten and outwith the formal record does arise?  Certainly in the early days of 
the war contributions of a few shillings from children for funds like Belgian Relief were 
often recorded, but that stopped as newspaper acreage shrunk and entries such as 
‘Douglas and Angus Nairn, 62 Gravesend, from sale of tea pot holders - £1  17s  0d’ 
disappeared.
18
  However, children’s attempts to help out did not disappear but were 
mostly co-opted into larger scale activities, so that little girls who sewed and sold 
lavender bags in 1914 were sewing shell dressings with the local work party by 1916.  
Other activities by small groups of children, now often sunk without trace included 
classes which quietly supported a Prisoner of War for the duration, or contributed to the 
endless stream of children’s contributions in cash and in kind to the wounded in the 
local V.A.D. Hospitals. Sometimes occasional formal records have survived and 
children’s donations turn up in unexpected places, for whoever Miss Eva McLeod was 
who donated £1 5s 2d from a Children’s Concert to the Dundee Red Cross War Fund in 
1918, as a subscriber her name stood beside that of fellow subscribers such as Lady 
Baxter, the Gilroys and Sheriff Neish who can be numbered amongst the most 
influential citizens of Dundee.
19
  However, children’s contributions were sometimes 
made on an anonymous basis and documentary evidence of the true donors is extremely 
difficult to find - anonymous donations are after all by their nature confidential.  Never 
the less, since it is children’s money that is being discussed here it was unlikely to have 
involved massive sums, so some may have appeared in published charity account 
entries such as ‘Sums under £1’ or ‘Just a little girl trying to help.’  There must also be 
the suspicion that as newspaper acreage shrunk and newsprint shortages of the later war 
period began to bite, some reports of fund raising, including monies raised by children, 
were set aside in favour of paying advertisers or government announcements.  In short, 
the main reason Moser’s second condition is present is that there was something of a 
sub-culture of children’s support activities of which we are at best only partly aware, 
and where it has to be acknowledged from the start that monies raised in that way will 
probably never be accounted for.   
In any case, Hudson’s recognition of the problems inherent in the use of sampling, and 
his insistence that sampling theory alerts historians to the dangers present in the process 
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 Arbroath Herald, 27
th
 November 1914.  Douglas and  were eight and seven years old respectively. 
19
 British Red Cross, Dundee Reports 1910-1920.  Yearly Section 1918 (Printed in Dundee by J P 
Matthew & Co.), p.11. 
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of selection does offer a way forward.
20
   He also offers a guide to good practice in this 
area based on sampling theory, refocusing the questions the historian should be asking 
away from purely numerical concerns and towards the social dimension of ‘whether 
study of a small sample can yield accurate information about the population as a whole’, 
and ‘whether the characteristics of such samples chosen are likely to reflect wider 
experience’21.  Of the different sampling types Hudson identifies four that can be used 
in this particular context, and provides guidance on the associated dangers.  The most 
obvious of these, the true ‘random sample’ is seldom if ever used by historians simply 
because the nature and scope of the surviving data they work with does not really allow 
that to happen.  More attractive at first sight at least is the ‘cluster sample’ where a 
sample is selected based on the historian’s ability to access a particular group within the 
data set – an example here is a school defined cluster such as the schools covered within 
a School Board area.  Less enticing because of the extent to which the historian is at the 
mercy of what records have endured is the ‘surviving cluster’.    The use of this requires 
a case by case exploration of the ways in which the cluster might be biased because as 
Hudson points out, the business histories of 19
th
 century companies produced in the 
1960s which were based on what amounts to a ‘surviving’ cluster may have biased our 
understanding of British business people, their methods and the commercial climate of 
their era.
22
  Finally the ‘stratified sample’ has a good deal to recommend it because 
school activities were so often reported on in terms of school type such as Higher 
Grade, Elementary or Private Schools and even within schools by classes such as 
Infants, Seniors or Continuation.  Given the relatively short time span of this study, the 
dangers of major changes within the  composition of the strata and movement between 
them is minimal, particularly when the groupings involved are as broad as urban and 
rural, Private School and non Private School as well as Higher Grade and Elementary 
state schools.  It would appear then that the initial objections to sampling in general as 
the main method of data collection and numerical analysis can be accommodated, so 
sampling in its different forms will be used as the main method of collecting and 
arranging the data available.   
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 Hudson P. History by Numbers (London: Arnold, 2000).  p. 269.  Sampling theory is defined by 
Hudson as ’Statistical theory which enables estimation of the degree to which sample results reflect or 
vary from results which would obtain if a whole population had been examined.’ 
21
 P. Hudson, History by Numbers, p. 10. 
22
 Ibid., p. 7. 
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Developing an Analytical Procedure 
With the adoption of a range of sampling exercises linked to an inferential model of 
estimation settled as the method, and the key issue of contributions defined, a 
calculation procedure based both on the strengths of existing source materials and a 
frank acknowledgement of their limitations must now be developed.  As a basic 
minimum this approach will have to be one which has the capacity to produce data for 
analysis, but it is highly desirable that it also reflects and illustrates the wider 
experiences of those groups whose activities are being sampled.  Amongst other factors 
to be accommodated are significant changes in scale and organisation of fund raising 
activities as these developed over the duration of the war, the differences in deployment 
of the various classes of workers, including children, over the same period and the 
change in the actual scale of giving over the duration of the conflict.   
At this point, and before the details of the procedure are outlined, it is worthwhile 
formally restating the aim of this section which is to attempt to estimate the financial 
contribution to the war effort raised by children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area in 
support of the British war effort. 
In attempting to achieve a realistic outcome, the procedure chosen will set out to 
establish three estimated figures:   
1. common per capita estimate for children of the 42nd Regimental Area.   
2. children’s contributions as a percentage of total monies raised locally across the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area.  
3. children’s contributions as a percentage of monies raised during selected major 
events across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area. 
The reason for this choice is that each of these measures is meaningful and has a value 
in its own right as well as being relevant to the overall aim.  It is also important to state 
at this point that these figures are loosely related in as much as it is expected that 
examples of high child per capita contributions will be found in areas with the highest 
levels of children’s contribution when that is expressed as a percentage of major fund 
raising efforts.  In addition to these points it has to be said that for any estimated figure - 
or even description - of the children’s financial contribution to have any credibility, it is 
essential that there is a substantial body of statistical evidence in support of it which in 
this case will come from the depth and particularly from the spread of the sampling 
results produced.  It is also the case that the general credibility of the final estimate 
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would be strengthened if some base line measurement can be found against which to 
test the final result. The procedure will culminate with an extrapolation of a final child 
contribution from the data already presented.  The basic steps are set out below.          
Diagram 4: Calculation Process Basic Steps. 
 
 
 
 
 
Stage 1. 
• Examine the Crieff Abstract in order to establish an initial set of base 
line figures for comparison. 
Stage 2. 
• Relate these results to previous child fund raising efforts and provide 
data for later consideration. 
Stage 3. 
• Examine a range of child experiences across a variety of contexts and 
geographical areas using the forms of sampling approaches discussed to 
provide data for Phase 4.  
Stage 4. 
 
• Test the validity of the Crieff Abstract figures by comparrison with 
three reconstructed instances of child fund raising in three different 
types of settlements where comprehensive data sets exist.  These 
include a small rural town similar to Crieff, a larger industrial town and 
a parish with significant rural and urban elements.  Alyth, Arbroath and 
the Parish of Wymess School Board Areas were selected as 
representative examples. 
 
Stage 5. • Estimate the children’s financial contribution from data presented. 
Stage 6. 
• Place the children’s contribution in a wider context of war time fund 
raising. 
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The Crieff Experience 
Crieff in the Great War sets out in considerable detail the contribution made by the 
population of the town to the British war effort.
23
   It lists the flag days, membership of 
work parties, the arrival of Belgian refugees and a host of other activities, but it is the 
last chapter entitled ‘Abstract of War Funds Raised in Crieff’ which is of the greatest 
importance to this thesis.  Most unusually for a local history of the war, this chapter has 
a short introduction which takes care to vouch for the accuracy of the abstract noting 
that it was prepared by Provost Mungall who led Crieff throughout the war, and that 
most of the sums recorded had either passed through his hands, or had been raised by 
appeals issued through him, or ‘were otherwise authentically notified.’24  The process of 
accounting for the monies raised in the town continues in some detail for ten pages 
ending with the total of monies raised by a population of 5,500 stated as £17,735  2s  
3d, or £3  4s  4d per person.   
The importance of this abstract is immense.  A good number of towns and cities 
produced histories of their communities in the Great War, but very few indeed went 
beyond the process of chronicling the local effects of the conflict, or publishing a 
memorial book to the men who had been killed.  Crieff, along with Glasgow, are two of 
only a handful of places to attempt to account for the monies raised or the articles made 
by those left behind.  Of the two accounts the Crieff book is the more useful here, partly 
because Crieff is in the heart of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, but more importantly because 
it only deals with monies raised, whereas the Glasgow account also attempts - some 
might say unwisely - to place a monetary value on articles made for the troops.   
The detailed entries in the abstract is also a source of information not only on the scale 
of children’s donation as a percentage of the total raised by Crieff, but also of what the 
actual amount of money raised per child might look like.  The results of a line by line 
scrutiny of the abstract when matched to newspaper accounts where possible are also of 
interest because two important points emerge: on one hand a number of fund raising 
activities, although not labelled as such turn out to have been largely or even completely 
the efforts of children, while on the other hand the extent to which children’s fund 
raising activities were a development of pre-war trends in that area has been completely 
overlooked.  The abstract also indicates where the weight of the Crieff children’s 
donations lay, which gives an early indication of where the weight of children’s 
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 A. Campbell, Crieff in the Great War.  
24
 Ibid., p. 199. 
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contributions might lie across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area as a whole.  The only 
significant omission in the abstract was the sum that Crieff donated to War Weapons 
Week so that any comparison exercise will have to take that into account. However, the 
most important thing the Crieff abstract has to offer is the data from which to calculate a 
set of realistic base line figures for comparison as previously discussed: 
 a single Crieff child’s financial contribution to the war effort 
 Crieff children’s joint contribution as a percentage of the Crieff total 
 Crieff children’s contribution as a percentage of particular major fund raising 
events  
The first calculation to be made is of a single Crieff child’s contribution.   Table 14 
following shows the distribution of the children’s contributions over the period of the 
war.   
Table 14: Children’s Contributions as extracted from Abstract of War Funds 
Raised in Crieff 1914–18 & Children’s Contributions as a Percentage of Monies 
Raised. 
Fund Heading in Abstract Total Raised Children’s Contribution as 
a % of Monies Raised. 
Union Jack Day in Crieff £33      0s     2d 100% 
Belgian Relief £75     16s    6d 4.2% 
Montenegrin Red Cross £5         0s    0d 100% 
Perthshire Children’s War Guild 
Ambulance. 
£58       0s    0d 100% 
Hospital Barges per Ardvrec Sale £103     0s    0d 100% 
Perth Patriotic Barrow £10       4s   4d 34% 
Scottish Girls Friendly Society War 
Work Flag Day 
£31     14s   2d 100% 
Children’s Operetta for Blinded 
Soldiers 
£72     10s   7d 100% 
Red Cross Week 1917. £145   10s   0d 34% 
Red Cross Week 1918.   ‘Liberty 
Upholds The World’ Pageant. 
 £293   14s    9d 35% 
Sundry amounts published in the 
Strathearn Herald.
25
 
    £30     6s   10d Entry line in the abstract is 
uncertain. 
   £849    9s    4d  
Source: A. Campbell, Crieff in the Great War, pp. 119 – 207. N = £849 9s 4d  or 4.8% of 
£17,735, the total monies raised in Crieff.   
 
When the table above is examined in some detail, it is clear that some items such as the 
Red Cross Week 1917 were events of limited duration whereas Belgian Relief was 
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 Included here as not appearing in the abstract are Sale of Waste Paper £11 on 20:7:18 - £ 9:3:18, Our 
Day Flag Day on 11:11:16 - £9  6s  10,  Backgreen Concert on 27:8:18 - £8  19s  0d.   The Strathearn 
Children’s Fund raised at least £2  13s before disappearing from the columns of the Strathearn Herald on 
3
rd
 October 1914. 
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spread out over time.  The Patriotic Barrow donations came from a specific appeal to 
schools around Perth, but schools and other groups contributed on an ongoing basis, 
taking great pride in the naming of their school or group on the Barrow as hosts for the 
day.
26
  It should also be noted at this point that Crieff did not have a Higher Grade 
school but did have a near equivalent in the private Morrison’s Academy which 
traditionally had a large number of bursary placements and ran separate girls’ and boys’ 
schools.  Ardvrec, a small Preparatory school also lay within the towns boundaries.  
Morrison’s Academy was more closely involved in providing financial support for war 
funds than Ardvrec, partly because of the age of their pupils, and whose sale in aid of 
the hospital barges was its only recorded direct financial contribution to war funds
27
.  
Events like the Red Cross Week of 1917 had contributions from all of the other schools 
and the same was true of the pageant ‘Liberty Upholds The World’ held in Red Cross 
Week 1918 already described in Chapter 2: Form and Evolution.  
The calculation of the children’s contribution as a percentage of major fund raising 
events is relatively straight forward.  The figure of 100% in some lines, although strictly 
true is not really relevant because these were by definition children events run by them 
for causes of their choice.  The Scottish Girls Friendly Society Flag Day for example 
was run by the girls to raise money for materials to turn into comforts.  The only 
exception is the Ardvrec line where it has to be said the adults almost certainly decided 
the cause to be supported.  The other percentage figures vary widely but their real 
significance is that these are indications of the potential of children to raise money when 
organised, while the published reports of the events give a clear indication of the 
methodology used to organise them for maximum effect.  This is particularly the case in 
the Pageant in 1918, where the direction was by adults who had also clearly taken the 
decision to involve, or in fact mobilise what amounted to the child population of Crieff 
of ‘over six hundred children.’28   
The significance of this is that if the number of children given as ‘over six hundred’ is 
taken to be 625 then the per capita sum raised by these children would have been 9s  5d.  
Using the same figure for the child population for Red Cross Week 1917 and Belgian 
Relief the per capita sum raised per child would have been 4s  8d and the 2s  4d 
                                                          
26
 The Perth Patriotic Barrow was a large tea and sandwich trolley that dispensed refreshments to the men 
in transit or who came off the leave trains or were about to go back to France.   It was manned 24 hours a 
day for long periods by volunteers including senior pupils of Perth Academy. 
27
 Morrison’s Academy do not have a complete listing of their contribution to the war effort. 
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 The details of this event appear in Chapter 2: Form and Evolution.  
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respectively.  The variance between the three figures reflects the nature of the events for 
the Pageant was an enormous undertaking and the figure 9s  5d per capita reflects that 
whereas the Belgian Relief per capita figure reflects the ongoing nature of that appeal.   
In essence what can be seen from this is that taking the child population to be 625 then: 
 a] per capita contribution for a Crieff child would be in the region of £1 7s  0d.   
 b] Crieff children’s contribution as a percentage to major fund raising events 
varies widely.  
 c] Crieff children’s donations as a percentage of the Crieff total = 4.8%. 
 
The most startling point to emerge here is that at £1  7s, the children’s per capita sum 
compares very favourably with the general population per capita figure of  £3  4s  4d.  
That means that when the child per capita is taken as a percentage of the whole 
population per capita then it would stand at 42% which appears to be very high indeed.   
There is no doubt that in spite of the level of documentation supporting the calculation 
of the Crieff children’s per capita figure, the idea that the school children of a single 
small Scottish town could provide this level of financial support for the war effort both 
as a cash sum and as a percentage of the towns total fund raising has to be greeted with 
a good deal of initial healthy scepticism, especially when the figures for per capita sums 
raised in seven other town in Britain are noted in Table 15 below. 
Table 15:  Per Capita Sums Raised in Support of the War Effort in Eight British 
Towns and Cities. 
Towns & Cities. Amount Raised. 
[£] 
Population. [1911] Per Capita Amount 
Raised by Entire 
Population.  [£]* 
Bradford 190,161 288,458 £1.63 
Bristol 586,026 357,144 £1.64 
Hartlepool 93,969 63,923 £1.47 
Leicester 350,000 227,222 £1.54 
Preston 230,454 117,088 £1.97 
Todmorden 38,377 25,404 £1.51 
Crieff 17,735 5,500 £3.22 
Glasgow 3,500,000 784,000 £4.46 
 Average Per Capita £2.18 
Source: Grant, Peter Russell (2012). Mobilizing charity: non uniformed voluntary action 
during the First World War. (Unpublished Doctoral thesis, City University London)  p. 213. 
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This table is derived from figures contained in ‘Mobilizing charity: non uniformed 
voluntary action during the First World War’ the unpublished PhD thesis of P R Grant 
which was part of a much larger attempt by him to estimate the amount of monies raised 
by charities over the period of the war.
29
  [Per Capita Amounts Raised figures appear in 
decimal form in Grant’s thesis and that from has been used here.]  Unfortunately he 
makes no attempt to assess the children’s contribution although he does outline their 
activities.  Grant, who vouches for the reliability of these figures and hedges his 
comments with a number of caveats, took them from the very few existing local 
histories war which attempted to calculate what their communities had given.   Of those 
listed here, the closest in method of calculation to Crieff appear to be Hartlepool, 
Leicester and Preston.  [Grant acknowledges the figure for Bradford is in fact an 
estimate based on a projection, the Bristol figure excludes flag days, the Todmorden 
figure is an acknowledged underestimate and the Glasgow figure includes an estimate 
for the monetary value of comforts but excludes church and regimental association 
contributions]  The point here is that if the Crieff children’s per capita figure of £1  7s  
0d is compared to the mean figure for the population in general of £2  3s  7d for the 
entire group or the mean of £1  13s  2d for the three towns most similar in their 
accounting methods to Crieff, then the Crieff children’s contribution appears at first 
sight to be both massive and somewhat less than credible. 
Grant noted the differences in the levels of giving between the Crieff, Glasgow and the 
rest commenting specifically on the Crieff case that smaller communities might simply 
have raised more money than larger ones.
30
  There is certainly some merit in that 
argument when the extent of personal knowledge of serving soldiers including kith and 
kin amongst people in a small town like Crieff, as well as the close knit nature of units 
like the Crieff Company of the 6
th
 Black Watch is taken into consideration.  However, 
when it came to the Glasgow case he is rather more at a loss.  Even so, he is careful to 
point out the quality of Glasgow accountancy, this city being the only place as far as he 
knew which ‘collected comprehensive, systematic information on wartime charitable 
giving,’ but it could be said that Crieff did the same - albeit on a massively smaller 
scale.
31
  In fact every point Grant makes about Glasgow could at least find a parallel of 
sorts in Crieff in that both places sent relatively little to London based funds, and 
newspaper led appeals were particularly successful in both places. The speeches of Lord 
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 P. R.Grant, Mobilizing Charity, p. 213. 
30
 Ibid., 
31
 Ibid., pp. 214 - 215. 
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Provost Dunlop of Glasgow show civic leadership clearly played a major role, but so 
too did the very frequent utterances of Provost Mungall of Crieff which were frequently 
reported in the Strathearn Herald.  Grant apportions the main weight of explanation 
elsewhere and he, like Gregory, points to the disproportionate rate of the Glasgow 
contribution to every aspect of support for the war: the rate of enlistment was twice that 
of England, support for war bonds and ‘Tank Week’ all had massive uptake but the fact 
is that something very similar could be said for little Crieff.
32
  It could even be said that 
what happened in Crieff bore a rough similarity to the overall experience of the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area and if that were to be the case as seems likely, it would be a very 
strong plank in the case for a separate Scottish Great War experience.   
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Crieff Children’s contribution: establishing credibility 
The question of credibility as discussed in the previous section also arises when the 
estimated size of the Crieff children’s per capita figure is considered, for given the 
whole population per capita national figures which appeared in Table 15,  a total of £1  
7 shillings per Crieff child seems very high.  While the previous section may explain 
why the Crieff per capita figure sits where it does, it does not explain why the Crieff 
children’s per capita figure should be so high.  Key elements of that explanation lie 
elsewhere, but in order to be convincing any account must at least demonstrate the 
existence of a motive, and if possible a precedent for child fund raising on a large scale 
that might indicate that the Crieff children’s per capita figure, which although high, is 
actually feasible.  Above all, it will have to show that while motivation may explain 
children’s willingness to act, money also had to be available to children of all classes - 
even if only in very small amounts.   
On that same question of money, the habit of giving children their ‘Saturday pennies’ as 
they were called was probably more common than might have been thought.  Reference 
to this appears across the press time in tiny announcements tacked onto the end of 
published accounts of relief funds as in one of many cases where twelve Arbroath 
children were named - followed by the words ‘From their Saturday Pennies - £1.’33  At 
other times groups of children took the initiative themselves and handed cash directly to 
the relief funds and while no doubt the pleasure of seeing their name in print was some 
consolation for the sacrifice, their Saturday penny changed hands
34
.  Little stories of 
children’s efforts written in gravely approving tones were published in the local papers 
including one such from Miss Work, the newsagent at Collessie in Fife describing the 
contributors to the collection for the 7
th
 Black Watch, who observed ’even the little 
children brought in their message earnings to help swell the fund.’35  The village and 
district had one hundred and forty men fighting so the level of personal involvement for 
the children is not hard to imagine.  Cash was also available on a larger scale, but in an 
age when so many children were expected to ‘pitch in’ the availability of paid seasonal 
work picking berries in large parts of Angus, Perthshire and even in Fife meant earnings 
of around three shillings to a good child berry picker at the height of the season.  A days 
pay for a ‘bit’ during the potato harvest varied between two shillings and two and 
sixpence in 1914 and by 1917 children, including those from the Brechin School Board 
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area were being paid three shillings and sixpence when they struck for an extra shilling 
a day, but the strike failed.
36
  Most of these earnings would go on the child’s own keep 
but a few pennies usually escaped.  Urban children frequently joined in seasonal farm 
work before and during the war, but they also had their own means of earning money.  
One example from Perth illustrates the point.  In 1912 Perth School Attendance 
Committee required all Elementary and Denominational Schools in Perth to submit a 
return naming all employed children whose situation was then checked to make sure the 
Bye-Laws on employment were not being breached. The return revealed that 514 
children out a total school population of approximately 2400 children over the age of 
ten were working on average 14.25 hours per week, and as a result formal warnings 
were issued to all in breach of the Bye Laws.
37
  It would appear then that children did 
have access to money at that time. 
The question of why children involved themselves in voluntary war work to the extent 
they did is dealt with at length elsewhere but it is appropriate at this point to remember 
the unique conditions under which Scottish children in general entered the war, for of 
all the countries of the Empire they alone entered the conflict on the wave of celebration 
of a great military victory: the sexcentenary of the victory at Bannockburn was 
celebrated all over the  42
nd
 Regimental Area seven weeks before the outbreak of war.
38
  
The speaker at the gathering of all the children of Crieff at the McRostie Park who was 
cheered so loudly when he asked them if they would be willing to fight like Bruce if 
they had to, almost certainly planted the seed of motivation that led to their 
involvement.  The sight of the marching column of the Crieff Company of the 6
th
 Black 
Watch on route to the railway station no doubt also made its impression too as did the 
arrival of the first Belgian refugees in Crieff on the 22
nd
 October, 1914.   
The question also arises as to what extent the Crieff was unique in this respect, and if it 
was not - as is asserted here - similar behaviour should be found in other areas.  In that 
regard the children of Dundee and Perth in particular also had another reason to move 
quickly into action: in addition to the Bannockburn celebrations the King and Queen 
had made a royal visit later in June and had commented very favourably on the ranks of 
children who lined the route – and for a few days just before the outbreak of war, 
national and imperial pride went together along the banks of the Tay.  However, to 
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move beyond speculation that the timing of both events might have motivated the 
school children of Dundee to make a voluntary contribution to the war effort some form 
of statistical evidence is required.   
The graph below sets out the monetary contributions of all of the schools of the Dundee 
School Board area as published in the Dundee Courier and the Dundee Advertiser from 
the outbreak of war until Christmas holidays in 1914. 
Graph G:  Dundee School Board Schools Monthly Contributions to the War Effort 
between 31st August and 31st December, 1914.
39
 
 
 
The total raised by the Dundee children of the Board Schools and the High School was 
£2578  2s  8d which when divided by the average attendance figure of 19,500 pupils 
gives a per capita figure of 2s  6d or half a crown per pupil.   Only schools monies are 
taken into account here, so the per capita figure per child of school age would have been 
higher if Boys Brigade, Scouts and other organisation efforts had been counted.  What 
is also interesting is that there were reported contributions from all Board Schools, 
though in some cases the production of comforts dominated their patterns of giving and 
money only really featured as funding that activity, while in others like Harris Academy 
or Ancrum Road cash receipts were the dominant feature.  Another feature too was that 
Infant Sections like that from Victoria Road are mentioned as donors as is the School 
for the Blind.  In short involvement was near total.  One final thing that must be kept in 
mind is that the sums published were not for all monies raised, but for disbursed monies 
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only, so that schools could and often did have an additional War Fund which is not 
shown in these calculations. Although reports of individual events showed where the 
money went, both the full allocation these specific monies raised by schools during this 
period and the size of the War Fund was reported only in the case of Stobswell below. 
Graph H:  Destination of Monies Raised by Stobswell School between the 
Outbreak of War and Christmas 1914. 
 
The fact that the Belgian Refugee funds were so generously catered for in the allocation 
above for should come as no surprise, for apart from the amount sent to the Prince of 
Wales Fund which is very generous in Dundee and even Scottish terms, this allocation 
is entirely consistent with the named causes for which the schools raised money at that 
time.  Later in the war destinations would change in line with a very general swing 
towards care of the wounded as the major specified area of fund raising, so that when 
the Infant Department of Liff Road School distributed £200 13s 7d from their sale of 
work and entertainment in September 1915, the biggest share of £50 went to Lochee 
Women’s Work Party, then £25 each to Lochee Red Cross Hospital and the Dundee 
Eastern Hospital as well as another £50 for a Liff Road School bed in France and finally 
£25 for POWs held in Germany.  The remainder presumably went to their War Fund for 
more materials or as a working float. 
Two other very interesting aspects of Stobswell was that the school only taught 
Supplementary Classes and therefore the children were all in their last two or three 
years of schooling and second, since this school had a regular average attendance of 
approximately 800 children, the pupil per capita sum raised amounted to 11s  5d.  This 
£287 
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is massively higher than the figure of 2s  6d for the school children of Dundee as a 
whole but still in line with Harris Academy at 11s  0d which in turn makes the Crieff 
child per capita figure somewhat more believable.   In addition to that the newspaper 
reports show Stobswell to have physically raised only £250 which raises questions 
about where the money in the war fund came from, but a report in the Dundee 
Advertiser noted that the pupils were also raising £3 10s weekly ‘out of their own 
pockets’ to help the cause and that, along with some retention of monies raised, explains 
its origins.
40
  [There are no details of how many children paid, but given the schools 
average attendance a donation of a penny a week per pupil comes very close to £3  10s.]  
With the origins of the Stobswell War Fund explained, the points to be borne in mind 
now concern how many more schools had War Funds that are not known of, how much 
were these worth and to what extent have they led to a further underestimation of the 
children’s contribution?  Unfortunately these questions cannot be answered, but at least 
two other Dundee schools including Butterburn did have working war funds.
41
 
The Stobswell War Fund may seem rather large but when the following list of finished 
comforts in the Table 16 following is examined the need for a relatively large cash sum 
can be seen.              
Table 16: Comforts Produced in Stobswell School                                                               
31
st
 August and Christmas 1914.
42
 
  Comforts. Numbers Produced, 
Packed and Sent. 
Helmets [Balaclava] 430 
Mitts 357 
Cholera Belts 188 
Socks 300 
Mufflers 102 
Knitted Vests 6 
Flannel Shirts 48 
Garments for Belgians 324 
Comfort Boxes. Contents 
purchased, packed for B.E.F. 
300 
Source: Dundee Courier, 17
th
 December 1914. 
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It should also be noted that detailed lists of comforts sent from other schools do appear 
but these are relatively uncommon
43
. 
The final step in establishing a measure of credibility for any future estimate of the 
children’s contribution lies in a consideration of the role that precedent for children’s 
charitable giving can play here.  At this juncture the most important point to be made is 
that school children’s fund raising activities in support of soldiers during the Great War 
are best seen as part of a long developmental continuum which started with the South 
African War, and continued beyond the end of the Second World War.  The idea of 
sponsoring a bed in a military hospital which so many schools did in the Great War can 
be traced back to examples like the Perth Academy sponsorship of a bed in the De’Ath 
Military Hospital during the South African War, while school concerts in aid of Belgian 
Relief or similar had their origins in school fund raising events such as the ‘Charming 
Country Fair’ held in Ancrum Road School in 1913 ‘in aid of poor children’ which were 
fairly frequent before 1914.
44
  What did change with the war was the frequency and 
scale of these activities as well as the level of willingness to adapt existing skills and a 
readiness to draw on past experience and good practice.  The most outstanding example 
of this occurred in the summer of 1914, providing a very important early indication not 
only of children’s capacity for charitable giving but also patterns of organisation 
adopted later in the war.    
Two months before the outbreak of war the school children of Perthshire took part in 
the ‘Perth Infirmary Fifty Thousand Shilling Endowment Fund’ project which was 
intended to raise £2,500 from ‘the sons and daughters of Perthshire at home and 
overseas’ on behalf of the children’s ward at the newly completed infirmary.45  The 
Perth Royal Infirmary as it is now known, was a source of great civic pride, not only for 
Perth but also for the whole county, and was to be inspected by the King and Queen 
during their visit to the city on the 10
th
 July, 1914.  On the 8
th
 May, 1914 the Education 
Sub Committee set up to arrange for school children to view the royal visit deemed it 
appropriate that the Perth and Perthshire School Boards be asked to approve a formal 
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approach through the teachers to the children of Perthshire to contribute towards the 
‘Fifty Thousand Shilling Fund.’46   
By trawling the newspaper coverage of this event and concentrating on the accounts, the 
first results showed that by June 10th eight rural schools had contributed 691 shillings 
or £34 11s  0d, and that three days later another ten schools had contributed 681 
shillings bringing the total to £68 12s  0d.
47
    Other lists followed rapidly as the schools 
shut for the summer holidays, until the last list published on 13
th
 July 1914 ended the 
run of school donations which now stood at a total of 9653 shillings or £482 13s.
48
  The 
last total published was 22,676 shillings or £1133 16s which appeared in the Annual 
Report of the Directors of the Infirmary for 1915.  This meant that Perthshire school 
children from sixty nine schools had raised a staggering 43% of the total sum raised to 
build the children’s ward.49  No reason was given as to why the appeal was cut short – if 
indeed it was - and most unusually no final press notice stating the final sum raised by 
the Fifty Thousand Shilling Fund has been found in any of the three Perth papers, 
although the reason for that almost certainly was that by the time the pupils returned to 
school on 2
nd
 September 1914, the country was already at war.  The project disappeared 
from the papers as fund raising shifted towards the Perth Prince of Wales Fund which 
received its first donation from children in the shape of a three guinea contribution from 
the boys of Fechney Industrial School gifted on the 7
th
 September 1914.
50
 
As an example of pre-war juvenile fund raising, there is a strong sense in which this 
activity indicates the strength of the pre-war administrative structures which would be 
adapted for wartime usage, and which allowed children’s efforts to be channelled so 
effectively when required into projects such as fund raising for the Perthshire Children’s 
War Guild ambulances. A similar situation existed for a range of activities including 
minor medical supplies acquisition, or fund raising exploits of the Fife children 
associated with the C.V.W.A. as outlined in Chapter 2: Form and Evolution.
51
  The 
process of engagement which led from Education Sub Committee, to School Board, to 
Head Teacher, to the pupils who carried out the ground work of collection could take 
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different forms, but very often the School Board would be involved in an oversight role 
while a teacher or a trusted local adult would often supply initial inspiration, or 
leadership, or act as facilitator.    During the war, as in this appeal, there was almost 
always some significant form of financial accountability in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area 
before the War Charities Act of 1916 and always thereafter.  In most cases 
accountability took the form of individual pupil collection cards on which the donor 
would write down the sum involved so these could be checked against sums handed in.    
A similar pattern of engagement can be found in Dundee when Mrs Adamson, the 
Convenor of the Dundee Branch of the Red Cross, sought the help of the city school 
children during the Red Cross Week in 1918. [See Table 19 following.] The Dundee 
School Board were approached for permission on 7
th
 May, 1918 but divided on the 
matter and asked for an explanation of the safeguards to be put in place for the children.  
When the following meeting on 4
th
 June heard that the children were not to carry out a 
street collection but rather to bring their donations to school they gave permission and 
even formal encouragement immediately.  When the accounts were published in the 
Dundee Courier a separate heading entitled ‘Mrs Adamson’s School Scheme’ listed the 
donations from the schools involved.  Every school in Dundee had contributed as well 
as two others nearby in Broughty Ferry and Wormit.  Other fund raising activities such 
as Sunday School donations, a Cafe Chantant at the Oak Lodge and a Young Folks 
Concert during the week finally pushed the total to £869  2s  7d or 5.5% of the final 
total of £15,780 donated by Dundee to the Red Cross Week 1918.
52
   
When all of this is taken into account, three important points emerge: first, there were 
precedents for children’s fund raising on a large scale and second, children when 
motivated were capable of raising significant amounts of money very quickly. Finally, 
there were long established organisational structures available to channel and guide 
their efforts for maximum effectiveness.  In fact, in view of this the Crieff children’s per 
capita donation figure becomes a good deal more believable than at first sight.   
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Sampling the Range of Child Wartime Experience by Event 
Unfortunately the quality of ‘Mrs Adamson’s School Scheme’ as a source of 
information was the exception and the information gathering process for the analysis of 
children’s contributions to major events was much more laborious.  Nevertheless, any 
form of geographically wide ranging monitoring of children’s involvement in the major 
fund raising events throughout the war is of importance simply because their presence 
on any final tally sheet or abstract of accounts indicates two things.  The first of these 
was the extent of ongoing child involvement, and the second is that their work during 
the first months of the war as examined earlier was not a simple flash in the pan.  Of 
almost equal importance is that an evaluation of the percentage of any monies raised 
attributable to their efforts broadens the pool of material samples, and  in that way lends 
credibility to any final estimate of the children’s contribution. 
In this sampling exercise events were considered for analysis only if the following 
criteria were met: 
 an official published final total of event takings existed 
 newspaper or other published reports of the event existed describing the form 
the event took and the funds it supported  
 the event might be held by the local branch of a national organisation but it had 
to take place within a within a clearly defined geographical area such as a town 
or a parish 
 it had a start and end date.   
 
In 1917 for example, because the Red Cross Week was what it claimed to be in most 
areas and lasted exactly one week, local events held under the auspices of the Society 
were suitable for selection.  These affairs were always well reported and easy to use 
because the final town or parish totals raised were declared and accounts were largely 
completed and published within a month of the end of the event, although county wide 
calculations generally took much longer to work through as will be seen from the date 
of publication of the Fife county total in the table following.    
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Table 17: Sample of Child Fund Raising in Red Cross Week, 1917. 
Locality. Identification Identifiable 
Sums 
Raised. 
Percentage of 
Total Raised 
in the 
Locality. 
Pupil Per 
Capita. 
Source. 
Fife Those 49 schools 
of all types 
appearing in list 
of donors. 
£366  8s  0d 16.5% of sum 
collected BUT 
2.0% of total 
sum raised. 
Unknown. Fife Free 
Press. 
21:12:1917 
Cowdenbeath* Beath School 
Board area 
schools 
[Four named] 
£50  8s  3d 14% Unknown West Fife 
Echo 
17:7:1917 
Lochore* Glencraig, 
Crosshill and 
Ballingry 
Schools 
£45  15s  9d 21% Unknown Cowdenbeath 
& Lochgelly 
Times & 
Advertiser. 
4:7:1917 & 
11:7:1917 
Leven* Scholars Sports 
+ Schools 
Donation from 
all schools 
  
 £73  6s   3d 16% Unknown Leven 
Advertiser     
12:7:1917 
Buckhaven* School Concert  £40 14% Unknown Leven 
Advertiser 
19:7:1917 
Sources: as per newspapers named in Source column.                                                                       
*These schools do not appear in the list of 49 schools in the Fife row. 
 
Table 17 above shows the funds raised by children in the county of Fife and in four 
towns as a percentage of the final total of monies raised during Red Cross Week in 
these areas.  In assembling Table 17, the question of possible bias in the selection of the 
data presented was addressed by the use of figures for School Board areas rather than 
specific schools because that largely evens out individual school differences in class and 
household income which could well prejudice the samples.  Buckhaven, Leven, 
Cowdenbeath Board areas all contained a Higher Grade school as well as a mix of 
Elementary schools.  The Lochore group of three schools as discussed was the 
exception. It is also immediately clear from this sample, that the  spread within the 
‘Percentage of Totals’ is not particularly great at 7% making for a median figure of 
17.5%.  The question of how representative of Fife that figure might be for 1917 is best 
answered by noting that the list of donors for all of Fife was also published, and when 
schools donations were extracted and totalled the percentage raised by children was 2%.  
However, the final Fife total was skewed by a number of proportionately massive 
donations and grants which were not actually monies raised but which must of course 
be counted as part of the total monies collected.  Donations like these bear witness to 
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the generosity of individuals and were mostly anonymous, but this section is concerned 
with measuring money raised, so with that in mind these large sums were extracted.  It 
was then found that the percentage total raised by pupils of forty nine named schools in 
Fife was 16.5% which is very close to the median figure above.  It is also worth noting 
that the total for the Blairgowrie School Board area which also contained a Higher 
Grade school as well as elementary schools was 13% for the same year.   
When a set of calculations of ‘Pupil per Capita’ in Table 18 as opposed to ‘Percentage 
of Total’ as per Table 18 are made for a selection of Perthshire schools, a similar 
clustering effect is found, albeit with the significant exceptions of St Fillans and 
Monzievaird which show significantly higher pupil per capita figures but with no 
explanation of these in the local papers or School Logs. 
                     Table 18: Pupil per Capita Raised in Red Cross Week 1917. 
Elementary Schools. Total Sum 
Raised. 
Average 
Attendance* 
Pupil per Capita. Source.              
Peoples Journal 
Perth Edition.  
Coupar Angus £34   0s   0d 315 2s    2d         School Log 
Taylors Institute [Crieff] £32    0s   0d 140 2s    8d 7:7:1917 
St Fillans £9   3s  10d 40 4s    7d 7:7:1917 
Dunning £21  10s   0d 130 3s    4d 14:7:1917 
Kinloch-Rannoch £7  7s   0d 40 3s    8d 14:7:1917 
Burrelton £10  14s  0d 110 2s     0d 14:7:1917 
Aberuthven £3   8s   0d 60 1s     2d 14:7:1917 
Blair Atholl £8  10s  4d 105 1s     8d 14:7:1917 
Innerpeffray £2  9s   0d 17 2s    11d 14:7:1917 
Gartmore £10  3s  11d 100 2s     1d 14:7:1917 
Killiekrankie £8   15s   0d 45 3s    11d 21:7:1917 
Monzievaird £13   5s   8d 40  6s     8d 28:7:1917 
Lochearnhead £5   0s   0d 50 2s     0d 28:7:1917 
  Average           3s     0d  
Source: as per newspapers listed in Sources column. 
*This figure is taken as 90% [to nearest 5] of the school entry in column Average Number of Scholars on 
the Register during the Year in the section entitled ‘Schools Aided by Parliamentary Grant for the year 
ending 30
th
 April 1914’ as published in HMSO publication Reports & Issued in 1914 – 1915.  
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The average for the Amounts Raised Per Pupil  is 3s  0d  and given that children might 
be involved in up to a dozen similar activities during the war, a whole war total per 
capita figure could rise in value fairly quickly, especially in schools which were 
particularly active in fund raising. 
When Red Cross Week 1918 is examined the situation is rather different not least 
because in many areas the Red Cross Week of that year went on well beyond the initial 
week, and in many cases no final total of monies raised was published before the 
Armistice by which time these Red Cross Weeks had ceased to be the week-long event 
they once were.  A reading of the newspaper accounts of the 1918 Red Cross Week 
shows there appears to have been a much greater level of coordination and planning in 
place than had been seen before, and there was also an administrative system which 
attempted at least to acknowledge small group and individual contributions.  As part of 
that and where children had a distinct role, the reporting of their efforts was by and 
large good, but in many cases their integration into the main event, though often on 
quite prestigious terms, meant their financial contribution was not recorded separately.  
In fact, children had been appealed to as a specific group and included as such in the 
advertisements that were placed in the local newspapers all over Scotland and which 
appealed to all Scots. Civic and local pride and rivalry had ensured in the interest of 
transparency and the requirements of wartime charity legislation that not only updated 
accounts were published on a weekly basis, but the same rivalry appeared to cause the 
so called Red Cross Week to last a good deal longer.
53
.    
Even so, in other areas including all those in Table 19 following, Red Cross Week had a 
clear start, finish and published final total presented in local newspapers. [It should be 
stated immediately that the purpose of Table 19 is not to compare different child fund 
raising for the Red Cross Weeks of 1917 with 1918, but rather it is an attempt to show a 
spread of activities across a number of different areas within the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.] 
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Table 19: Sample of Child Fund Raising in Red Cross Week, 1918. 
Locality Identification Identifiable 
Sums Raised 
Percentage 
of Total 
Pupil per 
Capita. 
Sources 
Dundee.                  
[All Schools.] 
‘Mrs Adamsons 
School Scheme’ 
and other 
childrens 
activities as 
reported in the 
Dundee Courier. 
 
£869  2s  7d 5.5%     10 1/2d* Dundee Courier 
17:7:1918:              
13:6:1918:            
20:6:1918:                
9:7:1918 
 
Montrose              
[All Schools.] 
‘Montrose and 
District School 
Children’s Thank 
Offering.’ 
£116 19s  5d 7.5%   1s  5d Montrose 
Standard  
5:7:1918 
Lochgelly.              Lochgelly 
Schools 
Collection + 
Guides  + School 
Garden Party 
 £97 1s  2d 10% unknown Cowdenbeath & 
Lochgelly Times & 
Advertiser. 
27:11:1918. 
Kilconquhar Kilconquhar Boy 
Scout Troop. 
   £51 9% unknown East Coast 
Observer 1918 
St Monace Mars Boys 
Concert 
£37  10s  6d 21% unknown East Coast 
Observer. 
Alyth School 
Board Area. 
Pupils Red Cross 
Week Collection 
£61  15s  0d  4.5 % 3s  6d Alyth Guardian 
12:7:1918. 
Burntisland Burntisland 
Children 
£50 16s 8d 10% 5s  0d Fife Advertiser 
29:6:1918 
Pitlochry Pitlochry High 
School 
£31  1s  11d 6% 2s  0d Peoples Journal 
13:7:1918 
31:8:1918 
Sources: as per newspapers listed in Sources column.  
All % rounded to nearest 0.5%   *Per Capita derived by dividing Identifiable Sums Raised by 19,500 
which was the average attendance for Dundee School Board 1916 See Minutes of Dundee School 
Board, 1916. 
 
The first point to be made here is that the spread of figures in the Percentage of Total 
column is much wider than in 1917 with the highest being St Monace.  [The Mars Boys 
Choir which was in St Monace on their annual holiday was a major attraction at the 
time and could have filled any hall in Fife.] The spread of 16.5% shows the extent to 
which one figure can skew any result because the median in this case is 12.75%, 
significantly above all but one other figure.  The Montrose, Alyth and Pitlochry schools 
percentages 7.5%, 4.5% and 6% respectively sit very comfortably together and if the 
Percentage of Total for schools only of almost 5% is extracted from the Dundee row on 
the basis of these figures a children’s contribution of around 5.5% in major events 
seems a realistic estimate.  It is also worth noting that in 1918 all over the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area and well beyond, the level of war support activity amongst the general 
population rose after the failure of Operation Michael from what appears to have been a 
low point of 1917, so that the higher proportion of children’s fund raising that year 
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provides a very good indication of the significance of their efforts during 1917.  The 
general population may have paused a little in their efforts that year, but it seems that 
the children never stood down 
The per capita yield shown in Table 19 for Montrose Alyth and Pitlochry of 1s  5d, 3s  
6d and 2s 0d per capita respectively, although more diverse, is not particularly 
surprising.  Montrose and Pitlochry, as fairly prosperous towns during the war with 
Higher Grade schools might have been expected to have raised more per capita than 
semi-rural Alyth, but that is to ignore the timing of Red Cross Week in July 1918 which 
fell at the onset of the berry picking season in Perthshire.  Berry pickers from outside 
the town, staying in accommodation in Alyth and nearby at weekends as well as 
weekdays would have swollen the takings, and the children themselves would almost 
certainly have been earning a few shillings a day.   
Other opportunities to calculate pupil per Capita statistics across limited areas do 
present themselves from time to time.  One such concerns Dunblane children’s flag day 
and entertainment for the Red Cross in 1915.  The Callander Advertiser reported the 
involvement of children from Dunblane, Le Cropt and the St Mary’s Episcopal School 
in Dunblane along with a £3 donation from a lady supporter and detailed how the sum 
of £76   5s  6d had been raised.
54
  When a Pupil per Capita figure is calculated for this 
grouping it is 3s  1d.  In Auchterarder 2s  4d 
55
 per pupil was raised for the same cause, 
while in another Red Cross appeal in October 1915, a group of thirty four senior girls 
from Waid Academy saturated the town and local area collecting £22  7s  4d in the 
process which represented a Pupil per Capita sum of 13s  2d.
56
  In Muthill and district 
the pupils collected for the Scottish Women’s Hospitals Flag Day in 1916 when they 
achieved a Pupil per Capita sum of 2s  10d.
57
   
Other examples can be found but taking a broad view of these Pupil per Capita sums 
raised at special events several things are clear.  In terms of value, sums raised per pupil 
per event can vary enormously but they had a tendency to cluster in the region of 
between 2s  0d and 2s  6d,  otherwise known as a florin and half a crown.  Along with a 
shilling piece,  half crowns and florins were both very significant coins for children but 
also sums not completely out with their reach, for these were under a child’s days pay 
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 Callander Advertiser, 10
th
 April 1915.  
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 Strathearn Herald, 3
rd
 April 1915. 
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 East of Fife Record,11
th
 October 1915. 
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 Strathern Herald, 22
nd
 April, 1916. 
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for field work, and it is noticeable that while contributions often exceeded the half 
crown these seldom fell below a shilling.  A certain degree of momentum built up so 
that a child might be involved in three or four activities a year.  In that case, if they did 
raise half a crown each time, then the idea of children raising the same figure as the 
Crieff children over the duration of the war is entirely believable.  It is also clear that 
children’s involvement in major fund raising events could mean at a conservative 
estimate a boost of between 7.5%. – 10% to the fund involved, and while they were not 
involved en masse in every major event, the earlier in the war children were involved, 
the higher the percentage raised by them.  However, as the war progressed and fund 
raising events became more organised, children were often promoted to a more 
integrated and so probably more effective role, but as that happened it became more 
difficult to separate out distinct children’s fund raising activities.  That in turn implies 
that a degree of underestimation of their contribution went hand in hand with gains in 
their effectiveness as contributors. 
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Sampling the Range of Child Wartime Experience by Strata 
Because of the composition of the school population between 1914-18, when any 
attempt is made to sample groups of schools what takes place is essentially sampling by 
strata over time, a process dominated by two factors – the type of school and the 
selection of data available for each school. In the 42
nd
 Regimental Area as elsewhere 
there were four basic types of schools in operation during the war: Private, Higher 
Grade, Elementary and a very few specialist schools.   Attendance at one of these 
schools was normally at least partly indicative of social class, especially after the age of 
twelve and again at fourteen.
58
  Of these the Elementary or Public school was the most 
common and could be situated in rural, village or urban areas.  Each school either had 
its own School Board or more often was part of a larger cluster which formed a School 
Board area, drawing down specialist services like medical officers from County level or 
employing Attendance Officers on their own account.   
Public Schools as a group have left a number of sets of data which can be used.  The 
limitations of the data also have implications here because the four main ways that 
schools raised money were through specific ‘events’ in support of normally well 
defined causes, War Savings Associations mostly run by their staff, regular weekly 
pupil donations for causes like POW support and through ‘Julian’ the Tank Bank.  
Surprisingly, since it was a government sponsored organisation, the main problem of 
identification lies with children’s War Savings for no central record of the War Savings 
Associations in schools exists at either Local Authority or even national level, but 
luckily short lists or congratulatory notes do appear in the newspapers
59
.   A similar 
situation exists regarding ‘Julian’, though the newspapers were at their most 
forthcoming there.   
In fact, the potential for the strata sample to become a ‘surviving’ or ‘better documented 
strata’ composed of those schools with the best records rather than truly representative 
of the situation is considerable, and the consequences as Hudson warned are that the 
unusual is taken for the commonplace and ‘the notorious or exceptional’ are given 
undue prominence.’60  One short examples should suffice to illustrate this point.  The 
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 Many of the Higher Grade schools taught the sons of the wealthy, but seldom the gentry and at fourteen 
the promising scholars with wealthy fathers went off to an Edinbugh private school to be ‘finished’ and 
prepared for university including Oxford and Cambridge. Lt. F. Webster, one of the first FPs of Arbroath 
High School to be killed is an example. 
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 National Archives confirmed that on 22
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 January 2012. 
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 Hudson, History by Numbers, p. 173. 
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Dundee Courier reported that at the end of the Session 1917 – 1918 that Mains School 
had raised over £1600 in War Savings, donated £175 to ‘Julian’ and raised £119 for war 
funds - and produced a large volume of comforts.   Unfortunately the School Log has 
not survived but what it meant was that with an average attendance of a hundred every 
child had contributed £18 19s.
61
  This was a remarkable achievement and with that in 
mind, from this point on every table for comparison will have a note explaining what 
has been included.   
In Table 20 below a representative sample based on the city schools of Dundee has been 
assembled.  Of the twenty one schools Log Books only five consistently mention the 
amounts raised, whereas the others contain entries noting fund raising events but no 
mention is made of the sums involved.  Table 20 below includes monies raised by the 
children, pupil savings held by their War Savings Association branch where details 
appear in the log and monies raised for the Tank.   
Table 20: Amount Raised per Pupil in Five Dundee Public Schools 1914 – 1918. 
Elementary Schools. Total Sum Raised. 
    [to nearest £] 
Average 
Attendance. 
Amount Raised 
Per Pupil. 
Ancrum Road   £526 950 11s  6d 
Downfield £363 280 £1 5s  10d 
Liff Road £942 680 £1  7s  7d 
Mitchell Street £524 840 12s  7d 
Rosebank £3344         1160 £2  17s  10d 
 
 
The fact that only five schools are entered in Table 20 begs the questions about what 
was happening in the others and why they do not appear.  The fact is that some like Ann 
Street were very clearly raising money which they were using to subsidise a very 
considerable comforts making operation as well as buying small useful items to be 
enclosed with each parcel, so their contribution to the war effort consisted 
overwhelmingly of goods.  Other schools name specific fund raising events but do not 
mention the takings even although these are clearly significant.  Schools like Butterburn 
which raised money for Belgian Relief as early as the 26
th
 September 1914, contributed 
to the Tank and had a War Savings Association Branch but did not mention specific 
figures.  Other Log Books like those of Hawkhill and Blackness barely acknowledged 
there was a war, yet not only do they appear in the Dundee Courier as Red Cross Week 
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 Dundee Courier, 29
th
 June 1918. 
Sources: School Logs of named schools. ‘Average Attendance’ figures [rounded to the 
nearest 10] taken as for Sept. 1916 as per Dundee School Board Minutes .  
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donors in Mrs Adamson’s School Scheme but also were reported as early as October 
1914 as having raised money for Belgian Relief.
62
  There is a very strong suspicion that 
lowest two donors, Rosebank and Ancrum Road are almost certainly under reporting 
their contributions but that cannot be proved.  It is also noticeable on this admittedly 
very small sample that two schools cluster around the ten to twelve shillings mark while 
the others are over £1. 
A major factor that has to be taken into consideration as far as the Dundee schools are 
concerned is the ‘Julian’ effect for when the much heralded Tank Bank arrived in 
Dundee and drove up the High Street led in procession by military bands, pipe bands 
and columns of soldiers, an orgy of savings began in Dundee which lasted for a week. 
The children of Dundee had a whole afternoon slot set aside to receive their savings. 
Table 21 below shows the extent of their deposits.   
                                       Table 21: Dundee Schools Tank Donations.                                                                              
School. Total Tank Donation. Average No. In 
Attendance. 
Pupil Per Capita. 
Dundee High School £3280  0s  0d 600 £5  9s   0d 
Morgan Academy £1525  0s  0d 1030 £1  9s  6d 
Harris Academy £1100  0s  0d 960 £1  2s  10d 
Constitution Road * £545  6s  0d Not Available. Not Available. 
Hill Street £428  19s  6d 855 10s  0d 
Blackness £389  10s  0d 964 8s  1d 
Cleppington £367  14s  6d 926 7s  11d 
Dens Road £355  0s  0d 941 7s  7d 
Dudhope £328  0s  0d 677 9s  8d 
Downfield [Dundee]  £223  13s  0d 280 15s  11d 
Ancrum Road £253  12s  6d 950 5s  4d 
Liff Road £289  0s  0d 680 9s  4d 
Mitchell Street   £188  16s  6d 840 2s  0d 
Rosebank £451  9s  0d 1160 8s  2d 
Butterburn £190  8s  0d 826 4s  7d 
Wallacetown £100  0s  0d 988 0s  4d 
Tay Street £20  2s  0s 593 0s  8d 
Balfour Street £106  2s  0d 687 3s  1d 
Hawkhill £151  2s  6d 1150 2s  8d 
Source: Dundee Advertiser 9
th
 February 1918.  Contributions made by schools were published 
somewhat prematurely for a number of schools were omitted.  Other slightly higher figures for 
individual schools have appeared but the above was the official list published before Julians 
departure the following day. *This was a private school and no records of attendance have been 
traced. 
 
When taken in conjunction with the figures shown in Graph G for the amount of monies 
raised in Dundee schools in the first part of the war, it is clear that the Tank total will 
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 Dundee Courier 19
th
 October, 1914 reports the Hawkhill and Blackness schools raising £10 and £133 
respectively. 
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add significantly to the Dundee child per capita figure.  In fact if these sums are added 
to the total raised by Mrs Adamson’s scheme, known War Savings Association monies 
and a very low special allowance of £30 per school representing other monies raised but 
unrecorded then the calculation is as below.                                  
                              Table 22: Calculation of Dundee Per Capita. 
Source of Funds. £. 
Money lodged with ‘Julian’. 10,288 
Funds raised between September and 31
st
 December,  1914. 2,587 
Mrs Adamson’s Red Cross Scheme 1918 869 
Estimated average monies raised after 1914 570 
Known sums with War Savings Associations. 
[Includes High Schools and recorded sums in other schools]
63
 
8,954 
                                                         Total £23,268 
Divided by 19,500 Av. Attendance = per capita        £1  3s  10d  
Sources: Tank Bank - Dundee Advertiser 9
th
 February 1918.  Funds raised 
September-December 1914 - Dundee Courier and Dundee Advertiser from1st 
September – 31st December 1914.  Mrs Adamson’s Scheme – 13th & 20th June and 9th 
& 17
th
 July, 1918.  Estimate based on £30 per school. War Saving – School Log 
Books of named schools.   
 
The figure of £1  3s  10d per capita is below that of Crieff but not so totally out of touch 
as to make either figure appear unbelievable.  This figure has been boosted by the war 
savings of five schools but is still an underestimate because there were at least five other 
other schools with war savings and others like Hawkhill which preferred to save 
unknown sums through the Post Office Savings Bank.
64
  The estimated average figure 
for monies raised after 1914 is certainly very low, but that does reflect the fact that a 
few schools were less active in fund raising – possibly for very sound economic or 
political reasons - or concentrated on comforts manufacture.    It is also fair to say that 
in a large group of schools like this differences are evened out over time which was far 
from the case in the list of individual school estimated per capita figures following in 
Table 23.        
When the focus moves from the city schools of Dundee to the village and country 
schools of the Regimental Area, it can be seen as set out in Table 23 below that the 
majority of the per capita amounts shown are either fall reasonably close to, or between 
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 Liff £317, Rosebank £1,516, Stobswell £1600, Morgan £3,400, Harris £2,521 and five other schools 
had WSA but did not record their fund totals. 
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 Hawkhill School Log, 1917. 
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the Dundee per capita figure of £1  3s 10 p or £1  7 s of Crieff.
65
   As can be seen three 
schools achieved results significantly below this range and three schools produced 
figures very significantly above it.   
Table 23:  Per Capita Sums Raised in Forfarshire, Fife and Perthshire Schools 
1914–18.                   
[Donations to the Tank and War Savings included where known.] 
Elementary Schools. Total Sum 
Raised. 
Average 
Attendance.* 
Amount Raised Per 
Pupil. 
Ferryden Senior [Angus] £22    5s   8d 100        4s     5d 
Balnaguard [Perthshire] £8   13s   0d 15       11s     7d  
Arncroach [Fife] £41   10s   9d 50#       16s    7d 
Newbigging [Perthshire] £90   1s   3d 90  £1    0s    0d 
Blair Atholl [Perthshire] £117  13s   6d 110 £1    1s    5d 
Kemback [Fife] £84   17s  10d 70  £1   2s    1d 
Carmyllie West [Angus] £90  18s   6d 70  £1   5s  11d 
Menmuir [Angus] £84   0s     0d 55 £1    10s  6d 
Burrelton [Perthshire] £24   18s   0d 110#  £1  11s    4d 
Craigie Girls House of Refuge £74    8s   2d 42 £1   15s   6d 
Kinfauns [Perthshire] £177  14s  9d 75  £2   7s    4d 
Cellardyke [Fife] £947  15s  9d 310  £3   1s    1d        
*This figure is taken as 90%  [to the nearest 5] of the school entry in column Average Number of 
Scholars on the Register during the Year in the section entitled ‘Schools Aided by Parliamentary 
Grant for the year ending 30
th
 April 1914’ as published in HMSO publication Reports & Issued in 
1914 – 1915  unless marked # which indicates rapid fall in roll or particularly bad attendance . 
 
On one hand these figures do lend a certain validity to the Crieff and Dundee per capita 
figures and do show a similar clustering effect as those seen in Table 19.  That in turn 
hints at the idea that most children’s fund raising efforts would fall within an 
identifiable range or above it and a smaller tail would fall below the main cluster.   
However, if that is the case how can those figures both widely above and below the 
cluster range be explained?   
The answer to that question lies within the individual schools as a reading of the school 
logs confirms.  Those schools within the shaded area of the cluster appear from the logs 
to have been like the vast majority of schools of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area - well run 
establishments keeping good records in spite of all the disruption of wartime schooling 
and according to the Inspectors reports, were well run schools. Kemback for example 
started the war very well in terms of support work but it was the school where, as 
mentioned earlier, the Head Teacher was mildly reprimanded and it appeared as if war 
work ceased.
66
  In fact it continued as the columns of the Dundee Courier testify, but it 
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was not entered in the log.   Burrelton children were known to have visited the Tank 
when it called at Coupar Angus on 19
th
 September 1918 but no details were recorded, 
and the log gives the impression of difficulties with attendance.  There is also another 
issue here because the school may not have saved through a formal school War Savings 
Association, but ninety four pupils did deposit £163  14s  7d in 1918 alone through the 
Perth Schools Saving Bank which openly stated from the beginning of the war that 
saving with them was saving to help the war effort.   
Those schools falling below the cluster were often beset by problems but were very 
much a minority as the inspectors reports show. The Arncroach Head Teacher was in 
the National Reserve and left immediately, replacement teachers could not be found at 
one point so two School Board members had to take over and to make matters worse 
this school experienced an incredible turnover of pupils at farm term times.  Ferryden 
started very well, but this was the school where the Head teacher was a casualty of an 
inter-services wrangle over where he should serve.  That in turn caused unbelievable 
disruption in the school leading to a pupils strike, a vote of no confidence in the School 
Board and their mass resignation at a public meeting in 1918.  It is also believed to have 
raised an unknown sum for soldiers comforts but that figure was not recorded and that 
could have significantly raised their per capita sum from the 4s  5d above.  Balnaguard 
suffered from various epidemics during the war including scarlet fever brought by the 
Scottish Horse.  Older boys ran off regularly to earn a days pay and a traditional hare or 
pair of rabbits for grouse beating, or on occasion slipped off to Aberfeldy market to 
work as drovers.  On the other hand these boys were amongst a group of children from 
the Strathtummel area who scoured the gorse bushes and barbed wire fences for shed 
wool which was collected, spun by hand and knitted into socks for soldiers.  In short 
well run schools tended to contribute well and schools facing problems the war brought 
and some of which were present before it did not. 
On the other hand those schools who contributed significantly more than the cluster 
always appeared to have been well run schools, and always had some sort of very 
significant direct experience of dealing with the soldiers.  Cellardyke was the school 
where the letter was received from Captain Black asking for pupil help for the wounded, 
or like Kinfauns where the soldiers visited after the spring battles of 1915.
67
 
Unfortunately no records have survived for Graigie Girls House of Refuge. 
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The Higher Grade and Private schools when regarded as a strata, though much smaller 
in number than Public schools, have generally tended to leave a larger foot print in the 
local press and elsewhere.   In most cases their Log Books are often no better kept than 
those of the Elementary Schools, but their activities are easier to trace through the 
newspapers, particularly in the Head Teachers prize giving day speeches and incidental 
news items.  However, whether the fund raising they took part in and the war work they 
were involved in was regarded as not worthy of recording at the time, or because they 
felt that modesty in these matters was the best policy and duty fulfilled should not be 
trumpeted, in the Private sector both Morrisons Academy and Glen Almond College 
records are particularly poor regarding the actual detail of the boys war work and 
monies raised.  Dundee High School must have taken a similar line because the 
information regarding fund raising printed in the Courier seldom included the actual 
sums realised, but other articles explained how it was dispersed.  The school magazines 
did comment in as much as these acknowledged the extent of war support work going 
on, but frequently did not give exact figure, rather a form of works such as ‘a sum in 
excess of £100 was realised’ appeared. 
St. Leonards School in St Andrews on the other hand took a very different approach 
which owed a great deal to the thinking of their founder Louisa Lumsden and the 
service ethos and charitable work which she had done so much to foster in the school.  
The first Editorial of the war published in the St Leonards Gazette set the tone for what 
was to follow when the Head Teacher, M. Bentick- Smith wrote in it that the war was 
not only a challenge, but also brought ‘increased opportunities for service, loyalty and 
courage.’68  The girls responded with vigour, but it was also clear Miss M Bentinck-
Smith’s view as expressed in her Editorial in May, 1915 in the St. Leonards Gazette that 
‘the day of the dilettante, the amateur, whether in professional, or more purely 
philanthropic work is over’ clearly prevailed.  Indeed, it was the professional and 
effective women like Elsie Inglis who were promoted as role models and who addressed 
the girls.
69
  The main thrust of the girls’ efforts reflected that, for the destinations of the 
monies raised and articles made showed the extent to which they supported the work of 
the St. Leonards Seniors [F.P.s] who worked in every field and on every front.  Even so, 
two things set the work of the St. Leonards girls apart from that of other children: first it 
was driven by a particular overt view of the war that while it was a tragic event it was it 
was an opportunity for service by the girls and second, that because so much of the 
                                                          
68
 St Leonards Gazette, Editorial, October 1914.   
69
 Ibid., May 1915,  p. 122. 
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monies raised came from what were described as ‘entertainments,’ invitations to the 
local elite to attend was also an exercise of social power in aid of fund raising by the 
school leadership.   No doubt issuing invitations to those some standing in the local 
community did no harm to the overall takings from these events. 
In Table 24 following, the nine Higher Grade and one Private school where 
documentary evidence of fund raising has survived are shown as a distinct strata. 
Table 24: Total Sums Raised & Pupil Per Capita Averages in Private & Higher 
Grade Schools.  1914-18. 
Higher Grade School. Amount Raised 
for  War Funds. 
[Inc. Tank] 
Amount 
Raised in War 
Savings 
Certificates. 
Total Sum 
Raised per 
School. 
Attendance 
as in Logs 
or Board 
Minutes. 
Amount 
Raised Per 
Pupil. 
Arbroath High 
School
70
 
£1044 12s 0d £3151 19s  6d £4196 11s 6d 390 £10  15s   7d 
Montrose Academy
71
     £299 10s 9d  £1114 0s 0d £1413 10s 9d 400 £3  10s  6d 
Harris Academy
72
 £1516  10s  6d  £2521  0s 0d £4037 10s 6d 960 £4   4s  0d 
Morgan Academy
73
 £1500    0s  0d  £3400  0s 0d £4900  0s  0d 1030 £4  14s  0d 
Perth Academy
74
 £664  16s  4d £3707 10s  0d £4372 15s 4d 900 £4  17s  0d 
Pitlochry High 
School
75
 
£570  0s  0d None Known £570   0s    0d 90 £6   6s   8d 
St. Leonards 
School.
76
 
£2072  13s  0d None Known. £2072  13s  0d 230 £9   0s   0d 
Newport High
77
 
School. Fife. 
 £178  13s  7d 
 
£7286  8s  0d £7465  1s  7d 250 £29 17s 10d 
*Dunfermline High 
School
78
 
 £551 0s  0d £1024  0s  0d £1575  0s  0d        400 £3  18s  8d 
Leven Higher Grade 
School and Public 
School.
79
 
£1508 4s  6d £1939 19s 3d £3448  3s  9d       1,250 £2  15s  2d 
Sources: As per footnotes 70 - 79. 
Apart from the school where results were significantly higher the larger figure is not 
easily explained purely in terms of the earning capacity of parents, the other schools 
cluster around the £3  10s - £6 bracket per pupil.  Leven Higher Grade and Public 
School results are probably explained in terms of their shared campus.  The fact that 
                                                          
70
  Arbroath High School Log, 3
rd
 December 1918 gives last War Savings total. War Funds figures 
derived from School Log entries and Arbroath Herald articles. 
71
 Montrose Standard ,4
th
 July 1918 War Savings.  Amount raised derived from Montrose Standard.  
72
 Dundee Courier, 28
th
 June 1918 Head Teachers end of session speech. 
73
 Dundee Courier, 28
th
 June 1918 Head Teachers end of session speech. 
74
 Perthshire Advertiser, 27
th
 January, 1919 and Perth Academy Log 
75
 Perthshire Constitutional, 12
th
 March 1919  Head Teachers War Memorial speech  
76
 St. Leonards Gazette, 1914 – 1918. 
77
 Newport High School Log. Various entries 1914-18.. 
78
 Dunfermline Press, 29
th
 June 1918.  Amount raised derived from Dunfermline Press. 
79
 Leven Advertiser and Wemyss Gazette 31
st
 January 1918.  Amounts raised derived for this newspaper. 
Leven Higher Grade and Public School monies cannot be separated therefore Amount Raised per Pupil 
has been calculated on a joint average attendance of 1300. 
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Higher Grade and Private schools had pupils beyond the age of fourteen, and where in 
spite of bursaries, the majority of pupils attending were from a middle class background 
must have been reflected in their fund raising achievements.   The real problem with 
taking the Pupil Per Capita results as shown in this table as in any way typical of 
anything other than the fund raising efforts of a particular strata of Scottish society, is 
that this group were never more than at most 10% of the total population.   To test the 
validity of the Crieff children’s per capita figure requires the net be cast wider in a 
different - albeit related - approach. 
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Testing the validity of the Crieff Abstract 
The idea of a so called ‘snap shot over time’ or a survey of a defined area over a defined 
period is attractive as a way of testing the validity of a base line figure, but it can be 
difficult to complete.  It also demonstrates a possible approach to reconciling the very 
obvious difference between the Higher Grade and Public School variations in fund 
raising capacity.  The other main attraction of using this method is that the results can 
come quite close to addressing Hudson’s question, ‘to what the extent does the process 
enhance any understanding of the range of experiences of those involved?’  
Unfortunately, the problems careless use of this method invite are also very real, simply 
because unless care is taken in selection of time frame and area, then as mentioned 
before the unusual has a tendency to present as the normal.   There are also periods 
when a heightened sense of immediacy is very apparent in the reporting of children 
activities that can make for imbalance in the interpretation of the results.  However on a 
more positive note a blanket trawl of children’s activities in a defined area can be 
hugely revealing if it is for the duration of the war. 
One such example is that of the Parish of Wemyss School Board area.  This parish had a 
long coastline stretching from Leven to Dysart and relatively narrow hinterland.  It 
included the towns of Buckhaven and Methil as well as a number of large settlements 
with a total population in 1911 of 23,104, of which the pupils of eight schools made up 
17% or a total of 3878.  One Higher Grade school was included which was closely 
linked to the public school, so that what were really two separate establishments appear 
as one in the record. The early part of the war had seen very real initial - if temporary - 
hardship in the parish as the mines and the fishing were badly hit by loss of markets.  In 
spite of this, judging by the contents of the local newspaper the Leven Advertiser 
support for the soldiers and particularly F [Leven] Company, 7
th
 Black Watch and the 
Fife Battery was very strong.  
 Table 25 following shows the distribution of funds raised between schools and includes 
all monies known to have been raised by them.    
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Table 25: Parish of Wemyss  School Board Area Pupil Fund Raising.                                                                       
August 4
th
 1914  to  14
th
 February 1918.* 
School. Total Tank 
Contribution 
War Savings Other 
Funds 
Raised 
Total 
Raised/Average 
Attendance. 
Pupil              
Per Capita. 
Buckhaven 
High School 
£240  14s  6d £1095 £341 13s 8d £1677 8s 2d/  
1079 
£1  11s  0d 
Aberhill £235  12s  0d £643 £11  9s  6d £890  1s  6d/  
592  
£1  10s  0d 
East Wemyss £237  18s  6d Not known £114  0s  5d £351 18s 11d/ 
587 Av. Att. 
   12s  10d 
Dorothy   
[West Wemyss] 
None 
recorded 
Not known £80  19s  0d £80  19s  0d/   
194 
     8s  6d 
Denbeath £75   3s  0d School Bank- 
sum 
unknown 
£55  16s  4d £130  19s  4d/ 
534 
     5s  0d 
Coaltown of 
Wemyss 
£66  13s  0d Not known £136 1s  0d £202 14s  0d / 
314 
   13s  0s 
Methil £222  16s  6d Not known £39  8s  3d £262 4s  9d/  
477 
   11s  0d 
Cross Roads £60   9s  0d £207 17s 0d £22 7s 0d £290  13s  0d/ 
339 
   17s  1d 
    TABLE 
AVERAGE 
   16s    0d 
Source: Parish of Wemyss School Board Minutes, 10
th
 June 1917 and Minutes of Wemyss School Board 
attendance report of 13
th
 February 1918. 
*In this case the time frame was chosen because by 14
th
 February 1918 the final Tank figures appeared 
and the last mention of War Savings totals had been published.    School War Savings activities are not 
well documented, probably because some schools including Denbeath and almost certainly Methil and 
East Wemyss had saving schemes in place well before the War Savings Associations arrived and did not 
change over. [Leven Advertiser 31
st
 January and 14
th
 February 1918.  No final figure was ever given.]  
The Denbeath Head wrote to the Board asking advice and told to continue with his existing scheme.
80
  
Attendance taken from Minutes of Wemyss School Board of 13
th
 February 1918. 
 
The extent to which per capita figures were dependent on some sort of war savings 
element is very clear here and only three schools come near to the Crieff figure of £1  
7s.  The only reason that the schools with war savings schemes were known about was 
though a throw away remark in the Leven Advertiser.  The suspicion has to be that 
savings were under reported. 
A different picture emerges from the Arbroath School Board Area.  During the first 
days of the war the Elementary Schools and the High School schools lost the majority 
of their male teachers almost immediately either to the 5
th
 Black Watch or the New 
Armies.  As the army requisitioned schools, the remaining staff had to be reshuffled to 
maintain an acceptable -  if basic -  level of education.  The Boys Brigade, Guides and 
Scouts along with Sunday Schools and other church youth groups did almost all of the 
                                                          
80
 Parish of Wemyss School Board Minutes, 10
th
 June 1917. 
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child fund raising from the beginning and as stated earlier, that cannot be counted so 
that the Pupil Per Capita sum following will be an underestimate.  In addition to that, 
schools concentrated on making comforts and War Savings efforts. Only the High 
School pupils were involved in independent war work, and even then frequently joined 
with the others.   Arbroath was a prosperous town before and during the war and should 
be regarded as an area of relatively high earnings. 
Table 26: Arbroath School Board War Savings to July 1918 only, Tank 
Contribution and Known School Fund Raising. 
School. Total Tank 
Contribution. 
War 
Savings. 
Funds Raised. Total Raised/ 
Average 
Attendance. 
Pupil Per 
Capita. 
Arbroath High 
School* 
£902 £2660 £142 12s  0d £3704  12s  0d/ 
417 
£8  17s  6d 
Keptie  £320 £1288 Not Known. £1600 0s 0d/    
802 
£1 19s  10d 
Inverbrothock  £200 £837 Not Known. £1037/               
473 
£2  3s  10d 
Parkhouse  £160 £530 Not Known. £690/                
494 
£1  7s  11d 
Ladyloan  £239 £682 Not Known. £921/                
320 
£2  17s  6d 
Abbey £194 £860 Not Known. £1054/               
389 
£2  14s  0d 
Hill School £291 £755 Not Known. 1046/                
218 
£4  15s  10d 
    TABLE 
AVERAGE 
£3  10s  11d 
 
 
 
In this case the per capita figure exceeds the Dundee and Crieff figures, but the absence 
of figures in the Funds Raised column is a cause for concern.  One explanation may be 
that the schools were decanted so often by the army that they seldom had time for 
anything other than basic education required, but it is more likely that this was another 
case of unreported work.  
Finally the vast majority children of the three schools of the Alyth School Board area 
lived in a town which apart from a tiny amount of manufacturing, really existed to 
service local agriculture.  In fact although Alyth was a Police Burgh, it was best 
described as a large village and it could not be termed as an area of high earnings.  In 
1911 the population stood at 2937 of which 360 were children who attended either the 
Public, Episcopalian or tiny ten pupil glen school at Gauldswell.  During the war all 
Sources: Tank Contributions -  Dundee Courier, 8
th
 February 1918.  War Savings -   Brechin 
Advertiser,  9
th
 July 1918.  Total Raised - Arbroath Herald, 7
th
 June 1918.  Attendance figures 
Minutes of Arbroath School Board, 7
th
 June 1918.                                                                                            
*Figures for Arbroath High School in this snap shot in time differ slightly from those in Table 25 
because these were the final tallies and the attendance figure was a war time average.  
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three came together and worked as one in fund raising.  There was no mention of a War 
Savings Association and there is no record of the children saving with a School Bank, 
but the children did go to see the Tank which visited Coupar Angus and Blairgowrie in 
1918.  ‘Julians’ visit to Dundee was supported by the town and the picture below 
entitled ‘Alyth Expects’ and subtitled ‘There Was No Tank There’ in the Alyth Guardian 
set the tone.    What is known is that the sum spent there was very large, and that the 
story the Alyth Guardian printed in 1918 to mark the anniversary of the outbreak of war 
stated Alyth had raised a massive £8038 for War Weapons Week bringing the total 
raised to £14,618.   On the basis of the 1911 census, that meant £4  19s  6d per head of 
the population had been raised – higher than any of the sums raised by the town and 
cities in Table 15 and more than twice any of the English figures.  The children had 
raised £324 15s 10d, or 18s  0d per child which is lower than the Crieff, Dundee or 
Arbroath figures but slightly above the Wemyss per capita. 
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Estimating the children’s financial contribution from data presented 
Taking account of the process of sampling by strata and event and considering the 
information gathered as a whole, it is fair to say that key finding to emerge was that in 
general the data in the Crieff Abstract was largely representative, in touch with and 
generally related to the lived experience of the vast majority of children of the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area.  What was also clear was that almost every aspect of child fund 
raising was a direct development of a pre-existing trend or procedure –all that really 
happened was that existing techniques were applied more effectively, faster and on a 
larger scale by people who had largely learned to trust children and who understood 
their potential.  It is no surprise to find children in well run schools raised more per 
capita than those elsewhere, that class did equate to money raising power in Higher 
Grade and Private schools, areas of lower earning potential did not raise as much as 
areas of higher potential and there were a few schools where a token gesture was made 
but far more often than not a small cash sum raised meant that other money was 
recycled into comforts or other support activities.  Country schools raised on average as 
much as their town cousins though they tended to be involved in slightly more in whole 
community events like concerts than town children.   
There are variations too, for some areas were a little quicker to mobilise than others: the 
children of the coastal area around Wemyss and the Kirkcaldy area were slower than 
those of rural Angus and were more likely to receive a school meal as a ‘necessitous 
child’ in the first months of the war.  Town children were more likely to be involved in 
support work through the Scouts, Guides or Boys Brigade and the way children saved 
differed so that schools in Perthshire and Fife in particular held onto the older school 
banking system but often operated a War Savings Association in parallel.   
In view of that it is unrealistic to expect there to be one universal and exact child per 
capita figure and this thesis contends that in reality there were two.   
The first of these centres on the Dundee figure slightly rounded up to £1  4s and this 
applies to the Public Schools across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.  It is certainly higher 
than the averages for Alyth and the Wemyss Table but very much lower than that of 
Arbroath.  It sits comfortably alongside many of the other per capita figures but it is also 
acknowledged here that the parameters set on this exercise have been such as to produce 
a significant underestimate of children’s monetary contribution.   
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The second per capita figure is £4  5s for the Higher Grade and Private schools and is 
based on the figures in the Higher Grade table.  There are schools with far higher per 
capita figures than this, but these are exceptional and in at least one case entirely out of 
touch with either the Crieff experience or other Higher Grade schools.  In a significant 
number of other cases the per capita figures for some Higher Grade pupils are skewed 
because they shared a campus with the local Public School.  Because these Higher 
Grade schools have left a significant press and administrative foot print their 
achievements are less likely to be overlooked in the way those of the Public Schools can 
be, however they seldom if ever represent more than 10% of the school population. 
As emphasised throughout this chapter these figures must contain a significant degree 
of underestimation but even so, when the per capita sums of £1  4s  and £4  5s are 
multiplied out for the 42
nd
 Regimental Area in proportion they total just over £175,000.   
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Conclusion. 
This thesis set out to produce a detailed regional study of the mobilisation of the 
children of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area during the Great War with the intention of 
expanding current understanding of the shape of children’s mobilisation through a study 
of the processes and methods involved as well as the extent and effectiveness of that 
movement in one Scottish Regimental Area.
1
    
The first point to be made by way of conclusion regarding the shape of children’s 
mobilisation in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area, is that this was an evolutionary process rather 
than a single event which in turn was entirely consistent with a process model of 
civilian mobilisation at a national level. The fact that a distinct evolutionary pathway of 
child deployment can be traced from a study of School Logs, newspapers and the 
minutes of management committees of organisations devoted to supporting the war 
confirms that point.  In short, apart from the Scout Troops and other youth organisations 
which had their own arrangements, children were mobilised almost exclusively through 
well tried and trusted pre-war networks of influence rapidly and effectively adapted for 
war time usage rather than any specific wartime organisational or administrative 
methodology.  It is also important to state clearly in this context that child mobilisation 
during the Great War bore no resemblance to the highly organised government led 
process used during the Second World War.
2
  
 
It is also true to say that children’s work displayed high overall levels of efficiency 
largely due to two factors: first, adults achieved what amounted to the administrative 
capture and direction of children’s self-mobilisation resulting in the maximisation of 
their productivity in support of the war effort and second, the overwhelming majority of 
children volunteered to help and willingly accepted adult direction as and when 
required.  It should also be said that projects organised and run by children themselves 
without adult involvement had a very high emotional impact on those who witnessed 
them but were essentially limited in scope and achievement.    There is a wealth of 
                                                          
1 The pattern of military mobilization was determined by the War Book.  This amounted to a set of sealed 
orders which directed every step of readying every individual British military unit throughout the Empire 
for war according to a strict time table of highly detailed instructions which permitted no deviation.  
Because so little is known of the speed and patterns of child mobilization throughout Britain it is very 
difficult to comment on the extent of significant regional variations except to say that these existed.   
What can be said is that Boy Scouts, Girl Guides and Boys Brigade appear to have mobilized very 
quickly everywhere.  
2
 B. Mayall  & V. Morrow,  You Can Help Your Country:English children’s work in the Second World War  
(London: I.O.E., 2011). 
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evidence indicating that those same children when properly led and organised invariably 
performed very well in any task they tackled.  Finally, wartime children were not 
always entirely docile and there were spats of delinquent behaviour, but although these 
were disturbing at the time, they did not interfere in any meaningful way with children’s 
war work and in any case, such incidents usually involved young people who are not 
included in the definition of children as used here. 
 
It is also very important to note while shape of children’s mobilisation developed in 
complexity, the range of activities children were engaged in grew in parallel and very 
often involved them in activities requiring ever greater skills levels; sewing muslin bags 
gave way to sewing gloves for the minesweepers and making wooden hospital trays was 
overtaken by crutch manufacture.   Children involved at the most advanced stage where 
they operated as fully ‘badged’ members of an autonomous school based work party 
operating under the direction of the C.V.W.A. - as existed in Bell Baxter High School - 
was an example of how effective their work could be.  As a general trend, as the war 
progressed children were increasingly likely to be fully integrated into various war 
support projects and their work more effectively directed but unfortunately at that point 
it becomes more difficult to identify specific children’s contributions.   
Another major finding was that no evidence of significant levels of coercion of children 
to support the war effort with their money, time or labour has been found within the 
42
nd
 Regimental Area.  While it is difficult to imagine a situation where there was 
absolutely no degree of teacher persuasion, or more importantly peer pressure to get 
involved, there is no support in the recorded experience of the children of the 42
nd
 
Regimental Area for the idea that these children were anything other than volunteers 
and that their war work was done on anything other than a voluntary basis.  In fact the 
entire local process of children’s mobilisation gives every impression of having been 
essentially one of patriotic self-mobilisation amongst children swept along on a wave of 
enthusiasm to help their country, and above all, to help the soldiers.  From this two 
distinct conclusions can be drawn regarding children’s wartime lives: first, because they 
self mobilised they cannot be seen as mere bystanders but rather should be generally 
described as participants and second, as volunteer workers they cannot be seen as 
having been coerced or duped into war work but should be more accurately described as 
overall supporters of the war effort.   
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It is also clear that there was a stage of child mobilisation beyond the general situation 
which involved a relatively small group of boys, mostly over the age of fourteen who 
were members of school Cadet Corps as in Glenalmond College, the Scout Defence 
Corps or junior members of the Volunteers as in the case of the Forfar boys but children 
none the less in the definition set for this thesis.   Mobilisation in their case meant that 
they were in a state of active physical and mental preparation to fight and expected to do 
so before the end of hostilities.   To a lesser extent those Scouts who were given special 
temporary exemption from attendance at school to watch the coasts were also part of 
that group.   In fact, the conclusion to be drawn in these circumstances is that as a group 
they were in fact already well on their way to combatant status before they joined the 
armed services.  
Bearing in mind the proportion of rural to urban areas within the 42
nd
 Regimental Area 
it is also important to note that there was no real sense in which town and country 
children differed in the levels of their support for the war.  That can be seen where per 
capita figures for child contributions are shown and also in the savings rates of Perth 
and Perthshire children, where while rural children saved at a higher rate than town 
children their savings rates were not outrageously different and both groups appear to 
have contributed to the purchase of the Perthshire Children’s War Guild ambulances at 
roughly equivalent rates.    
It is also possible to conclude that based on abundant evidence of personal 
communication between children and soldiers in terms of letters, day to day contact, 
more formal class visits, newspaper articles and even sharing the stage at local concerts, 
soldier-civilian alienation as applied to children did not exist to any significant extent in 
the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.   It is also asserted that because children were also far more 
knowledgeable about what was going on in France and Flanders than is often supposed 
and had very clear opinions on the war, it was this awareness which, when added to 
contact with soldiers, concern for kith and kin and the trend towards a ‘localisation’ of 
the war which explains in large part the extent to which children involved themselves in 
war work.  These contacts also brought to children involved in war work a new sense of 
acknowledgement and inclusion, as well as both an invitation and a challenge to help 
their country which itself was a powerful motivational factor.  In view of all of this it is 
also suggested that in some cases at least, given the level of contact with soldiers 
including kin and the extent to which the Scottish troops had no so called ‘close season’ 
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on Germans, a degree of adolescent revenge - while difficult to prove as a motive for 
involvement in war work - cannot be completely ruled out.   
Even so, looking at the general background to local children’s motivation for supporting 
the war effort as they did, it is important to remember they attended schools where 
Scottish history and literature were taught and they lived in a society where the Scottish 
military tradition was part of popular culture.  In that context it is difficult to conclude 
that given the timing of its delivery, the effects on children of Lord Roseberry’s Letter 
to the Children of Scotland and the celebrations of Bannockburn were anything other 
than a unique if unintentional primer to action, or that the continuing references to 
Bruce and Wallace at major school events, or the appearance of their images in 
newspapers were other than a reinforcement of that same message.   
It is also impossible to avoid the conclusion that the S.E.D. was an important force in 
settling the shape of children’s mobilisation at both a Scottish and local level.  Unlike 
the Department of Education in England and Wales, the S.E.D. did not assume the role 
of a central mobilizing body for children or encourage the introduction of the war into 
the curriculum, and with occasional exceptions teachers followed that instruction.  
Where war did enter the curriculum, it was usually in the form of a school organised 
visit to Julian the Tank Bank or to one of the many showings of the Battle of the 
Somme, or even a talk to the senior pupils from visiting serving soldiers given as part of 
a little presentation ceremony when the visiting servicemen were given a small token of 
esteem paid for by the children.   
It can also be concluded that the S.E.D.’s rigorous maintenance of their policy of 
ensuring as normal an education for children as possible was highly successful.  That 
was particularly true with regard to their oversight of the granting of exemptions from 
attendance by School Boards, pursuing the illegal employment of children and 
maintaining high pupil attendance levels in schools throughout the local area – all with 
a far greater degree of success than is usually acknowledged.  The full extent of the 
effectiveness of the S.E.D. policy of minimal disruption can be seen in the extent to 
which H. A. L. Fisher’s claim regarding children sent out early into the work place did 
not apply in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area – or across Scotland.  Unlike in England and 
particularly France and Italy where the role of teachers in mobilisation of children 
appears to have been far broader, when teachers in the 42
nd
 Regimental Area organised 
or led children in war support work they did that as patriotic private individuals.  
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Instructions from the S.E.D. to teachers were clear: war support activities were to take 
place outside teaching time and compulsion in any form must not take place.  While 
there were no doubt more exceptions than the few found, the rules were adhered to both 
by teaching staff and by the individual School Boards and were enforced to the extent 
that disciplinary measures were employed against teachers.  
The question of how effective children’s support work was is somewhat more difficult 
to answer, partly because their efforts covered such a wide range of support activities 
where generally all that remains are occasional totals of goods produced and records of 
appreciation for their help.  Individual lists of their practical contributions can be 
assembled and while these are impressive and valued contributions, estimating the full 
extent of these activities across an entire Regimental Area is much more difficult than 
estimating children’s financial contribution.  Equally difficult to evaluate was children’s 
involvement in episodes such turning out to cheer the wounded or say goodbye to the 
Seaforths at Pitlochry, the purchase of pipes for the Royal Scots by Kirkcaldy pupils or 
the medal parades in Coupar Angus, although these were a contribution of sorts too and 
had a clear - if immeasurable - emotional effect on those who witnessed them.  In 
conclusion it has to be admitted that while these types of contribution can be described 
and their effects guessed at, they can never be meaningfully and effectively assessed. 
So what conclusions can be drawn regarding the effectiveness of children’s support 
efforts?  First, when sums of money were involved public accounting practices were at 
least such as to both make an estimate possible – but also to conclude when the 
information was assembled any final per capita figure would almost certainly be an 
underestimate.  Second, children’s total monetary support for the war taken in all of its 
forms was proportionately higher amongst the pupils of the Higher Grade schools than 
the public schools, that amounts raised varied across the 42
nd
 Regimental Area and that 
when children became involved in supporting a cause their contribution could make a 
significant difference to the final result.    
More surprisingly, when the child per capita figures arrived at for the 42
nd
 Regimental 
Area are compared with the whole population per capita figures from Britain taken from 
Grant’s work on Great War charities, they appear very high and it is also interesting to 
note the local public school figure of £1  4 shillings is taken it equated to something 
approaching 75% of an unskilled farm labourer’s weekly wages when these were 
averaged over the duration of the war which gives some idea of the spending power of 
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children’s monetary contributions.  However, it must also be made clear that no 
conclusion equating amounts of monies raised with differing levels of patriotism or 
patriotic endeavour between part of Britain can be drawn here – there are simply too 
many variables.   
In the final analysis it is appropriate to point out that the title of this thesis is ‘Fall in the 
Children’ - itself a parody of a range of commands including ‘Fall in the Officers’ given 
on important parades and reviews.  Before the command ‘Fall out the Children’ is 
given, it can be said with a considerable degree of confidence that judging by their 
actions throughout the war those about to fall out on this particular parade - the children 
of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area - were very far from being helpless victims of the conflict 
or even passive bystanders, but were instead overwhelmingly well informed supporters 
of and valued net contributors to the British war effort. 
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Map 7.
Local Newspaper Distribution 
1914 – 1918.
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38
Key to Press Map. 
Newspapers of the 42
nd
 Regimental Area.   
Full Title as Registered at the 
General Post Office. 
Short Title .                       Available in 
Libraries as 
below. 
Map  
No. 
Arbroath Guide. Arbroath Guide. Arbroath 1 
Arbroath Herald and Advertiser for 
the Montrose Burghs. 
Arbroath Herald. Arbroath 2 
Alyth Observer. Alyth Observer. Perth 3 
Blairgowrie Advertiser. Blairgowrie 
Advertiser. 
Perth 4 
Brechin Advertiser. Brechin Advertiser. Brechin 5 
Bridge of Allan Gazette and Visitors 
List. 
Bridge of Allan 
Gazette. 
Stirling 6 
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Broughtyferry Guide & Carnoustie 
Gazette  & Monifieth & Tayport 
Advertiser. 
Broughtyferry Guide 
& Gazette 
Carnoustie 7 
Callander Advertiser & Killin Times. Callander Advertiser. Stirling 8 
Coast Burghs Observer and 
Advertising Medium for East Fife. 
Coast Burghs 
Observer. 
Cupar 9 
Cowdenbeath & Lochgelly News till 
1915 continuing as Lochgelly & Kelty 
News 1916 -18. 
Cowdenbeath, 
Lochgelly & Kelty 
News. 
Dunfermline 10 
Cowdenbeath & Lochgelly Times & 
Advertiser. 
Cowdenbeath & 
Lochgelly Times. 
Dunfermline 11 
Dundee Courier. Dundee Courier. Dundee 12 
Dundee Advertiser.             Dundee Advertiser. Dundee 13 
Dunfermline Express. Dunfermline Express. Dunfermline 14 
Dunfermline Press and West of Fife 
Advertiser. 
Dunfermline Press. Dunfermline 15 
Dunfermline Journal and Advertiser 
for the West of Fife. 
Dunfermline Journal. Dunfermline 16 
East of Fife Record and Advertiser for 
Anstruther, Cellardyke, Pittenweem, 
St. Monans, Elie, Colinsburgh, Crail, 
Largo, Leven Etc.  
East of Fife Record. Cupar 17 
East Fife Observer. East Fife Observer. Cupar 18 
Fife Free Press. Fife Free Press. Kirkcaldy 19 
Fife Herald and Journal. Fife Herald. Cupar 20 
Fife News and Coast Chronicle. Fife News. Cupar 21 
Fifeshire Advertiser. Fife Advertiser. Kirkcaldy 22 
Forfar Dispatch. Forfar Dispatch. Forfar 23 
Forfar Herald & Kirriemuir 
Advertiser. 
Forfar Herald. Forfar 24 
Forfar Review & Strathmore 
Advertiser. 
Forfar Review. Forfar 25 
Kirkcaldy Times. Kirkcaldy Times. Kirkcaldy 26 
Kirriemuir Free Press & District 
Observer. 
Kirriemuir Free 
Press. 
Kirriemuir 27 
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Kirriemuir Observer & General 
Advertiser. 
Kirriemuir Observer. Kirriemuir 28 
Leven Advertiser & Wemyss Gazette. Leven Advertiser Methil 29 
The Mail [2 Editions.]  
Kirkcaldy, Central and West Fife 
Edition & Leven, Wemyss and East 
Fife Edition. 
The Mail. Kirkcaldy 30 
Montrose, Arbroath & Brechin  
Review and Forfar and Kincardine 
Shires Advertiser. 
Montrose Review. Montrose 31 
Montrose Standard and Angus and 
Mearns Register. 
Montrose Standard. Montrose 32 
Peoples Journal.  [ 4 Editions] P.J. [Forfarshire, 
Dundee, Fife or Perth 
Edition.] 
Dundee 33 
Perthshire Advertiser & Strathmore 
Journal. 
P.A. Perth 34 
Perthshire Constitutional & Journal. Perthshire 
Constitutional. 
Perth 35 
Perthshire Courier. Perthshire Courier. Perth 36 
St. Andrews Citizen. St. Andrews Citizen. St. Andrews 37 
Strathearn Herald. Strathearn Herald. Perth & 
Crieff. 
38 
West Fife Echo. West Fife Echo.      Kirkcaldy. 39 
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                                                            Appendix 2. 
School Log Books and School Board Minutes 
Fifeshire School Logs 1914 – 1918. 
Higher Grade School. Archive. Catalogue Number. 
Beath High School. School None. 
Buckhaven High School. Fife Archives. FC/ED/4/15/1/1 
Dunfermline High School. “ FC/ED/4/52/12 
Kirkcaldy High School “ FC/ED/4/9/1/1 
Newport High School. “ FC/ED/4/174/1/22 
Waid Academy. School None. 
Queen Ann High School Fife Archives. FC/ED/4/56/1/3 
   
Public Schools.   
Aberhill Fife Archives FC/ED/4/125/1/1 
Arncroach. “ FC/ED/4/4/1/1 
Auchtermuchty. “ FC/ED/4/9/1/1 & 2 
Auchtertool “ FC/ED/4/10/1/1 
Ballingry. “ FC/ED/4/11/1/2 
Buckhaven [Denbeath] “ FC/ED/4/14/1/1 
Castlehill “ FC/ED/4/43/1/2 
Cellarddyke. “ FC/ED/4/26/1/3 
Ceres. “ FC/ED/4/27/1/3 
Chapel. “ FC/ED/4/90/1/3 
Creich. “ FC/ED/4/39/1/2 
Crossgates “ FC/ED/4/163/1/2 
East Wemyss “ FC/ED/4/155/1/2 
Falkland. “ FC/ED/4/65/1/2 
Guardbridge “ FC/ED/4/72/1/3 
Inverkeithing. “ FC/ED/4/76/1/4 
Kelty. “ FC/ED/4/79/1/3 
Kemback “ FC/ED/4/80/1/1 
Kinghorn. “ FC/ED/4/84/1/3 
Letham “ FC/ED/4/107/1/1 
Lochgelly East. “ FC/ED/4/115/1/3 
Lochore. “ FC/ED/4/120/1/1 
Methil. “ FC/ED/4/150/3/3 
Moonzie “ FC/ED/4/128/1/1 
Newburgh. “ FC/ED/4/129/1/1 
Pathhead. “ FC/ED/4/96/1/2 
Queen Ann Public School. “ FC/ES/4/56/1/3 
Saline. “ FC/ED/4/145/1/1 
St. Andrews,Boarhills.  “ FC/ED/4/142/1/2 
St. Andrews, Burgh. “ FC/ED/4/141/1/1 
St. Andrews East End Primary. “ FC/ED/4/142/1/2 
Smithygreen “ FC/ED/4/112/1/2 
Strathmiglo. “ FC/ED/4/11/1/2 
St. Leonards Infants.                  “ FC/ED/4/57/1/2 
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School Board. Archive. Catalogue Number. 
Abdie Fife Archives. FCC/15/3/1 
Aberdour “ FCC/15/4/2 
Abernethy     Perth & Kinross Archives.       CC1/5/17/3 
Auchtertool Fife Archives. FCC/15/10/2 
Beath Beath High School. None 
Cameron Fife Archives. FCC/15/16/1 
Carnbee “ FCC/15/17/3 
Crail “ FCC/15/22/1 
Culross “ FCC/15/25/3 - 4 
Cupar “ FCC/15/27/4 
Dunfermline “ FCC/15/315 - 11 
Forgan [Newport & 
Wormit.] 
“ FCC/15/38/5 
Kinglassie “ FCC/15/46/2 
Kirkcaldy & Dysart “ FCC/15/50/2  
Leslie “ FCC/15/53/6 
Monimail “ FCC/15/60/1 
Pittenweem “ FCC/15/66/4 - 5 
St Andrews [Town.} “ FCC/15/67/4 
St Andrews [Landward.] “ FCC/15/ 
Waid Academy Waid Academy None. 
Wemyss “ FCC/15/76/11 
 
Forfarshire [Angus] School Logs 1914 – 1918. 
Higher Grade School. Archive Catalogue Number 
Arbroath High School. School None. 
Montrose Academy [Primary] Angus Archives ACC6/130/1/1 
Websters Seminary. School None. 
Forfar Academy [Lower School] Angus Archives ACC6/130 
Brechin High School [Lower Dept.] School. None. 
Grove Academy. School. None. 
Public Schools.   
Abbey School, Arbroath. Angus Archives ACC6/107/1/5 
Aldbar. “ ACC6/105/1/2 
Arbirlot. “ ACC6/106/1/1 
Arrat. “ ACC6/111/1/1 
Auchterhouse. School None. 
Bank Street, Brechin School None 
Careston. Angus Archives ACC6/175/1/1 
Carmyllie West. “ ACC6/117/1/2 + 3 
Carroch. “ ACC6/119/1/2 
Cortachy School None 
Coupar Angus. School None. 
Craigo, Montrose. Angus Archives ACC6/122 
Edzell “ ACC6/124/2/1 
Farnell “ ACC6/125/1/3 + 4 
Ferryden Junior. “ ACC6/127/1/2 
Ferryden Senior. “ ACC6/128/1/1 
Forfar North. “ ACC6/133/1/2 
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Forfar West. “ ACC6/135/1/2 
ForfarEast. “ ACC6/132/1/1 
Friockheim School None. 
Glen Isla. Angus Archives ACC6/183 
Glen Prosen “ ACC6/138 
Keptie, Arbroath. “ ACC6/109/1/3 
Kettins. School None. 
Kingsmuir. Angus Archives ACC6/141/1/3 
Kinnettles. “ ACC6/143/1/3 + 4 
Kirkden. “ ACC6/ 
Letham and Dunnichen “ ACC6/147/1/2 
Liff. “ ACC6/149/1/1 
Logie Pert. “  
Lunan. “ ACC6/154/1/1 
Menmuir. “ ACC6/158/1/3 
Monifieth. “ ACC6/159/1/4 
Monikie School None. 
Newtyle. Angus Archives ACC6/ 
Oathlaw. “ ACC6/165/1/1 
North Links, Montrose. “ ACC6/162/1/3 
Panbride. “ ACC6/100 
Parkhouse, Arbroath. “ ACC6/110/1/1 
Reform Street, Kirriemuir. “ ACC6/146 
St. Mary’s Episcopal, Kirriemuir. Websters High. None. 
St. Vigeans. Angus Archives ACC6/179/1/1 
Westmuir “  
Westwater. “ ACC6/174/1/1 
 
 
Forfarshire [Angus] School Board Minutes 1914 – 1918. 
School Board. Archive. Catalogue Number. 
Airlie Angus Archives. ACC6/ 
Arbirlot “ ACC6/67/1/1 
Arbroath Burgh Arbroath Public Library. None 
Auchterhouse Angus Archives. ACC6/69/1/2 
Brechin “ ACC6/ 
Coupar Angus Perth & Kinross Archives. CC1/5/38/4 
Eassie & Nevay Angus Archives. ACC6/ 
Forfar “ ACC6/80/1/8 
Inverkeillor  ACC6/84/1/2 
Kirriemuir “ ACC6/ 
Liff. “ ACC6/87/1/3 
Logie Pert “ ACC6/ 
Montrose “ ACC6/ 
Murroes “ ACC6/98/1/2 
Newtyle “ ACC6/ 
Tannadice “ ACC6/ 
Tealing “ ACC6/104/1/1 
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Dundee School Logs  1914 – 1918. 
Higher Grade Schools. Archive. Catalogue Number. 
Harris Academy. [Higher Dept.] School.                   None. 
Harris Academy [Lower Dept.] School                   None. 
   
Public Schools in Dundee. *   
Ancrum Road. Dundee City 
Archives. 
      Under construction 
Ann Street. “       “             “              “ 
St. Andrews R.C. Infant School. “       “             “              “ 
Butterburn. “       “             “              “ 
Cleppington. “       “             “              “ 
Cowgate. “       “             “              “ 
Downfield. “       “             “              “ 
Drumgeith. “        “              “              “ 
Dudhope. “        “             “              “ 
Dundee Deaf and Dumb School. “        “             “              “ 
Hawkhill. “        “             “              “ 
Liff Road. “        “             “              “ 
Liff Road Infants. “        “             “              “ 
Mitchel Street. “        “             “              “ 
Rosebank. “        “             “              “ 
School for the Blind. “        “             “              “ 
St. Stevens. “        “             “              “ 
St. Andrews R. C. [Boys] “        “             “              “ 
St. Andrews R. C. [Girls.] “        “             “              “ 
St. Margarets Infant School. “        “             “              “ 
Victoria Road.                     “        “             “              “ 
Wallacetown. “        “             “              “ 
 
At time of writing the Dundee City Archive is engaged in a redevelopment process.  For 
the moment all Dundee School Logs are archived by name and Dundee School Board 
Minutes are archived by year.  The records of the Roman Catholic schools other than 
occasional Log Books are not kept in Dundee Archives but rather are stored in the 
Diocesan Archives which are currently unavailable.  That includes the records of 
Lawside Academy.   
Perthshire School Logs 1914 – 1918. 
Higher Grade Schools. Archive. Catalogue Number. 
Blairgowrie High + Public School Perth CC1/5/7/200 
MacLaren High School. Stirling Archives. PC3/17/24 
Perth Academy. Perth CC1/5/7 
Royal School of Dunkeld. School None 
Sharps Institute. Perth. CC1/5/7 
Blackford Higher Grade Section. “ CC1/5/7/170 
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Perthshire Public Schools. 
  
Aberdargie. Perth CC1/5/7/3 
Alyth. School None 
Auchtarsin. Perth CC1/5/7/8 
Balgowan. “ CC1/5/7/138 
Ballintuim “ CC1/5/7/9 
Balnaguard. “ CC1/5/7/11 
Balquidder. Stirling Archives. PC3/17/21 
Birnam. School None. 
Braco. “ “ 
Burrleton. Perth. CC1/5/7/181 
Clunie. “ CC1/5/7/159 
Comrie. School. None 
Craigend. Perth. CC1/5/7/97 + 98 
Dalguise. “ CC1/5/7/24a 
Dron. “ CC1/5/7/130 
Dull. “ CC1/5/7/34 
Dunblane Dunblane 
Museum. 
None. 
Fortingall. Perth. CC1/5/7/102 
Killiekrankie. “ CC1/5/7/185 
Kinfauns. “ CC1/5/7/65a 
Kinnoul. “ CC1/5/7/216 
Lawyers. “ CC1/5/7/69 
Meigle. School. None. 
Meikleour Perth. CC1/5/7/173 + 174 
Monzie. “ CC1/5/7/71 
Newbigging “ CC1/5/7/133 
Perth Central District. “ CC1/5/7/117 
Perth Cherrybank. “ CC1/5/7/19 
Perth St. Ninians Episcopal. “ CC1/5/7/ 
Perth Western District. Perth CC1/5/7/189 
Perth, Caledonian Road. “ CC1/5/7/207 
Rattray. School None 
Rhynd. Perth CC1/5/7/78 
Ruthvenfield. “ CC1/5/7/192 
St. Fillans. “ CC1/5/7/202 
Strathtummel. “ CC1/5/7/84 
Tibbermore. “ CC1/5/7/151 
Tullibardine. “ CC1/5/7/145 
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 Perthshire School Board Minutes 1914 – 1918. 
School Board.               Archive.         Catalogue Number. 
Aberfoyle Stirling Archives. PC3/1/3 -4 
Alyth Perth & Kinross Archives. CC1/5/18/2 
Auchterarder “ CC1/5/22/3 
Balquhidder Stirling Archives. PC3/2/4 
Blackford Perth & Kinross Archives. CC1/527/3 
Blair Atholl “ CC1/5/28/2 
Callander Stirling Archives. PC3/3/4 
Comrie Perth & Kinross Archives. CC1/5/37/2 
Dull “ CC1/5/43/4 
Dunblane & Lecropt Stirling Archives. PC3/9/5/ 
Dunkeld & Dowally Perth & Kinross Archives. CC1/5/45/2 
Errol “ CC1/5/48/5 
Gartmore Stirling Archives. PC3/10/5 
Kettins Perth & Kinross Archives. “ 
Kilmadock [Doune & 
Deanston] 
Stirling Archives. PC3/12/3 - 4 
Kincardine  “ PC3/13/4 
Kilspindie Perth & Kinross Archives. CC1/5/59/1 
Kinfauns “ CC1/563/1 
Kinloch Rannoch “ CC1/5/64/4 
Kinnaird “ CC1/5/65/1 
Kirkmichael “ CC1/5/68/2 
Methven & Kinloch “ CC1/5/75/2 
Miegle “ CC1/5/74/4 
Muthill “ CC1/5/79/2 
Perth “ CC1/5/13/23 – 28 
Scone “ CC1/5/88/3 
Stanley “ CC1/5/89/1 
Trossachs Stirling Archives PC3/16/2 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
